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Summary 

SUMMARY 

Structural integrity in the ductile-brittle transition has been discussed within the framework 

of elastic-plastic fracture mechanics. The work has addressed benefits from arguments 

based on constraint loss and probabilistic arguments in defect assessment schemes. Crack 

extension in homogeneous and fracture toughness of functionally graded materials, such as 

laser welds, has also been examined. 

Margins in defect assessment procedures such as BS 7910 and R6/4 have been examined 

for cleavage and ductile tearing from complex and re-characterised defects. A range of 

crack profiles with re-entrant sectors developed from two co-planar surface breaking 

defects by fatigue has been examined experimentally and numerically. Both studies show 

enhanced crack driving forces in the re-entrant sector combined with a loss of crack tip 

constraint. Cleavage failures from complex and re-characterised defects demonstrated that 

the re-characterisation procedure is not conservative when cleavage occurs at small 

fractions of the limit load. Failures close to the limit load benefit from constraint loss 

which counteract the amplified crack driving forces in re-entrant sectors and cause re

characterised defects to be more detrimental than the original complex defects. Benefit 

may be taken from statistical size effects, which are strongly dependent on the crack 

geometry. Experimental fatigue and ductile tearing studies show similar development of 

complex cracks towards the re-characterised shape and re-characterisation procedures, 

such as those given in BS 7910 and R6/4, are conservative for fatigue and ductile tearing. 

A procedure has been developed to quantify enhanced temperature margms due to 

constraint loss by comparing the self similar stress fields at a critical local fracture stress 

(the Ritchie-Knott-Rice approach) and through the Weibull stress. Agreement with the 

experimental data has been demonstrated and the temperature dependence of the material 

parameters has been discussed. 

Following Li (1997) and Karstensen (1996) a toughness mapping techniques was discussed 

that allows mode I toughness to be translated into mixed-mode I+II toughness for stress 

controlled fracture. In support of the arguments, toughness of Mode I and mixed-mode I+II 

configurations was measured on a mild steel. The experimental data clearly show increased 
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cleavage toughness for unconstrained mode I and mixed-mode fields and the correlation 

with the predictions from the numerical models was demonstrated. 

The work has examined fracture behaviour of single-pass laser welds under cleavage 

conditions in the ductile-brittle transition using deep and shallow cracks. Configurations 

with fatigue cracks contained in the weld metal, the HAZ and the base material were tested 

to failure. The highest fracture toughness was consistently recorded for cracks located in 

the heat affected zones and lowest for weld metal or the edge of heat affected zone. A 

strong correlation between the spatially distributed fracture toughness and crack 

propagation direction was observed. An attempt to model the experimental results with a 

probabilistic Weibull stress analysis has required gradation in the local toughness and yield 

strength to be considered. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The development of fracture mechanics was originally motivated by a series of failures of 

high strength welded structures. The advent of welding in the first half of the nineteenth 

century changed the design and the production techniques of many steel structures 

including pressure vessels and ships. The fabrication of the first all welded merchant ship 

in 1921 started a design shift from all riveted to all welded construction. The economic and 

fabrication advantages of welding were overwhelming. However within a few years this 

new method was to experience a catalogue of disasters. The first all welded truss bridge 

collapsed in Belgium in 1931, followed by the first all welded tanker in 1943, which broke 

in half in the fitting docks. During the second world war dozens of catastrophic and near 

catastrophic failures of ships were reported. By 1953, out of 4694 all welded ships 

constructed, 233 had been subject to hull failure and 1056 had been subject to potentially 

dangerous structural failure. The cause of these failures was attributed to the stress 

concentrations and material defects. The fractures were found to be brittle low energy 

failures, promoted by low temperatures and the state oftriaxiality at the flaw. Under these 

conditions steels can fail by cleavage, with minimal energy absorption. 

The importance of evaluating defects in structures and components is still a critical area 

despite advances in manufacturing technology. Many engineering structures develop 

cracks during manufacture or during the operational life. Large flaws detected with non

destructive methods are repaired on site. Small flaws which are not detected or judged to 

be uneconomical to repair are left in the structure. During the operational life of a structure 

these small defects may grow under cyclic loading or propagate in a stable manner under 

overloads. Consequently small defects may interact and merge into larger complex defects. 

These may become critical to the integrity of the structure under fatigue, ductile tearing or 

cleavage. Defect assessment procedures, such as R6/4 (2001), BS 7910 (1999) and ASME 

Section XI (1992), recommend replacing complex defects with an idealised shape during a 

process known as defect re-characterisation. An assessment is then performed for the 

idealised defect. During re-characterisation interaction effects and the specific geometry of 

the complex defect are largely ignored. This may compromise the safety margins of the re

characterisation procedure. Significant efforts have been devoted into analysing defect 
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interaction in fatigue, which has led to revised interaction criteria in the BS 7910 and R6/4. 

Cleavage failures from complex and re-characterised defects and failures by ductile tearing 

have yet to be examined. To apply the re-characterisation procedure to these failure modes, 

the procedure must be demonstrated to give conservative assessments. 

Cleavage failures from complex and re-characterised defects have been examined and 

detailed analyses of the test results have been performed using deterministic and 

probabilistic approaches. The deterministic analysis compares the maximum stress 

intensity factor or the l-integral, to a critical value obtained from tests on standard test 

geometries or from the Master curve. The probabilistic analysis is based on weakest link 

statistics extended to complex crack fronts and applied to, cleavage failure. Both the 

deterministic and probabilistic approaches have been extended to include constraint 

effects. The interaction and coalescence of adjacent defects under ductile tearing is also 

examined and compared with results from finite element analysis. 

Several aspects of low energy cleavage failures still remain unresolved despite 50 years of 

research to address catastrophic crack induced failures. Mechanistic models, such as the 

Ritchie-Knott-Rice model (Ritchie et al 1973), have been introduced with aim of relating 

fracture toughness with material microstructure and operating environment. Confidence in 

such models is dependant on the intrinsic material properties, such as the local fracture 

stress and the characteristic size scale of the microstructure. Correlations have been 

achieved for pressure vessel steels at temperatures on the lower shelf. Nevertheless the 

fundamental aspects of stress and strain induced cleavage failure have not been fully 

researched through the ductile-brittle transition. An aspect of cleavage failure from a 

mechanistic viewpoint is addressed in the work where a temperature dependence of critical 

parameters in the Ritchie-Knott-Rice model is examined using data on an A533B pressure 

vessel steel. 

The operation of power plant is required to demonstrate pressure and temperature margins 

on critical components which may develop shallow cracks. A procedure is developed in the 

work to quantify enhanced temperature margins due to constraint loss by comparing the 

self-similar stress fields at a critical local fracture stress (the Ritchie-Knott-Rice approach) 

and through the Wei bull stress. Agreement with the experimental data was achieved and 

the temperature depen~ence of the material parameters has been discussed. 
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Fracture toughness data are derived from standard test procedures, largely concerned with 

mode I toughness. Mode I toughness is usually the lowest and therefore most important 

failure mode. However the toughness for mixed-mode loading may also be required. As 

mixed-mode test are more difficult to perform or not available, it is important to be able to 

translate measured mode I toughness to a mixed-mode loading. Following Li (1997) and 

Karstensen (1996) a toughness mapping techniques may be developed that allows mode I 

toughness to be translated into mixed-mode toughness for stress controlled fracture. 

However the procedure has been hampered by the lack of a consistent experimental data. 

An experimental examination of the toughness of Mode I and mixed-mode I+II 

configurations was performed on a mild steel. The experimental data clearly show 

increased cleavage toughness for unconstrained mode I and mixed-mode fields and the 

correlation with the predictions from numerical models is excellent, giving confidence to 

data transferability schemes. 

In real structures defect and flaws are frequently associated with welds. Consequently it is 

appropriate that part of the current work is concerned with the integrity of laser welded 

joints. Little experimental data is available in the literature and most of the data is 

concerned with impact testing. It is argued that a crack located in highly overmatched 

joints, such as laser welds, deviates into the base material. As the toughness of the base 

material is usually higher than that of the weld metal, and the values of the weld metal are 

difficult to obtain, this has led to the use of fracture toughness of the base material in 

integrity assessments. An experimental study was performed to examine fracture behaviour 

of laser welds under cleavage conditions in the ductile-brittle transition using deep and 

shallow cracks. The highest fracture toughness was consistently recorded for cracks 

located in the heat affected zones and lowest for weld metal or edges of heat affected zone. 

The crack paths propagated into the weld or the base material depending on the crack 

location in a spatially distributed fracture toughness profile. An attempt to model the 

experimental results with a probabilistic Weibull stress analysis has required material 

gradation to be considered. 
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The thesis is structured by initially presenting a review of the relevant literature, which 

allows the research to be placed in the context of existing knowledge. Initially elastic, and 

elastic-plastic fracture mechanics is reviewed, leading to a discussion of developments on 

two parameter fracture mechanics. A major component of the present work is concerned 

with re-characterisation of complex defects. The fundamental features of the problem are 

captured by an infinite sinusoidal crack, which is discussed in chapter 3. The influence of 

the crack front size and shape are discussed in Chapter 4 using weakest link arguments. 

The re-characterisation procedures proposed in BS791 0, ASME XI and R6/4 are reviewed 

in chapter 5, followed by a numerical study of complex defects with re-entrant sectors in 

chapter 6. The results of an experimental programme on the development of complex 

defects in fatigue is presented in chapter 7. This is followed by an investigation into ductile 

tearing from complex defects in Chapter 8, and cleavage failures from complex and re

characterised defects in chapter 9. 

The second part of the work addresses the micromechanics of cleavage failure, and starts 

with a literature review in chapter 10, followed by a discussion of temperature dependence 

of Ritchie-Knott-Rice model in chapter 11 using the existing experimental data of Sherry 

et al (2001). Procedures to evaluate enhanced temperature margins due to constraint loss 

are presented in chapter 12 and applied to the experimental data of Sherry et al (2001) in 

chapter 13. 

In Chapter 14 a transferability scheme between mode I and mixed mode 1111 cleavage 

toughness is presented and evaluated with the novel experimental data. 

The final part of the work in chapters 15 to 18 addresses crack propagation in laser welded 

joints. In chapter 15 observations from numerical studies on crack propagation in strength 

overmatched materials are summarised and experimental data on laser welded joints are 

reviewed. Chapters 16 and 18 present results of the numerical examination into bi -material 

and graded joints, respectively, while chapter 17 summarises results of the experimental 

studies on integrity of laser welded joints. 

The final conclusions are presented in chapter 19. Two journal papers and 8 conference 

papers have been published during the course of this work and summarised are attached in 

appendices A and B. 
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It is helpful to differentiate between the original contributions and the literature review. 

Chapters 1 and 2 are introduction of the problems considered and literature review on 

constraint based fracture mechanics, respectively. 

In chapter 3 a parametric study of the infinite periodical sinusoidal defect identified the 

load redistribution along the crack front as a fundamental mechanism leading to amplified 

crack driving forces and loss of constraint in shallow cracked segments. A strong 

correlation has also been observed with the crack front perturbation. 

In chapter 4 the weakest link statistics, which was derived to consider size effects in 

fracture, was extended to consider mechanics of curved crack fronts. A new approach is 

derived that allows spatial crack driving force or average strength of the material to be 

incorporated in the modified weakest link theory. On this basis a parameter transferability 

scheme between different geometries is derived and a new evaluation of the fracture 

resistance of semi-elliptical defect shapes is given. The chapter introduces the new 

approach that is later extensively used in chapter 9, as part of analysing cleavage fracture 

from complex defects. 

Chapter 5 comprises a literature review on the re-characterisation of complex defects. 

Chapter 6 presents new studies of crack tip parameters in complex defects with re-entrant 

sectors. In planar crack fronts a significantly amplified K and J are observed in the re

entrant sector, complemented by a negative T. This suggests low failure loads at low 

temperatures where K (or J) exceed K1c before sufficient constraint effects develop in the 

re-entrant sector, which is a potentially dangerous situation. A similar, previously not 

reported, analysis of non-planar crack front with a shear step in the re-entrant sector shows 

crack tip parameters in the re-entrant sector are less amplified due to the presence of a 

shear step. Finally the implications of amplified crack tip parameters in re-entrant sectors 

on assessment using failure assessment diagrams have been determined. 

In chapter 7 fatigue crack growth tests on interacting defects have shown amplified crack 

growth rates in the re-entrant sectors. This confirms the numerical calculations and 

highlights concern using simplified (level 1) defects assessment procedures for cleavage. 

A significant contribution in this chapter is the evaluation of the crack interaction criteria 
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in the context of recent revision to the defect assessment codes. As a direct result of this 

work, a significant progress has been made in revising the ASME Section XI flaw 

interaction rules (document IWA-3330) for cracks extending by fatigue. 

Chapter 8 examines ductile tearing from complex defects with re-entrant sectors. This 

work is an original contribution to the behaviour of complex defects, which is significant 

for a practising engineer. Similar to chapter 7, the results of this work are being helpful to 

the ASME subcommittee working on flaw interaction rules for ductile tearing. 

Chapter 9 reports on extensive cleavage tests on complex and re-characterised defects and 

the assessments using simplified and detailed numerical approaches. The deterministic and 

probabilistic analyses based on the novel weakest link statistics are used. Significantly it 

has been observed that the simplified defect assessment guidelines based on re

characterised defects are not safe when failure occurs at small fractions of the limit load. 

This result has merited significant attention and revised guidelines for defect assessment 

are given, that draw benefit of constraint and statistical size effects. 

Chapters 10 presents a review of the literature on micromechanics of cleavage fracture. 

In chapter 11 a temperature dependence of microstructural parameters in the Ritchie

Knott-Rice model is examined using existing fracture toughness data. The chapter clarifies 

the role of individual parameters and clearly shows that the microstructural distance has to 

be temperature dependent. 

Chapters 12 and 13 present a new method to benefit from the constraint effect by 

quantifying constraint loss in a form of a temperature shift. The approach is based on using 

the temperature dependant yield stress at a temperature independent local fracture stress, 

which is a novel, simple and more accurate method than for example by expressing 

temperature shift from the constraint corrected temperature dependent 1. The influence of 

irradiation on the constraint benefit is also examined. 

Chapter 14 addresses a new topic: mixed-mode fracture. It presents and verifies a new 

failure locus that allows constraint of mode I fields to be unified with the mixity of mixed

mode IIII fields. The numerical work performed by Li (1997) has been complemented by 
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new and comprehensive sets of experiments on shallow and deep cracked mode I and 

mixed-mode IIII data using mild steel. 

Chapters 15 to 18 also address a new topic, laser welded joints. Chapter 15 gives a detailed 

literature review on the recent advances in laser welding and the assessment of strength 

mismatch joints. 

In chapter 16 the weakest link model is applied to study relative strengths and crack paths 

in bi-material systems, which differ by a strength at a fixed toughness. A new argument is 

introduced that allows connection to be made between the strength mismatch and the local 

fracture stress of each constituents. 

Chapter 17 presents previously unreported results of cleavage fracture tests on laser welded 

joints. Significant new information relating to the fracture toughness and crack path 

deviations are reported, that are of interest in fracture assessments. 

Chapter 18 presents various types of analysis that can be applied to laser welded joints, 

ranging from a simple R6 type of approaches to a detailed finite element local approach 

calculations. 

In chapter 19 the main conclusions are drawn from the various studies reported in the 

thesis. 
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Chapter 2 

INTRODUCTION TO FRACTURE MECHANICS 

2.1 Linear elastic fracture mechanics 

2.1.1 The Griffith criterion 

Griffith (1921) considered the energetics of crack advance in brittle materials, such as 

glass. His studies focused on a plate of thickness, t, containing a through thickness centre 

crack of length 2a (Figure 2.1), remotely loaded with either a fixed displacement, or a 

uniformly distributed load. Griffith argued that crack propagation occurs, when the release 

of elastic strain energy is sufficient to produce a new surface. 

8 8 -(V -W)~-V 
8A a 8A y 

(2.1) 

Here W represents external work, Va is the strain energy of the body and Uy is the energy 

required to form new surface,A. The right hand part of (2.1) represents the energy required 

to form two new crack surfaces, i.e. the resistance to crack growth, R: 

8 8 
R = 8A V y = 8a (2· 2aBy s ) (2.2) 

Griffith considered the resistance to crack growth to be the specific surface energy 

necessary for decohesion of atomic bonds, as quantified by the surface energy density, y s . 

Orowan (1952) and Irwin (1957) subsequently modified Griffith's criterion after observing 

that even in brittle materials, like glass, the main energy absorption process was plastic 

flow in a small region at the crack tip. However the Griffith equation is still valid, if Ys is 

interpreted as the total work per unit area resisting crack growth, including plastic work at 

the crack tip. 

The left hand side of (2.1) is the difference between the external work done and the 

accumulated elastic strain energy and represents energy released during crack extension, 

defined as elastic energy release rate, G: 

G=-~(U -W) 
8A a 

(2.3) 

The external work depends on the loading configuration and the geometry of the cracked 

body. Under fixed load conditions (Figure 2.2), the external work is given by the integral of 

the applied load, P, with respect to the work conjugate displacement, ~: 
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(2.4) 

The strain energy released as crack propagates from a to a + da is: 

~P ~ 
U a = f2·d~=P·2 

o 
(2.5) 

giving the elastic energy release rate as: 

(2.6a) 

In the case of fixed displacement (~l = ~2)' no work is done by the external forces, such 

that energy available for crack extension is the accumulated elastic strain energy: 

G=--(U a)=-- -o ~ (oP) 
oA 2B oa t:, 

(2.6b) 

which reduces with crack extension. By introducing a compliance, C=LVP, it can be shown 

that 

P2 0C 
G=--

2B oa 

for both load and displacement control. 

(2.7) 

The elastic strain energy of an infinite body containing a Griffith's crack is given by Inglis 

(1913) as: 

(2.8) 

where E'=E is Young's modulus for plane stress and E/(l-v2
) for plane strain, v being the 

Poisson's ratio. The remotely applied critical stress required for crack extension can then 

be expressed for an ideally brittle material as: 

<Jc = J2E'Y s 
na 

(2.9) 

where the only resistance to crack propagation considered is the resistance to decohesion of 

atomic bonds. 
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2.1.2 The elastic stress at the crack tip 

Local criteria for crack advance consider the nature of the near crack-tip stress, strain and 

displacement fields. For this purpose a through thickness crack in a linear elastic solid 

under remote tension is considered, as shown in Figure 2.1. A right-handed Cartesian co

ordinate system {x,y,z} is employed at the center of the crack, while cylindrical co

ordinates {r,8,z} are centered at the crack tip. The stresses appearing in an elementary unit 

of material ahead of crack tip can be expressed by a stress function, <1>, that satisfies 

boundary conditions, equilibrium conditions and the compatibility. By using an appropriate 

complex stress function, Westergaard (1939) expressed the asymptotic stresses at the crack 

tip in cylindrical coordinates for a mode I loading as a series expansion: 

(2.10) 

_ crJ;;. . 9 ( 9 39) crxy - ~ sm 2 cos2 cosT + ..... 
'" 2m 

This is identical to the first term of the Williams (1957) series expansion of the elastic 

stress field in cylindrical coordinates: 

(2.11 ) 

where {s,t,u, ... } are {-1I2,0, 112, ... ). The corresponding Cartesian displacements can be 

derived through the elastic stress-strain relations: 

ex = t[cr x -v(cry +crz )] 

e y = k [cr y - v( cr z + cr x)] 
(2.12) 

where G represents the shear modulus, G = 2(1~V) and v is Poisson's ratio. The strains can 

be related to the Cartesian displacements (u,v,w) through the strain-displacement 

equations, here given for a two dimensional problem: 

e _011 e _Ov e =ou+ov 
x-ax' Y-Oy' xy Oy ax (2.13) 

Strains must fulfill the compatibility equation: 
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(2.14) 

For simplicity it is convenient to consider two limiting cases: thin plates and long bars. 

Thin plates or membranes are effectively subject to in-plane stresses only: the condition of 

plane stress. The out-of-plane stresses (crz,'tzx, 'tzy) are zero on both free surfaces 

(z=constant) and the through thickness stress gradients can be assumed to be negligible: 

8cr z 8cr 8cr yz ,.... -,.... -,.... -0 - zx - -0 Vz -v zx -Vyz - ,---------
8z 8z 8z (2.15) 

2(1+v) 
e z = --E-v(crx +cr y) 

The deformation of a slice of material near the center of a thick plate is restrained in the 

out-of-plane direction. The adjacent material imposes an out-of-plane stress, limiting the 

deformation to three in-plane components of strain (ex, ey, exy). This defines the plane

strain condition, in which: 

(2.16) 

The displacement field (u,v) ahead of the crack tip for plane strain or plane stress 

conditions under tensile loading are of the form: 

cr& /r 8 . 28 
U = 2(1 + V)-E-V2; COS 2 (K -1 + 2sm 2) 

cr& /r . 8 28 
v = 2(1 + v) E V 2; sm 2 (K + 1 - 2 cos 2) 

where K is defined as: 

K = 3 - 4v in plane strain and 

3-v 
K = -- in plane stress. 

l+v 

(2.17) 

(2.18) 

Close to the crack tip the first, singular, term is dominant and the strength of the singularity 

is measured by the stress intensity factor, K, (Irwin (1958)). In an elastic body the elastic 

stresses near the crack tip must be proportional to the remotely applied stress. A 

dimensional argument shows that K must also be proportional to the square root of a 

characteristic dimension, such as crack length: 

K=Ycr& (2.19) 
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In finite geometries the function Y describes the effect of geometry and loading on the 

stress singularity, and is tabulated for many standard geometries in compendia (Tada et al 

(1973), Murakami (1987)). Solutions similar to Eq. (2.10) can be derived for the 

displacements in the vicinity of the crack as well as the stresses and displacements under 

mode II and mode III loading (Anderson (1995)). Under load the crack flanks may displace 

in combination of three characteristic modes as illustrated in Figure 2.3; the tensile mode, 

denoted with SUbscript I, the in-plane shear or sliding mode II and in the out-of-plane shear 

or tearing mode III. 

For a linear elastic material the elastic energy release rate, G, and the stress intensity factor, 

K, are related, as evidenced by the Griffith criterion. In Mode I loading: 

G = K~ 
I E' 

(2.20) 

where E'= E in plane stress and E'= E/(l- v 2
) in plane strain. 

2.1.3 Small scale yielding 

The argument so far has been based on linear elasticity for which a stress singularity is 

predicted to occur at the crack tip. In metals plastic deformation occurs when the yield 

criterion is met. When the plastic zone ahead of the crack is small compared to the 

dimensions of the body and crack length, the arguments of small scale yielding may be 

invoked. Under these conditions the linear elastic stress intensity factor approach can be 

used to characterise the stresses close to the crack tip but outside the plastic zone, as 

illustrated in Figure 2.4, in an asymptotic manner. The exact determination of the size and 

shape of a plastic zone through-out the crack front length frequently presents a challenge 

(Schijve (2003)), due to the transition between plane stress to plane strain stress states. A 

simplified approach to crack tip plasticity is frequently used, where either, the plastic zone 

at an approximated shape is determined (Irwin (1960), Dugdale (1960)) or a yield criteria is 

employed to estimate the shape of the plastic zone. An estimation of the size of the crack 

tip plastic zone has been made by Irwin (1960) by substituting critical value of stress 

intensity factor and the uniaxial yield stress, 0"0, in the stress field ofEq. (2.10) for e = 0: 

(2.21) 
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Irwin (1960) considered a circular plastic zone in an elastic-perfectly plastic material and 

observed that the effective plastic zone must be larger to accommodate truncation of the 

stresses above the yield stress, as illustrated in Figure 2.5. Similar conclusions were drawn 

by Dugdale (1960), who assumed that all plastic deformation is confined to a strip of 

material ahead of the crack, known as the strip yield model of crack tip plasticity. 

Models that determine the shape of the crack tip plastic zone are based on the von Mises or 

Tresca yield criteria, applied to perfectly plastic material. The von Mises yield criteria can 

be expressed in terms of principal stresses, (<J'l' <J'2, <J'3) as: 

(2.22) 

For the two-dimensional problem of plane stress under Mode I the in-plane principal 

stresses near the crack tip are : 

<J' = ~ cos.!t (1 + sin .!t ) 
1 .J2nr 2 2 

KI e ( . e) <J'2 =--cos-1-sm-
.J2nr 2 2 

This gives the plastic zone shape, r(8), as: 

r(8) = _1 (KI J2 (1 + fsin2 8 + cos8) 
4n <J'o 

For plane strain, <J'3 = V(<J'1 + <J'2), and the plastic zone shape is obtained from: 

r(8) = _1 (&J2 (tsin 28 + (1- 2V)2 (1 + cos 8)) 
4n <J'o 

(2.23) 

(2.24a) 

(2.24b) 

The plastic zone shapes are illustrated in Figure 2.6. It should be noted that these estimates 

fail to satisfy the compatibility or the stress-strain equations. These plastic zone models 

define the limiting cases for real 3-dimensional bodies, with plane stress approximation for 

the surface of the body, plane strain representation in the center and a transition region 

defined by the stress triaxiality at the crack tip. 

The stress state at the elastic-plastic boundary depends on the plastic zone size relative to 

the plate thickness (Anderson (1995)). In an uncracked plate a state of plane stress exists 

and must also exist in a cracked plate at a sufficiently remote distance from the crack. The 

material close to crack tip is loaded to higher stresses than the surrounding material and 
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tries to contract in the x and z directions. This is prevented by surrounding material 

imposing a triaxial state of stress at the crack tip. When the size of the plastic zone is in the 

order of the plate thickness, plane stress conditions prevail at the elastic-plastic boundary, 

transverse yielding reduces the stress triaxiality at the crack tip, resulting in greater critical 

values of stress intensity, K.c;. With decreasing plastic zone sizes relative to the thickness of 

the plate, the transverse yielding becomes constrained and plane strain conditions develop 

at the boundary. The critical stress intensity factor saturates at a material property, defined 

as K1C, close to an empirical thickness of 2.5( K. )2, as illustrated in Figure 2.7. ASTM 
(Jo 

E399-88 (1988) method uses this criteria to define the size requirement for a plane strain 

fracture toughness test. 

Small scale yielding requires the plastic zone to be much smaller than the relevant crack 

and body dimensions. The validity criteria for use of linear elastic fracture mechanics 

compare the plastic zone size with the crack length, a, the unbroken ligament, w-a, width, 

wand the thickness, B, (ASTM E399 (1988»: 

a ~ 2.5( ~~c r ' w - a ~ 2.5( ~~c r 
w ~ 2.5(~~ r ' B ~ 2.5(~~C r (2.25) 

K 1C is the critical plane strain value of the stress intensity factor and (jo is the uniaxial 

yield stress. Under these restrictions the critical value of stress intensity factor is considered 

to be a material property and is termed the fracture toughness. The ASTM E399-88 or ESIS 

P 1-92 are frequently used to establish the fracture toughness values by testing edge cracked 

bars or compact tension specimens. 

2.1.4 Crack tip stress field under mixed-mode loading 

In mixed-mode l+I! plane strain conditions the crack tip stress field can be written in polar 

coordinates as: 

(2.26) 
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Under fully elastic conditions the ratio of tension to shear can be defined by an elastic 

mixity parameter introduced by Shih (1974): 

M e 2 -l(Kr) 2 -l{l· cree (r,o)} = - tan - = - tan Im~=----
7t Kn 7t HOcrre(r,O) 

(2.27) 

Under elastic-plastic conditions the near tip mode mixity is defined by a plastic mixity 

factor: 

M p 2 -l{l· cree(r,o)} =-tan Im~::.....:..........:.. 
7t HO cr re (r,O) 

(2.28) 

which gives the relative contributions of the local shear to tension in the plastic zone at the 

crack tip. The remote elastic mixity and the local plastic mixity are given by Shih (1974) 

for plane strain small-scale yielding conditions and are generally not identical. 

2.2 Elastic - plastic fracture mechanics 

Linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) is appropriate as long as crack tip plasticity is 

small compared to the dimensions of the body. In tough materials large plastic zones 

invalidate the LEFM approach. Under elastic-plastic conditions, criteria for crack 

propagation include a critical value of crack tip opening (Wells (1961)) or an argument 

based on the J-integral (Rice (1968), Eshelby (1968), Cherepanov (1967)). 

2.2.1. The crack tip opening displacement (CTOD) 

Wells (1961) observed that the stresses at the crack tip are limited by yielding and 

suggested that plastic strains directly ahead of the crack tip must be the controlling 

parameter in fracture. Wells argued that the displacement of crack flanks close to the crack 

tip, Figure 2.8, is a measure of the crack tip plastic strains. Failure is assumed to occur at a 

critical value of the local plastic strain, which is considered to be a material property. Wells 

utilised the strip yield model of Dugdale (1960) to express the crack tip opening 

displacement, 8, in terms of the stress intensity factor: 

8=~ K~ 
1t E'a o 

(2.29) 

Under large scale plasticity the small scale yielding expression is modified by a constant A, 

which depends on the strain hardening properties (Burdekin and Stone (1966)): 
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0= K~ 
AE'cr o 

16 

(2.30) 

The geometry of crack blunting prior to onset of crack advance hampers the unambiguous 

determination of o. Rice (1968) and Rice and Johnson (1970) have determined A 

computationally and experimentally and found to be 1 for plane stress and 2 for plane 

strain conditions. 

The applicability of the CTOD criterion to fracture mechanics is twofold: firstly the 

postulate of a critical value of crack opening displacement as a measure of the onset of 

crack propagation suggests failures at the same values of CTOD regardless of the crack 

length. This allows the use of a laboratory specimens to measure the critical CTOD, 

avoiding the need for large scale testing (Robinson and Tetelman (1973)). Secondly for 

materials with high toughness valid Krc values cannot be determined. These materials 

could be characterised by a critical CTOD, through the COD Design Curve approach 

suggested by Burdekin and Stone (1966). 

2.2.2 The J-integral 

The evaluation of a stress, strain and displacement fields for a non-linear elastic material 

through an energy balance approach was proposed independently by Cherepanov (1967), 

Eshelby (1968) and Rice (1968). The J-integral is a path independent contour integral 

which can be understood as a measure of the difference between the potential energy of a 

non-linear elastic cracked body, when crack advances by some infinitesimal amount. 

Expressing the total potential energy of a body as U=Ua- W, the change in potential energy 

per unit thickness, when crack advances by an infinitesimal amount, is given as: 

J=-~ au 
Baa 

1· l' . 1 1 au G ., h'd . For a mear e ashc matena --- = ,gIvmg tel entIty: 
. Baa 

J=G 

(2.31) 

(2.32) 

The J-integral is based on an energy conservation theorem applied to a non-linear elastic 

behavior and can be used to model the plastic behavior, providing that no unloading 

occurs, since plasticity is irreversible. Following Eshelby (1968), Rice (1968) considered a 
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closed contour path in a stressed solid and obtained the change in potential energy due to 

the internal and external work done (Figure 2.9) in a two-dimensional problem as: 

J ~ i wdy-T: dS) (2.33) 

The J-integral is defined as a counter-clockwise contour integral, where the w is the strain 

€ 

energy density (w = fcr .. de .. ), T is the traction vector normal to the contour integration path, 
IJ IJ 

o 

u is the displacement vector and s is the arc length. This description is based upon 

deformation plasticity or equivalently non-linear elasticity. 

An important feature of the J-integral is its path independence. This allows the selection of 

any closed contour around the crack tip, which can be taken to simplify the analysis. The 

postulate also allows the transferability of the values between geometries. 

In order to develop the J-integral as a fracture criterion, the critical values, Jc that 

characterises the resistance to crack growth must be established. Under linear conditions 

the identity J=G gives a simple correlation between the values of JIC and GIC and KIc. For 

non-linear elastic behavior it was shown experimentally by Begley and Landes (1972a, 

1972b) and Kobayashi et al (1973) that critical values of Jc can be determined from load

displacement diagrams through the compliance, or more recently, using the crack mouth 

opening measurement (Sumpter (1987), Kirk and Dodds (1993)). In both cases the area 

under the load-displacement or crack mouth opening curve represents the plastic work 

done, which can be related to the J-integral through a calibration factor. Details of the 

procedure are given later. 

The J-integral is related to the crack tip opening displacement by an expression: 

J = 1.0"08 (2.34) 

where A is a tabulated function of 0"01E and strain hardening exponent (Robinson (1976), 

Shih (1981)). 

The analogy between J and G suggests that J could also be a stress field parameter as is G 

through the K 2 = GE' relation. This is the case for a linear elastic material, where J = G , 
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but it remains valid for a non-linear elastic material, such as described by the Ramberg

Osgood stress-strain relation: 

( I
n 

e cr cr ;:-= cr
o 

+0. ~ (2.35) 

cro and eo are reference stresses and strains and n is the strain hardening exponent. The 

curve fitting constant cro is often identified with the yield stress. However with this identity, 

eo does not correspond to the yield strain at cr=cro, but the corresponding strain becomes 

e=(1 +a)eo. The relation is general and gives good description for materials with large strain 

hardening capacity (austenitic steels). For mild steels with defined upper and lower yield 

points the relation can be meaningfully fitted only at strains that are large compared to the 

yield strain. Through out the thesis the material flow behavior is therefore described by the 

elastic deformation below the yield stress, cro and merged into Ramberg-Osgood relation 

for strains that are large compared to the yield strain. 

Hutchinson (1968) and Rice and Rosengren (1968) unified fields close to the crack tip, 

where the elastic strains are assumed to be negligible and have consequently simplified the 

stress-strain relation to: 

(2.36) 

On this basis the strength of the stress and strain singularities in non-linear elastic material 

is a function of material flow properties: 

D 
cr(r) oc 1 and 

r n+1 

C 
e(r) oc-

n 

rHi 
(2.37) 

C and D are proportionality constants that define the amplitude of the stress and strain 

singularities. The singularities given by Eq. (2.37) are referred to as HRR singularities after 

Hutchinson (1968) and Rice and Rosengren (1968), and are for a non-linear material under 

Mode I: 

(2.38) 
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o\(8,n) and eij(8,n) are tabulated functions of angle, strain hardening exponent, the 

mode of loading and whether plane stress or plane strain condition is assumed. The form of 

the expression for the strains is written two ways in the literature (EPRI (1981), Anderson 

(1995)), depending on whether the angular function e ij (8,n) is allowed to contain a. In is 

an integration constant, which is a function of the strain hardening exponent. Equation 

(2.38) suggests that J can be regarded as quantifying the amplitude of the singularity of the 

elastic-plastic crack tip field, in a similar way to the way in which K defines the amplitude 

of singularity of the elastic crack tip stress field. Indeed, for a linear elastic behavior n= 1 

and Eq. (2.37) reduces to the Westergaard field, given by Eq.(2.10). 

The HRR field is a small geometry change solution in which the crack tip is essentially 

assumed to remain sharp. The HRR field is regarded as being equivalent to the asymptotic 

small-scale yielding field that develops under contained plasticity ahead of cracks in real 

structures. As crack tip undergoes large geometry changes during the crack tip blunting, the 

HRR and small-scale yielding fields field remain a valid descriptor of the deformation field 

at distances large compared to the crack tip opening displacement, r~2J/(jo (McMeeking 

(1977)). 

The application of J-integral concept to fracture mechanics is limited by its definition on 

deformation plasticity, whereas crack extension in real structures follows incremental 

theory of plasticity. A path dependence of J-integral inside the zone of large strains (r<2.5) 

has also been observed (McMeeking (1977)). 

2.3 Two parameter characterisation 

2.3.1 Limitation of Single Parameter Characterisation 

Single parameter or J-dominant fields, such as the HRR or the small-scale yielding fields, 

can be uniquely described by a single parameter, such as J or .5. Single parameter 

characterisation of the near tip field requires that the dominant singularity completely 

encompasses the zone of large strains. The analyses of Rice and Johnson (1970) and 

McMeeking (1977) using blunt crack tips and finite strain theory shows that the maximum 

stresses occur close to 2.5 and merge with the small geometry change solution as given by 
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HRR and small-scale yielding field. As there is a unique relation between K, J, and 0 in 

small scale yielding, deformation and fracture can be described with a single parameter. 

McClintock (1968) argued that the crack tip stress field in a fully plastic fracture is not 

unique, but dependant on the geometry and the type of loading. In order to determine the 

limits of J-dominance, McMeeking and Parks (1979) compared the stress ahead of the 

crack in finite geometries such as edge cracked bend bars or center cracked panels with a 

reference solution. The reference solution used was the large geometry change solution in 

small scale yielding. In contrast Shih and German (1981) used the HRR field as the 

reference solution. Both McMeeking and Parks (1979) and Shih and German (1981) found 

a range of crack geometries in which J alone no longer uniquely characterises the crack tip 

fields and the J-dominance depends on geometry and mode of loading. This specifies 

requirements on a size of test specimens to obtain near-tip stress triaxialities corresponding 

to those of small-scale yielding. Crack-tip fields in geometries which meet such geometric 

constraints are defined as J -dominant fields. A dimensional argument shows that the J

dominance may be expressed through a size requirement of the form: 

J 
C>Jl-

0'0 
(2.39) 

where the characteristic dimension, c, is identified with the unbroken ligament in deeply 

edge cracked geometries and must be greater than 25J/0'0 for bending and 200J/0'0 for 

tension. 

AI-Ani and Hancock (1991) examined the size requirements for valid J-dominant field in 

deep and shallow edge cracked bars using full field solutions. Using small and finite 

strains, the near tip stresses closely correspond to the HRR field, when plasticity is 

confined to the ligament, such as occurs in deep cracks having a/w>O.3 in bending and 

a/w>0.5 in tension. Under small-scale yielding conditions such crack tip fields can be 

uniquely described with a single parameter. In shallow cracked geometries (a/w<0.3 in 

bending and a/w<0.5 in tension) the plasticity breaks through to the crack face and the 

stresses ahead of the crack fall from the small scale yielding values characteristic of deep 

cracks to another geometry dependant distribution. In deep cracks the ligament determines 

the plastic flow and characterizes the stress field and can be identified as the size 

requirement for the valid J-dominant characterization. In shallow cracks AI-Ani and 
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Hancock (1991) pointed out that the crack length is a more appropriate controlling 

dimension. AI-Ani and Hancock showed that J-dominance was lost before J ~ ~~o in 

shallow edge crack bend bars and correlated the observations with the development of a 

compressive T -stress acting parallel with the crack flanks. 

2.3.2 Two parameter characterization 

Larsson and Carlsson (1973) used a boundary layer technique introduced by Rice and 

Tracey (1973) to investigate the development of crack tip plasticity in compact tension, 

double edge cracked and centre cracked panels under small scale yielding conditions. The 

crack configurations were also modelled using full field solution. Boundary layer technique 

replaces the actual elastic-plastic problem by a boundary layer problem, in which a semi

infinite crack in an infinite body is considered. The full field boundary conditions are 

replaced by the asymptotic boundary conditions, applied as displacement to the outer 

domain of the model, as illustrated in Figure 2.10. Contained yielding is modelled by 

restricting plasticity to a small fraction of the domain radius such that the outer field 

exhibits an elastic field characterised by the stress intensity factor. Under contained 

yielding the same crack tip stress fields develop in boundary layer model as in the actual 

geometry subject to the same stress intensity factor. Boundary layer formulations are thus 

computationally efficient techniques to study near crack tip stress fields. However Larsson 

and Carlsson observed significant difference between plastic zone radii obtained from 

boundary layer model compared to full field analyses of complete geometries loaded to the 

same stress intensity factor. Their results showed significant deviations from the small 

scale yielding solutions, characterised by a single parameter, such as J. Larsson and 

Carlsson showed that by adding a non-singular stress parallel with the plane of the crack to 

the boundary tractions of the boundary layer model, the agreement between plastic zone 

radii was achieved. The non-singular stress in the outer elastic field was determined as the 

difference between (jxx components of the detailed finite element model and the boundary 

layer computation, and expressed as the proportion of the applied load, KJ-Va. Following 

Williams (1957), Rice (1974) expressed the in-plane stress components of the elastic near 

tip stress field as: 
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cr Xy ] K1[fxx(e) fx/e)] [T 0] 
cr yy = -Fr f yx (e f yy (e) + 0 0 + terms which vanish at crack tip (2.40) 

and showed that near the crack tip the non-singular stresses amount to the uniform stress, 

O"xx=T. Significantly, Rice (1974) showed that the effects of J and T on the crack tip stress 

fields are independent, that is the effects of singularity and constraint can not be described 

by a single parameter. 

Betegon and Hancock (1991) examined plane strain elastic-plastic crack tip fields under 

contained yielding using modified boundary layer technique based on the first two terms, K 

and T, of the elastic field. Betegon and Hancock observed that a compressive T-stress 

reduces the stresses ahead of the crack by an amount, which is independent of the radial 

distance, corresponding to the introduction of the second term to the boundary layer 

tractions. The significance of their result was discussed by Du and Hancock (1991) using 

modified boundary layer formulation in perfect plasticity, where T -stress was observed to 

influence the form of the asymptotic fields. Directly ahead of the crack the fields exhibit a 

constant stress sector. The stress in this sector differs hydrostatically depending on the T

stress, such that the full Prandtl field is obtained in the limit of a positive (tensile) T-stress. 

A compressive T -stress influences the radial span of the centred fan sectors and reduces the 

mean stresses in the constant stress sector ahead of the crack. AI-Ani and Hancock (1991) 

observed a similar effect in the strain hardening plasticity of deep and shallow cracked 

bend bars and correlated the compressive T -stresses with the loss of in-plane constraint. 

The influence of the T -stress on the crack tip plastic zone is illustrated in Figure 2.11 after 

Du and Hancock (1991). Compressive T-stresses enlarge the maximum radius of plastic 

zones and causes the plastic lobes to swing forward. In contrast a tensile T -stress reduces 

the maximum size of the plastic zones and causes lobes to swing towards the crack flanks. 

The T -stress is proportional to the applied load and the T=O field is significant in the sense 

that applies in all geometries at low loads, hence can be used to define conditions of small 

scale yielding. Betegon and Hancock (1991) observed that geometries which maintain J

dominance are characterised by the zero or positive T stress, while geometries with the 

negative T stress can be described by a two parameter characterisation using J and T. 
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2.3.3 Determination of the T -stress 

The T -stress can be determined directly from the stress or the displacement field in a plane 

strain finite element analysis. Rearranging the first two terms of the Williams expansion 

gives the T-stress: 

T =lim[cr .. -~f..(8)J()I'()'1 
r--+O IJ .J2m IJ J 1 

(2.41) 

The simplest approach is to examine the stress field in the crack flanks, where fij (8) = 0 

for 8 = 7t and the T -stress is identical to cr xx . 

Following Leevers and Radon (1986) the elastic T-stress can be expressed in terms of a 

biaxiality parameter pas: 

or 

p = T.,J;;. 
K 

T 
-=AP, 
cr 

(2.42a) 

(2.42b) 

where A is the calibration constant for the stress intensity factor, which depends on the 

loading and geometry. In a linear elastic analysis A and p can be evaluated separately for 

tension and bending and then superimposed, giving the T -stress in the form: 

(2.43) 

where subscripts t and b represent tension and bending. This formulation is particularly 

useful for determining higher order terms from shell analyses in which the crack is 

represented by line springs, as discussed in Chapters 3 and 6. 

2.3.4 The Q parameter 

O'Dowd and Shih (1991a, 1991 b) investigated higher order terms in the elastic-plastic 

stress field by comparing detailed numerical solutions with the two parameter boundary 

layer solutions and described the stresses as a series expansion with the singular term, the 

constraint parameter Q and the higher order terms which vanish remote from crack tip. 

They parameterised the constraint with the elastic-plastic parameter, Q, and argued that is 

independent of distance (z«l) and of the angular position in the forwards stress sector 

(-7t/4<8<7t/4) and scales with the yield stress: 
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(2.44) 

On this basis Q is defined as: 

Q 1
. O'ij - O' HRR = lm----=---

0'0 

rO' 
at 9=0 and _0 = 2 

J 
(2.45) 

where O'HRR represents the HRR stress field and QO'o scales with the hydrostatic stresses. 

The small-scale yielding field (T=O) is also used to determine Q as HRR and SSY fields 

are within 2% directly ahead of the crack (Du and Hancock (1991)). In small-scale 

yielding, T and Q are uniquely related and both can be used as a measure of the loss of 

constraint. Betegon and Hancock (1991) have given a relation based on the numerical 

calculations for n= 13: 

(2.46) 

O'Dowd and Shih (1991 a,b) observed that the elastic-plastic crack tip fields of deep and 

shallow edge cracked bars are deviatorically similar, but differ hydrostatically. The 

magnitude of the hydrostatic stresses can be scaled with either, the elastic plastic parameter 

Q or with the T -stress acting in the enveloping elastic field. There is no unique choice for 

the second parameter to describe the crack tip stress field. The T -stress is based on an 

asymptotic elastic stress field solution. Although it is formally rigorous in contained 

yielding, it has no rigorous physical background in full plasticity, despite good agreement 

in qualitative and quantitative data past the limit load has been made by number of 

researchers (Betegon and Hancock (1991), Du and Hancock (1991) and AI-Ani and 

Hancock (1991), Wang (1993)). The Q parameter can more accurately describe constraint 

in fully plastic conditions, but it entails detailed finite element modeling for every 

geometry, whereas T -stress solutions are easily obtainable and available from various 

sources (Leevers and Radon (1986), Kfouri (1986) and Sham (1991)). 

2.3.5 J-T/Q toughness locus 

The development of a compressive T -stress is associated with high level of toughness. 

Betegon and Hancock (1991) and Sumpter et al (1991,1992) have examined the 

relationship between the constraint parameter T and cleavage fracture toughness for a 

number of standard geometries. Specimens with the highest compressive T -stress values 
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were found to be tougher than deeply cracked geometries with a positive T -stress. 

Enhanced toughness values were observed in shallow edge cracked geometries, for which 

AI-Ani and Hancock (1991) demonstrated the development of a compressive T-stress. A 

similar enhancement of initiation fracture toughness under ductile tearing of a range of 

unconstrained cracked geometries was correlated with the development of compressive T

stress by Hancock, Reuter and Parks (1993). These observations have led to developments 

of J-T/Q toughness loci for structural integrity assessments, where the conditions at failure 

can be inferred from specific geometry and load dependant toughness values by matching 

the constraint at fracture with the laboratory tests at the same constraint level. An example 

shown in Figure 2.12 gives the J-T/Q toughness locus with the scatter band from the 

collection of experimental results. The applied J vs T IQ curve is then computed from the 

finite elements analysis for the configuration of interest and superimposed. Failure is 

predicted when the applied driving force curve passes through the toughness locus. 

2.4 Measurement of fracture toughness 

In geometries that comply with the requirements of ASTM E399-88 (1988) for fracture 

toughness testing, the plane strain and small scale yielding conditions develop at the crack 

tip, and the value of the stress intensity factor at failure is defined to be the measure of the 

fracture toughness. This is typically the case in cleavage tests on the lower shelf. When 

large scale yielding develops, fracture toughness is usually measured by a critical J value, 

Je. Fracture mechanics standards ASTM E813-88 (1988) and ESIS PI-92 (1992) estimate 

the fracture toughness for deeply notched SENB specimens by measuring the load and 

load-line-displacement. Typically the J-integral is decomposed into elastic and plastic 

components: 

J = J el + J pl (2.47) 

The elastic component is parameterised with the stress intensity factor, which is tabulated 

in handbooks, such as Tada et al (1973): 

J _K2(1-v) 
el - E (2.48) 

The plastic component is determined from the plastic work under the load - load-line

displacement record: 
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11 pl A 
J I =---=---

p (w-a)B 
(2.49) 

where 11pl is the calibration factor (l1pl=2 for SENB specimens), A is the plastic work done, 

(w-a) is the unbroken ligament and B is the thickness of the test geometry. The elastic and 

plastic parts of J-integral are additive and the combined toughness can be expressed in the 

stress intensity factor notation: 

(lei + J pl)E 
KJC = ~ l_y2 

(2.50) 

The approach based on the area under the load - load-line displacement record also 

includes dissipation of energy on gross deformation occurring remote from crack tip and 

local deformation around the supports and indentor. The estimated J-integral value is 

therefore no longer the value for crack initiation and propagation, but rather a measure of 

the plastic strain energy dissipated in the whole structure. The approach in present codes is 

restricted to tests on deeply cracked geometries (alw-0.5) where local plasticity is confined 

to the unbroken ligament and the calibration factor can be determined from slip line 

analysis. For shallow cracks the standards ASTM E813-88 (1988) and ESIS PI-92 (1992) 

are unsuitable, as gross section yielding occurs and plasticity is no longer confined to the 

ligament, but extends to the front face. Sumpter (1987), Joch (1993) and Kirk and Dodds 

(1993) proposed to use plastic work determined under the load - crack-mouth-opening

displacement (CMOD) record to estimate the plastic part of the J-integral. They argue that 

the local measurement of strain energy close to the crack mouth is able to represent the 

crack tip region load, thus excluding the contribution from the global strain energy which 

may not contribute to crack opening. The plastic part of the J-integral obtained from the 

work done under load - crack-mouth-opening-displacement record is: 

J - 11 plCMOD A CMOD 
pi - B(w -a) pi 

(2.51 ) 

where 11plcMoD values were given by Kirk and Dodds (1993) as a curve-fit to numerical 

simulations: 

11 pICMOD = 3.785 - 3.101· ~ + 2.018(~)2 (0. 05:s;alw:S;0. 70) (2.52) 

valid for deep and shallow edge cracks and all strain hardening rates. A similar expression 

was also obtained by Wang and Gordon (1992): 

11 plcMoD =3.5-1.4167·a/w (0.I:S;alw:S;0.5) (2.53) 
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Fracture toughness is measured using crack mouth opening displacement throughout the 

work and specific llplCMOD factors are calculated from a finite element model where not 

available in the literature. 
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Figure 2.1: 
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Figure 2.2: 
Load-displacement curves for (a) fixed load and (b) fixed displacement conditions. 
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Characteristic modes of crack opening 
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Figure 2.4: 
Conditions of small scale yielding 
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Irwin's plastic zone model 
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Figure 2.6: 
Plane stress and plane strain plastic zone sizes 
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Figure 2.7: 
Dependence of fracture toughness on the thickness of the geometry. 
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Figure 2.8: 
Illustration of the crack mouth opening displacement (CMOD) and definition of 
the crack tip opening displacement (CTOD) with the 45° intersection lines. 
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Figure 2.9: 
Definition of the J -integral after Rice (1968) 
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Figure 2.10: 
Illustration of the boundary layer formulation. 
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Figure 2.11: 
Slip line fields in Mode I plane strain, showing the effect of T -stress, after 
Du and Hancock (1991). 
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Figure 2.12: 
Application of the J-Q toughness locus. 
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Chapter 3 

INFINITE PERIODICAL SINUSOIDAL CRACK 

3.1 Introduction 

An infinite periodic sinusoidal crack has been investigated to gain fundamental insight into 

the mechanics of complex cracks. Periodicity minimises the influence of a finite geometry, 

while allowing a systematic correlation of crack front perturbations with parameters, such 

as K, T and J. A linear elastic analysis has estimated the stress intensity factors and T

stresses for tension and three-point bending for a range of sinusoidal cracks. Elastic-plastic 

analysis examined the limit load and the way the J-integral depends on crack front 

curvature under net section yield. 

3.2 Geometry 

An infinite sinusoidal crack was modelled in a flat plate using a right -handed Cartesian co

ordinate system (x,y ,z) defined in Figure 3.1. The sinusoidal crack is defined by its 

wavelength, A, amplitude, A and mean depth a, as shown in Figure 3.2. The crack depth at 

any point along the crack length is thus described by: 

a(x) = ACOS(2: x)+ a (3.1) 

Sinusoidal defects with fully embedded (deep) and surface touching crack fronts have been 

examined at a fixed amplitude or a fixed wavelength under tension and three-point 

bending. The crack fronts are illustrated in Figure 3.3 and the crack front perturbation is 

described by the ratio of amplitude to wavelength, NA. 

3.3 Numerical method 

The geometry was modelled numerically using a finite element method under plane strain 

conditions and utilising ABAQUS (HKS (1998)) as a solver. A symmetric half of the 

geometry was represented with 1140 isoparametric second order shell elements, 

compatible with the line spring elements to represent a surface breaking crack. The mesh 

shown in Figure 3.4 was uniform along the x axis and weighted towards the y=0 plane, 

where a sinusoidal crack was introduced using symmetric line-spring elements. 
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3.3.1 Line spring technique 

Rice and Levy (1972) introduced the elastic line spring technique as a computationally 

efficient way of analysing surface cracked plates and shells. The method essentially 

idealises a part-through surface crack of surface length 2c as a through crack with a series 

of one dimensional springs placed across the crack faces, as illustrated in Figure 3.5. The 

compliance of each spring is matched to the compliance of a plane strain edge crack bar of 

matching local crack depth. The additional rotations and displacements arising from the 

increased compliance of the cracked bar are combined with the constitutive relation to give 

the local force and bending moments per unit length along the crack front. The stress 

intensity factors are then determined by combining the local forces and moments with the 

geometry calibration functions for a plane strain edge crack bar. The line spring method 

was extended by Parks and White (1982) to include elastic-plastic behaviour. Limit load 

behaviour is introduced using an upper bound solution to limit load of the edge cracked 

strip in combined tension and bending, while the J-integral is determined by equating the 

plastic work done by the line springs and an edge-cracked strip. The accuracy of elastic 

and elastic-plastic line spring solutions is discussed by Parks and White (1982) and Parks 

(1981), and shown to give acceptable level of accuracy when compared with the detailed 

3-dimensional solutions of Raju and Newman (1981). The elastic T -stress is calculated by 

combining forces and moments (Wang and Parks (1992)) with the calibration functions of 

T-stress of an edge crack bar, given by Sham (1991). 

3.3.2 Boundary conditions 

Periodicity allows a representative cell to be analysed as illustrated in Figure 3.6. The left 

hand side of the finite element model had prescribed symmetric boundary condition about 

the plane x=O. The nodes on the right hand side of the mesh were unconstrained in x 

direction but restrained to have identical but undefined displacements. The upper nodes of 

the model were allowed to rotate freely about the x axis. 

The model was subject to displacement loading. In tension a displacement of 1 % of plate 

height was imposed on upper nodes in the positive y-direction. In three point bending the 

upper nodes of the model were displaced by 10% of the plate height in the negative z 

direction, while the surface breaking crack was located on the positive side of the z axis. 

Results are presented in a normalised manner where possible. 
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3.4 Results 

3.4.1 Linear elastic analysis 

Stress intensity factors and T -stresses for deep and surface touching sinusoidal cracks are 

shown in Figures 3.7 to 3.12, normalised with the applied load, and either, a local crack 

depth or a mean crack depth. Shallow crack fronts typically exhibit amplified values of 

stress intensity factors and more compressive T stresses compared to the reference straight 

edge crack of the same local depth in both, tension and three-point bending. Conversely, 

deeper crack segments show reduced values of K and T. The trend can be related to the 

local forces and bending moments per unit crack length, shown in Figure 3.13. The local 

forces are normalised in tension with remote force per unit length, defined as the 

total applied ten~i1e force . The local moment was nonnalised b applied tensile force x g~ometry thickness in 
geometry Width y geometry Width 

tension. In three point bending the local forces were normalised with 

remotely applied bending force x geometry height 
geometry width x geometry thickness and local moments with 

remotely applied bending for~e x geometry height . Shallow crack segments experience enhanced opening 
geometry Width 

forces and opening bending moments under remote tension, while deeper segments feature 

reduced local forces and closing bending moments, compared to a reference straight edge 

crack of the same depth. Similarly, remote bending gives rise to local tensile forces and 

amplified local bending moments for shallow segments and compressive values for deeper 

segments of the sinusoidal crack. 

The difference between the crack tip parameters for the reference straight edge crack and 

the sinusoidal crack depends on the perturbation of the crack front. An increase in 

amplitude or a reduction in wavelength, hence increase in perturbation, increases the 

difference, as illustrated in Figures 3.7 to 3.10. Of most interest are crack front segments 

with the greatest values of the stress intensity factors. These are the deeper crack segment, 

however with increase in perturbation (AlA) the enhanced stress intensity factors shift to 

the shallower segments, as shown in Table 3.1. The trends are influenced by both, the 

loading mode and the position of sinusoidal crack within the plate (fully embedded or 

surface touching). 

The dependence of the stress intensity factor and elastic T -stress on the crack front 

perturbation is examined for a fixed position at the shallowest crack segments on the 
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perturbed crack front. The effects of both, amplitude and wavelength on K and T are 

summarised in Figures 3.14 to 3.21. In all cases an increase in crack front perturbation 

increases the stress intensity factor and reduces the elastic T -stress at the shallowest 

position, irrespective of loading, confirming that the critical position shifts towards shallow 

segments as the perturbation (Al')...) increases. 

3.4.2 Elastic-plastic analysis 

As similar K and T distributions were observed for both, deep and surface touching 

sinusoidal cracks in the linear elastic analysis, the elastic-plastic analysis examined the 

surface touching sinusoidal cracks. Three wavelengths were examined: ')...=40t, ')...= lOt and 

')...=2t, at a constant amplitude, A=0.25t and mean depth a =0.25t, giving the crack front 

perturbations (Al')...) of 0.00625, 0.025 and 0.125 and w is the plate width. The limit loads 

and crack tip parameters are presented in Figures 3.22 to 3.33 for a sinusoidal crack in 

perfectly plastic (non-hardening) and strain hardening materials under tension and three 

point bending. 

Local and global limit loads 

Defect assessment schemes require knowledge of the local and global limit loads. The limit 

loads for standard straight cracked geometries depend on the yield stress and the size of the 

unbroken ligament. For a uniform crack in an homogeneous material, both are constant 

along the crack front. In irregular cracks the net section ligament changes along the crack 

front, and may experience spatially dependent yield stresses (material or temperature 

gradients). In such cases a distinction must be made between the local and global limit 

loads. The global limit load is the plastic collapse load of the structure at which the plastic 

strains become unbounded for a non-hardening material response. Local plasticity may 

however extend across the ligament at a local limit load which is less than the global limit 

load. 

In order to find the local limit load, the stress history at a given position along the crack 

front has been analysed. The local stress history is expressed in terms of the local forces 

and bending moments, which under elastic deformation define the local elastic stresses. 

The elastic-plastic conditions however require interpolation between the elastic stress field 

and fully plastic (non-hardening) stress field. Rice (1972) proposed a yield surface, as an 
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upper bound solution to the limit load of a straight plane strain crack in combination of 

tension and bending. The yield surface comprises normalised local forces on the abscissa 

and combination of normalised local forces and local moments on the ordinate, where the 

values are normalised with unbroken ligament: 

.J3N (x) 
X= , 

20' 0 (t - a) 
(3.2a) 

J3 ( t )2 
Y = 2 M(x) +-N (x) 

2O'o (t -a) 2 
(3.2b) 

The stress state at any point along the crack front is defined by a combination of the local 

force and bending moment compared to the yield surface. Points within the yield surface 

correspond to elastic stress states, while points on the yield envelope correspond to fully 

plastic local behaviour. The proximity of the stress point to the yield envelope determines 

the proximity of local crack tip to net section yield and local plastic collapse. By 

comparing the stress history of all points on the crack front, the point which reaches the 

yield envelope first, defines the critical site on the crack front and the corresponding local 

limit load. 

An alternative method of locating the critical site is based on the plastic component of the 

l-integral. In line springs the elastic and fully plastic part of l-integral are defined 

separately and are dependant on the local stress history. The plastic part of the l-integral 

becomes significant when the local stress history reaches the yield envelope. This 

simplifies the task of finding critical site by identifying the critical site as that which 

develops lplastic component at the lowest applied load. This is a convenient method for 

determining the location of the critical site on the crack front and the corresponding local 

limit load. 

All the sinusoidal configurations had similar global limit loads, as illustrated in Figure 

3.22. The procedure for determining the local limit load by tracing the stress histories is 

illustrated in Figure 3.23, where stress histories corresponding to the deepest (a=0.5t) and 

the shallowest (a=0.02t) crack tips of a surface touching sinusoidal crack having A=10t 

(AlA=0.025) are examined. In this case the stress history of the deepest crack tip reaches 

the yield envelope at the lower applied load than the shallowest tip. As expected, the 
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analysis of Jplastic indicated, that for this configuration the deepest crack tip is the critical 

location. 

As the limit load is reached at the critical site, the local force to moment ratio changes as 

plasticity extends along the remainder of the crack front, towards the shallower sections. 

This is observed as sliding of the stress point along the yield envelope, until the shallowest 

location reaches the yield envelope. At that load the whole cross-section becomes plastic 

and global plastic collapse occurs. All subsequent values of the local stress state then 

coincide. 

In remote tension the competition between the ligament size and the local tension to 

bending ratio shifts the critical site from the deepest position for small perturbations 

(AlA=O.00625) to the crack mid-depth for a perturbation of AlA=O.125 (A=2t), as 

illustrated in Table 3.2. Under remote bending the local crack tip stresses are bending 

dominated and the critical site was always the shortest unbroken ligament, largely due to 

the relatively small perturbations that could be examined. Full plasticity of the largest net 

section ligament (shallowest location on the crack front) corresponds to the attainment of 

the global plastic collapse under both, tension and bending. The corresponding local limit 

loads are compared with global limit loads in Figures 3.24 and 3.25 for tension and three

point bending. The local limit load is influenced by the crack front perturbation, where an 

increase in the perturbation increases the local limit loads towards the global collapse load. 

This is due to the redistribution of local forces and bending moments, such that where 

greater perturbations feature more compressive stresses at the critical (deepest) site and 

delay the plastic collapse of the adjacent ligament to greater loads. 

Crack tip plasticity and constraint 

The J-integral along the crack front is shown in Figures 3.26 and 3.27 for remote tension 

and in Figures 3.28 and 3.29 for remote three-point bending for a surface touching 

sinusoidal crack. The J-integral is normalised with yield stress and the smallest net section 

ligament and is presented as a function of crack depth, which defines the position along the 

crack front. As the net section ligament changes along crack front, the smallest (fixed) net 

section ligament was used to normalise J in all cases. This gives a better comparison 

between tensile and bending results. The load is normalised with the global limit load. 

Superimposed on these figures is the value of J for a straight crack, obtained with the same 
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numerical model for the current crack at the same FIF1im ratios. Large 1 develops at the 

deepest crack tips for small perturbations ("-=40t). As the perturbation increases, plasticity 

shifts from the deepest sites to shallower segments, and the l-integral increases for 

shallower segments. This is most pronounced under bending conditions. For all loads even 

small deviations from a straight crack (e.g. ,,-=40t) has a pronounced effect on the 1-

integral, which increases in magnitude compared to a straight edge crack. As the 

perturbation increases, the magnitude of l-integral reduces and approaches that of the 

straight edge crack. The results suggest that under both, small-scale yielding and fully 

plastic conditions crack advance is strongly governed by crack front perturbations. 

The development of crack tip constraint for sinusoidal cracks is shown in Figures 3.30 to 

3.33, in which the T-stress normalised with the yield stress is compared with a straight 

edge crack. The applied load is normalised with the global limit load. A sinusoidal crack 

with a long wavelength in tension shows similar values of T stress to the straight edge 

crack. With an increase in crack front perturbation the T -stresses become more 

compressive for the shallow crack segments under remote tension. In three-point bending 

the effect of crack front perturbation on the T -stress is less pronounced, and the extent of 

constraint loss is comparable to that of a straight edge crack. 

3.5 Discussion 

3.5.1 Effect of crack front perturbation 

There is a close relation between the magnitude and location of amplified values of crack 

driving force and the crack front perturbation. The perturbation can be expressed in terms 

of a local crack front curvature, p, (Stoker (1969)): 

(3.3) 

This suggests that the local stress intensity factor may be expressed in a form: 

K = g(p)cr&G(+) (3.4) 

where the effect of crack front perturbation is introduced through a function of local crack 

front curvature, g(p), multiplied by the solution for a straight edge crack. Substituting Eq. 
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(3.3) in Eq. (30) of Rice's (1985) solution for a periodic surface cracks in a semi-infinite 

solid and rearranging gives a first-order expression for the curvature: 

3 

g(,) = 1 + ~~ [1 + (- 2< Sinb))']' (3.5) 

This estimate of SIF is superimposed in Figures 3.34 and 3.35 for a surface touching 

sinusoidal crack of amplitude 0.1 t at wavelengths 40t, lOt and 2t. The difference between 

the numerical results and equation (3.5) in Figures 3.34-3.35 arises from the finite 

geometry. Rice's (1985) equation was derived for a small perturbations in an infinite half 

plane. Qualitatively the distribution of stress intensity factors along the crack fronts is 

similar in both, finite and semi-infinite geometries. A similar difference between the 

numerical results and Eq. (3.5) for a surface touching sinusoidal crack of amplitude 0.3t in 

Figure 3.35 suggests that the effect of a finite geometry accounts for up to 30% of the 

difference in results. The difference is also influenced by the crack front perturbation, such 

that greater perturbations increase the discrepancy. 

3.5.2 Local force and bending moment redistribution 

Characterising parameters such as the stress intensity factor and the T -stress depend on the 

local forces and moments along the crack front. Shallow sections of the sinusoidal crack 

experience enhanced local opening forces and moments, while deeper sections are subject 

to reduced values. A remote uniform tensile loading on a sinusoidal crack produces local 

forces which vary around the local force on a straight crack. To maintain equilibrium the 

normalised sum of local forces along the total crack length must equal unity: 

(3.6) 

where No represent local forces on a straight crack. The crack geometry contributes to the 

appearance of local moments although the applied loading is simply tensile. Local opening 

moments develop in shallow sections and local closing moments at deeper section of the 

crack front. Equilibrium requires that the sum of local moments across the total crack 

length has to equal the remotely applied moment, which in case of uniform tension, is zero: 

(3.7) 
-0() 
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In bending the roles of the local forces and moments are reversed. The remotely applied 

moment is balanced by local moments which vary around value for equivalent straight 

crack. Similarly, local normalised forces arising from the crack shape sum to zero, when 

summarised over the crack length. 

3.5.3 Stability of a perturbed crack front 

The results suggest a correlation between the perturbation, crack driving force and the 

crack front stability. Sinusoidal configurations with small perturbations from the straight 

crack show (in tension and bending) the greatest crack driving force at the deepest crack 

segments. As the perturbation reaches a critical value, it shifts the crack driving force to 

the less advanced crack segments, as illustrated in Figure 3.36. Perturbation also increases 

the magnitude ofthe crack driving force, in particular in elastic analyses. 

From these analysis, crack front stability argument can be related with the crack front 

curvature. There is a critical crack front curvature, at which the greatest crack driving force 

moves from more to less advanced crack sections. Sinusoidal cracks with crack front 

curvature less than this value tend to advance from the more advanced crack segments. At 

higher crack front curvature than a critical value crack advance shifts to the less advanced 

crack sections, consistent with Rice's (1985) discussion of a perturbed crack front in a 

semi-infinite body. A perturbed crack front experiencing uniform global conditions tends 

to straighten by a cycling movement of critical segment between more and less advanced 

crack segments and in a process maintains a perturbed crack front. 



Deep sinusoidal crack (8: = O.5t) in tension 

Perturbation, AlA 0.0075 0.03 

Location of max K Deepest segment Mid-section 

0.15 

Mid-section to 
shallower tips 

Surface touching sinusoidal crack (a = A) in tension 

Perturbation, AlA 0.00625 0.025 0.125 

Location of max K Deepest segment Deepest segment Mid-section 

(a) 

Deep sinusoidal crack (8: = 0.5t) in three-point bending 

Perturbation, AlA 0.0075 

Location of max K Mid-section 

0.03 
Mid-section to 
shallower tips 

0.15 

Shallowest 
segments 

Surface touching sinusoidal crack (8: = A) in three-point bending 

Perturbation, AlA 0.00625 0.025 0.125 

Location of max K Deepest segment Mid-section 

(b) 

Table 3.1: 

Shallowest 
segments 

The location of the maximum stress intensity factors for sinusoidal cracks in (a) 
tension and (b) three-point bending. 



Surface touching sinusoidal crack (a = A) in tension 

Perturbation, AlA 

Location of the 
local limit load 

0.00625 

Deepest segment 

0.025 0.125 

Deepest segment Mid-section 

Surface touching sinusoidal crack (a = A) in three-point bending 

Perturbation, AlA 0.00625 0.025 0.125 

Location of the 
local limit load 

Deepest segment Deepest segment 

Table 3.2: 

Deepest segment 

The location of the local limit load for a surface touching sinusoidal cracks in 
tension and three-point bending. 
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Figure 3.3b: 
A sinusoidal crack of varying wavelength. 
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Illustration of the perturbation of a sinusoidal crack. 
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A representative cell of an infinite periodic sinusoidal crack. 
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bending. 
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Dependence of the T -stress on the amplitude and wavelength for a 
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configuration, while the displacements, u, are normalised by the displacement at 
the global limit load of A=2t configuration. 
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Figure 3.23: 
Determination of local critical values for surface touching sinusoidal crack of A = lOt in 
tension; deepest and shallowest point analysed. 
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Figure 3.24: 
Global and local limit load for surface touching sinusoidal crack in 
tension; normalised with global limit load for A. = 2t configuration. 
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Figure 3.25: 
Global and local limit load for surface touching sinusoidal crack 
in three-point bending; normalised with global limit load for 
A. = 2t configuration. 
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Figure 3.26: 
Development of plasticity for a surface touching sinusoidal crack of 

A = 0.25t and a = 0.25t at F=0.5Flim in tension. 
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Figure 3.27: 
Development of plasticity for a surface touching sinusoidal crack of 

A = 0.25t and a = 0.25t at F=Flim in tension. 
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Figure 3.28: 
Development of plasticity for surface touching sinusoidal crack of 

A = 0.25t and a = 0.25t at F=0.5Flim in three point bending. 
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Figure 3.29: 
Development of plasticity for surface touching sinusoidal crack of 

A = 0.25t and a = 0.25t at F=Flim in three-point bending. 
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Figure 3.31 : 
Development of crack tip constraint, parameterised with the 
T -stress, for a surface touching sinusoidal crack of A = 0.25t 

and a = 0.25t at F=Flim in tension. 
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Figure 3.32: 
Development of crack tip constraint, parameterised with the 
T-stress, for a surface touching sinusoidal crack of A = 0.25t 

and a = 0.25t at F=0.5Flim in three-point bending. 
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T-stress, for a surface touching sinusoidal crack of A = 0.25t and 

a = 0.25t at F=Flim in three-point bending. 
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The failure of brittle materials has been widely discussed as a statistical process 

(Freudenthal I (1968)) and analysed using weakest link statistics (Wallin (1984), Slatcher 

and Oystend (1986), Bruckner-Fort et al (1990)). These studies are concerned with the 

effect of crack front length on the overall resistance to failure by examining the stress 

intensity factor along the crack front of standard fracture mechanics specimens. This 

simplification was relaxed by Beremin (1983) by considering the probability of failure 

initiating within the process zone. Cleavage failure is considered to result from a high local 

tensile stress acting over a sufficiently large volume of material that allows the cleavage of 

a hard particle and the unstable propagation of the resulting micro-cracks (Ritchie et al 

(1973)). This is essentially a statistical process governed by the probability of finding a 

favourable initiating particle. 

4.1 Theoretical background 

Weakest link arguments were developed by considering a chain composed of a series of 

identical links. The chain is point loaded at both ends to ensure the same load on the links, 

which have randomly distributed strengths. The failure of the chain occurs when the 

critical strength is exceeded in the weakest link. Slatcher and Oystend (1986) argue that the 

weakest link argument describes the failure of a structure containing a sharp crack if: 

(a) structure is defined to be brittle with respect to its components, that is the entire 

structure fails when one of its sub-segment fails. 

(b) The components are equally loaded, 

(c) The strength of the components is identically distributed, 

(d) The strength of the components is mutually independent. 

The brittleness condition can be illustrated with failure from two specimens which differ in 

the crack front lengths. If a specimen A having a long crack front is divided in specimens 

B of a shorter crack front length and each specimen B fails in brittle manner, than the 

specimen A is defined to be brittle. The brittleness condition is not satisfied when a 

cleavage crack that causes total failure in specimen B, arrests in a larger specimen A, such 
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as the pop-in effects in inhomogeneous materials. The condition is also not satisfied when 

the micro mechanism of crack extension is ductile. 

The criterion that the crack driving force should not vary along the crack front allows a 

connection to be made with the mechanics of the point loaded chain. However cracks in 

real structures seldom have shapes with constant crack driving forces along the crack 

length. In a deterministic assessment structural integrity is evaluated for the position with 

the greatest value of K or J, which is in the weakest link model equivalent of assuming the 

entire structure is point loaded to the greatest value. The restriction can be relaxed if the 

chain is conceptually allowed to have a spatially distributed both, load and strength, as 

discussed in subsequent sections. 

The criterion of identically distributed fracture toughness requires that the fracture 

toughness does not depend on position or orientation of the micro-crack with respect to the 

body, hence fracture toughness of any link can be described with identical distribution 

function. However toughness distribution frequently varies spatially along crack fronts, 

such as due to stress triaxiality or material gradation. If the spatial and statistical variation 

of fracture toughness is known, the failure probability can be calculated. At a fixed failure 

probability this allows fracture toughness to be expressed as a function of spatial 

parameters, leading to transferability schemes between crack configurations. 

Experimental fracture toughness data measured on standard specImens of different 

thickness (crack front lengths) largely conforms to the weakest link governed failure 

(Wallin (1984, 1985, 1989), Slatcher and Oystend (1986)). Propositions have been made to 

scale the toughness data with the thickness of the test piece and describe the data 

throughout the ductile-brittle transition with a single toughness curve, the "Master curve" 

method of ASTM E1921 (1997). 

4.2 The weakest link model 

The weakest link model partitions the crack front into small segments of sufficient volume 

to contain a weak particle from which cleavage originates (Ritchie et al (1973)). The 

failure of each segment is considered to be statistically independent and described with a 

cumulative distribution function, P, such as that proposed by Weibull. 
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. ( K In pI = 1-exp- Ko (4.1) 

Here pi is a probability of failure of segment i at or below the stress intensity factor, K, and 

Ko is a material property with dimensions of MParm. If a crack front of length s, is 

divided into incremental segments of length so, the survival of the crack front requires 

survival of all segments, giving: 

1- P = (1- pi )Yso (4.2) 

Agreement with experimental cleavage data (Landes and Shaffer (1980)) has been 

achieved using a two parameter Weibull cumulative distribution, although three parameter 

distributions have also been used (Bezensek and Hancock (2003)). For a straight crack of 

length s, subject to uniform stress intensity factor, K, the probability of failure, P, can be 

written as: 

(4.3) 

where Ko and So are scaling constants. Wallin (1984) has argued that the shape factor for J

dominant cracks should be 4. To extend the method to materials with spatially dependent 

crack tip parameters, the material property, Ko, can be written in terms of the mean 

toughness, K, of any link: 

(4.4) 

where r(1 +;) is the Gamma function. This allows Eq. (4.3) to be rewritten as: 

(4.5) 

where 

(4.6) 

The mean fracture toughness, K, is now considered to be a function of constraint, Kmat. 

Similar arguments can be developed to consider effects of material gradation. In general 

the constraint and the mean local toughness vary with spatial position, allowing Eq. (4.5) 

to be written more generally as: 
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{
I RK(V) In } P =1-exp- -, -- dv 

So K mat 
s 

(4.7) 

~v) is the stress intensity factor at position v on the crack front of length s, and K mat is the 

local toughness. The failure probability is determined by integrating the ratio ~v/Kmat 

along the entire crack front. Alternatively the argument can be developed to define the 

mean failure condition. 

4.3 Transferability of fracture toughness data 

The stress intensity factor, ~v), can always be separated into load and geometry dependent 

parts using a reference stress intensity factor, K ref, and a non-dimensional function of 

geometry, a(v): 

K(v) = K ref . a(v) (4.8) 

The reference stress intensity factor is essentially a loading parameter which can be chosen 

in a number of arbitrary ways. In the present context it is advantageous to identify K ref with 

the maximum stress intensity factor along the crack front. The probability of failure can 

then be expressed by substituting Eq. (4.8) into the cumulative failure probability of Eq. 

(4.3): 

p = l-exp-{s~ (~:f n (4.9) 

where ~ is: 

~ = fa(v)dV (4.10) 

Slatcher and Oystend (1986) show that ~ is essentially an effective crack front length. This 

may readily be evaluated for geometries for which a closed-form expression for the non

dimensional stress intensity factor is available or by a numerical evaluation of 

computational results. 

The probability density function is defined by differentiating the cumulative probability 

function with respect to Kref: 

8P 
p=--

8K ref 

This allows the mean value of Kref to be written as: 

(4.11) 
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with the variance: 

<Xl 

\jf2(K ref ) = fP·(K ref -Kref) dK ref 
o 

41 

(4.12) 

(4.13) 

The ratio of the mean values of Kref for two configurations, A and B, then depends on the 

ratio of the effective crack front length parameters, ~A and ~B: 

K~f =(~)~ 
-B ~A 
Kref ~ 

(4.14) 

and variance of the two geometries also scales with the effective crack front lengths: 

(4.15) 

The variances are proportional to the second power of the mean values of fracture 

toughness, a relation that is implicit to using the Weibull cumulative distribution function 

in describing toughness data. 

The loading parameter Kref can also be expressed with the failure probability by 

rearranging Eq. (4.9): 

K = K (~)~[ln_l ]~ ref 0 ~ I-P (4.16) 

By combining Eq. (4.14) and (4.16) the critical value of a loading parameter to be used in 

the assessment schemes on a geometry A (K~f) can be inferred from the mean value of 

critical loading parameter (fracture toughness) of a geometry B (K~f)' at a chosen survival 

probability (I-P): 

K~f _ (~J~[ln-l-]~ 1 
K~f - ~A I-P r(1+;) 

(4.17) 

Two geometries may have different geometric shapes and sizes, but for straight cracks in 

similar shaped test specimen, Eq. (4.14) is equivalent to the statistical size corrections of 
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ASTM E1921 (1997). Equation (4.14) can also be used to map fracture mechanics 

parameters from one geometry to another, by invoking size and shape corrections at a 

given failure probability (Eq. (4.17)). Given the ratio of the reference stress intensity 

factors in two configurations, it is also straight forward to compare the failure loads. 

and 

and the variance of load: 

where u is function of geometry and the dimension chosen to define Kref. 

4.4 Applications to straight and semi-elliptical cracks 

4.4.1 Statistical effects associated with straight cracks 

The stress intensity factor for a straight crack has a form (Tada (1973)): 

K(v) = cr~G(f), 

(4.18) 

(4.19) 

(4.20) 

(4.21) 

which can be separated into a reference stress intensity factor and a function of the crack 

shape: 

(4.22) 

Here Kref is chosen to be the nominal stress intensity factor, which is in particular 

advantageous for examining the effect of size and shape on the fracture resistance of semi

elliptical cracks in the next section. In this manner the semi-elliptical cracks can be 

conveniently described by a set of parameters defined by Raju-Newman. For a chosen 

semi-elliptical geometry a relation between the nominal K and the maximum K, which 

depends on the position on the crack front, can be described using Raju-Newman 
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expression and based on results of this chapter the fracture resistance can than be expressed 

in terms of KreFKmax. 

For a straight crack the stress intensity factor is independent of position on the crack front 

and the crack shape function, u(v), is constant for a given geometry. For a straight crack the 

integral of Eq. (4.9) can then readily be solved along the crack length, s, giving the mean 

value of Kref: 

-
and the mean load F, as: 

with the variances: 

I 

\11 2 
(K ref ) = K~( SO a 4 J2 [r(1 + t) - (r(1 + i))2 ] 

s· G(T) 

(4.23) 

(4.24) 

(4.25) 

(4.26) 

When K ref is considered for two straight cracks of equal crack depth, (a/t=fixed), but 

different crack front length, s, the statistical size effect given in ASTM E 1921 (1997), is 

recovered. 

I 

K~f =(~J4 
-8 A 
Kref s 

(4.27) 

4.4.2 Statistical effects associated with semi-elliptical cracks 

A closed-form expression for the stress intensity factor around a semi-elliptical crack front 

is given by Raju-Newman (1981). The crack shape is defined by its depth to surface length 

ratio, ale, the crack depth, alt, and the ratio of the free surface length to the width of the 

geometry, clh. The position around the crack front is described in terms of the angular 
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parameter <p, defined in Figure 4.1. The stress intensity factor is given in a general form as 

a function of the parametric angle, <p: 

K(ol =("t +H"b)~7t ~ -G(},~,t,<p) (4.28) 

This can be separated into a reference SIF, (Kref = cr&), and a function of geometry 

u(<p) , as before. For tension Eq.(4.28) becomes: 

(4.29a) 

and for bending: 

(4.29b) 

The cumulative probability of failure for a semi-elliptical crack follows by substituting 

above expressions (4.29) in expression (4.9). The integration along the crack arc length, s, 

can be replaced by integration around the angle <P. The line segment dv is related to the 

angle <p through the relationship: 

dv = c - Sin'<p + (~r Cos'<p -d'l' (4.30) 

The failure probability for a semi-elliptical crack then becomes: 

P 1 { 
K ;ef . c (a a C)} 

(K) = - exp - K~ . So . X c''t'j) (4.31 ) 

where the function x(t,~,f) incorporates effects of crack length and crack shape and is a 

function of the crack geometry: 

x(~,f,t)= Ja~l -Sin'<p+(~r Cos'<p-d'l' 
<I> 

The effective crack front length for a semi-elliptical defect is simply: ~=cX. 

The mean value of Kref for a semi-elliptical crack follows as: 

1 

Kref = Ko( ~o a c J4 r(l +t) 
c· X(c't'b) 

with the mean load: 

(4.32) 

(4.33) 
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(4.34) 

and variances: 

1 

\jI2(K ref ) = K~( ~o a c J2[r(1+t)-(r(1+{-)Y] 
C· X(C't'jJ) 

(4.35) 

1 

\jI2 (F) = K~ ( ~o a c J2 [r(1 + t) - (r(l + {-))2 ] 
U c 'X(- - -) 

c' t ' b 

(4.36) 

4.4.3 Statistical effects associated with straight and semi-elliptical cracks 

Safety margins on the defect re-characterisation procedure can be assessed by comparing 

the mean values of loading parameter, K ref , or the mean values of failure loads for semi-

elliptical and straight cracks. The ratio of K ref for a semi-elliptical crack, K~e~' and an 

equivalent long straight crack, K:!tq
, shows the contribution to the safety margins from 

the shape of the crack front: 

K~~ =( SSE .G(-~l J~ -( y(~) J~ ·G(~) 
-st eq (a a C) - (a a C) t 
Kref C'X c't'jJ X c't'jJ 

(4.37) 

The length of an equivalent straight crack is defined as the crack front length of a semi-

elliptical crack and can be written in terms of the surface length, c, and a function of 

geometry, y(-;): 

(4.38) 

(4.39) 

A more general form of the mean values of the loading parameter for a semi-elliptical 

crack and a straight crack of arbitrary length, sst, is: 

-SE (st J( (a) J~ Kref = _s_ Y c . G(~) 
-st SE (a a C) t 
Kref S X c't'b 

(4.40) 

with a variance: 
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1 1 

\jI2(K~~)=[~J2( y(%) J2.G(-~i 
2 (K 5t ) SE ( a a c ) t \jI ref S X c 't 'b" 

(4.41 ) 

As an example of the use ofEq. (4.40) consider Kref as the average fracture toughness of 

a standard test geometry (Kmat). The average resistance to failure of a semi-elliptical 

geometry, K~~, can be detennined using Eq. (4.40). Likewise the critical value of the 

loading parameter to be used in the assessment schemes follows from the value for the 

standard geometry and a survival probability: : 

(4.42) 

The mean failure loads of semi-elliptical and a straight cracks scale through the functions 

of their crack size and shape: 

(4.43) 

with a variance ratio: 

1 1 

\jI2(pSE) = u 5t [~J2( y(%) J2 G ~ 2 
\jI2(P5t) USE SSE x(%,f,f) (t) 

(4.44) 

The failure load for a semi-elliptical crack geometry follows from the average failure load 

of a straight crack at a chosen probability of survival, as: 

(4.45) 

4.5 Results 

4.5.1 Analytically computed values of X for semi-elliptical cracks 

The Raju-Newman (1981) parametric stress intensity factor expression describes a broad 

range of semi-elliptical crack configurations, with the ratios of crack depth to plate 

thickness from 0 to 1.0 and the ratio of crack depth to crack surface length from 0 to 1.0. 

The effects of plate width on the stress intensity factor are included through the parameter 

clb for values between 0 and 0.5. Por greater values of c/b the effects of the free edges are 
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more pronounced. However the stress intensity factor solution is found to be reasonably 

accurate for cracks in the range c/b ::; 0.7. 

The parameter X was determined for shallow semi-elliptical cracks by solving Eq. (4.32) 

using Mathematica™ software package. The results are presented in Figure 4.2 for tension 

and in Figure 4.3 for pure bending. 

4.5.2 The effect of semi-elliptical crack shape on fracture resistance 

The effects of crack shape on the critical stress intensity factor is shown in Figure 4.4, 

where the ratio of average reference stress intensity factors for semi-elliptical and 

equivalently long straight cracks after Eq. (4.37) is shown as a fimction of the parameters 

defining the semi-elliptical crack. Higher values of Kref are observed for the semi-elliptical 

defect compared to the value for the equivalent straight crack in both, tension and pure 

bending. For shallow crack segments (a/t<O.3) that are subject to predominant tensile local 

loading, the amplification of the reference SIF over that of the straight crack is independent 

of the type of remotely applied loading. With increasing depth the remote bending effect is 

observed under bending. The results suggest that the fracture resistance of a semi-elliptical 

geometry (as measured by K ref) is higher compared to the straight crack front of equal 

lengths, an effect that arises from the curvature of the semi-elliptical crack shape. 

4.5.3 Discrete evaluation of the effective crack front length 

Statistical size and shape effects can be determined exactly when closed-form expressions 

for the stress intensity factor are known. When only numerical values are available an 

approximate method may be used. A continuous integration domain, defined along the 

crack front length, is divided into discrete segments. Each segment has defined a discrete 

value of the distributed variable, u(t). The size and shape of the irregular crack are 

expressed as an effective crack front length, ~, through the summation: 

~ . = ~(U(V)~ + U(V)~I J. ~ . 
':ldlscrete L.J 2 v I 

i 

(4.46) 

and the non-dimensional expression u(t) is defined by : 
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(4.47) 

K;E is the applied stress intensity factor at a discrete position on the crack front, 

calculated from finite element model and the incremental crack length, ~vj, is defined as 

(see Figure 4.5): 

(4.48) 

4.5.4 Comparison with the experimental data 

The procedure is applied to a series of cleavage tests on complex defects, semi-elliptical 

surface breaking defects and standard straight crack 25 mm thick three point bend 

specimens. The test were performed using 50D steel at temperature -196 DC. Crack 

geometries, failure loads and further details of the test procedure are given in Chapter 9, 

section 9.2 and in Table 9.1. The effective crack front length, ~, was determined 

numerically by integrating the stress intensity factor calculated by line spring analysis. The 

results shown in Table 4.1 demonstrate good agreement between the ratio of experimental 

failure loads and the average values derived from the size and shape corrections, using Eq. 

(4.43). Semi-elliptical cracks were also analysed using the Newman-Raju (1981) solutions 

for ~ and the results agree closely with the line spring analysis. 

4.6 Discussion 

During integrity assessments under brittle conditions, the critical values of stress intensity 

factors are estimated at critical locations on real or re-characterised defects. These are 

compared with values measured on standard geometries of nominally straight cracks of 

"preferred" width (ASTM E399-88) under high constraint conditions. The effect of 

thickness on the fracture toughness measured on straight cracks can be assessed through 

the size-effect arguments (Wallin (1985), ASTM E1921 (1997)). However in practice 

defects are seldom straight and are usually idealised to be semi-elliptical with a low aspect 

ratio. Such defects benefit from the shape of the crack front, as illustrated in Figure 4.4. 

The use of fracture toughness data obtained from standard deep cracked geometries with 

straight crack fronts and a predetermined width is not realistic and may be over-
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conservative. The above procedure allows for crack shape and size to be included in 

integrity assessment, to evaluate the safety margins of the re-characterised defect by 

comparing the crack tip parameters. Similarly the technique allows realistic design 

parameters for a component to be transferred from data obtained on standard test 

geometries. 



Test geometry Comparison 

Characteristic Effective crack (Ftest/Fstraight) (Ftest/Fstraight) 
Test No. crack dimension, front length, measured from Eq. (4.43) 

aD [mm] ~ [mm] 

Sl1 11.2 21.51 3.0 3.4 
S12 11.0 24.50 3.4 3.3 
S13 14.0 17.60 3.3 3.2 
S15 13.7 7.51 3.9 4.0 
S16 13.5 7.36 3.6 4.1 

Table 4.1: 
Evaluation of the transferability schemes, by comparing measured failure loads with 
those obtained using the Eq. (4.43). 
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Figure 4.1: 
Parametric definition of a semi-elliptical crack. 
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Values for the parameter X for a semi-elliptical crack in tension, computed 
from Raju-Newman (1981) expression. 
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Values for the parameter X for a semi-elliptical crack in pure bending, computed 
from Raju-Newman (1981) solution. 
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Figure 4.4: 
The increased fracture resistance expressed in tenns of Kref of a semi-elliptical 
crack compared to a straight crack of equal lengths, due to the shape of the 
crack: (a) tension and (b) pure bending. 
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Chapter 5 

THE RE-CHARACTERISATION OF COMPLEX DEFECTS 

Defect assessment procedures ensure the integrity of structures which may contain cracks 

or flaws. Assessments are based on toughness data obtained from standard tests on 

specimens with straight crack fronts. The integrity of the structure is then demonstrated by 

comparing a characterising parameter, such as the stress intensity factor, K, or the J

integral, J, around the perimeter of a real or idealised defect with critical values obtained 

from standard test geometries. However real structures may contain neighbouring defects, 

or defects with complex shapes. Codes, such as BS 7910 (1999), R6/4 (2001) and ASME 

Section XI (1992), invoke procedures which allow multiple interacting or complex defects 

to be idealised as simpler shapes, which are more amenable to analysis. To ensure the 

procedure is conservative, the re-characterised defects must be demonstrated to be more 

detrimental than the original defect. Although the re-characterisation procedures are 

primarily intended for complex defects which extend by fatigue, they may also be applied 

to monotonic loading failures under both cleavage and ductile tearing conditions. 

The re-characterisation procedure can be applied to single defects, or to multiple 

interacting defects, on a single or adjacent planes. Multiple non co-planar defects are 

assessed either as co-planar defects or as separate defects, depending on proximity rules set 

out in the codes. The re-characterisation procedure is approached in two stages illustrated 

in Figure 5.1 for defects on a single plane. The defect is enclosed in a rectangular box and 

a re-characterised defect is generated by inscribing a semi-elliptical profile for a surface 

breaking defect, or an elliptical profile for sub-surface defect, within the box. One axis of 

the semi-ellipse is parallel to the free surface length, while the other axis extends in the 

through-thickness direction. 

The criteria for defect interaction and re-characterisation originated from the interaction of 

plastic zones of adjacent near surface crack tips. In document PD 6493 (1991) that 

preceded the BS 7910 and R6/4, the interaction criteria is based on the free surface lengths 

of both defects. The two co-planar surface breaking defects, shown in Figure 5.1, are 

considered as through-thickness cracks of length equal to free surface length. The plastic 

zone sizes are estimated for plane stress conditions at the crack tip as: 
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rp1 = 2rol = 2K ~ /(21tcr~) = (cr / cr 0)2 c i 

rp2 = 2r02 = (cr/cro)2C2 
(5.1) 

where cro is the yield stress and rpl and rp2 are plastic zone sizes for defects 1 and 2. An 

interaction criteria follows by equating the plastic zone sizes with the distance between the 

crack tip: 

(5.2a) 

or 

for (5.2b) 

The approach developed in the ASME Section XI code is identical, apart from idealising 

surface breaking defects as a semi-circular cracks (a=c) , with the interaction criteria 

depending on the average depth of both defects: 

for (5.3a) 

or in practical, conservative, manner: 

s ::; 2a] or 2a 2 , whichever is greater. (5.3b) 

Several experimental studies (Iida et al (1984), Twaddle and Hancock (1986), Soboyejo et 

al (1990), Leek and Howard (1996)), have demonstrated limited crack interaction effects 

under bending as the adjacent crack tips approach, and numerical analyses (O'Donoghue et 

al (1984), Soboyejo et al (1990), Perl et al (1997), Hasegawa et al (2001)) show enhanced 

values of stress intensity factors only for very closely spaced crack tips. Recent revisions 

of PD6493, now issued as BS 7910, and the R6/4 code incorporate limited interaction 

effects in fatigue but preclude the contribution of coalescence to the fatigue life, by re

characterising interacting defects only when the adjacent crack tips touch (s=O). 

The present work focuses on the implication of significantly amplified local stress intensity 

factors in relatively long crack fronts, on failure and re-characterisation of complex defects 

in ductile-brittle transition. The fatigue study determines safety margin introduced by the 

new crack interaction rules in the BS7910 standard in relation to the coalescence and re

characterisation of adjacent defects extending by fatigue. The fatigue crack growth is also 

used to generate a family of complex cracks with re-entrant sectors, which show rapid 

fatigue crack growth rates in the re-entrant sectors (Twaddle and Hancock (1986), 
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Soboyejo et al (1990), Leek and Howard (1996), Bayley and Bell (1997)) associated with 

amplified stress intensity factors. In this context a particular concern arises from 

monotonic failures. This is examined for ductile tearing and cleavage from complex defect, 

to address the appropriateness of using the interaction rules and the re-characterisation 

procedure developed for fatigue. 
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Figure 5.1: 
Crack geometry and the re-characterisation of adjacent co-planar defects. 
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Chapter 6 

LINE SPRING ANALYSIS OF COMPLEX DEFECTS 

6.1 Introduction 

The generic problem of an infinite periodic sinusoidal crack discussed in Chapter 3 

demonstrated the way in which K and T depend on the crack front shape. It is to be 

expected that K and T depend on the shape and curvature of a finite irregular crack in 

qualitatively the same way. 

Surface breaking semi-elliptical cracks have been the subject of many investigations; from 

the analytical evaluation of Irwin (1962), to fatigue behaviour and interaction, mostly in 

context of fatigue life predictions (Twaddle and Hancock (1986), Soboyejo et al (1990), 

Leek and Howard (1996)). Analyses of the interaction of two surface breaking semi

elliptical cracks in fatigue (Murakami et al (1981, 1982), O'Donaghue et al (1984), Iida et 

al (1980,1984)) treat the process of coalescence as occurring almost instantaneously. When 

two semi-elliptical surface cracks meet at the surface, they are re-characterised with a 

bounding semi-elliptical crack. However fatigue crack growth is a stable process, during 

which a family of coalesced cracks with re-entrant sectors form. Many investigations also 

simplify the problem to one of co-planar coalescence, whereas experiments frequently 

indicate non co-planar coalescence (Twaddle and Hancock (1986), Soboyejo et al (1990), 

Leek and Howard (1996)). Such cracks are of interest to structural integrity assessments. 

In this chapter a family of representative coalescing cracks are investigated under 

monotonic loading for elastic and elastic-plastic conditions. The analyses examine co

planar cracks and cracks with steps in the re-entrant sector. Failure from co-planar 

coalesced configurations is also addressed in terms of modified failure assessment 

diagrams. 

6.2 Numerical study of planar coalescence 

6.2.1 Geometry 

The family of cracks considered in the study were adopted from the experimental 

programme described in Chapter 7, and are summarised in Figure 6.1. In all, 18 cracks 

were considered. These include six specimens with adjacent semi-elliptical cracks before 
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coalescence, eight specimens with coalesced cracks forming re-entrant sectors and four 

bounding semi-elliptical defects. The coalesced crack profiles exhibit a distinct cusp of 

high local curvature, which is termed a re-entrant sector. The re-entrant sector is defmed as 

position A in the study, while position B is the deepest segment of the complex crack front. 

During coalescence the re-entrant sector evolves towards a bounding crack, accompanied 

by a reduction in local crack front curvature in the re-entrant sector. Each crack was 

modelled individually in a flat plate of a thickness, t, width, b, and span, L, as shown in 

Figure 6.2, corresponding to the experimental geometry described in Chapter 7. Scott and 

Thorpe (1981) showed that the type of loading (tension, bending) affects the shape of a 

fatigue grown surface breaking crack. In order to examine the development of complex 

defects of low aspect ratio containing re-entrant sectors, three point bending was used in 

the experiments and in the numerical simulations. 

6.2.2 Numerical model 

The geometry was modelled with isoparametric second-order thick shell elements and 

crack was represented by the line spring technique of Rice and Levy (1972) and Parks and 

White (1982). Due to symmetry of the problem, one quarter of the geometry was modelled, 

as shown in Figure 6.3. The finite element mesh consisted of 660 second order small strain 

shell elements and 30 symmetric line spring elements along the bottom edge of the mesh, 

as shown in Figure 6.3. In the x direction the mesh was uniform, while in the y direction it 

was weighted towards the edge, where line spring elements were introduced. Symmetric 

boundary conditions were applied on the plane x=o (Figure 6.3), combined with 

symmetric line springs on the plane y=0 to ensure a consistency with the experimental 

geometry. Displacement controlled three point bending was imposed by displacing the 

upper nodes of the model by 0.1 t, although results are presented in non-dimensional 

manner. A non-linear material was defmed for non hardening and work hardening 

plasticity, using a power hardening exponent of 00 and 9 and a constant 2 in a Ramberg

Osgood power hardening law (Eq. (2.35)) to describe the plastic strains. Material was 

defined to be linear elastic below the yield stress and merged with Ramberg-Osgood 

relation using two strain hardening rates, n= 00 and 9 to model non-hardening and strain 

hardening plasticity. The constant a was 2. Stress 0'0 was defined as 0.2% proof stress and 

corresponds to the lower yield stress of 345 MPa measured on 50D steel used in the 

experiments. Reference strain eo was taken as o'oiE, while Young's modulus is 210 GPa. 
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The nwnerical analysis focused on the crack front from the re-entrant sector to the deepest 

sectors. Line spring analysis limits the accuracy of the analysis close to the free surface. 

However since the emphasis of the study is on the re-entrant sector, this limitation is not 

significant. Nevertheless for cracks with very pronounced re-entrant sectors, the rapid 

variation of depth in the re-entrant sector flank may compromise nwnerical accuracy 

(Parks (1981)). 

6.2.3 Results 

6.2.3.1 Linear elastic analysis 

The key elastic results are presented in Figures 6.4 to 6.9. The stress intensity factors are 

presented in Figures 6.4 and 6.5, normalised with the outer fibre stress in bending and the 

greatest crack depth of each profile. In Figure 6.4 the stress intensity factor is presented at 

positions A and B, as the crack depth at each site increases. SIFs at positions A and B are 

compared to the solutions of Raju-Newman (1981), for a single semi-elliptical crack and 

for a bounding defect. The results for the single defect agree with the Raju-Newman 

solution. In the shallow re-entrant sector just after coalescence, significantly amplified 

stress intensity factor are observed compared to the value for a bounding defect. This is 

further demonstrated in Figure 6.5, where stress intensity factors are shown along the crack 

length, between positions A and B. Away from the re-entrant sector there is no significant 

effect of the cusp region on the stress intensity factor. As the coalesced crack shapes 

develop into the bounding semi-elliptical crack, the stress intensity factors at positions A 

and B merge to the same levels, and match the data of Raju and Newman (Figures 6.4 and 

6.5). 

The qualitative trend of SIF along the crack length exhibits the features of the generic 

problem of an infinite periodic sinusoidal crack, with enhanced values in the shallow crack 

regions. For the sinusoidal crack this effect arises from the redistribution of local forces 

and bending moments along the crack front. A similar effect was found for complex cracks 

with re-entrant sectors, as shown in Figure 6.6 and 6.7. The local force per unit surface 

length of the crack, N(x), is shown in Fig. 6.6, while the bending moment, M(x), defined as 

the bending stress per unit surface length of the crack, is shown in Fig. 6.7. Both are 

presented between positions A and B and normalised with the remotely applied values, 

defined in Figures 6.6 and 6.7. The crack shape contributes to the appearance of opening 

local forces and enhanced values of local moments in the re-entrant sector under bending. 
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These values are combined with the calibration functions in the line spring model to give 

the stress intensity factors and the T -stress. The force and moment redistribution along the 

crack length thus cause an amplification of the stress intensity factor in the re-entrant 

sector and contribute to the loss of in-plane crack tip constraint, as parameterised by T. The 

T-stress is shown in Figures 6.8, between the line of coalescence and deepest crack 

segment and in Figure 6.9 in the re-entrant sector as a function of crack depth. The T -stress 

is normalised with the outer fibre stress. The Figure 6.9 demonstrates greater loss of 

constraint compare to those for an edge crack of the same depth taken from Sham (1991). 

This is due to the load redistribution. The enhanced stress intensities in the re-entrant 

sector in Figure 6.5 are matched by enhanced constraint loss, shown in Figures 6.8 and 6.9 

by a strongly compressive T-stress. As may be expected, only coalesced cracks with 

pronounced re-entrant sectors show significant constraint loss effects in bending. Crack 

tips located deeper in the geometry are subject to high constraint as indicated by a tensile 

T-stress. 

The biaxiality parameter P is shown in Figure 6.10 between the line of coalescence and the 

deepest crack segments and indicates that coalesced cracks with pronounced re-entrant 

sectors benefit from constraint loss. 

6.2.3.2 Elastic-plastic analysis 

Elastic-plastic analysis focused on crack shapes with re-entrant sectors. The crack driving 

force was monitored through development of the J-integral (Rice (1968)), and crack tip 

constraint was parameterised with the T -stress. Analysis examined both parameters 

between the line of coalescence (position A) and the deepest crack segments (position B). 

Local and global limit loads were determined using an elastic perfectly-plastic material 

response, followed by analysis for a work hardening material. 

Local and global limit loads 

The global limit load was determined from the global response of the structure, whereas 

the local limit load was determined from the local stresses, or the plastic component of the 

J-integral, as discussed in Chapter 3. Twelve coalesced and bounding geometries, ranging 

from aA=O.05t to aA=O.67t were evaluated for an incompressible, perfectly-plastic material. 

The local and global limit loads are shown in Figure 6.11, normalised with the limit load of 

an uncracked geometry (Fe). The global limit loads decrease with increasing crack size, 
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with the greatest value established for the configuration containing a coalesced crack with 

the greatest ligament (aA=O.OSt). Figure 6.11 suggests, that the sharp re-entrant sector does 

not significantly influence the global limit load, which largely depends on the load bearing 

area. 

The coalesced crack of aA=O.OSt with a pronounced re-entrant sector was used to 

investigate the local limit load at the shallowest (aA=O.OSt) and deepest (as=O.4t) positions, 

by monitoring the stress history for both positions. This is shown in Figure 6.12 where the 

stress history is plotted on the yield surface following arguments of Rice (1972), as 

discussed in Chapter 3. Due to the local load redistribution and pronounced local 

curvature, shallow crack segments in pronounced re-entrant sectors develop large scale 

plasticity before the rest of the crack front, despite having the largest ligament. Large local 

opening forces in the shallow re-entrant sector shift the total stresses in a tensile dominated 

region of the stress space. The deepest segment of the crack is in compression throughout, 

favouring crack advance from the re-entrant sector. A systematic study of local stress 

histories for re-entrant sectors and deepest crack segments is shown in Figure 6.13. As the 

crack depth on the line of coalescence increases, the re-entrant sectors become increasingly 

dominated by bending. At a crack depth of aA=O.4t, the process of coalescence is near 

completion, and the coalesced crack closely resembles the bounding crack. The deepest 

segments of the bounding crack (position A) exhibit compressive local forces and reduced 

opening moments. Crack advance in a bounding crack of low aspect ratio shifts closer to 

the free surface, as indicated by the plastic component of the J-integral. 

Local limit loads for configurations with re-entrant sectors were analysed for positions A 

and B and are shown in Figure 6.11 with matching global limit loads. All the values in 

Figure 6.11 are normalised with the global limit load of an uncracked geometry. The study 

found the local limit loads in the pronounced re-entrant sectors to be a small fraction of the 

global limit load. For all cracks with re-entrant sectors, the local limit load in the re-entrant 

sector is less then the local limit load at the deepest segments. 

Crack driving force and constraint 

The J-integral was examined on the line of coalescence (position A) and the deepest 

segment (position B) of each crack. The size of the unbroken ligament of these cracks 

varies with position around the crack front and between the cracks. Values of J in the re-
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entrant sector are compared to J values in the deepest segments, by presenting data sets for 

positions A and B with the same abscissa value. This allows a comparison of J at two 

positions on the same complex crack front. Examples of J normalised with local unbroken 

ligament and smallest unbroken ligament of each profile are shown in Figures 6.14 and 

6.15, while Figure 6.16 compares J at A and B under fixed displacement. The results show 

amplified values of J in the shallow re-entrant sectors compared to deeper crack segments 

at the same remote loading. This suggests that complex defect has a tendency to extend 

from the re-entrant sector in plasticity. 

Crack tip constraint was examined in the re-entrant sectors using the T -stress and is presented 

in Figures 6.17 and 6.18, nonnalised with the yield stress. In Figure 6.17 the T-stress is 

presented at a fraction of local limit load in the re-entrant sector of each crack and in Figure 

6.18 the T -stress is shown as a function of crack depth along the line of coalescence at a fixed 

load. The results show the same features as observed in the elastic analysis: a compressive T

stress develops in pronounced re-entrant sectors which saturates as large scale plasticity 

develops close to local limit load. The magnitude of T depends on the crack depth in the re

entrant sector, and may be comparative to the yield stress for very shallow re-entrant sectors 

(aA=0.05t). 

6.3 Numerical study of non co-planar coalescence 

Experiments on fatigue growth of neighbouring surface breaking cracks, originating from 

two co-planar notches, show a surface deviation from the notched plane before 

coalescence. This feature is discussed in Chapter 7 and may influence brittle failure. Here a 

numerical analysis is presented for a coalesced crack with a step in the re-entrant sector. 

The analysis is presented for elastic conditions, relevant to brittle failure. 

6.3.1 Geometry and numerical methods 

Representative crack profiles were taken from the study of a co-planar coalescence, shown 

in Figure 6.1 and comprised cracks with re-entrant sectors: aA=0.14t, aA=0.20t, aA=0.27t, 

aA=0.37t and a bounding crack of aA=0.52t. These are introduced in a simplified 

experimental geometry, shown in Figure 6.19, introducing a step along the line of 

coalescence by mis-aligning the two halves of the crack. Two step heights of 0.04t and 

0.08t were chosen to correspond with a 1 mm and a 2 mm step heights observed in the 
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experimental work. The shear step was modelled as an edge crack segment, in which the 

depth of the crack through the shear step was the same as the depth of the crack in the re

entrant sector (along the line). 

Fracture mechanics parameters have been determined by line spring analysis (Rice and 

Levy (1972)), by using a subgroup of elements formulated to represent the three 

deformation modes (I, II and III) under linear elastic conditions. The finite element mesh 

representing the full geometry is schematically shown in Figure 6.20, and was subject to 

displacement controlled three point bending. The line spring elements placed on horizontal 

planes show largely Mode I Stress Intensity Factors, whereas the vertical line spring 

elements show largely Mode III components. 

6.3.2 Results 

Mode I (KI) and Mode III (Km) stress intensity factors are shown in Figures 6.21 to 6.23, 

normalised with the outer fibre stress in bending and the greatest crack depth. This is crack 

depth at position B for cracks with re-entrant sectors and at position A for the bounding 

crack. In Figures 6.21 KI is shown along the quarter free surface length for a non co-planar 

crack with a step height of 0.04t. The effect of the step height on KI is further examined in 

Figure 6.22 as a function of crack depth in the re-entrant sector. The introduction of a small 

step significantly reduces the magnitude of the KI in the shallow re-entrant sector 

compared to the values for a co-planar crack front and gives rise to a Mode III component, 

shown in Figure 6.23. The Km is smallest in the pronounced re-entrant sector and rises as 

the crack depth in the re-entrant sector increases. 

In-plane constraint parameterised by T and p is presented in Figures 6.24 and 6.25. Figure 

6.24 shows the T -stress, normalised with the outer fibre stress in bending, for the co-planar 

geometry and non co-planar geometry with two step heights. Co-planar re-entrant sectors 

generate amplified compressive T-stresses, which markedly reduce as the step is 

introduced in the crack front. The non co-planar crack experiences a mixed mode loading 

in the re-entrant sector, which reduces both, the opening mode I SIF and the in-plane crack 

tip constraint, as indicated by the biaxiality parameter p, shown in Figure 6.25. 
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A numerical line spring study of non co-planar cracks indicates that the introduction of a 

relatively small step in the re-entrant sector has a significant effect on the crack tip 

parameters and may affect the evolution of such cracks under monotonic loading. 

6.4 Modified failure assessment diagrams for complex defects 

6.4.1 Failure assessment diagrams 

The concept of failure assessment diagrams has evolved from the work at the CEGB in the 

United Kingdom and originates from the "two criteria" approach of Dowling and Townley 

(1975). The diagrams are convenient way of demonstrating safety margins of a flawed 

structure, by comparing the load with that to cause plastic collapse or failure under 

contained yielding. The plastic collapse load F 0 is determined on a basis that collapse 

occurs at the yield stress. The resulting term Lr is then taken as an indication of the 

proximity to plastic collapse: 

Lr = : (6.1) 
o 

Similarly, the proximity to failure under contained yielding is quantified by the ratio of the 

applied stress intensity factor K to an experimentally measured material toughness, K mat. 

K 
Kr =- (6.2) 

K mat 

Interpolation between the extreme modes: elastic fracture in contained yielding (Kr=l) and 

plastic collapse (Lr= 1) is achieved with a failure assessment curve (F AC), as illustrated in 

Figure 6.26. The vertical axis represents the normalised stress intensity factor, whereas the 

horizontal axis is the load normalised with the limit load. The region bounded by the axis 

and the failure line is the safe regime. Any load and crack size combination that falls 

beyond the failure line may lead to failure. 

Three choices for failure assessment diagrams are distinguished based on the available 

data. Option 1 requires the minimum knowledge of material and geometry and is 

constructed as conservative lower bound to a pool of experimental data. Options 2 and 3 

are increasingly more realistic, but require specific material data and full-field solutions. 

Other more specific applications are also considered in Revision 4 of R6 (2001). 
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Option 3 failure assessment curve in R6, Rev 4 allows a failure assessment diagram to be 

generated through a J-integral analysis for a specific material and geometry. To maintain 

the agreement with the notation of J based fracture mechanics, the ordinate of the FAD can 

be written in terms of Jmat and its elastic component Je1astic. 

K =~= Jelastic 
r K mat J mat 

(6.3) 

The abscissa is still given by the ratio of the applied to limit load. The F AC is truncated at 

the abscissa value of L~ax, defined in terms of a yield stress 0'0 and ultimate tensile 

strength cr TS : 

L max = 0'0 + O'TS 

r 20'0 
(6.4) 

6.4.2 Modified Failure Assessment Diagrams 

The failure assessment diagram based on J-controlled crack growth concept is based on a 

J -dominant crack tip field and does not account for the geometry dependant constraint 

effects. Consequently data can not be directly transferred from one geometry to the other, 

unless both configurations are J-dominant. 

Modified failure assessment diagrams developed by Ainsworth and O'Dowd (1995) and 

MacLennan and Hancock (1995) aim to take advantage of enhanced levels of toughness 

associated with constraint loss. The effect of constraint loss is incorporated in the FAD in 

one of two ways; If the material toughness Kmat is identified with K,c for plane strain 

problem, the enhanced toughness associated with the constraint loss generates a new 

failure assessment curve (Ainsworth and O'Dowd (1995)) for a particular level of 

constraint loss. Alternatively, Kmat may be defined as constraint matched fracture 

toughness, which allows the original F AC to be retained (MacLennan and Hancock 

(1995)), while the crack-tip load becomes a non-linear function of remote load. The use of 

the constraint matching techniques allow the relevant toughness to be used, rather than the 

lower bound toughness associated with deeply cracked laboratory specimens. The 

appropriate failure condition is given by a failure locus in which the critical value of J is 

given as a function of constraint parameterised with T. Following MacLennan and 

Hancock (1995) a J-T failure locus is idealised by the equation: 
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[ ]

k 

J (T)e 1 

J (T=O)e = expC:
o

) 

(6.5a) 

(6.5b) 

Constraint sensitivity is determined by the exponent k, such that constraint insensitivity is 

represented by k=O when failure occurs at a critical value of J. Non-zero values of k 

correspond to increased levels of constraint enhanced toughness for negative values of T. 

The constraint sensitive toughness values are denoted J (T)e' to indicate that the critical 

values of J is a function of the constraint parameter, T. Fully constraint deformation is 

identified with the T;::: 0 and given the notation J (T=O)c • Failure initiation is taken to occur 

at the intersection of a (J-T) loading history with the failure locus. 

6.4.3 Results 

Modified failure assessment diagrams were constructed for the re-entrant sectors of co

planar coalesced cracks defined with crack depths at the line of coalescence of: 0.05t, 0.14t 

and 0.27t. Constraint loss was quantified by T and margins on JIe were evaluated using Eq. 

(6.5) at several load increments. The option 1 failure assessment curve was then used as a 

base line. Constraint enhanced failure assessment curves were derived by multiplying the 

option 1 FAC with the square root of expression (6.5), obtained for the same increments of 

the limit load. Low (k=l) and high (k=3) constraint sensitivities were considered. The 

applied load was normalised with the local limit load in the re-entrant sector. Since 

complex defects exhibit local limit loads that differ from global limit loads and between 

crack configurations, the modified FAD were also constructed for a load normalised with a 

fixed limit load. In a view of re-characterisation procedures it was appropriate to use the 

global plastic collapse load for a bounding semi-elliptical defect shape as a normalising 

load, which is constant for all configurations analysed. 

The results presented in Figures 6.27 to 6.30 show that constraint loss in the re-entrant 

sector elevates the corresponding failure assessment curves over the baseline, allowing for 

more realistic assessment when constraint benefits may be invoked. 
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6.5 Discussion 

The interaction of coplanar defects has been investigated with numerical techniques of 

varying complexity (O'Donoghue et al (1984), Murakami and Nemat-Nasser (1982), and 

Miyazaki et al (1989)). These results agree as to the general variation of the stress intensity 

factors around the periphery of interacting co-planar surface breaking cracks. The present 

study used a simple and efficient line spring analysis and shown amplified values of 

fracture mechanics parameters in the re-entrant sector, with results closely matched by the 

literature and the experimental trends (see Chapter 9). When two co-planar semi-elliptical 

cracks approach each other, an interaction effect elevates the stress intensity factors for 

adjacent crack tip, with the magnitude depending on the separation between the adjoining 

tips (Perl et al (1997), Moussa (1999)) This has been observed in the numerical study and 

is further elaborated using experimental data in Chapter 7. As the adjacent crack tips merge 

on a single plane, the newly formed re-entrant sector experiences amplified values of stress 

intensity factor, which rapidly reduce as the crack depth in the re-entrant sector increases 

and the crack shape approached that of the bounding defect. 

The variation of crack tip parameters with the shape of the complex crack can be discussed 

in two ways. The generic infinite sinusoidal crack problem indicated a form of inter

relation between the crack tip parameters and the local forces and moments. The shape of 

the irregular crack determines redistribution of local forces and moments, causing 

additional local tensile forces and enhanced bending moments in the re-entrant sectors 

under remotely applied bending. This affects the near crack tip stress field and is reflected 

in the characteristic variation of K and T along the crack front. 

An alternative qualitative explanation for the amplification of the stress intensity factor in 

the re-entrant sector can be given in terms of the crack face displacement. Analysis of an 

embedded elliptical defect under uniform tension (Green and Sneddon (1950)) showed that 

the maximum stress intensity factor at the end of the minor axis and the minimum stress 

intensity at the end of the major axis. Given that the displacementin the centre of the crack 

must be the same for both axes, the crack tip opening on each axis depends on the distance 

from the centre to the crack tip and resulting in the minor axis being under greater crack tip 

displacement. Since the crack tip displacement can be related to the stress intensity factor 

directly, it follows that the stress intensity factor must be largest on the minor axis. If this 
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argwnent is transferred to the re-entrant sector, it can be seen that as soon as the two 

defects coalesce, the crack faces along the major axis would attempt to displace in a similar 

manner. 

The introduction of a relatively small non co-planar step in the re-entrant sector of a 

complex crack has a significant effect on the crack tip parameters. Co-planar coalescence 

generates amplified stress intensity factors in the re-entrant sector, which are reduced by 

up to 60 per cent by a small step. The step may also shift the location of the maximum 

stress intensity factor towards the flank of the re-entrant sector. Similarly the magnitude of 

the compressive T -stress reduces in a non co-planar geometry. The presence of a shear step 

introduces a mixed mode loading in the re-entrant sector, with larger plastic zones. The 

combination of mode I and mode III loading and in-plane constraint loss may compensate 

for amplified crack driving forces along the line of coalescence. In such cases monotonic 

failure may initiate from the flanks of the re-entrant sector, which feature moderately 

amplified stress intensity factors and no loss of constraint, rather than from the centre of 

the re-entrant sector. Fracture surface of specimens containing complex defects with re

entrant sectors fracture at -100°C showed chevron patterns in the re-entrant sector, running 

along the line of coalescence, but were not obvious at the line-of-coalescence. Such 

consideration supports the influence of a step, which introduces the mixed mode loading 

and reduces amplified stress intensity factors along the line of coalescence. 

Modified failure assessment diagrams have been constructed for planar cracks with re

entrant sectors, which experience constraint loss in the re-entrant sectors. Modified F ACs 

are dependant on the level of constraint sensitivity, the crack shape and to some extent on 

the way in which the applied load is normalised. Higher levels of constraint sensitivity lead 

to elevated modified F ACs for pronounced re-entrant sectors. The largest effect is noted 

for the values of normalised loads close to the limit load (0.6~r~1). As coalesced cracks 

develop towards the high constraint bounding semi-elliptical cracks, failure is governed by 

the general failure assessment curve. 
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Figure 6.1: 
Semi-elliptical and complex crack shapes developed in fatigue; b=6t. 
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Figure 6.2: 
Modelled segment of the experimental geometry. 
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Finite element mesh representing a quarter of the experimental geometry. 
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Figure 6.4: 
Stress intensity factor in the re-entrant sector (position A) and at the deepest 
crack segments (position B) from line spring analysis. Data for a bounding 
semi-elliptical and a singe defect before coalescence are superimposed from 
data of Raju Newman (1981). 
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Figure 6.5: 
Stress intensity factor between the line-of-coalescence (position A) and 
deepest crack segments (Position B) from line spring analysis. 
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Figure 6.6: 
Normalised local forces along surface length between positions A and B 
from the line spring analysis. 
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Figure 6.7: 
Normalised bending moments along surface length between positions 
A and B from the line spring analysis. 
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Figure 6.8: 
T-stress between the line-of-coalescence (position A) and deepe: 
crack segments (position B) from the line spring analysis. 
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T -stress between at line-of-coalescence (position A) in the re-entrant 
sector and for a straight edge crack of equivalent depth from Sham 
(1991). 
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Figure 6.13: 
Force-bending moment histories for the re-entrant position A of coalesced 
cracks with re-entrant sectors. 
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Figure 6.16: 
Values of l-integral in the re-entrant sector and at the deepest positions. 
Values are normalised with constant ligament length of each profile and 
taken for the displacements of a fixed fraction of plate thickness. 
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T -stress in the re-entrant sector as a function of applied load. Values are 
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T -stress in the re-entrant sector as a function of crack depth. Values 
are nonnalised with the thickness and taken for the same fraction of 
global limit load of the uncracked geometry. 
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Figure 6.19: 
Modelled geometry containing two non co-planar cracks. 
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Figure 6.20: 
Finite element mesh used for modelling non co-planar coalesced profiles. 
(Note the mesh is split along the crack front for visualisation purposes.) 
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Figure 6.21 : 
Mode I stress intensity factor between positions A and B for non 
co-planar cracks and step height of 0.04t. 
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Figure 6.22: 
Mode I stress intensity factor in the re-entrant sector of co-planar and 
non co-planar cracks. 
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Figure 6.23: 
Mode III stress intensity factor in the non co-planar re-entrant sector. 
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Figure 6.24: 
T -stress in the re-entrant sector for co-planar and non co-planar cracks. 
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co-planar cracks. 
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Figure 6.26: 
The general failure assessment diagram (Option 1). 
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Figure 6.27: 
FAD for three coalesced crack shapes and constraint sensitivity k= 1. 

Applied load is normalised with the local limit load in re-entrant sector. 
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Figure 6.29: 
FAD for three coalesced crack shapes and constraint sensitivity k=l. 
Applied load is nonnalised with the global limit load of a bounding 
semi-ellipse. 
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F AD for three coalesced crack shapes and constraint sensitivity k=3. 
Applied load is normalised with the global limit load of a bounding 
semi -ellipse. 
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Chapter 7 

DEVELOPMENT OF COMPLEX DEFECTS IN FATIGUE 

7.1 Introduction 

The development of complex defects resulting from coalescence of adjacent defects in 

fatigue has been examined experimentally. The study addresses the growth of individual 

defects leading to coalescence, the development of re-entrant sectors and the evolution of 

such complex defects in fatigue towards a bounding shape. Emphasis was placed on the 

interaction of adjacent defects in the light of the revised interaction rules in BS 7910 and 

R6/4. 

7.2 Test procedure 

Experiments were performed on a plain carbon manganese steel, defined as grade 50D in 

BS 4360. The chemical composition of this steel is given in Table 7.1. Specimens were cut 

from a steel plate and machined to the geometry, shown in Figure 7.1. Two starter notches 

were machined in the centre-plane, with a slitting wheel of 70 mm in diameter and 0.15 

rum thick. The notches were machined to a nominal depth of 2 mm and a surface length of 

25 mm. The separation of adjacent notch tips was 25 mm. Specimens are denoted with 

letter S and consecutive test number. 

Fatigue crack growth tests were conducted on a 100 kN servo-hydraulic testing machine 

using a standard three-point bending setup at a frequency of 4 Hz and a stress ratio of 0.1. 

During testing care was taken to maintain the peak stress intensity factor below 30 MPa"-'m 

to maintain valid LEFM conditions at the crack tips. The development of the crack shape 

was monitored using a "beach mark" technique, which produced distinct striations on the 

fracture surface. This was achieved by altering the load ratios at a constant frequency, such 

that the minimum load during the beach mark stage corresponded to the mean load of the 

main fatigue growth, while keeping the maximum load fixed. This is illustrated in Figure 

7.2. The procedure can be summarised in seven steps: 

(1) The stress intensity factor at the deepest point and at the free surface of the semi

elliptical defect was evaluated, using Raju - Newman (1981) solution. 
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(2) The number of cycles required for a through thickness crack growth of 1 nun was 

calculated from the Paris fatigue crack growth law (Paris and Erdogan (1963)). A 

spacing of 1 mm between the adjoining beach marks gave an accurate description of 

the coalescence. The stress intensity factor was determined in (1) and constants C 

and n were calibrated on standard three-point bend 25nun thick specimens and agree 

well with reports of Hancock et al (1986) on a similar steel. The fatigue crack growth 

law used was: 

da = 8.02 . 10-12 (.M<.)2.92 [m/cycle] 
dN 

where ~K is given in MPa"m. 

(7.1) 

(3) The crack extension on the free surface was calculated by assuming a through 

thickness crack of length 2c, combined with the stress intensity factor determined in 

(1). 

(4) The applied stress range was then modified for a beach marking period, typically of 

5000 cycles. 

(5) The number of loading cycles during the beach marking was calculated using the 

crack shape prior to beach marking. Crack growth increments of O.lnun were found 

to give a distinct beach mark. 

(6) The stress range was then redefmed prior to the main crack growth cycle block to 

maintain valid LEFM condition. 

(7) The defect shape was updated prior to the start of the next increment of crack growth 

(i.e. return to step (1)). 

Tests were performed according to this procedure. For prediction purposes, coalescence 

was neglected and the stress intensity factor in (1) was calculated for a semi-ellipse with 

surface length equal to the sum of surface lengths of individual defects and a crack depth 

equal to the depth of the individual defect. Rapid fatigue crack growth was account for 

during coalescence, by empirically adjusting the cycle limit calculated during this period. 

7.3 Results 

Sixteen specimens were cyclically loaded to produce a systematic range of coalesced crack 

shapes. Specimens SI, S4, S9, SI3, SIS and S16 were cyclically loaded until a bounding 

defect had developed. Specimens S2, S5, S6, S7, Sll, SI2 and SI4 were grown to 

coalesced shapes with a re-entrant sector, while crack growth in specimens S3, S8 and SlO 
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was stopped before coalescence occurred. A representative fracto graph showing 

coalescence by fatigue is shown in Figure 7.4. The fracto graphs of fatigue tests tenninated 

by ductile tearing and brittle failure are shown in Chapters 8 and 9. 

7.3.1 Experimental observations 

After a few thousand cycles fatigue crack initiated from several small regions around the 

notch periphery. The proximity of these microcracks resulted in a rapid coalescence to 

produce a unifonn semi-elliptical crack front. The coalescence of small cracks was 

observed on fracto graphs, which revealed several small shear lips around the premachined 

notches. Some of these fracto graphs are shown in Figure 7.3. 

The photographs shown in Figure 7.4 clearly showed beach marks, from which crack 

lengths were measured and are presented with the corresponding loading cycles in Figures 

7.5 and 7.7. Only the cycles during the main crack growth were considered; the crack 

growth fonning the beach mark is neglected. Initially the cracks grew from the deepest 

point of the notch in the through-thickness direction, as shown in Figures 7.5 and 7.7, 

propagating a semi-elliptical crack towards a stable aspect ratio, shown in Figure 7.8. 

When an aspect ratio of 0.4 was established, the crack grew on the surface. Both individual 

cracks showed similar growth on surface towards the free edge and coalescence, as shown 

in Figure 7.7. As adjoining crack tips approached to a 25% of their initial spacing, the 

crack growth on the free surface increased above that in the through-thickness direction. At 

an aspect ratio of 0.45, adjacent crack tips at the free surface came close to one another and 

an increase in crack growth towards coalescence was noted. This acceleration in fatigue 

growth indicate an interaction effect, as found by the experimental observations of 

Soboyejo et al (1990) and numerical analysis of Perl et al (1997) and Moussa et al (1999). 

Coalescence occurred after 217,000 cycles in the representative fracto graph of specimen 

S13 shown in Figure 7.4. The re-entrant sector grew into the bounding crack within 30,000 

cycles, which is within 11 per cent of total test time of 275,000 cycles, indicating the short 

duration of the process. During coalescence the deepest positions experience minor 

retardation in crack growth rate, while crack sections near the free surface were not 

affected. After coalescence the free surface length of the coalesced crack doubled, resulting 

in a step change of aspect ratio. The aspect ratio calculated from the Raju-Newman (1981) 

analysis and the prediction of the model developed by Iida et al (1980) are superimposed 

on the data. Prior to coalescence, the Raju-Newman model gives the best prediction of the 
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developing shape of the smaller crack. The development of the larger crack is however 

better predicted by the Iida's model. After coalescence both predictions are in good 

agreement with the experimental data. 

All fatigue tests showed a deviation of the surface crack path from the plane containing the 

notches, while in the through thickness direction cracks remained in the plane, as 

schematically shown in Figure 7.9. Such observation have been previously reported 

(Twaddle and Hancock (1986), Soboyejo et al (1990), Leek and Howard (1996)) and 

inhibit planar coalescence on the surface. The crack growth rate at the free surface 

accelerated and the cracks either overlapped or coalesced in a non co-planar manner, by 

shearing the small ligament and forming a step in the crack front, as shown on fracto graphs 

in Figure 7.4 and schematically in Figure 7.9b. In the case of an overlap, schematically 

shown in Figure 7.9a, the overlapping cracks turned towards each other and isolated a 

small cone shaped section of material between them. The coalescence then occurred sub

surface on the plane containing notches. The preferred mode of coalescence is determined 

by the thickness of the ligament between two crack tips, as discussed by Bezensek and 

Hancock (2001). Shearing of the ligament occurred for small ligaments, otherwise the 

cracks overlapped and coalesced sub-surface. Non-coplanar coalescence influences the size 

and shape of re-entrant sectors. Configurations with a substantial crack overlap resulted in 

the formation of modest re-entrant sectors. An example of such a re-entrant sectors is 

shown in the fracto graph of Figure 9.2. The depth of the re-entrant sector is given in Table 

7.2, with the number of cycles and the mode of coalescence. In cases with no overlap, final 

coalescence by shear resulted in a small step (Figure 7.4) and a pronounced re-entrant 

sector, with crack depths as shallow as 0.1 t. 

7.3.2 Analysis of fatigue crack growth 

The measured crack lengths were combined with a fatigue crack growth law to give the 

stress intensity factors for deepest crack tips (position B) and the line of coalescence 

(position A). The fatigue crack growth law of Paris and Erdogan (1963) was used in the 

work with constants C and n determined on standard three-point bend specimens and given 

in Eq. (7.1). The experimentally determined stress intensity factors are shown in Figure 

7.10, normalised with the outer fibre stress and the greatest crack depth of each crack 

shape. The high initial values of stress intensity factors for the deepest crack tips of both 

individual defects reduce with formation of stable aspect ratio of individual defects. The 
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lowest stress intensity factor is reached just prior to coalescence, agreeing with results from 

the numerical study by Twaddle and Hancock (1986). After coalescence the stress intensity 

factor at position B increased with increasing crack depth. During coalescence the stress 

intensity factors in the re-entrant sector were extremely high. As the crack depth in the re

entrant sector increased towards the bounding defect shape, the stress intensity factors at A 

and B merged towards same level. The crack depth (0.53t in Figure 7.10) where this 

occurs, completes the process of coalescence, as the stress intensity factor distribution 

around the crack front returns to that of a single semi-elliptical defect, as discussed in 

Chapter 6 (Figure 6.4). Superimposed on the Figure 7.10 is the stress intensity factor 

obtained from the line spring analysis of coalescing cracks, analysed numerically in 

Chapter 6. The numerically modelled cracks were chosen such that represent the average 

aspect ratio and crack depth observed in the tests. Agreement between the experimentally 

determined and numerically modelled stress intensity factors is observed for both 

positions, A and B. The minor discrepancy for the deepest positions may arise from the 

statistically discrepancies in different batches of steel, that may influence the calibration of 

parameters in fatigue growth law. The specimens were cut from a plate and had notches 

machined perpendicular to the rolling direction, with the crack growth is largely in the 

short transverse direction. The standard fatigue crack growth specimens were machined to 

propagate the crack perpendicular to the rolling direction but in the long transverse 

direction. The stress intensity factors in Figure 7.10 show the accuracy of the line spring 

model applied to complex defects with re-entrant sectors, where the values in the re-entrant 

sector closely match the experimentally determined values. 

Experimentally determined stress intensity factors close to the surface are shown in Figure 

7.11 and agree with the free surface crack growth rate shown in Figure 7.6. The stress 

intensity factor was normalised with the outer fibre stress and the half free surface crack 

length c, measured from the centreline of the notch. Stable growth on the surface was 

reached after an initial transient, as shown by a constant stress intensity factors in Figure 

7.Il. Just prior to coalescence adjacent crack tips accelerated towards one another, 

indicating the interaction effects, which are discussed later. When crack overlap occurred 

on the surface, the retardation in the growth on surface in the overlap is indicated with a 

drop in stress intensity factors in Figure 7.11. A constant crack growth rate on the surface 

of a coalesced defect towards the free edge was observed through the coalescence process, 

as shown in Figure 7.6 and 7.7. This matches the observations from the fracto graphs , 
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where no significant effect of the coalescence was noted on the free surface growth of 

coalesced crack. After the bounding defect profile was reached, the free surface growth 

rate accelerated, corresponding to the increase in the stress intensity factors shown in 

Figure 7.11. 

Interaction effects between the adjacent defects can be quantified by comparing the 

fatigue growth rates on the free surface, as shown in Figures 7.12 and 7.13, the 

corresponding stress intensity factors for surface crack tips, as shown in Figure 7.14 and by 

the ratio of applied stress intensity factors at surface positions E and F, shown in Figure 

7.15. Interaction effects only become significant when the crack tip spacing becomes less 

than half the depth of the deepest defect (s<d/2). The magnitude of the interaction is 

dependent on the thickness of the out-of-plane ligament separating the adjacent crack tips 

which determines the mode of coalescence. In the case of crack overlap, interaction effects 

elevate the local stress intensities by 20 per cent compared to the value on a single isolated 

defect and in cases of coalescence by a shear step the interaction causes a 40 per cent 

increase in stress intensity as s~O. 

7.4 Discussion 

7.4.1 Fatigue life and re-characterisation 

During fatigue, co-planar surface breaking defects develop largely independently until the 

adjacent crack tips meet and coalesce. Small interaction effects, which are sensitive to 

shear or overlap effects, occurred before the adjacent crack tips came into contact. The 

observations are consistent with the finite element work of Perl et al (1997) and Moussa et 

al (1999) on the interaction of non co-planar surface breaking cracks and the analysis of 

Murakami and Nemat-Nasser (1982) and Bayley and Bell (1997) on the interaction of co

planar surface breaking cracks. Small under-predictions of the fatigue life arise if 

interaction effects are omitted. However this is counteracted by re-characterising the defect 

as soon the crack tips touch. Although the two effects may not be equal, the resulting effect 

is usually conservative. 

Coalescence is a rapid local process affecting the local region where a re-entrant sector is 

formed. The fraction of the fatigue life spent in coalescence was approximately 15 per cent 

in the present work, matching previous reports (Twaddle and Hancock (1986), Soboyejo et 
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al (1990), Leek and Howard (1996)), although Frise and Bell (1992) found that 

coalescence could constitute up to 87 per cent of total test time, depending on the 

geometry, defect spacing and the type of loading. In engineering applications both, crack 

interaction and coalescence may constitute a useful part of the operational life. Re

characterisation procedures which discard both, interaction and coalescence, shorten the 

operational life. Allowing a limited amount of defect interaction but precluding 

coalescence, as recommended in R6/4 and BS 7910 defect assessment codes, and proposed 

for the revised ASME XI code (Hasegawa (2002)) rationalises the assessment while 

maintaining the necessary conservatism. The present experimental work confirms 

suggestions of Iida et al (1980, 1984), Twaddle and Hancock (1986), and agrees with 

observations of Soboyejo et al (1990) and Leek and Howard (1996) that the defect 

interaction and coalescence phases in fatigue growth may be neglected and simplified 

procedures for fatigue life are conservative and support the revised defect re

characterisation rules ofBS 7910 and R6/4. 

Leek and Howard (1996) proposed a fatigue life model, which accounts for rapid fatigue 

crack growth in re-entrant sectors through numerically determined interaction factors. 

However Iida's recommendation of replacing the actual interacting crack geometry with a 

bounding crack as soon as adjacent crack tips touch is still maintained. This approach is an 

improvement over the original proposal of Iida et al (1984), whose fatigue life model does 

not incorporate interaction effects. 

Defect re-characterisation rules given in BS 7910 and R6/4 recommend replacing the real 

defects with a re-characterised shape once the adjacent crack tips touch. This 

recommendation is supported in the present work, where no major interactions or abrupt 

changes in fatigue growth prior to recommended re-characterisation have been observed. 

7.4.2 Non co-planar coalescence 

Much of the experimental work on defect coalescence is concerned with configurations 

with initially coplanar defects. The majority of experimental observations (Twaddle and 

Hancock (1986), Soboyejo et al (1990), Leek and Howard (1996), Bayley and Bell (1997)) 

however suggest final crack coalescence by surface or subsurface shearing of small 

ligament of material, contrasting the assumed tip-to-tip coalescence on the free surface. 

Similar trends in fatigue growth of free surface crack tips were found in the present work 
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where crack growth at the free surface deviated from the initial plane into which defects 

were machined. This is shown schematically in Figure 7.16 and appears to be non

systematic. For cases where one crack dominated there was a greater tendency for cracks 

to deviate in opposite sense at coalescence. Conversely, when crack growth initiated 

evenly at both defects, there was a tendency for the deviations to be in the same sense but 

differing in magnitude. 

Melin (1983) has addressed the problem of non co-planar crack interaction by considering 

stress intensity factors for an array of collinear cracks. For a single crack, planar crack 

extension is found to be stable in Mode I loading. For a combination of mixed mode 

loading the crack path is governed by the mode mixity. For a periodic array of cracks with 

closely spaced tips, Melin found crack path is unstable for any combination of loading and 

concludes that non co-planar coalescence is favoured in fatigue, as observed in the present 

work. Crack tips close to the free surface may experience effects due to the non-singular T

stress. Cottrell and Rice (1984) have shown through the perturbation analysis that to the 

first-order, the deviation from the crack plane is energetically favourable, when the crack 

tip experiences a tensile T -stress. Conversely, a compressive T -stress stabilises the crack 

into its initial path. Such arguments may be relevant in the present case, where the 

individual free surface crack paths follow a macroscopic straight path until they are close 

to each other. The analysis of Cottrell and Rice however does not take into consideration 

the interaction of multiple adjacent defects. Clearly a full explanation has not yet been 

developed. Significantly, the non co-planar coalescence affects the size of the re-entrant 

sectors, which are relevant to brittle failures. 

Mechanical factors arising from specimen preparation and testing may influence crack 

growth. The geometries were fine ground perpendicular to the notches after the notches 

were cut. Observations under optical microscope did not reveal machining marks in the 

crack growth direction. The machining of starter notches may have affected areas close to 

the free surface and influenced the subsequent orientation of small cracks formed before 

the development of a single dominant crack. These small cracks coalesced into a dominant 

crack and their orientation may have affected the initial orientation of the main crack and 

influenced the propagation near the free surface. 
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The test geometry (Figure 7.1) usually exhibited free surface crack growth in opposing 

directions from the plane containing the notches. This resulted in crack overlap and sub

surface coalescence with a moderate re-entrant sectors. A set of leading grooves was cut 

between the notches, to assess the sensitivity of the deviation of free surface crack growth, 

which is shown schematically in Figure 7.17. The depth of these grooves was 10% of the 

depth of the starter notch, to minimise the influence on crack initiation, while still 

providing the geometric constraint for planar crack growth. Initially the leading grooves 

were cut half way between the notches. In the second case a leading groove was cut 

between the two notches. 

In the first instance, which is schematically shown in Figure 7.17a, the leading groove 

successfully contained the main crack in the plane. However as the free surface crack tips 

reached the end of the leading groove, they deviated from the plane at a similar angle to 

that observed without leading grooves. The growth from the leading grooves is shown in 

more detail on the fracto graph of Figure 7.18. The figure shows two plastic zones have 

developed and connecting the groove tips. The cracks initially followed the plastic zones, 

as shown in Figures 7.18 a, b and c, but then deviated and continued at an angle to the 

plane, as illustrated in Figure 7.18 d. The adjacent crack tips met close to the perpendicular 

plane (Figure 7.18 e) and coalesced by shearing the small ligament, as shown in Figure 

7.18 f. 

Configurations with leading grooves cut part way between notches produced coalesced 

configurations with a modest shear step and pronounced re-entrant sectors, when the 

deviation of free surface growth was of an equal sense. The size and shape of the re-entrant 

sectors formed depends on the separation between the adjacent tips of the leading grooves, 

which determines the crack overlap. The growth of the tip of the main fatigue crack within 

the leading groove and away from the leading groove is shown in Figure 7.19 The leading 

groove initiates small microcracks ahead of the main crack which are then consumed by 

the main crack and dictate the propagation of the main crack. At the end of the leading 

groove the crack tip loses its geometric restraint and propagates out of the plane. 

A leading groove cut between the notches of Figure 7.17b led to coplanar coalescence, as 

shown in the fracto graph of Figure 7.20. In this instance the notch separation was 15 mm, 

and a distinct re-entrant sector has formed. For cases where the notch separation is 25 mm, 
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a large portion of the co-planar crack front constitutes the re-entrant sector, and has a 

modest curvature. The entire crack profile was smaller in size, since coalescence 

effectively commenced earlier in the test. 

The findings on a non co-planar coalescence suggests a more fundamental and systematic 

fracture mechanics reason for crack deviation than experimental scatter. A numerical 

investigation into this phenomena requires a full three dimensional model, which is beyond 

the scope of the current work. 



Chemical composition (Wt%) 

C Si Mn p S Cr Mo Cu Nb 

0.17 0.29 1.3 0.01 0.008 0.09 0.01 0.11 0.045 

Table 7.1: 
Chemical composition ofBS4360 grade 50D steel 

Coalesced Number of Number of 
crack depth cycles to cycles in the Mode of 

Configuration (position A) coalescence test coalescence 

[mm] [cycles] [cycles] 

Specimen SI 5.5 170.000 190.000 Step 

Specimen S2 6.5 156.000 162.000 Overlap 

Specimen S3 Not coalesced / 165.000 Overlap 

Specimen S4 10.0 164.000 186.000 Overlap 

Specimen S5 7.5 117.000 126.000 Overlap 

Specimen S6 2.2 131.000 131.000 Step 

Specimen S7 7.0 133.000 136.000 Overlap 

Specimen S8 Not coalesced / 144.000 Overlap 

Specimen S9 0.4 75.000 117.000 Coplanar * 
Specimen S10 Not coalesced / 94.000 Coplanar * 
Specimen S 11 2.0 116.300 116.300 Step ** 
Specimen S12 1.0 117.000 117.000 Step ** 
Specimen S 13 13.2 214.000 275.000 Step ** 
Specimen S14 9.8 111.000 111.000 Coplanar * 
Specimen S15 13.7 91.000 140.000 Coplanar * 
Specimen S 16 13.5 74.000 121.000 Coplanar * 

* Leading groove connecting the notches 
* * Leading grooves machined part way between notches 

Table 7.2: 
Crack depth in the re-entrant sector with number of cycles to coalescence, number 
of cycles in the test and crack growth direction. 
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Figure 7.2: 
Illustration of the beachmark technique 

Figure 7.3: 
Initial crack propagation by coalescence of microcracks 



Figure 7.4: 
Development of a complex crack from adjacent co-planar notches (Specimen S 13). 
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Figure 7.9: 
Fonnation of a crack overlap (a) and sub-surface coalescence of (b) a step on the crack front 
during fatigue crack growth and the initial coalesced shape. 
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Figure 7.14: 
Stress intensity factors at positions E and F, nonnalised with applied stress and 

free surface length 
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Figure 7.15: 
Interaction factor KE/KF for the adjacent defects extending in bending 
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Figure 7.16: 
Growth of crack on free surface in fatigue 
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Figure 7.17: 
Illustration of the effect of leading grooves on the crack path on free 
surface. In (a) leading grooves are cut part way between notches and in 
(b) leading groove connects both notches. 



Figure 7.18: 
Photographs of fatigue crack growth on free surface from co-planar leading grooves, 
leading to coalescence on surface. 



Groove ends 

Figure 7.19: 
Photograph of the effect of the leading groove on the growth near free 
surface, as indicated by arrows. 



Figure 7.20: 
Photograph of a development of a fatigue crack from co-planar notches connected with leading groove (specimen S 16). 

Notch separation is 15 mm. 
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Chapter 8 

DUCTILE TEARING OF COMPLEX DEFECTS 

8.1 Introduction 

Failure on the upper shelf is preceded by significant amounts of plastic deformation and 

possibly crack extension by ductile tearing. Defect assessment procedures for such cases 

are based on elastic-plastic fracture mechanics. Such procedures may describe failure with 

a two parameter approach using failure assessment diagrams ofR6/4 (2001), which can be 

modified to include constraint effects. Defects formed by the coalescence of two co-planar 

cracks were analysed numerically in Chapter 6 using the elastic-plastic line spring concept 

of Parks and White (1982). The analysis distinguished between the local limit load in the 

re-entrant sector and the global plastic collapse load. Similarly the development of J or 

CTOD is greatly amplified in the re-entrant sector. The numerical results presented in 

Chapter 6 suggest that crack advance starts in the re-entrant sector. Modified failure 

assessment diagrams have been developed for complex defects in Chapter 6 and show that 

the modified failure assessment curves for the re-entrant sector fall above the general 

curve, indicating constraint enhanced resistance to small amounts of ductile tearing in the 

re-entrant sector. 

An experimental programme examined failure of complex defects by ductile tearing. The 

observations are presented in this chapter and discussed in terms of the numerical analyses 

presented in Chapter 6. 

8.2 Test procedure 

The specimens used in the work were machined to the specifications given in Chapter 7. 

Three representative configurations were developed by fatigue: 

i) a configuration with two separate defects before coalescence (Specimen S8), shown 

in Figure 8.la, 

ii) a coalesced configuration with moderate and modest re-entrant sector (Specimens 

S7 and SI4), shown in Figures 8.1b and 8.1c 

iii) a bounding semi-elliptical configuration (Specimen S9), shown in Figure 8.1 d. 

The configurations were tested at 20°C to give a representative overview of the 

coalescence process for large amounts of ductile tearing. 
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The experiments were perfonned using a closed-loop servo-hydraulic test machine under 

three point bending. The cross-head velocity of I mm/min ensured quasi-static loading. Large 

amounts of ductile tearing were used to show the development of crack shape. Crack 

advance was monitored with a heat tinting technique described by Gahm and Jeglitsch 

(1981), by keeping the specimen in a furnace at 300°C for 6 hours. This procedure oxidises 

the fracture surface in a light blue shade and was used to mark crack advance in the first 

tearing stage. Crack advance in the second tearing stage was marked with a brittle fracture 

in the final stage, where plastic defonnation was minimal and no ductile tearing occurred. 

The dimmer surface of the second ductile tearing stage, shown in Figure 8.1, is 

distinguishable from the lighter fracture surface of the brittle fracture of stage three. 

8.3 Results 

The significant dimensions of the crack shapes are presented in Table 8.1, with a schematic 

representation of the crack shape developed by ductile tearing. The crack depths in the re

entrant sector, at the deepest segments and the extension on the free surface are given in 

Table 8.1, with the load to cause gross plasticity in each stage of the experiment. The 

fractured specimens are shown in Figures 8.1 and 8.2 and the test observations are 

summarised below. 

8.3.1 Separate defects before coalescence 

The crack profile which consisted of two separate defects which have not coalesced in 

fatigue (specimen S8) is shown in Figure 8.Ia. In fatigue the adjacent free surface crack 

tips grew out of the co-planar plane in opposite sense, resulting in the spacing between the 

adjacent crack tips of 2 mm in the x- direction (across the plate) and 2.5 mm in the y

direction (along the length of the plate) at the end of fatigue period. 

Prior to the initiation of ductile tearing, local plasticity was observed on the free surface 

around the re-entrant sector and away from coalescence as schematically shown in Figure 

8.5. This was observed for all test configurations with re-entrant sectors and is discussed in 

more detail in subsequent sections. After plastic defonnation opened the crack flanks, 

coalescence occurred by shearing the remaining ligament between the adjacent surface 

crack tips. The extent of the shearing process could not be detennined by optical 

observations during the test. Tearing in the first stage was stopped once a clear shear mark 
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was seen on the free surface. Later inspection of the fractograph (Figure 8.1a) revealed that 

the shear and tear in the re-entrant sector connected the deeper crack segments, resulting in 

a co-planar crack front with a re-entrant sector prior to the second tearing stage. A small 

tear was also noted close to the free surface after the first stage but not on the surface. 

Gross plastic deformation occurred at a load of 141 kN. The final load at the end of the 

first stage was 208.8 kN at a deflection of 10.4 mm. The tear was marked with heat tint, 

which may affect material properties and increase the load for gross plasticity in the second 

tearing stage by 8%, as illustrated in load-deflection diagram shown in Figure 8.3a. 

Consequently in the second tearing stage the gross plasticity and associated crack advance 

occurred at a load of 224 kN, which is 17 kN higher than the final load of the first stage. 

The second tearing stage was concluded at a load of 224.5 kN and the total deflection of 

the specimen was 15.9 mm. During the stage the load reached a peak of 230 kN at a 

deflection of 13.3 mm. After completion of the second tearing stage a bounding crack 

profile was obtained by tearing from the re-entrant sector, formed after the first tearing 

stage. Brittle fracture of the bounding defect in the final stage was performed at 

approximately -100°C and failure occurred at a load of 178 kN. Examination of the 

fracture surface revealed that ductile tearing of both stages was confined to the re-entrant 

sector. The rest of the crack front showed only minor amounts of crack advance. 

8.3.2 Defect with a moderate re-entrant sector 

A sub-surface coalesced crack with a moderate re-entrant sector (Specimen S7) developed 

in fatigue is shown in Figure 8.1 b. Non co-planar fatigue crack growth led to crack overlap 

on the free surface and a sub-surface coalescence. Consequently a cone shaped fraction of 

material formed and extended from the free surface to the coplanar re-entrant crack front. 

The cone was still attached to both crack flanks prior to the start of the test along a thin 

strip, but its presence did not significantly affect ductile tearing in the re-entrant sector. 

During the first stage of tearing, the crack flanks opened and tearing started from the re

entrant sector, plastically deforming the cone shaped ligament. The first stage was stopped 

at a load of 182.7 kN and a deflection of 7.8 mm. The distinct change in slope of load

deflection paths (Figure 8.3b) indicates gross yielding of the first stage occurred at 

initiation load of 128 kN. The heat tint marked the extent of ductile tearing and later 

revealed a major ductile tear confined to the re-entrant sector. The deepest crack segments 

only showed crack tip blunting after the first stage. A small amount of ductile tearing was 

also noted near the free surface crack tips remote from coalescence, but not on the free 
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surface. In the second tearing stage gross plasticity initiated at a load of 191 kN, opening 

the crack flanks sufficiently to cause separation of the cone shaped fraction of material 

from one crack flank, but allowing it to remain attached to the other flank. The second 

stage was stopped at a load of 203.7 kN and a total deflection of 13.5 mm. During this 

stage ductile tearing was largely confined to the re-entrant sector and the rest of the crack 

front showed only minor amounts of crack advance. The load-displacement diagram in 

Figure 8.3b shows a 7% higher initiation load for the second tearing stage to that at the end 

of the first tearing stage. Superimposed on Figure 8.3b is the load-deflection curve 

obtained by the line spring analysis of the geometry before the first tearing stage. Only a 

fraction of the total measured deflection could be simulated with the finite element analysis 

before numerical instability. The experimental result is consistent with the small strain 

finite element based analysis which does not incorporate crack advance. The simulated 

loading path bounds the experimentally measured curve. Both paths show similar yield 

points, with a slightly greater compliance of the experimental path, which includes 

compliance of the test arrangement. In the third phase of the experiment the cleavage 

occurred at approximately -100°C and a load of 151 kN and marked the ductile tearing at 

the end of second ductile tearing stage. 

8.3.3 Defect with a modest re-entrant sector 

The crack with a modest re-entrant sector (Specimen S14) is shown in Figure 8.1c. It 

developed in fatigue from two adjacent notches, connected by a shallow leading groove, as 

discussed in Chapter 7. Large amounts of ductile tearing were induced in this specimen to 

demonstrate that the final crack shape is nearly semi-elliptical. The load-displacement 

paths are shown in Figure 8.3c. Full plasticity occurred at 131 kN and ductile tearing was 

again largely confined to the re-entrant sector, while the rest of the crack front experienced 

crack tip blunting. At the free surface crack did not advance. The first tearing stage was 

terminated at a deflection of 16.0 mm and a load of 204 kN, and was marked with a light 

blue heat tint. In the second tearing stage crack advanced uniformly around the entire 

profile, including the free surface tips. The initiation load in the second stage was 212 kN, 

which is 4 per cent higher to the final load in stage 1, indicating the metallurgical effect of 

heat tinting. The maximum load in this stage was 226 kN and the tearing was stopped at 

load of 221 kN and a total deflection of 31.7 mm, followed by a dark blue heat tint. In the 

third stage, tear initiated at the load of 226 kN and after 5.1 mm of deflection, cleavage 

instability occurred at room temperature. This is shown in the fracto graph with a dark grey 
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surface. Before the cleavage crack has advanced stabily for approximately 1 mm. The 

chevron patterns indicate cleavage initiated from crack tips near free surface, and 

propagated catastrophically through the entire geometry. A deterministic and a 

probabilistic analysis performed for brittle failures in Chapter 9 and applied here, agree 

with the chevron patterns and suggests that the critical site is near the free surface on the 

segments with greatest crack front curvature. 

8.3.4 Bounding semi-elliptical defect 

The fully developed bounding semi-elliptical crack (Specimen S9) developed by fatigue is 

shown in Figure 8.ld. A large deflection of 22.0 mm was required to produce a near

surface tear in the fIrst tearing stage and tearing was stopped at a load of 181 kN. Heat 

tinting revealed that crack advanced uniformly around the crack front, apart from tips on 

free surface, which did not advance. Heat tinting also had an effect on the material 

properties by increasing the load for the second tearing stage, as shown in Figure 8.3d. The 

second tearing stage was extended to a total deflection of 32.0 mm and a load of 198 kN, 

where the load to initiate plasticity was 201 kN. The large opening of crack flanks in the 

second stage produced a crack advance along the entire crack front. In the third phase of 

the experiment the specimen was broken at -100°C at a load of 105 kN. 

8.4 Discussion 

The confIgurations developed by the coalescence of two initially separate co-planar defects 

in fatigue formed a basis for the numerical analysis of extensive ductile tearing on the 

upper shelf. Ductile tearing experiments in bending support the numerical analysis using 

the non-linear line springs concept of Parks and White (1982). The tests showed that 

cracks with re-entrant sectors advanced from the re-entrant sector, where the local limit 

loads are accompanied with enhanced crack driving forces, compared to the deeper crack 

segments. The tests involving displacement controlled ductile tearing showed a stable tear 

confIned to the re-entrant sector until it extended to a bounding defect. The constraint loss 

found by the numerical analysis for such profIles did not feature significantly in the 

experiments, as the complex defects only showed moderate re-entrant sectors. 

Unconstrained crack tip fields develop in bending only for shallow cracks (AI-Ani and 

Hancock (1991 )), of crack depth less than 0.36t, whereas the test geometries had crack 

depths in re-entrant sectors exceeding 0.25t, where t is the thickness of the geometry. 
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The coalescence of adjacent defects in ductile tearing shows a similar shape development 

to that observed in fatigue. Tearing was initially confined to the re-entrant sector, where 

crack extended towards the bounding shape, while the remainder of the crack front showed 

only minor crack advance. This suggests that current re-characterisation procedures, BS 

7910 and R6/4, applied to such defects extending by ductile tearing are conservative, since 

the crack profile develops initially in a similar manner to fatigue. 

For surface breaking defects there are distinct differences in the evolution of crack 

segments close to the free surface in fatigue and ductile tearing. In fatigue, crack advance 

occurs around the entire crack front, with high crack growth rates near the free surface, 

whereas in ductile tearing the crack is initially suppressed at the free surface, due to the 

loss of constraint associated with out-of-plane effects. 

In predominant tensile loading Leek and Howard (1996) show the development of 

coalescing defects in fatigue towards a high aspect ratio during coalescence. Such 

geometries exhibit small uncracked ligaments extending from the deepest crack segments 

to the back face. For such cracks gross plasticity may initially spread towards the back face 

due to the smaller net section ligament. Combining this with constraint loss to greater 

crack depths, may suggest initiation of tearing from the deeper crack segments in tension. 

In such cases the "leak-before-break" arguments may become relevant in demonstrating 

integrity. 

Failure of the defect with a moderate re-entrant sector (specimen S7) was analysed by 

using a failure assessment diagram procedure documented in R6/4 (2001). Failure was 

defined with the initiation of ductile tearing in the re-entrant sector. Ductile tearing 

initiated in full plasticity of the local critical segment, for which the ordinate of the 

assessment point, based on the leI, is not very sensitive to the chosen value of load. The 

precise value of load at which tearing initiated is not known and was chosen to be 5 per 

cent above the load to cause gross plasticity in this configuration (16% above the local 

limit load in the re-entrant sector). The crack shape prior to ductile tearing was digitised 

and used to determine limit loads and the 1 values. Assessment was performed with the 

general and material and geometry specific (option 3) failure assessment curve, and is 

shown in Figure 8.4. Load was normalised with the local limit load in the re-entrant sector. 

Due to the weakness of line springs in defining the transition between the elastic and 
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plastic behaviour (Parks (1981» option 3 FAC does not show significant benefit of 

plasticity below the limit load and consequently the difference between option 1 and option 

3 F ACs is larger than usual. Constraint effects were observed to be weak for this 

configuration, and the local resistance to crack propagation, Kmah was identified with the 

initiation plane strain toughness (extrapolated to ~a=O), lIe, measured on 25mm wide 

specimens in three point bending (Nekkal and Hancock (1994», as 200 N/mm. Failure 

occurred between the general and specific failure assessment curves, with the proximity to 

option 3 F AC depending on the defined value of load at initiation of ductile tearing. 

Assessment was also performed for the deepest and near surface positions of a re

characterised defect (Specimen S9), as shown in Figure 8.5. In this configuration the load 

to initiate ductile tearing is difficult to estimate due to extensive crack tip blunting. Gross 

plasticity initiated at a load of 119 kN and at the end of the stage a ductile tear of 1.5 mm 

was observed (see Table 8.1) at a load of 181 kN. A value of 140 kN was approximated to 

be the load to initiate ductile tearing. The assessment point for the near surface crack tip 

falls between the option 1 and option 3 failure assessment curves, while the assessment for 

the deepest point does not suggest failure at this load. Figure 8.5 suggests that ductile 

tearing initiated at near free surface crack tips, which is consistent with the experimental 

observations. 

Large amounts of ductile tearing in complex defects were accompanied with extensive 

plasticity. The development of plasticity on the free surface is illustrated in Figure 8.6 for a 

configuration with interacting defects before coalescence, which had a small ligament 

between the adjacent free surface crack tips. Initially the surface plastic zone was observed 

as a series of circular patterns encompassing the ligament, closely followed by a wedge 

shaped patterns appearing away from coalescence. This is shown schematically as Area 1 

in Figure 8.6. During consequent loading the circular area around the re-entrant section 

increased, followed by the increase of the angle of wedge shaped area away from 

coalescence (Area 2 in Figure 8.6). Eventually both plastic zones met and formed a 

distinctive profile (Area 3 in Figure 8.6), which closely resembles the profile of the 

coalescing crack. 
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The development of large scale plasticity for the re-entrant crack was modelled with the 

elastic-plastic line spring analysis. The test geometry of the defect with a moderate re

entrant sector (Specimen S7) before ductile tearing was analysed. The contour plots shown 

in Figure 8.7 show high values of the von Mises stress in the re-entrant sector and close to 

the surface crack tips remote from coalescence. The analysis shows a similar stress 

distribution pattern appearing in the numerical model to that observed on the free surface 

of a test geometry. 



Fatigue phase Ductile phase 

Stage 1 Stage 2 

aA aB FJ aA aB ~c F2 aA aB ilc 

[mm) [mm) [kN] [mm) [mm) [mm) [kN] [mm) [mm) [mm) 

Separate defects before coalescence (S8) 

NA 11.3 141 6.4 12.3 0.0 224 10.8 13.0 0.0 

Defect with a moderate re-entrant sector (S7) 

,A ,B II ,A ,B II ,A ,8 

'------'-~~.::..:._. _'~':''----'-----J L..---Lc=:±=b_----J<'--'" --0.' ~C -' I...--LL_;-_---L-+_----I...:_-:\.L.:::..C ---l 

7.0 11.9 128 9.0 12.4 0.0 191 11.8 12.8 0.0 

Defect with a modest re-entrant sector (S 14) (large tear followed by cleavage at 20°C) 

,A ,B 

II 
,A ,8 

II 
'A 'B 

, c---;-- ;~C r---i--~~c C .. : J~ 

9.8 11.6 131 13.2 12.8 0.0 212 16.6 16.2 3.0 

Bounding semi-elliptical defect (S9) 

,A ,B 

II 
,A ,8 

II 
,A ,B , r----- :----:-~c ;---~-3C C-. .!.::'\ e---

14.1 13.7 119 15.6 15.2 2.1 200 16.7 16.5 2.6 

Table 8.1: 
The coalescence of two surface breaking defect by ductile tearing. The crack depths at 
positions A and B are shown at the end of each stage, with the load to initiate gross 
plasticity in each stage and the extension on the free surface, ~c. 



a) Separate defects before coalescence (S8) 

b) Defect with moderate re-entrant sector (S7) 

c) Defect with modest re-entrant sector (S14) 

Figure 8.1: 
Photographs of fracture surface in ductile tom configurations. Arrows 
mark boundary of cleavage failure. 



d) Bounding semi-elliptical defect (S9) 

Figure 8.1 (cont): 
Photographs of fracture surface in ductile tom configurations. Arrows 
mark boundary of cleavage failure. 



a) Separate defects before coalescence (S8) 

b) Defect with moderate re-entrant sector (S7) 

c) Defect with modest re-entrant sector (S 14) 

d) Bounding semi-elliptical defect (S9) 

Figure 8.2: 
A view on the tested specimens from the free surface. 
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b) Defect with moderate re-entrant sector (S7) 

Figure 8.3: 
Illustration of load - deflection paths recorded during the ductile tearing 
of complex defects. 
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Figure 8.3 (cont): 
Illustration of load - deflection paths recorded during the ductile tearing 
of complex defects. 
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Figure 8.4: 
Assessment of a defect with a moderate re-entrant sector (specimen S7) using the failure 
assessment diagram of R6/4. All J values are taken for the re-entrant tip and load IS 

normalised with the local limit load in the re;.entrant sector: FI~rn = 0.88· Flr~bal . 
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Figure 8.5: 
Assessment of a re-characterised defect (specimen S9) using the failure assessment diagram 
of R6, Rev 4. Assessment is performed for the near surface position (C) and deepest 
position (D). Load is normalised with the local limit loads. 
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Figure 8.6: 
Illustration of the plasticity patterns observed on the free surface during testing. 
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The von Mises stress patterns, modelled for a defect with a moderate 
re-entrant sector (specimen S 7). 
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The von Mises stress patterns, modelled for a defect with a moderate 
re-entrant sector (specimen S7). 
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Chapter 9 

BRITTLE FAILURE FROM COMPLEX DEFECTS 

9.1 Introduction 

The integrity of critical engineering structures is assured by considering realistic defects 

under severe operating conditions. This may involve cleavage failure when unstable crack 

propagation may occur under near elastic conditions. In general, defect assessment 

procedures try to avoid detailed numerical analyses and advocate simplified but 

conservative procedures, in which complex defects are idealised as a simple shapes in a 

process known as defect re-characterisation. Re-characterisation is usually applied to 

defects which extend by fatigue, as discussed in Chapter 5 of the current work. Chapters 6 

and 7 have demonstrated that complex defects feature amplified values of the stress 

intensity factor and the l-integral in re-entrant sectors. This may compromise the 

conservatism of the re-characterisation procedure when failure occurs by cleavage. 

The present work examines cleavage failures from complex and re-characterised defects on 

the lower shelf and in the ductile-brittle transition. Detailed analyses of an experimental 

programme are presented using deterministic and probabilistic approaches. The 

deterministic analysis compares the maximum stress intensity factor or the l-integral with a 

critical value obtained from tests on standard test geometries or from the Master curve 

(ASTM E1921 (1997). The probabilistic analysis is based on weakest link statistics, 

developed for brittle failure from complex defects in Chapter 4. Both the deterministic and 

probabilistic approaches have been extended to include constraint effects. 

9.2 Experimental details 

9.2.1 Experimental procedure 

Specimens with a developing family of separate, complex, and single bounding defects 

have been examined experimentally. The specimens were developed by fatigue as 

described in Chapter 7. Semi-elliptical cracks with shapes similar to those of re

characterised defects were also tested. A statistical experimental study of brittle failures 

has not been attempted: rather representative configurations have been tested and analysed, 

to address the effect of the enhanced stress intensity factor in re-entrant sectors on cleavage 

failure. 
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Tests were performed at -196°C to represent cleavage on the lower shelf and at 

-100°C to represent cleavage in the ductile-brittle transition. The test temperatures were 

obtained by cooling the specimens with liquid nitrogen: the temperature being measured at 

two surface positions with spot welded thermocouples. The fracture toughness on the 

lower shelf (-196°C) was measured on a set of five 25 mm thick three point bending 

specimens as 53±5 MParm. Master curve reference temperature To was then determined 

based on this data to be -134°C. The fracture toughness in the ductile-brittle regime 

(-100°C) was estimated from the Master curve fit to be 165±23 MParm, which is close to 

the experimentally measured value of 190 MParm, reported by MacLennan (1996). 

The temperature dependant yield stress was estimated from a relation suggested by Bennet 

and Sinclair (1966): 

", =745.6-0.056.e.1{~) (9.1) 

Here e is the temperature in Kelvin, S is a constant equal to 108 
S-I, E is the strain rate, and 

0"0 is the yield stress in MPa. At room temperature this relation gives a yield stress of 350 

MPa, at strain rate of 8.33.10-6 
S-I, which is close to the experimentally measured 345 MPa 

for grade 50D steel. The yield stress in the cleavage regime was estimated to be 510 MPa 

at -100°C and 640 MPa at -196°C. The temperature dependence of Young's modulus is 

described with an expression suggested by Lidbury (1990) for ferritic steels: 

E(~) = 210 -0.054~ [GPa] (9.2) 

where ~ is the temperature in [0C]. At room temperature Young's modulus is 209 MPa and 

220 MPa at -196°C. 

9.2.2 Experimental results 

The failure loads of the test geometries shown in Figure 9.1 are given in Table 9.1, in 

which the tests are denoted with the letter S followed by a number. The test configurations 

include defects with adjacent but separate defects (S3, S 1 0), complex defects with re

entrant sectors (S2, S5, S6, S11, SI2), as well as bounding semi-elliptical defects (S4, S13, 

S15, S16), The last series of defects arises from complete coalescence of initially separate 

defects, and result in a series of semi-elliptical defects with similar shapes to those, which 

would results from re-characterisation. In all cases the load-displacement records were 

linear until the final catastrophic failure, except for specimen S5 tested at -100°C which 
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showed gross plasticity prior to failure. Table 9.1 also gives the local and global limit loads 

calculated by elastic-perfectly-plastic line spring analysis for the crack profiles using the 

temperature dependent yield stress given by Eq. (9.1), and the dimensions of re

characterised defects. 

On the lower shelf the failure loads for complex defects with re-entrant sectors were up to 

23 per cent lower than those for the bounding defects. However, the reverse trend was 

observed in the ductile-brittle transition, where the highest failure load was noted for the 

complex defect and the lowest for a bounding defect. On the lower shelf the failure loads 

were only a small fraction of the global limit load, while in the ductile-brittle transition the 

failure loads were comparable with the global limit load. 

9.3 Deterministic analysis 

9.3.1 Deterministic procedure 

In defect assessment procedures the applied stress intensity factor around the crack front is 

usually compared with the fracture toughness, K1C, measured on standard test geometries 

with straight crack fronts. In real engineering structures, defects seldom have simple 

straight crack fronts and frequently have a varying depth. In such cases the crack driving 

force varies spatially with crack tip position. The resistance to crack advance may also 

vary spatially due to constraint, temperature or environmental effects, such as irradiation. 

Without loss of generality, the failure criterion can be defined as the ratio of an applied 

stress intensity factor, ~v), to a local resistance to crack extension, Kmat. both of which 

may be function of the crack tip position, v: 

K(v) 
Kr =- (9.3) 

K mat 

In the present work the local fracture toughness, Kmah is considered to be a function of 

constraint, as measured by T (Betegon and Hancock (1991)). The effect of constraint on 

cleavage is quantified by an expression suggested by Wallin (2000): 

K mat = 20 + (K 1C - 20) expp.019( - ~(~»)} for T<O , (9.4) 

K mat = K1C for T>O, 

Here KIC is the plane strain fracture toughness of standard deep crack test specimen. 
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Configurations with pronounced re-entrant sectors (S6, Sl1 and S12) and the 

corresponding re-characterised configurations were analysed in detail using the line spring 

technique of Rice and Levy (1972) as extended by Parks and White (1982) to include 

elastic-plastic behaviour. A symmetric half of the experimental geometry was modelled at 

the experimental failure load. The material response was linear elastic to yield point and 

merged into a Ramberg-Osgood relation with the appropriate temperature dependant yield 

stress (510 MPa at -100°C and 640 MPa at -196°C). The strain hardening exponent was 

determined from uni-axial test data at room temperature to be 9, and assumed to be 

temperature independent. 

The analysis determined the distribution of the stress intensity factor and the T -stress 

around the crack front. Although line spring analysis is a computationally efficient and 

effective numerical technique, it may not provide good estimates of crack tip parameters 

near the free surface. Consequently the stress intensity factor on the free surface was 

determined from fatigue crack growth data, using the beach marks spacing. Line spring 

data was used for most of the crack front. For segments close to the free surface the values 

of stress intensity factors were extrapolated by using a polynomial to match the value on 

the free surface with the value obtained from fatigue data. The same polynomial was used 

to determine the value of T -stress for the near-surface crack tips and the SIF and T -stress 

of the re-characterised defect. The values of crack tip parameters in pronounced re-entrant 

sectors should also be taken with caution, as they are estimated on the basis of shallow 

edge cracks. 

9.3.2 Results of a deterministic analysis 

The analyses of a complex geometries (S6, Sl1 and S12) and the related re-characterised 

geometries are summarised in Figure 9.2. Figure 9.2(a) shows the digitised complex and 

the re-characterised crack shapes and Figure 9 .2(b) shows the corresponding stress 

intensity factors for both geometries. The stress intensity factors are normalised with the 

outer fibre stress in bending and the greatest crack depth (at position D, using the 

nomenclature defined in Chapter 5), and are plotted along the surface length of the defect. 

The T -stress is shown in Figure 9.2( c), normalised with the outer fibre stress in bending. 

As observed from fatigue and numerical studies, pronounced re-entrant sectors of complex 

defects exhibit amplified stress intensity factors and loss of in-plane crack tip constraint, as 

shown by a negative T -stress. 
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The ratio of the local stress intensity factor, ~v), to the local constraint matched toughness, 

Kmat. is given in Figures 9.2(d) and 9.2(e) for a complex and the re-characterised defect. 

Figure 9.2(d) shows data for tests (SII and S12) at -196°C and Figure 9.2(e) for test (S6) 

at -100°C. The deterministic analysis shows that failure is strongly affected by in-plane 

constraint effects, which depend on the applied load. Failures (Sll and S12) on the lower 

shelf (-196°C) occurred at small fractions of the limit load, and as such gain little benefit 

from any increase in toughness due to constraint loss. Failure is determined by the stress 

intensity factor alone and the use of Eq. (9.4) per se may overestimate the constraint 

benefit. This is shown by the distinct peak in the ratio K(vYKmat in the re-entrant sector in 

Figure 9 .2( d). However in the ductile-brittle transition, failure (S6) occurred close to the 

global limit load and benefited from a constraint enhanced toughness in re-entrant sectors, 

as shown Figure 9.2(e). The enhanced toughness, Kmat. associated with constraint loss 

counterbalances the amplified crack driving forces in the re-entrant sector. Although the 

complex defect is more detrimental than the re-characterised defect on the lower shelf 

when constraint effects are weak, the constraint enhanced toughness in the ductile-brittle 

transition recovers the conservatism of the re-characterisation procedure in this 

temperature range. 

9.4 Probabilistic analysis 

Probabilistic aspects of cleavage failure have been addressed using weakest link statistics 

for the complex and re-characterised geometries and results are shown in Figure 9.3. The 

relative failure probability of the complex and re-characterised defect depends on the 

applied load, which affects the constraint term in a non-linear manner. The relative failure 

probabilities quantify the level of conservatism in the re-characterisation procedure. For 

the procedure to be conservative the probability of failure of the complex defect must be 

less than the re-characterised defect. 

At small fractions of the limit load, constraint effects are negligible and failure is 

essentially governed by the stress intensity factor. This is shown in Figure 9.3(b), in which 

geometrically similar complex defects (Sll and S12) with re-entrant sectors have a higher 

failure probability than the re-characterised defect at the failure load. In contrast, close to limit 

load (S6 at -100°C), shown in Figure 9.3(c), the complex defect has a lower failure probability 

due to the beneficial effects of constrain loss in the re-entrant sector. The probability analysis 
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thus confinns that the re-characterisation procedure is non-conservative on the lower shelf, but 

is conservative when the constraint effects are invoked in the ductile-brittle transition. 

9.5 Failure assessment diagrams 

9.5.1 Introduction 

Cleavage failures on the lower shelf and in the ductile-brittle transition have been analysed 

using failure assessment diagrams (FADs) described in R6, revision 4 (2001), as shown in 

Figures 9.4 to 9.7. Failure assessment diagrams assess the proximity to failure by 

comparing the applied stress intensity factor, K, with a material property, Kmab to cause 

crack extension. The general (Option 1) and material and geometry specific (Option 3) 

failure assessment curves (F AC) were constructed from the elastic and total J values, 

obtained from line spring analysis. The experimentally measured failure load was 

normalised with the local limit load, given in Table 9.1. For both, complex and re

characterised defects only the maximum stress intensity factor along the crack front is 

considered. This is normalised with a lower bound fracture toughness data, corresponding 

to 5% failure probability of the standard fracture mechanics test specimen. The maximum 

stress intensity factor is located in the re-entrant sector for a complex defect and near 

surface for the re-characterised defect. Initially in Section 9.5.2 the fracture toughness data 

from 25 mm thick three point bend specimens has been used without constraint or 

statistical size and shape corrections. The re-characterisation procedure is then applied to 

the defect and the analysis is performed for the same failure load. In section 9.5.3 

assessment is repeated invoking the constraint enhanced fracture toughness and finally in 

Section 9.5.4 by incorporating the statistical size and shape effects. 

9.5.2 General FAD 

Figure 9.4 shows the analysis of a complex defect (Sl1) tested at -196°C, and Figure 9.5 

the analysis of a complex defect (S6) tested at -100°C using the general failure assessment 

diagram. The analysis of the complex defects indicates a failure point above the general 

and specific failure assessment curves at both test temperatures. In contrast, the failure 

point of the re-characterised defect is inside the FAD at -196°C, while at -100°C it falls 

above both, the general and specific F ACs. If the re-characterisation procedure was applied 

to the complex defect (S 11) at -196°C, the procedure would predict a failure load obtained 

by extending the loading path from the origin through the failure point of the re-
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characterised defect to the general failure assessment curve, as shown in Figure 9.4. 

Clearly the re-characterisation procedure overestimates the failure on the lower shelf and is 

non-conservative. 

9.5.3 Constraint modified FAD 

Constraint modified failure assessment diagrams defined in Chapter III. 7 of R6 have been 

constructed for the cleavage failure of a complex defect (S6) at -100°C and its re

characterised form. The diagrams are presented in terms of the local limit loads, which are 

close to the global limit loads. The applied stress intensity factor was derived from the J

integral and is normalised in Figure 9.6(a) by a lower bound critical value, K1C, obtained 

from the Master curve for 25 mm thick specimen at -100°C. Constraint effects were 

examined for the re-entrant sector using Eq. (9.3) and were introduced in the FAD by 

combining these expressions with the general failure assessment curve to produce a 

constraint modified failure assessment curves, as discussed by O'Dowd and Ainsworth 

(1995). In Figure 9 .6(b) the applied KJ is normalised with a constraint enhanced fracture 

toughness, Kmat, retaining the general failure assessment curve as the relevant assessment 

curve, as discussed by MacLennan and Hancock (1995). 

At -100°C the constraint enhanced toughness derived from constraint loss moves the 

failure outside the failure assessment curves, as shown in Figure 9.6. This confirms that the 

detrimental effects associated with enhanced stress intensity factors in re-entrant sectors 

can be offset by invoking constraint enhanced toughness. 

9.5.4 FAD with statistical size corrections 

Complex defects differ in the length and shape from the re-characterised defects and from 

the standard straight crack test specimens. Statistical size and shape corrections become 

relevant in assessments of such defects and are examined for a complex defect with a re

entrant sector and its re-characterised form. Weakest link arguments are employed for this 

purpose. For clarity the in-plane constraint effects are not combined with size and shape 

corrections. In practise these effects may be applied individually or combined, to give the 

most realistic integrity assessments. The maximum stress intensity factor is located in the 

re-entrant sector for the complex defect (as shown in Figure 9.2) and near surface for the 

re-characterised defect. The reference stress intensity factor is identified with the 

maximum value and the effective crack front lengths determined using Eq. (4.10) are 
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summarised in Table 9.2, for complex and re-characterised defects and standard 25mm 

thick edge cracked bend bars. 

At -196°C the effective critical stress intensity factor for the complex defect is greater than 

that of the straight crack test specimen due to a decrease in the effective crack front length 

parameter, ~, defined for the test geometry in Chapter 4. In contrast the effective critical 

stress intensity factor for the re-characterised defect is less than that of the straight edge 

crack geometry due to an increase in effective crack front length. The re-characterised 

defect has physical crack front length four times greater than the straight crack and 

statistically has lower resistance to crack propagation. The physical crack front length of 

the complex defect is also approximately 4 times longer than the straight cracked three 

point bend specimen, but the enhanced stress intensity factor in the short re-entrant sector 

decreases the effective crack front length. The competition between the physical crack 

front length and local amplification of stress intensity becomes less apparent at -100°C 

where more plasticity develops in the re-entrant sector. 

An assessment of complex and re-characterised defects is shown in Figure 9.7 for tests at 

-196°C and -100°C, using the size and shape corrected lower bound fracture toughness. 

Both configurations fallon the general failure assessment curve at -196°C and outside the 

curve at -100°C. The failure of the re-characterised defect is correctly predicted at -196°C 

after employing size and shape corrections. Failure of the complex defect (S 11) at -196°C 

coincides with the F AC due to an increase in Kmat resulting from size and shape 

corrections. To ensure conservatism, it is recommended that the lower of either, the size 

and shape corrected or the deterministically measured toughness, should be used in the 

assessment. 

9.6 Failure initiation site 

In analysing failures from complex defects it is relevant to identify the failure initiation 

site. The deterministic approach in this problem compares the crack driving force and the 

constraint enhanced toughness. A probabilistic approach considers the cumulative failure 

probability and the probability density function, to determine the most likely site from 

which failure initiates, as discussed in Chapter 4. 
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Both approaches show that configurations with pronounced re-entrant sectors fail from re

entrant sectors at a small fraction of the limit load. This is shown by the distinct peak in Kr , 

shown in Figure 9.2( d) for test (S 11) and by the modal value of the probability density 

function in Figure 9 .8(b). Close to the limit load (S6 at -100°C) constraint effects shift the 

origin of failure from the re-entrant sector towards deeper crack segments, as shown by the 

low values ofKr in the re-entrant sector, (Figure 9.2(e)) and by the change in pdf, (Figure 

9.8(c)). The failure site is located close to the re-entrant sector, where there is a modest 

amplification of the stress intensity factor, but no loss of constraint to enhance the local 

toughness. 

It is relevant to compare the probability of failure from the short re-entrant sector with the 

probability of failure from the remaining crack front (Figure 9.3). The contribution to the 

failure probability from the short re-entrant sector is approximately equal to the 

contribution from the rest of the crack front at -196°C. Although the re-entrant sector is the 

single most likely failure initiation site, failure has nearly the same probability of initiating 

from the rest of the crack front due to its greater length. At -100°C constraint effects 

clearly favour initiation outside the re-entrant sector (Figure 9.3(c)). 

Whether the complex defect fails from the re-entrant sector or the deeper parts of the crack 

is determined by the constraint loss in the re-entrant sector. The argument may be 

developed to quantify the constraint loss necessary to make the re-characterised defect 

more detrimental than the complex defect. The deeper crack front locations are fully 

constrained and failure is governed by the general failure assessment curve. Failure from 

shallow re-entrant sectors is governed by modified failure assessment curves, which 

depend on the constraint sensitivity of the fracture toughness (MacLennan and Hancock 

(1995), Ainsworth and O'Dowd (1995)). In order to compare failure at two sites using a 

single failure assessment diagram, sites are compared at the same load. This can be 

achieved by using the stress intensity factor of the re-characterised defect, KD, as the 

loading parameter in the ordinate of the FAD. In the re-entrant sector the enhanced stress 

intensity causes failure at the ratio KoIKmat less than unity. However constraint enhanced 

toughness in the re-entrant sector elevates the F AC above the general curve as the limit 

load is approached. The modified and general FAC intersect, as shown in Figure 9.9, 

defining the transition of failure from the re-entrant sector to the deeper sites of a complex 

defect or to the re-characterised defect. The constraint effects in the re-entrant sector may 
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be estimated using Eq. (9.3), through the amplification of the stress intensity factor in the 

re-entrant sector, which may be assessed from a detailed finite element analysis or from the 

approximate procedure described Section 9.8. The failure assessment diagram shown in 

Figure 9.9 thus expresses the lack of conservatism of the re-characterisation procedure at 

Lr<O.67, while conservatism is recovered due to the loss of constraint at Lr>O.67. 

9.7 Discussion 

On the lower shelf the complex defects exhibited lower failure loads than the predicted 

failure loads for the re-characterised defects. However at -100°C the failure loads of the 

complex defects were greater than the re-characterised defects due to constraint enhanced 

toughness. For failures at loads very much less than the global limit load (SII and S12) on 

the lower shelf, the loss of crack tip constraint is negligible and insufficient to compensate 

for the amplified crack driving forces which develop in pronounced re-entrant sectors. In 

this case failure is governed by the applied crack driving force alone and failure initiates 

from the re-entrant sector. On the lower shelf, the re-characterisation procedure has been 

demonstrated to be non-conservative as exemplified by the FAD in Figure 9.4. 

Conservatism is recovered when constraint effects can be invoked to compensate for the 

amplified crack driving forces at failures close to the limit load, shown by test (S6) at -

100°C and by the FAD in Figure 9.6. Conservatism of re-characterisation procedure can 

also be recovered by employing statistical size and shape correction to fracture toughness 

(Figure 9.7(a)). Both corrections may be applied concurrently. 

Statistical size and shape corrections to the fracture toughness measured on standard test 

specimens should be employed in assessing cleavage failure. Size and shape effects can be 

quantified through an effective crack front length parameter, S, which allows the fracture 

resistance to be size and shape corrected. Corrections may result either in increase or 

decrease in the toughness, Kmat. as measured on standard straight crack specimens. 

Physically this depends on whether the resistance to crack propagation is governed by 

large sections of the crack front or small sections with high stress intensity factors. It is 

recommended that a decrease in Kmat associated with an increase in the effective crack 

length parameter, S, should always be used. However an increase in Kmat due to a decrease 

in the effective length parameter, S, should be taken with caution. The recommendation is 
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that size and shape corrections should only be used if they results in decrease in Kmat, to 

ensure a conservative assessment procedures. 

Re-characterisation rules for adjacent but separate defects applied to cleavage failure must 

allow sufficient safety margins to account for the statistical nature of cleavage. In the 

present work a test was performed on a configuration containing two separate co-planar 

defects, with separation of adjacent crack tips equal to the crack depth, (specimen S10 in 

Figure 9.1) tested at -196°C. A small difference between the measured failure load of 103 

kN and the failure load for the hypothetical re-characterised defect of 100 kN was noted 

(Table 9.1). In configuration (SlO) the crack tips had not met, and according to BS 7910 

(1999) and R6/4 (2001) the defects should be treated separately and independently. Figure 

9.10 shows assessment of the configuration as individual defects and as are-characterised 

defect in the failure assessment diagram using both, measured and statistical size and shape 

corrected fracture toughness. In both cases the defect configuration falls close to failure 

assessment curve. In cases where the separation of the crack tips is greater than depth of 

the larger defect, s>d, small interaction effects are present and assessment of individual 

defects is more realistic. As the crack tips approach, s<d, interaction becomes significant 

and must be included in the assessment. The re-characterisation procedures are non

conservative for s<d and it is recommended that the procedures should only be applied for 

defects which are more widely separated (s>d). 

Re-characterisation procedures, such as those given in BS 7910 and R6/4, are conservative 

for both, fatigue and ductile tearing, since in both failure modes the crack advances from 

the re-entrant sector towards the re-characterised shape. Cleavage failures close to the limit 

load benefit from constraint loss which counteract the amplified crack driving forces in re

entrant sectors and cause re-characterised defects to be more detrimental than the original 

complex defects. In such cases re-characterisation is conservative, as shown by the 

deterministic and a probabilistic analyses. The re-characterisation procedure for defects 

with re-entrant sectors which fail in cleavage is non-conservative for failures at small 

fractions of the limit loads. At such low loads there is minute benefit from constraint loss, 

but statistical size and shape corrections may recover the conservatism of the assessment. 

It is proposed that two levels of assessment (for constraint and size effects) should be used 

to ensure safety margin against cleavage for complex defects with re-entrant sectors: 
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1) Assess the constraint effects in the re-entrant sector of a complex defect for the 

design load. If the constraint effects are sufficient to counteract the amplified values 

of crack driving force in the re-entrant sector (K(T) using Eq. (9.4) ;::: K in the re

entrant sector), the re-characterisation procedure (BS 7910) can be conservatively 

applied. 

2a) Estimate statistical size and shape corrections for the complex defect and correct the 

Kmat value. Use new Kmat only when it is less than K1c. 

2b) The statistical size and shape effects can also be invoked for the re-characterised 

defect. Typically the corrected Kmat of the semi-elliptical defect shall be less than K1C 

measured on standard specimens, giving smaller but more realistic margins. 

Re-characterisation of separate interacting defects must take account of interaction effects 

which elevate the stress intensity factors of adjacent crack tips. The present data indicates 

that the re-characterisation procedure is conservatively applied to such defects only when 

the tip separation is greater than the depth of the deeper defect. 

9.8 Approximate amplification factors 

Simple geometry based amplification factors for the stress intensity factor and constraint 

effects in the re-entrant sector of complex defects are defined. The crack with are-entrant 

sector is re-characterised and the stress intensity factor detennined for the deepest position 

of the re-characterised defect. The amplification of K in the re-entrant sector is detennined 

by multiplying this solution by an amplification factor, XK. The crack with are-entrant 

sector is characterised with a length on the free surface, A, the depth of the re-entrant 

sector, B, and the width of the re-entrant sector, C, as shown in Figure 9.11. The tip of the 

re-entrant sector is approximated by a 60° circular arc to define the local curvature in the 

re-entrant sector, p=lIr. The amplification factor XK is: 

(9.5) 
[ 

A.BJC; 
XK= Pc 

[
A .BJ-C; 

XK= Pc 

forr« A 

for r ~ A and B > 1 unit 
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from fitting the exponent of Eq. (9.5) with the detailed line spring data. The evaluation of 

the approximate procedure with the detailed line spring calculations gives conservative 

assessments when the exponent S is 111 O. 

A similar procedure is defined for assessing amplification for constraint effects in the re

entrant sector, by using T -stress. The amplification factor for the T -stress is defined using 

the above described approximation to the complex geometry and is used in conjunction 

with the T -stress solutions of standard edge crack bar in bending (SENB) [20]. The 

exponent, S, of 1/8 gives a good agreement with the detailed line spring computations. 

T T 
=XT'-

cr 0 re-entrant cr 0 SENB 

(9.6) 

9.9 Main conclusions to defect re-characterisation 

• Redistribution of local forces and moments along the crack front length results in 

amplified values of crack tip parameters in less advanced crack segments of complex 

crack fronts. The location of maximum values also depends on the crack front 

perturbation, with greater perturbations shifting the critical location towards shallower 

crack segments. 

• Re-entrant sectors of co-planar crack fronts feature amplified values of K and J and a 

loss of constraint, measured by T. A step in the re-entrant sector reduces amplified 

values ofK and T in proportional manner. 

• Fatigue crack growth rates are significantly higher in the re-entrant sector compared to 

the rest of the crack front. Re-characterisation procedures that recombine interacting 

defects into a semi-elliptical defect when the adjacent crack tips touch are conservative, 

with the period of fatigue growth during the formation of the re-entrant sector 

representing a typical safety margin. 

• Ductile tearing initiates from the re-entrant sector and crack develops into a bounding 

defect in a similar manner to fatigue. Re-characterisation rules developed for fatigue 

can be conservatively applied to ductile tearing from complex defects. 
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• In cleavage re-characterisation procedure is only conservative when constraint effects 

can be invoked to counteract amplified K or J in the re-entrant sector. At small 

fractions of limit load the re-characterisation procedure is not conservative. 

Conservatism can be recovered in the assessment when statistical size and shape 

corrections are considered. 



Complex defect with a re-entrant sector Re-characterised defect 

Crack depth Failure Local Global Yield Crack Free Mapped 
in re-entrant load limit limit stress depth surface failure 

Test sector load load atD length load 

aA Fr F1im,local F lim,global Cfo aD 2c F re-charact. 

[mm] [kN] [kN] [kN] [MPa] [mm] [mm] [kN] 

Lower shelf regime (-196°C) 
------- -----

Separate defects before coalescence 

S10 / 103 289 640 9.3 82.2 100 

Defect with a pronounced re-entrant sector 

Sl1 2.0 75 220 256 640 11.2 92 92 

S12 1.0 85 216 251 640 11.4 96 89 ._--_ .. __ ._._-----------
Semi-elliptical defect 

S13* / 83* 190 217 640 13.2 105 

S15 / 98 206 229 640 13.7 86.9 

S16 / 90 203 225 640 13.5 87 

Ductile-brittle regime (-100°C) 

Individual defect before coalescence (overlapped) 

S3 / 145 / 170 510 14.2 110 112 

Defect with a modest re-entrant sector 

S2 12.1 120 125 132 510 15.4 121.6 100 

S5** 11.8 192** 150 162 510 13.9 112.9 109 

Defect with a pronounced re-entrant sector 

S6 2.2 210 143 197 510 11.5 94 127 
----- _._----_._._--_ .. _. 

Semi-elliptical defect 

S4* / 93* 102 108 510 17.2 127.4 

* Test defect exceeded the size of recommended re-characterised defect 
** Gross plasticity preceded cleavage failure 

Table 9.1: 
Results of experimental cleavage tests showing characterising crack dimensions, 
failure and limit loads of real defect and the failure load for the re-characterised 
defect, obtained from statistical procedure (in Chapter 4). 



-100°C -196°C 

Re-charac- Straight Re-charac-
Complex terised crack Complex terised 

Physical crack length [mm] 109.9 100.9 25.0 105.2 98.3 

Effective crack length, ~ [mm] 26.8 63.8 25.0 9.3 71.1 

K mat [MParm] 167.8 130.5 165.0 67.8 40.8 

cr [MParm] 22.6 18.2 23.0 6.4 3.9 

Table 9.2: 
The physical and effective crack front lengths are given with the size and shape 
corrected mean values of fracture toughness, Kmat , and the standard deviation, cr. 

Straight 
crack 

25.0 

25.0 

53.0 

5.0 



Figure 9.1: 
Photographs of tested crack configurations, with the recorded failure loads to cleavage at 
-196°C. 



Figure 9.1 (cont): 
Photographs of tested crack configurations with the recorded failure loads to cleavage at 
-100°C. 
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Figure 9.2: 
Deterministic assessment of complex defects (S 11 at -196°C and S6 at -100°C) 
and re-characterised defects: (a) crack profiles, (b) normalised stress intensity 
factors and (c) normalised T -stress. The failure criterion Kr is shown in Figure 
9.2(d) for the complex defect (SII) and in Figure 9.2(e) for the complex defect 
(S6). 
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Figure 9.3. 
Probability of failure of complex defects (S 11) at -196°C and (S6) at -100°C 
and re-characterised defects, at measured failure load on complex defects and 
shown as a function of position along the crack front. 
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Figure 9.4: 
Assessment of the complex defect (S 11) tested at -196°C and the re-characterised 
defect using general failure assessment diagram. The stress intensity factor is 
normalised with lower bound fracture toughness, measured on 25mm thick 
specimens, without applying constraint or statistical size corrections. The load is 
normalised with the local limit load. The re-characterisation procedure 
overestimates failure load and is non-conservative. 
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Figure 9.5: 
Assessment of the complex defect (S6) tested at -100°C is shown in Figure 
9.5(a) and the re-characterised defect in Figure 9.5(b) using general failure 
assessment diagram. The stress intensity factor, K], is normalised with lower 
bound fracture toughness using the Master Curve at -100°C, without constraint 
or statistical size corrections. The load is normalised with the local limit load. 
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Figure 9.6. 
Assessment of a complex tested (86) at -100°C using constraint modified failure 
assessment diagram. In Figure 9.6(a) the modified failure assessment curve is 
constructed for the re-entrant sector of a complex defect, using Eq. (9.3). The stress 
intensity factor KJ is normalised with lower bound toughness from Master curve at 
-100°C. In Figure 9.6(b) the stress intensity factor KJ is normalised with constraint 
enhanced lower bound toughness. The load is normalised with the local limit load. 



Figure 9.7: 
Assessment of complex defects (S 11 at -196°C and S6 at -100°C) and 
re-characterised defects using failure assessment diagram including statistical 
size and shape corrections. The stress intensity factor is normalised with lower 
bound size and shape corrected toughness, while measured failure load is 
normalised with the local limit load. 
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Figure 9.8: 
Probability density function (pdf) for complex defects (S 11) at -196°C and (S6) 
at -100°C and the re-characterised defects, at measured failure loads on complex 
defects. 
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Figure 9.9: 
The transition of failure from a complex defect to a re-characterised defect 
determined using a modified failure assessment diagram. The transition is 
governed by the constraint effects in the re-entrant sectors. 
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Figure 9.10: 
Assessment of a complex defect (S 1 0) tested at -196°C and the re-characterised 
defect using failure assessment diagram. In (a) the applied stress intensity factor, 
K, is normalised with lower bound toughness from standard 25 mm thick 
specimen and in (b) with size and shape corrected toughness. The load is 
normalised with the local limit load. 
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Figure 9.11: 
The definition of a complex geometry used to define the approximate 
amplification factors. 
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Chapter 10 

MICROMECHANICAL MODELLING OF CLEAVAGE FRACTURE 

IN FERRITIC STEELS 

Studies of the micromechanics of cleavage fracture try to relate fracture toughness with the 

microscopic failure processes in the plastic zone ahead of a crack. Cleavage fracture is a 

low energy event, in which an unstable crack propagates along low index crystallographic 

planes (typically {100} or {UO} planes) with minimum plastic distortion of the 

surrounding matrix. Cleavage fracture in ferritic steel is argued to occur in three stages 

(Bowen et al (1987), Wang et al (2002)): local plastic flow induces a dislocation pile-up 

which causes crack nucleation in a second phase particle or at a phase boundary. Particles 

such as carbides or non-metallic inclusions in the size range 0.003 - 3 flm cleave and create 

a ferrite grain-size micro crack of the order of 10-150 flm (Bowen et al 1987). The final 

stage is the propagation of the ferrite grain-size microcrack through the adjacent grains 

under stress field of the macroscopic crack. 

10.1 The Ritchie-Knott-Rice cleavage model 

If cleavage fracture is determined by a maximum tensile stress criterion alone, the stresses 

near the crack tip indicated by asymptotic solutions, such as that of the HRR field 

(Hutchinson (1968), Rice and Rosengren (1968)) exceed the fracture stress at vanishingly 

small loads, which contradicts the observed behaviour. Clearly the critical tensile stress 

criteria has to be supplemented with a length scale over which fracture processes are 

operative as suggested by Ritchie et al (1973). The Ritchie-Knott-Rice model uses the 

HRR solution to describe the near tip stress field although other solutions that describe the 

nature of the near tip field (such as log-spiral for blunted cracks) could also be used. 

Ritchie et al (1973) gives: 

(10.1) 

where (r,8) are cylindrical co-ordinates centered at the crack tip, 0"0 is the yield stress, In 

and cr tabulated functions of angle and strain hardening exponent and J is the J-integral. 

The RKR model postulates cleavage when the local stresses exceed local fracture stress, O"f 

over a characteristic microstructural distance, re. The RKR model contains two material 
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properties, which can in theory be measured from an independent mechanical test such a 

notched bar, and by inspection of the micro-structure. This is however more difficult than 

it seems, and in practise the lower shelf toughness is often fitted to the RKR model using 

the two material properties as curve fitting data. 

The RKR model was developed to model the temperature dependence of fracture 

toughness by using the temperature dependence of the yield stress in ferritic steels, while 

assuming temperature independence of <if and re. The model is illustrated in Figure 10.1 by 

a failure from a sharp crack at two temperatures, TJ and T2 (TJ<T2). The associated yield 

stresses are croJ and cr02 and the local fracture stress is crf. Let at TJ hoop stress cryy/crOJ 

suffice to initiate failure at a distance re. At a higher temperature T 2 the associated yield 

stress is lower and the critical hoop stress cryy/cr02 is achieved before the distance re. In this 

case the stresses are insufficient at a distance re to initiate failure and a higher stress 

intensity has to be applied at T2 to elevate the hoop stress and produce cryy/cr02 at a distance 

re, in theory allowing modelling of temperature dependence of fracture toughness. The 

model has been applied to ferritic steel to predict macroscopic Kc values from 

independently measured data. Ritchie et al (1979) demonstrated good agreement with the 

model over a limited temperature range on to the lower shelf. However in the ductile

brittle transition the model underpredicts measured fracture toughness as demonstrated by 

Ritchie et al (1979). 

10.1.1 Local fracture stress 

The local event is usually described by the local fracture stress, (j'f, required for the 

microcrack propagation. Values of (j'f were initially determined from slip line theory for a 

blunt notch in plane strain (Ritchie et al (1973)) and identified with the opening stress on 

the elastic-plastic interface: 

crf = 2k[1 + ±n -±<p], (10.2) 

Here k is yield stress in shear and notch opening angle, <p, has to be greater than 6.4°, in 

order to describe plasticity at the root of the notch using slip line theory. However 

catastrophic low temperature failures usually originate from sharp fatigue pre-cracks 

having much smaller crack flank opening angles, and the failure need not initiate at the 

elastic-plastic interface. Better estimations of the local fracture stress have been determined 

from tests on notched bend bars combined with the finite element model of the test 
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geometry. The local fracture stress was then identified with the maximum local opening 

stress in the asymptotic stress field ahead of the crack (Ritchie et al 1979). Later Wall et al 

(1994), Ortner and Hippsley (1996) and more recently Wang et al (2002) have identified 

failure initiation sites in carbon-manganese and chromium-molybdenum steels. Combining 

finite element analyses of the test geometry with the microscopic examination of the 

fracture initiation showed that the local fracture stress generally does not coincide with the 

maximum opening stress, but occurs between the crack tip and the site of the maximum 

stress, as shown in Figure 10.2 after Wall et al (1994). Wang et al (2002) also showed that 

the local fracture stress is typically 0.8-0.9 times the maximum opening stress ahead of the 

blunt notch. Significantly, Bowen et al (1987) and Hippsley group (1994, 1996) observed 

that the local fracture stress is largely independent of temperature and strain rate for many 

microstructures when cleavage is slip induced. Bowen et al (1987) examined local fracture 

stress for a range of microstructures in A533B steel, and observed a dependence on the 

microstructure. A typical value of the local fracture stress for a perliticibainitic 

microstructure was found to be around 1800 MPa, as also observed by Ritchie et al (1979) 

on the same steel. For martensitic microstructures the local fracture stress is nearly double 

at an approximate value of 3400 MPa, as illustrated in Figure 10.3. The results of Bowen et 

al (1987) suggest a relation between the yield stress and the local fracture stress, as shown 

in Figure 10.4. On the lower shelf the ratio crc/cro is of the order 2 and increases to 2.5 in 

the ductile-brittle transition as the yield stress decreases. 

10.1.2 The microstructural distance 

The microstructural distance, re, was originally related to the diameter of the ferrite grains 

(Ritchie et al (1973, 1979)). Curry and Knott (1978) postulated that fracture initiates from 

the largest observable carbide following weakest link principle, and the characteristic 

distance should be identified with the spacing of the largest carbides. Subsequent 

investigations of brittle fracture (Curry and Knott (1979), Curry (1980), Wallin (1984), 

Ortner and Hippsley (1996)), emphasised statistical nature of the cleavage and interpreted 

the microstructural distance in terms of a volume of highly stressed material with 

probability of finding a microcrack nucleus to initiate failure. More recently Wang et al 

(2002b) argued that the fracture event can only initiate in the zone, where plastic strain is 

sufficiently large to initiate microcracks, high stress triaxialities favour particle 

microcracking compared to debonding of the particle-matrix interface and the opening 
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stresses in the zone exceed the local fracture stress, as shown schematically in Figure 10.5 

from Wang et al (2002b). This leads to a range of characteristic distances, rcmin to rcmax over 

which the cleavage can initiate, consistent with the argument of Ritchie et al (1973, 1979) 

that characteristic distance is not fixed. Similar trends are observed for A533B data of 

Bowen et al (1987) shown in Figure 10.6. However a distance of 2-4 ferrite grain 

diameters is widely accepted as a good approximation for ferritic steels. 

10.2 Statistical treatment of cleavage fracture 

A model proposed by Wallin et al (1984) extends the Curry and Knott (1979) hypothesis 

by arguing that crack nucleation occurs at a brittle particle on the plane of maximum 

tensile stress, (jl. A cracked particle of radius ro will initiate fracture in a surrounding 

ferritic matrix or grain boundary provided that the Griffiths criterion is satisfied: 

7tE(ys + w p) 
r = ------:----'--
o 2(1- y2 )(j~ 

(10.3) 

where Ys is a ferrite surface energy, wp is the plastic work of fracture, y is Poisson's ratio 

and E is Young's modulus. To describe the statistical nature of cleavage, the plane in front 

of the crack is divided into descrete segments of length dX. If the probability of finding a 

carbide of radius a-o is known (p(r>ro)) then the probability of fracture initiating at a 

distance X from the crack tip is given by: 

x 
Pfx = 1-IT [1- per ~ ro)]N,B,dX,F (10.4) 

x=o 

where N is the number of particles per unit area, B is the thickness of the specimen and F is 

the fraction of particles participating in the fracture process. To develop such models 

further, there is a necessity to establish the particle size distribution. Ortner and Hippsley 

(1996) examined failure initiation sites in a A533B steel and give a probability distribution 

of a particle size r, of the form: 

c(a-I) (r)a [-c] 
per) = (a -1)! f exp (r Ir)a (10.5) 

where c and a are constants and r is the mean particle radius. The expression was fitted to 

the experimental observations and used to calculate the failure probability at the initiation 

sites at a given applied K from measured carbide size distribution, following arguments 

developed by Wallin (1984). Ortner and Hippsley (1996) observed that Wallin's (1984) 
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statistical approach also tends to underpredict the toughness in the ductile-brittle transition, 

but confirmed a specimen size dependent toughness as originally argued by Wallin (1984). 

10.3 The Weibull stress model 

Within the context of statistical fracture mechanics (Freudenthal (1968), Beremin (1983», 

brittle failure can be modelled using a weakest link statistics. The macroscopic 

implications of weakest link arguments have been discussed in Chapter 4 where a failure 

probability was related to the crack front size and shape and remote geometry effects. Here 

the weakest link statistics are considered in a micromechanics sense, by interpreting crack 

tip fields through the Weibull stress defined by Beremin (1983). The probability of failure 

can be described by a two parameter Weibull distribution function: 

p~l-exp-( :J (10.6) 

where au is a scaling parameter with the dimensions of stress and m is the dimensionless 

Weibull modulus. The nature of the near tip stress field is described with the Weibull 

stress, a w, defined as the weighted maximwn principal stress (Beremin (1983»: 

a: =~ Ja~dV 
o v 

(10.7) 

where the process zone volume is taken over the zone where principal stress exceeds a 

defined multiple of the yield stress: 

(10.8) 

The process zone is typically in the region of )..,=2 to )",=3 (Ritchie et at (1979), Bowen et 

at (1987), Lei et at (1998», where local stresses are of the order of the fracture stress, 

although plastic zone has also been used as a limiting case (Gao and Dodds (2001». The 

volume Vo in Eq. (10.8) scales the Weibull stress and must be large enough to contain 

randomly distributed microcracks, yet small enough to eliminate stress gradient effects. 

Beremin argues that Vo is of the order of 23 grains for a nuclear pressure vessel steel, 

establishing connections with the RKR, although in general Vo can be regarded as a 

material constant. 

The volume dependence of the Weibull stress is largely governed by the Weibull modulus, 

m. In the limit of a purely deterministic material, m-+oo, failure is essentially dictated by 
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the maximum stress and is uninfluenced by the volume effects. For ferritic steels 

undergoing cleavage the m values are around 22 (Beremin (1983)). For sharp cracks stress 

field can be derived analytically and Weibull stress calculated without recourse to detailed 

finite element modelling. These expressions are summarised from Lei et al (1998). 

10.3.1 Elastic material 

An analytic solution to the principal stress in the asymptotic small-strain near-tip stress 

field was given by Hertzberg (1989): 

a 1 = ~ (1+sin±8)cos±8 
,,2m 

(10.9) 

for an elastic material and (r,8) are polar co-ordinates centred at the crack tip. This gives 

Weibull stress of the form (Lei et al (1998)): 

am =~~£Am-4 
w 4 V 4-m -m 0 a o 

where the constant Cis: 

1t 

C = 1t~ f[(1+sin±8)COS±8]4d8 = 0.456 
o 

(10.1 0) 

(10.11) 

Although the elastic material does not have defined a yield stress, it is used here to define 

the integration domain (Eq. (10.8)) and to maintain consistency with definition for an 

elastic-plastic material. From Eq. (10.10) it follows that Weibull stress is finite when m<4 

for an elastic material. Implicitly the Weibull stress becomes dependant on the size of the 

process zone due to major contribution from the material close to process zone boundary. 

For nk::4 Weibull stress tends to infinity and the probability of failure becomes unity 

regardless of the applied load, which is not physically meaningful and restricts the 

application ofEq. (10.10). 

10.3.2 Elastic-plastic material 

The principal stress near the tip ofthe sharp crack in a power-law hardening material, such 

as that given by Ramberg-Osgood relation, is characterised with the HRR small-strain 

asymptotic solution: 

(10.12) 
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allowing the Weibull stress to be derived in the form (Lei et al (1998»: 

<l>(n) B J2 A m-2(n+1) 

m V a 2e2cr 2- m 
1- 0 0 0 

(10.13) 

2(n+1) 

Where non-dimensional function <I>(n) strongly depends on the hardening exponent n: 

1t 

<l>(n) = + J[cr(n, 8)]2(n+1) d8 

In 0 

with values 764.54 for <1>(5) and 3.467x107 for <1>(10). 

(10.14) 

The asymptotic nature of the stresses near the crack tip pose a difficulty in determining a 

meaningful Weibull stress values close to the sharp crack tip, especially for large Weibull 

moduli (~20), where in real structures crack blunting effects dominate. For Weibull moduli 

in excess of 2(n+ 1) the sharp crack solutions are no longer suitable. These limitations can 

be avoided by determining Weibull stress in the process zone ahead of the blunt crack tip 

using finite element modelling. 

10.4 Probabilistic toughness scaling model 

Self-similar crack tip fields that develop under contained yielding can be characterised by 

load-independent parameter that scales with the Weibull stress, as suggested by Gao and 

Dodds (2001): 

(10.15) 

where p is a nondimensional radius of the process zone (p = r I( J I cr 0)' f is the function of 

material and mechanistic parameters that describe the crack tip field and scale the principal 

stress with the yield stress and 0 is the load independent Weibull stress parameter. This 

expression allows the development of a toughness scaling model between two geometries, 

for example geometries that differ in respect of the in-plane constraint, although the 

principle can be generalised to mixed-mode loading and graded materials. Requiring that 

Wei bull stresses are the same in both geometries at failure, the ratio of fracture 

toughnesses becomes (Gao and Dodds (2001»: 

Jr.o = ~QT=O 
JT=o OTtO 

(10.16) 
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As the Weibull stress scales with the J and yield stress, and yield stress is temperature 

dependant, the procedure can be extended to temperature shifts by mapping self similar 

crack tip fields through the Wei bull stress, as discussed in Chapter 12 and applied to 

experimental data in Chapter 13. The deterministic toughness scaling models are presented 

in Chapter 12 with extension to temperature shifts. 

10.5 Crack trajectory 

Crack propagation directions are important for cracks propagating in stress fields of graded 

materials or subject to mixed-mode loading. In a deterministic approach (Erdogan and Sih 

(1963), Williams and Ewing (1972)) the direction of maximum hoop stress is argued to 

determine the crack trajectory, under the assumption that crack orientates itself in such a 

manner to propagate in a local mode I condition. As the crack initiation angle essentially 

depends on the angular location of the local failure site (cracked carbide) ahead of the 

stationary crack, the analysis should consider stresses in the entire volume surrounding the 

crack tip. For such purpose the Weibull stress becomes convenient to determine the crack 

initiation angle, where the full planar stress field ahead of the crack is analysed. By 

examining the strength distribution function (probability density function) Becker et al 

(2002) observed a bi-modal nature for homogeneous mode I fields, suggesting that single 

most likely crack initiation directions are diametrically opposed at angles of around 40° 

and crack propagates on alternately inclined {lIO} planes. Macroscopically mode I crack 

in a homogeneous material propagates straight ahead. Becker et al (2002) suggested to 

describe the macroscopic crack initiation direction by a spatial average of the strength 

distribution function over the process zone volume. Their approach is also followed here. 

First the region surrounding the crack tip is divided in large number of angular wedges 

extending from the tip and the failure probability is determined for each wedge, using Eq. 

(10.6). The probability density function is then defined for each wedge as: 

Pf,(S) 
p(S) =-

~e 
(10.17) 

Spatial average of individual probability density functions over the process zone volume 

gives the average angle of crack initiation as: 
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Je·p(9) ·dS 
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1t 

Jp(9) ·de 
-1t 
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(10.18) 

In Figure 10.7 the crack initiation angle is shown against the remote mixity angle for a 

homogeneous mixed mode configuration, taken from Becker et al (2002). The crack angles 

obtained by the above procedures are within the bounds of a deterministic procedures, 

using directions of maximum hoop stress, maximum energy release rate and maximum 

principal stress. 
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Chapter 11 

THE TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF MATERIAL 

PARAMETERS IN THE RKR MODEL 

11.1 Introduction 

106 

The Ritchie-Knott-Rice model (Ritchie et at (1973)) allows the temperature dependence of 

fracture toughness to be modelled on the limited amount of experimental data, as discussed 

in Chapter 10. Ritchie et al (1973) argue that in cleavage the local fracture stress, (Jr, and 

the microstructural distance, re, are temperature independent and the dominant temperature 

dependence of toughness, as measured by J, arises largely from temperature dependence of 

the yield stress. However Ritchie et al (1979) recognises that the model underpredicts 

toughness in the ductile-brittle transition, as illustrated in Figure 11.1. Using the fracture 

toughness data of Sherry et al (2001) the RKR model is systematically re-examined by 

considering temperature dependence of key variables: the Young's modulus, the local 

fracture stress and the microstructural distance. The experimental data was obtained from 

tests conforming to ASTM E813-87 on deep cracked (a/w=O.S) SOxSOmm and shallow 

cracked (a/w=0.07S) SOx67mm specimens under three point bending throughout ductile

brittle temperature range. The toughness is expressed in terms ofKJ (=~]E/(I-v2»), although 

most tests below -100°C failed in contained yielding. Deep crack data is associated with 

positive T -stresses, while shallow cracked data shows loss of constraint quantified by 

negative T -stresses. Further details are given in Chapter 13. 

11.2 Temperature dependent Young's modulus 

Lidbury (1990) gives the temperature dependence of Young's modulus in ferritic steels as: 

E(~) = 210-0.0S4~ [GPa] (11.1) 

which can be applied to the RKR model when the toughness is expressed in terms of J. The 

results in Figure 11.2 were obtained for temperature dependent Young's modulus at a fixed 

local fracture stress and the microstructural distance. Figure 11.2 indicates that the 

temperature dependent Young's modulus has a negligible effect of toughness, compared to 

a result for a temperature independent Young's modulus. For practical purposes Young's 

modulus may be considered temperature independent. 
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11.3 Temperature dependent local fracture stress 

The necessary conclusion to account for the upswing in cleavage toughness in the ductile

brittle transition is that either the local fracture stress or the microstructural distance are 

temperature dependent. Comparison of the toughness of constrained (afw=0.5) and 

unconstrained (afw=0.075) fields gives an insight on this situation. Initially consider the 

hypothesis that the microstructural distance is identical in both the constrained and 

unconstrained specimens, as the stress fields operate on the same microstructure. The 

microstructural distance is not required to be temperature independent. By comparing 

fields at a fixed local fracture stress, the ratio of the unconstrained to the constrained 

toughness can be used to infer the fracture stress at each temperature. Details of the 

derivation are given in Chapter 12. Rewriting Eq. (12.8) gives the local fracture stress as: 

[ 

1 ]-n -- --
J 0.075 n-1 J 0.075 n-1 "f = (~) ·Qos ·"0 -Q007'''o {~) (11.2) 

where subscript 0.075 refers to unconstrained data (afw=0.075) and 0.5 to the deep cracked 

data (afw=0.5), and Q (~T/(Jo) measures the constraint. 

The results shown in Figure 11.3 suggest that under this hypothesis the fracture stress is 

temperature independent on the lower shelf, but is required to reduce with increasing 

temperature in the ductile-brittle transition. If this fracture stress is used with a fixed 

micro-crack size such as 120~m (Ritchie et al (1979)), it requires a decrease in toughness 

of the ferritic matrix to which the micro-crack propagates with increasing temperature. 

This is counter-intuitive and in addition the temperature dependent fracture stress fails to 

account appropriately for the increasing toughness of the steel as the temperature increases. 

11.4 Temperature dependent microstructural distance 

The necessary alternative is to assume that local fracture stress is constant over the 

temperature range, and investigate potential changes in the distance to nucleation sites. 

Ortner and Hippsley (1996), Bowen et al (1987) and Wang et al (2002b) have investigated 

fracture initiation sites in compact tension specimens of A533B steel and C-Mn steel in the 

transition temperature and observed, that the critical event occurred at the location in the 

microstructure experiencing the critical local stress, (Jf. Using experimental data of Sherry 

et al (2001) combined with the RKR model the critical microstructural distance is shown in 
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Figure 11.4 for the deep cracked constrained (a/w=0.5) data, normalised with the lower 

shelf value of 120J.Lm. The result suggest that the distance to the initiation site increases 

with temperature. This can be given a physical basis on the grounds that at higher 

temperatures and lower yield stress cracked carbides close to the crack tip experience 

sufficient plastic strain to cause the micro-cracks to blunt out and subsequently to develop 

as voids rather than cleavage cracks, and that the increased levels of plastic strain cause 

interface failure of the carbides rather than transverse micro-cracking, in line with the three 

parameter interpretation of Wang et al (2002b). Applying the same argument to the 

unconstrained data shows the same trend, Figure 11.4, where the lower shelf value of re at 

O"F2300MPa is 35J.Lffi. 

11.5 Discussion 

The temperature dependence of Young's modulus and the local fracture stress both fail to 

correctly predict the upswing in toughness values with increasing temperature, suggesting 

that the microstructural distance to cleavage initiation sites must be temperature dependant. 

Recent examination of failure sites in compact tension specimens by Wall et al (1994) and 

Wang et al (2002) support the conclusion that the critical microstructural distance 

increases with temperature while the location of a failure site was observed at comparable 

stress levels. 

A probabilistic Weibull stress model was developed by Gao and Dodds (2001) to map 

constraint effects into toughness margins. Contrary to the one-dimensional RKR model, 

the Weibull stress model considers the stresses in the volume of the fracture process zone. 

Gao and Dodds (2001) identified the process zone with the plastic zone. For this case it is 

shown in Chapter 13 that the model gives a correct upswing in the toughness values 

throughout ductile-brittle transition. As the model evaluates stresses in the temperature 

dependent plastic zone, the model implicitly contains a temperature dependant size scale, 

hence connects with the RKR model and a temperature dependent microstructural distance. 

The maximum principal stress can be written as the sum of the mean or hydrostatic stress 

and a term which involves the Mises stress and hence the plastic strain. In the 

unconstrained specimens the loss of constraint and hydrostatic stress require that a greater 

contribution to the stress is made by strain hardening and plastic strain, which requires the 

initiation site to be closer to the crack tip. As the temperature increases the necessary 
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distance to cleavage initiation site increase more rapidly in the unconstrained specimens 

than the constrained specimens. Recalling that the stress level in the unconstrained 

specimens requires more plastic strain than the constrained specimens, supports the 

argument that micro-crack initiation sites are being made ineffective as cleavage initiation 

sites above critical levels of plastic strain, by developing as voids rather than acting as 

cleavage cracks. 
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Chapter 12 

A PROCEDURE TO QUANTIFY ENHANCED TEMPERATURE 

MARGINS ASSOCIATED WITH CONSTRAINT LOSS 

12.1 Introduction 

Under normal operating conditions pressure vessels operate at temperatures exceeding the 

onset of the upper shelf fracture behaviour (OUST). In ferritic steels the criteria for a 

satisfactory safety case include consideration of the effects of neutron irradiation. Shortage 

of material frequently prevents valid sharp crack fracture mechanics tests being performed 

on irradiated plates. Charpy V notched tests performed on irradiated and unirradiated 

material indicate important trends in the ductile-brittle transition energy, which can be 

empirically correlated with the fracture mechanics JO.2 toughness. At small irradiation 

levels the increase in yield strength through the interaction of dislocations and point 

defects increase the Charpy transition energy and the J 0.2 toughness. However at higher 

doses, interface embrittlement effects, particularly in copper rich submerged arc welds, 

result in significant decrease in JO.2 toughness. The two counteracting effects complicate 

the systematic interpretation of data, arguing the need for a simple micro-mechanical 

model. 

A detailed micro-mechanical modelling of near tip stresses including irradiation effects 

have been considered (Lidbury et al (1999)), however this entails complicated micro

mechanics as well as measured micromechanical parameters. This limits confidence and 

makes it difficult to generalise the results to give simple guidance in defect assessment 

procedures. 

The loss of temperature and pressure margins arising from irradiation effects can be offset 

by appealing to arguments based on constraint. The loss of constraint associated with 

negative Q/T fields has been demonstrated to give an increase in both, cleavage toughness 

and the resistance to ductile tearing. 

12.2 Procedure 

A simplified method to predict the enhanced temperature margins from constraint effects is 

based on a scaling technique developed by Anderson and Dodds (1991) and Gao and 
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Dodds (2001) for cleavage fracture. Elastic-plastic crack tip fields are self-similar when 

stresses are non-dimensionalised by the yield stress and the distances ahead of the crack tip 

by J/cro. The unconstrained field may be expressed as the small-scale yielding field 

multiplied by a factor as conceived by Anderson and Dodds (1991) or as a constrained plus 

a distance independent term, as conceived by Beteg6n and Hancock (1991) and O'Dowd 

and Shih (1991). By comparing the maximum principal stress contour at different levels of 

constraint (Q/T), it is possible to determine the increased value of J which will allow an 

unconstrained crack tip field to map onto the constrained (small-scale yield) field. This 

procedure than gives the ratio of unconstrained fracture toughness to that in small-scale 

yielding (JQrrIJssy) as a function of constraint. Similarly if the yield stress changes (due to 

temperature) and the cleavage fracture is temperature independent, the temperature shift to 

map the unconstrained field back to the small-scale yielding field can be determined by 

comparing the maximum principal stress contours for constrained and unconstrained 

configurations. 

Initially the stress fields are shown to be self similar with respect to J and yield stress. 

Later the procedure is developed to match the crack tip fields that differ by constraint by 

changing the yield stress, which is in the next chapter applied to fracture toughness data 

from Sherry et al (2001). 

12.3 Numerical model 

Modified boundary layer formulation with displacement boundary conditions 

corresponding to the first two terms the Williams expansion were used: 

KI ~ (9)[3 4 1 2· 2(9)] rT(1-v2)cos8 u=- -cos- - v- + sm - +------
2G 2n 2 2 E 

KI~ . (9)[3 4 1 2 2(9)] rT(1+v)sin8 v=- -sm- - v+ - cos - ------
2G 2n 2 2 E 

Material was defined to have linear elastic uniaxial response below yield stress, cro: 

(12.1) 

(12.2a) 

with yield strain, eo, defined as crJE and merged into a Ramberg-Osgood relation above 

the yield stress: 

(12.2b) 
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Here n is the hardening exponent, cro the yield stress and eo is a reference strain, with a 

taken to be unity. Calculations have been performed for a strain hardening exponent of 12, 

representative of a A533B-l steel. Young's modulus was 210 GPa and Poisson's ratio 0.3. 

Results are generally presented in a non-dimensional form. 

Crack tip stress fields were examined for a range of material properties, defined by cro 

ranging from 200 to 600 MPa (E/cro =350 to 1050). The applied loading was quantified by 

the J-integral, measured at the crack tip by a domain integral method, given by Li, Shih 

and Needleman (1985), which is under small-scale yield conditions identical to the 

remotely applied stress intensity factor. 

12.4 Self-similarity in contained yielding 

The maximum principal stress directly ahead of the crack is shown in Figure 12.1(a) at 

three values of applied J and in Figure 12.1 (b) over a range of yield stresses. An increase in 

J or an increase in yield stress increases the stress amplitude and shifts the asymptotic 

curves along the ordinate. All the curves collapse to a single curve when the distance, r, 

ahead of the crack is normalised by applied J/cro and the stress is normalised with the yield 

stress, cro, as shown in Figure 12.2. The stress field are thus self-similar, indicating that the 

same normalised stresses (crl/cro) are obtained over a normalised distance (mo/J) regardless 

of yield strength or applied loading. To maintain self-similarity when changing the yield 

stress, the yield strain (eo=crolE) must be included in normalising the distance. 

Figure 12.3 shows that the self-similarity applies to any member from the family of 

unconstrained (T<O) fields, such as feature in shallow edge cracked bend bars. In Figure 

12.3(a) the yield stress is fixed and maximum principal stress is shown for two values of 

applied J and in Figure 12.3(b) for yield stresses of 400 MPa and 600 MPa. The stress 

profiles collapse to a single curve, when the distances are normalised by (J/cro) or by 

(moeo/J) and stresses with the yield stress, (cr1/cro), retaining the self-similarity. For 

compressive T -stresses the stress profiles reduce ahead of the crack by an amount 

independent of radial distance, as observed by Betegon and Hancock (1991). In Figure 

12.4 the unconstrained fields are compared to the reference solution through a strain 

hardening dependent multiplicative factor, p, after Anderson and Dodds (1991). This is 

weakly dependent on the distance ahead of the crack tip, indicating that the hydrostatic 
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stresses govern the magnitude of stresses in the unconstrained fields. Thus the 

unconstrained field can be described by the constrained field plus a hydrostatic term: 

or a multiplicative term: 

0" .. = AO"~SY 
IJ I-' IJ 

12.5 Matching J-T/Q crack tip fields 

(12.3a) 

(12.3b) 

Constrained and unconstrained crack tip fields are firstly shown to match at a fixed 

distance ahead of the crack by a change in the yield stress or equivalently temperature. 

Secondly, fields are matched at a local fracture stress, analogous to the Anderson and 

Dodds (1991) approach and thirdly by using the Weibull stress. 

12.5.1 Comparing fields at a fixed distance 

A family of self-similar crack tip fields can be described by two term series expansion 

(O'Dowd and Shih (1991»: 

(12.4) 

where the first term is the small-scale yielding (T=O) field. Without loss of generality, the 

constrained and the unconstrained fields match when their normalised hoop stresses 

(0"99/0"0) match at some normalised distance, r, within the validity of (12.4). Self-similarity 

can be established either in respect of J or 0"0 or combination of both. A systematic 

approach is adopted by examining J and 0"0 separately. 

Let the superscript ref represent parameters of the constrained field and the superscript -ve 

denote values for the unconstrained field. The two fields can be matched by adjusting J at a 

fixed yield stress to compensate for the constraint loss: 

I 

J
ref 

[ (am e I)t 1 ]t __ = I+Q 0 0 n __ 

J -ve J-ve -
0" (n,9) 

(12.5) 

where the strength of leading singularity, t, arises from strain hardening exponent. The 

expression depends on the distance, r, at which fields are required to match. 
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At a fixed toughness level, the yield stress can be changed to match the constrained field to 

the unconstrained field, hence detennine the temperature shift. The new yield stress of the 

constrained field, a:, that matches the unconstrained field follows as : 

(12.6) 

1 

Y = a~ve + (Q-ve _ Qref) ar(ao ) In ~ 
[( 

ref ]2t (ref 2]t ]-2t 
a 0 EJ a (n,9) 

(12.7) 

The disadvantage of this approach is that all parameters in HRR equation must be 

established and the fields match at a defined distance ahead of the crack tip. 

12.5.2 Comparing fields at a local fracture stress 

The same cleavage mechanisms may be assumed to operate In a constrained and 

unconstrained fields since the two differ only in respect of the hydrostatic stress 

component and experience the same microstructure. This allows connections to be 

established between the fields of constrained and unconstrained configurations, by 

comparing the fields at a local fracture stress, as discussed by Anderson and Dodds (1991). 

The stresses ahead of the crack are expressed using Eq. (12.4) and the microstructural 

distance is assumed temperature independent (Ritchie et al (1973, 1979)). 

Identifying the hoop stress in (12.4) with the fracture stress, af, over a micro-structural 

distance re, the constrained and unconstrained fields can be matched by adjusting J at a 

fixed yield stress (temperature) to compensate for constraint effects: 

(12.8) 

At the same toughness, Jref = rye , the fields can be matches by adjusting the yield stress 

by a factor y. The new yield stress for the constrained specimen, a:, which reproduces the 

same field as in the unconstrained specimen is: 

and y is defined as: 

1 

= a~ve (a f - Q-vea~ve ]2t-l 
y a ref a _ Qref a ref 

o f 0 

(12.9) 

(12.10) 
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It is noteworthy that Eq. (12.10) does not involve the microstructural distance, re, which is 

eliminated when the fields are matched at a local fracture stress. 

12.5.3 Using Weibull stress approach 

The Weibull stress was used by Beremin (1983) as technique to develop the Ritchie-Knott

Rice (1973) model to incorporate statistics of micro-crack initiation in a fracture process 

zone. At the same failure probabilities, the identity of the Weibull stresses 

(a~nstr = a ~neonstr) can be used to match· the crack tip fields. Restricting the discussion to 

small-scale yielding, the Weibull stress can be expressed in a non-dimensionalised manner, 

by normalising the stresses with the yield stress, and the volume with (J/aoeo)3: 

-m a~Vo f(T/ '\) a w = 4 2 2 = a ° ,n, v, 1\., m 
a~- J E B 

(12.11) 

which depends on constraint, T/Q, strain hardening exponent, the Poisson's ratio, the size 

of the process zone and the Wei bull modulus, but is independent of J, as discussed by Gao 

and Dodds (2001). The enhanced toughness margins arising from constraint loss are 

quantified at a fixed temperature and failure probability as: 

I 

J \awj -ve [f-m \ref ]2 
J

ref = (cr~ tve (12.12) 

Which is equivalent to Gao and Dodds (2001) expression given in Chapter 10 (Eq. 10.16). 

At a fixed toughness, J ref = rye , the change in the yield stress and associated temperature 

shift is obtained through adjusting the yield stress by a factor y, as before: 

(12.13) 

giving the new yield stress of the constrained field that matches the unconstrained field as: 

* = yaref 
a o ° (12.14) 

The unconstrained field can be matched to the constrained field, by dividing the yield 

stress of the unconstrained field by y. 

12.6 Results 

In Figure 12.5 the constrained field (T=Q=O) is matched to an unconstrained field in which 

T=-0.25ao, (Q=-0.22) and in Figure 12.6 to an unconstrained field T=-0.5ao 
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(Q=-0.49) at a fixed distance ahead of the crack. The applied stresses are nonnalised with 

the current yield stress and the distance is nonnalised with a fixed J/cro or (J/croeo). For both 

levels of constraint the crack tip fields are matched directly ahead of the crack at a distance 

corresponding to 4 crack tip openings (rcro/J=4). 

Unconstrained fields are matched with the constrained field by adjusting J in Figures 12.7a 

and 12.8a and by changing the yield stress at a fixed local fracture stress in Figures 12.7b 

and 12.8b. In Figure 12.7 the maximum principal stress directly ahead of the crack is 

shown and in Figure 12.8 the contours of principal stress are compared. The stresses are 

nonnalised with a fixed yield stress and distances with a fixed J/cro (J/croeo) of the field to 

which values are matched. Comparatively small changes had to be applied to J or cro to 

match the fields, maintaining stress fields close to their self-similar shape. In both cases an 

excellent match is achieved over the crack tip openings of2-6 J/cro. 

To illustrate the approach using the Weibull stress procedure, constrained (T=O) and 

unconstrained (T=-0.5cro) fields are matched for Weibull modulus of 20 as shown in 

Figures 12.9 and 12.11. The Weibull modulus is close to the limiting value of 2(n+ 1) (Lei 

et al (1998) making the fields match close to the tip. At low moduli (m=10) the match is 

achieved at the process zone boundary, defined by A, as shown in Figure 12.10. Values are 

nonnalised with a fixed yield stress and distances with a fixed J/cro (J/croeo) taken for the 

field to which values are matched. 

A specific stress field corresponding to the experimental data of Sherry et al (2001) is 

considered in Figures 12.12 for fields representative of the constraint at failure in the 

toughness range of KJ= 150 MPa-vm to 250 MPa-Vm. As an illustration, an unconstrained 

field with an average yield stress cr~ve=630 MPa, is matched to a constrained field by 

increasing the yield stress of the unconstrained field to cr: =745 MPa. Here the match is 

achieved at a stress level three times the yield stress of the constrained field (cr~ef =550 

MPa), giving the local fracture stress of 1650 MPa, typical of the local fracture stress 

reported by Bowen et al (1987). The stresses are nonnalised with a fixed yield stress of 

550 MPa, while the distances are nonnalised with a fixed value of J/croeo for the 

constrained field. 
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The same data is modelled using Weibull stress procedure based on a large geometry 

change solution to give the results shown in Figure 12.13. The fields are matched by 

changing the yield stress to compensate for constraint loss. 
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Figure 12.1: 
Plots of applied principal stress directly ahead of the crack over a range of 
applied J values in (a) and yield stresses in (b). 
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over a range of applied J values in (a) and yield stresses in (b). 
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Figure 12.4: 
Multiplicative factor 13 proposed by Anderson and Dodds (1991) to quantify 
the relaxation of stresses in unconstrained fields of shallow cracked bend bars 
compared to the constrained field of a deep cracked bend bars, at 8=0. 
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Figure 12.5: 
Constrained (T=O) field is matched to the unconstrained (T=-0.25ao) field by a 
change in J in (a) and by a change in ao in (b), at a fixed distance ahead of the 
crack. Stress is normalised with the current yield stress and distance is 
normalised with the deformation ofthe unconstraint field, J/aooc8. 
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Constrained (T=O) field is matched on unconstrained (T=-O.5cro) field by J in 
(a) and by cro in (b), at a fixed distance ahead ofthe crack. Stress is normalised 
with the current yield stress and distance is normalised with the deformation of 
the unconstraint field, J/crocx::8. 
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Chapter 13 

TEMPERATURE MARGINS DUE TO CONSTRAINT LOSS FOR 

A533B-l DATA 

13.1 Summary of experimental data 

118 

The procedures developed in Chapter 12 are applied to the experimental data of Sherry et 

al (2001), obtained from tests on shallow and deep cracked bend bars of A533B-l pressure 

vessel steel. In Figure 13.1 the toughness data obtained from tests conforming to ASTM 

E813-88 on 50x50 and 50x67 mm specimens is presented as a function of temperature. 

The toughness is expressed in terms ofKJ ((JE/(l_y2)112), although most tests below -100°C 

failed in contained yielding. Figure 13.2 shows the values of T-stress at failure for the 

specimens tested over a range of temperatures, while Figure 13.3 shows the J-T/Q 

toughness locus as a function of constraint and temperature. For clarity, the data points are 

fitted with solid lines. Due to small amount of valid data for the alw=O.1 test configuration, 

the discussion focuses on a larger data set at alw=0.075. The data show a significant 

increase in toughness due to constraint loss though-out the temperature range. Constraint in 

the experimental data is quantified by the T -stress and normalised with the yield stress at 

each test temperature, T/cro. The Q parameter was calculated using the modified bOurJdary 

layer formulation and T=O as the reference field for the average values of experimental 

data and is listed in Tables 13.1 and 13.2. The temperature dependent yield stress is re

drawn in Figure 13.4 from Sherry et al (2001) and fitted with an expression: 

0" ° (<I» = -1.72<1> + 430, (13.1) 

valid for -170°C:::;; <I> :::;; -20°C, where <I> is temperature in [OC] and 0"0 is the yield stress in 

[MPa]. 

13.2 Determination of the local fracture stress 

Plots of hoop stress directly ahead of the crack are shown in Figure 13.5 for the HRR field, 

the SSY (T=O) field and the T=+O.1O"o field, which is representative of the alw=0.5 

experimental data. Figure 13.5 suggests, that the experimental data can be described by 

taking the SSY field as the reference field, and setting the exponent of the leading term as 

t=0.105, corresponding to the average strain hardening exponent of 12 (Sherry et al 

(2001)). 
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High constraint data (a/w=0.5) was used to determine the local fracture stress by fitting the 

Ritchie-Knott-Rice model to the lower shelftoughness data, as shown in Figure 13.6. The 

strength of the leading singularity was identified with the small-scale yield (SSY) solution. 

Microstructural distances of 50J.l.m, 100J.l.ID and 200J.l.m, (Ritchie et al (1979), Bowen et al 

(1987)) were considered in the RKR model to represent a realistic range of grain sizes. The 

local fracture stress was taken to be 2300 MPa, corresponding to the average grain size of 

120J.l.m, which is close to reports of Ortner and Hippsley (1994) for the same steel. Ritchie 

et al (1979) measured local fracture stress of 1830 MPa for a SA533B-l steel of similar 

chemical composition. 

13.3 Enhanced toughness margins from constraint loss 

The elevation of toughness due to constraint loss can be quantified deterministically by 

matching crack tip fields at a local fracture stress (the RKR approach) and statistically by a 

Weibull stress approach, with results shown in Figures 13.7 and 13.8. The average 

constraint of a/w=0.075 data at each temperature was used in the procedure and the 

constraint for a/w=0.5 data was taken to be T=+O.lo-o. The margin on toughness due to 

constraint loss can be quantified by matching principal stresses at a local fracture stress, 

giving: 

1 

KO.075 =[o-[ -Q0.075 .0-0]2t 
KO.5 o-f -QO.5 .0-0 

(13.2) 

and shown in Figure 13.7. Here the subscript 0.075 denotes shallow cracked data 

(alw=0.075) and subscript 0.5 represents the deep crack data (a/w=0.5). Using the Weibull 

stress approach, the 0:: parameter was evaluated across the plastic zone (A=l) and 

Weibull moduli was 15 and 20 were used. The margins on toughness follow as: 

1 

KO.075 = [ {o:: )0.5 ]4 
KO.5 (0:: )0.075 

(13.3) 

These are shown in Figure 13.8. Both approaches give good fit with the data close to the 

lower shelf, while in the ductile-brittle transition range (-120°C to -90°C) the deterministic 

model underpredicts the data, as observed by Ritchie et al (1979). As the Wei bull stress 

was integrated over the entire plastic zone, it implicitly contains a temperature dependent 

distance term and therefore gives a better match with the experimental data, as shown in 
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Figure 13.8. However the approach is sensitive to the characterisation of the reliability of 

the data (Weibull modulus). 

13.4 Enhanced temperature margins due to constraint loss 

Just as the constrained and unconstrained data sets can be compared by a toughness shift at 

a constant temperature, the data can also be compared by a temperature shift at a constant 

toughness. An average constraint for both (alw=0.075 and alw=0.5) data sets was 

determined with matching average yield stress (temperature) at failure for toughness range 

increments of 100 MPav'm, and is given in Tables 13.1 and 13.2. The new yield stress of 

alw=0.5 data ( 0':,0.5) to match the unconstrained data follows from: 

where 

* 1 
0' - 0' 0,0.5 - Y 0,0.5 

1 

Y = 0' 0,0.075 (0' f - Q 0.0750' 0,0.075 J 2t-1 

0' 0' -Q 0' 0,0.5 f 0.5 0,0.5 

(13.4) 

(13.5) 

obtained from matching the fields at a local fracture stress directly ahead of the crack. It 

should be noted that at failure the critical stress intensification in a shallow cracked 

geometry is achieved by increasing the yield stress of the constrained field, as opposed to 

reducing the yield stress to match the crack tip fields in illustrations in Chapter 12. Using 

the Weibull stress procedure the factor y is: 

I 

= 0'0,0.075 [(0:: )0.075] m-4 

y 0' 0,0.5 (0:: )0.5 
(13.6) 

This is evaluated for the principal stress calculated from the finite strain boundary layer 

formulation and integrated over the plastic zone. The temperature shifts shown in Figure 

13.9 to 13 .11 follow by expressing the change in the yield stress for the constrained data as 

a temperature shift, using the empirical relation of Equation (13.1). When comparing fields 

at a fixed local fracture stress and microstructural distance, the temperature shift is 

underestimated in the ductile-brittle transition (Figure 13.10), with the magnitude of 

underprediction depending on the value of the local fracture stress, as shown in Figures 

13.9 and 13.10. 
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The results of the statistical procedure using the Weibull stress applied to the A533B-1 

data are shown in Figure 13.12. Good agreement with the experimental data is 

demonstrated using Wei bull modulus of 20, characteristic of nuclear pressure vessel steel 

(Beremin (1983)). 

13.5 The effect of simulated neutron irradiation on the temperature shift 

The effects of neutron irradiation on material degradation must be considered in 

demonstrating structural integrity of operating nuclear power plant. The R6/4 code 

estimates that the neutron irradiation increases the yield stress and the tensile strength in 

ferritic steel through neutron interaction with point defects and dislocations. An increase of 

the yield stress from start-of-life value due to neutron irradiation can be approximated as 

(Ainsworth (2002)): 

(13.7) 

where 

~cro .... Increase of the yield stress due to neutron irradiation 

FT .... Function of irradiation temperature 

Dr .... Fast neutron dose 

Dt •••• Slow neutron dose 

The maximum increase in the yield stress is limited to approximately 200 MPa and the 

increase in the tensile strength of irradiated material is taken as 80 percent of the increase 

ofthe yield stress (~cr TS = 0.8~cr 0)' with both increases taken independent of temperature. 

A temperature shifts due to constraint loss is then quantified for a start-of-life and 

irradiated material with the latter being based on the start-of-life yield stress. 

First the strain hardening exponent and the elastic-plastic constraint parameter must be 

determined for both material conditions. The stress-strain curves are then derived for the 

irradiated material from which the new strain hardening exponent is estimated. Assuming 

that constraint loss is independent of irradiation effects fixes the level of constraint, 

parameterised with the applied T -stress or biaxiality, p, and allows comparisons to be 

made between temperature shifts for irradiated and unirradiated material. The procedure is 

applied to the unirradiated constrained (a/w=0.5) and unconstrained (a/w=0.075) A533B-1 

data. 
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13.5.1 Stress-strain curves for the irradiated material 

The available tensile test data for the unirradiated A533B-1 material consists of the yield 

stress as a function oftemperature and a fixed strain hardening exponent of 12 (Sherry et al 

(2001)). A Ramberg-Osgood relation given by Eq. (12.2) was used to simulate a hardening 

behaviour of the material. Due to a non-proportional increase in the yield stress and tensile 

strength for irradiated material, a new strain hardening exponent must be determined for 

the irradiated material. The procedure consists of inverting the true stress-true strain curves 

obtained from Ramberg-Osgood relation for unirradiated material to give the engineering 

yield stress and tensile strength values, which are listed in Tables 13.1 and 13.2. These 

were then increased by irradiation effects: yield stress by 200 MPa and tensile strength by 

160 MPa to simulate the conditions in severely irradiated material, and are listed Tables 

13.3 and 13.4. The temperature dependent yield stress for simulated irradiated material was 

described by: 

cr 0 (~) = -1.72 . ~ + 630 (13.8) 

which is valid for -170°C ~ ~ ~ -20°C, where ~ is temperature in [0C] and cro is the yield 

stress in [MPa]. The strain hardening exponent for the simulated irradiated material was 

estimated using constancy of volume during plastic flow: 

I 

crTS ( 1)-;;- 1 -= exp(--) 
cro 0.002n n 

(13.9) 

and was found to be constant at a value of 21, as listed in Tables 13.3 and 13.4. The 

irradiated material is characterised with lower strain hardening rates compared to the 

unirradiated material. New true stress - true strain curves were then computed by merging 

Hooke's law into the Ramberg-Osgood relation for the yield stress of irradiated data using 

hardening exponent of 21 at each temperature. 

13.5.2 Constraint effects for an irradiated material 

The procedure used to quantify temperature shift relies on the description of the elastic

plastic crack tip fields with the small-scale yield term plus an elastic-plastic constraint 

term, Q, which depends on the strain hardening rate. As the strain hardening rate changes 

between unirradiated and irradiated material, the Q parameter was calculated for irradiated 

material response using modified boundary layer formulation with the applied T -stress as a 

boundary condition and T=O as the reference field. The assumption is made that the 

neutron irradiation does not alter the constraint as described by the biaxiality parameter or 
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the applied T -stress. However the irradiation does change the parameterisation of 

constraint using the elastic-plastic parameter, Q, or T/cro, due to elevation in the yield 

stress. The values of Q for irradiated material at fixed toughness are shown in Figure 13 .12 

and listed in Tables 13.3 and 13.4 and are close to the values of T/cro, confirming 

observations ofDu and Hancock (1991) that T-stress is approximately equivalent to Qcro at 

low hardening rates. 

13.5.3 The temperature shift for a simulated irradiated material 

The temperature shift was derived for a simulated irradiated material by matching stress 

fields at a local fracture stress (the RKR approach) and by the Weibull stress model. The 

fracture stress was calibrated on the high constraint (alw=0.5) unirradiated data to be 2300 

MPa, and the value of 1830 MPa from Ritchie et al (1979) was also used. The local 

fracture stress was assumed to be unaffected by the irradiation effects, as the experimental 

evidence suggesting otherwise is not available. The Weibull stress was determined from a 

finite strain boundary layer formulation with boundary conditions corresponding to K and 

T for irradiated material, by integrating the principal stress over the plastic zone for a 

Weibull modulus of 20. The results of the procedure using the local fracture stress are 

shown in Figures 13.13 and 13.14, while Figure 13.15 shows the results from using 

Weibull stress procedure. In part due to higher yield stress and lower strain hardening rate, 

the constraint effects in simulated irradiated material are more pronounced, giving 10°C to 

40°C greater temperature shifts, compared to the unirradiated material. 

13.6 Main conclusions to the temperature shift due to constraint loss 

• Crack tip stress field are self-similar with respect to yield stress under contained 

yielding and as a result the constrained crack tip field can be matched to the 

unconstrained field by change of J or a temperature dependent yield stress. 

• This allows constraint loss to be quantified in terms of a toughness margin or as a 

temperature shift at a fixed toughness. 
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• The RKR model can be successfully applied over the lower end of the ductile-brittle 

temperature regime. At higher temperatures the critical micro-structural distance 

employed in the RKR model must be increased with temperature as cracked carbides 

develop as voids rather than unstable micro-cracks above critical levels of plastic 

strain. 

• Temperature shift in a irradiated material is 10°C to 40°C greater compared to the start

of-life data, due to higher yield stress and lower strain hardening rates, assuming the 

irradiation does not affect local fracture properties of the material. 



Average Tempe- Yield 
toughness rature stress Constraint 

KJ ~ 0'0 T/O'o Q T-stress 
[MPa"m] [0C] [MPa] [MPa] 

100 -115 627.8 0.06 0.04 37.7 

200 -72 553.8 0.10 0.065 55.4 

300 -53 521.2 0.11 0.07 57.3 

400 -41 500.5 0.11 0.07 55.1 

Table 13.1: 
Summary of average values of experimental data at a fixed toughness 
for high constrained (alw=0.5) data. 

Average Tempe- Yield 
Constraint toughness rature stress 

KJ ~ 0'0 T/O'o Q T-stress 
[MPa"m] [0C] [MPa] [MPa] 

100 -136 663.9 -0.46 -0.45 -305.4 

200 -117 631.2 -0.61 -0.67 -385.1 

300 -110 619.2 -0.63 -0.70 -390.1 

400 -96 595.1 -0.68 -0.77 -404.7 

Table 13.2: 
Summary of average values of experimental data at a fixed 
toughness for unconstrained (alw=0.075) data. 



Toughness Temp 
Yield Tensile Hardening 
stress strength exponent Constraint 

KJ $ cro crTS n T/cro Q T-stress* 
[MPav'm] [0C] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa] 

100 -115 827.8 917.3 21 0.05 0.025 37.7 

200 -72 753.8 830.0 21 0.07 0.048 55.4 

300 -53 721.2 796.2 21 0.08 0.055 57.3 

400 -41 700.5 773.1 21 0.08 0.055 55.1 
* Assuming T -stress is not influenced by neutron irradiation effects 

Table 13.3: 
Summary of average values of irradiated constrained data (a/w=0.5) over a fixed 
toughness range. 

Toughness Temp 
Yield Tensile Hardening 

Constraint stress strength exponent 

KJ $ cro crTS n T/cro Q T-stress* 
[MPav'm] [0C] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa] 

100 -136 863.9 951.0 21 -0.35 -0.32 -305.4 

200 -117 831.2 917.3 21 -0.46 -0.47 -385.1 

300 -110 819.2 905.9 21 -0.48 -0.50 -390.1 

400 -96 795.1 884.5 21 -0.51 -0.54 -404.7 
* Assuming T -stress is not influenced by neutron irradiation effects 

Table 13.4: 
Summary of average values of irradiated unconstrained data (a/w=0.075) over a 
fixed toughness range. 
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Figure 13.1: 
Experimental low and high constraint toughness data from Sherry et al (2001) as 
a function of temperature. Data are curve-fit for clarity. 
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Constraint values in experimental data from Sherry et al (2001) as a function 
of temperature. 
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Temperature dependent yield stress re-drawn from data of Sherry et al (2001). A 
linear curve-fit over the temperature range of interest is superimposed. 
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Figure 13.6: 
High constraint (a/w=O.5) data fitted with the RKR model using SSY singularity 
on the lower shelf at three microstructural distances. 
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Figure 13.7: 
Constraint correction to the shallow cracked (alw=0.075) experimental data 
obtained by matching fields at a local fracture stress of O'F23 00 MPa. 
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Figure 13.8: 
Constraint correction to the shallow cracked (alw=0.075) experimental data 
obtained by comparing stress fields using the Weibull stress model evaluated in 
the plastic zone (A.= 1). 
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Figure 13.9: 
Temperature shifts due to constraint loss for the aiw=0.075 data obtained by 
matching the crack tip fields at a local fracture stress of crF2300MPa. 
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Temperature shifts due to constraint loss for the aiw=0.075 data obtained by 
matching the crack tip fields at a local fracture stress of crF1830 MPa after 
Ritchie et al (1979). 
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Figure 13.11: 
Temperature shifts from constraint loss for the aiw=O.075 data, obtained using the 
Weibull stress evaluated in the plastic zone (11.=1). 
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Q parameter for the irradiated and unirradiated material, determined at a 
fixed toughness for the aiw=O.075 data set. 
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Figure 13.13: 
Temperature shift due to constraint loss for unirradiated and irradiated aiw=0.075 
data by matching stress fields directly ahead of the crack at a local fracture stress of 
2300 MPa. 
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Figure 13.14: 
Temperature shift due to constraint loss for unirradiated and irradiated aiw=0.075 
data by matching stress fields directly ahead of the crack at a local fracture stress 
of 1830 MPa. 
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In this section of the thesis Mode I and mixed-mode crack tip fields are shown to belong to 

the same family of fields and can be unified in a single toughness-mixity-constraint locus. 

First the structure of mixed mode fields under small scale yielding conditions is 

summarised following Li (1997). An extensive experimental programme was performed to 

measure fracture toughness and constraint for a family of unconstrained Mode I and 

mixed-mode cracks. The experiments combined with the numerical work of Li (1997) 

confirm a correlation between constraint and mixity through toughness measured by J. 

14.1 Mixed-mode fields 

14.1.1 Slip line fields 

During perfectly-plastic deformation, the plastic strains at the crack tip are assumed to 

dominate the elastic components, such that deformation is almost incompressible. Under 

these circumstances the stress field is determined by the hydrostatic or mean stress, 

cr m = cr kk /3, and the yield criterion. The hydrostatic stress at the tip (FO) is illustrated as 

a function of angle e in Figure 14.1 for five levels of mixity, while the angular span of the 

Mises stress is shown in Figure 14.2, obtained from boundary layer computations. 

The structure of the plastic sectors of the field can be identified from the hydrostatic 

component. Rice and Tracey (1973) have shown that for incompressible plane strain 

deformation, combination of the yield criterion, the plane strain condition and the necessity 

for the crack tip stresses to be bounded allows the equilibrium equations to be written in 

the form: 

a( cr IT + cr aa) x 't re = 0 
ae ae 

This leads to two possible forms for the plastic sectors, either 

a( cr IT + cr aa) = .!.. acr m = 0 
ae 2 ae 

or 

(14.1) 

(14.2) 
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mre = 0 
ae 
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(14.3) 

The first condition corresponds to regions in which the mean stress does not change with 

angle around the tip, and thus comprises constant stress sectors in which the slip lines are 

straight. The second condition corresponds to the situation in which the shear stress in 

cylindrical co-ordinates does not change with angle. As the slip lines are trajectories of 

constant shear stress, this corresponds to centred fans, in which the hydrostatic stress varies 

linearly with angle. 

In association with the yield criterion these observations enable the angular span of the 

elastic and plastic sectors to be identified, and allows the field to be assembled. In all the 

numerical examples shown in Figure 14.1, the regions of constant stress have an angular 

span of nl2 or n14, leading to continuous stress fields. However the orientation of the 

constant stress diamond rotates with mixity. The angular span of the centred fans is 

detennined from the angular range over the region in which the mean stress varies linearly 

with angle. Finally the fields are completed by noting the span over which the yield 

criterion is not satisfied corresponds to elastic wedges. The complete family of fields is 

assembled in Figure 14.3, where the angles given to the left of the slip line fields are the 

elastic displacement vectors on the crack flanks and the angle to the right are the 

orientation of the maximum hoop stress. 

The mixed mode fields are simple distortions of the Mode I field corresponding to a 

rotation of the main constant stress diamond. This allows a continuous plastic field to 

extend to the crack flanks with a uniform stress triangle on the tensile side, while the 

elastic wedge on the compressive flank increases its angular span. This process continues 

with increasing mixity until the pure Mode II field is recovered. This field is identical to 

that discovered by Hutchinson (1968) as plasticity now fully surrounds the crack tip 

corresponding to the Mode II HRR field. 

The angle of maximum hoop stress is the direction radialy out through the apex of the 

constant stress diamond. This angle is of particular interest in terms of stress controlled 

brittle fracture. It is frequently argued that such failure occurs at the orientation at which 

the propagating crack extends in Mode I (Erdogan and Sih (1963), Williams and Ewing 

(1972)). In the case of non-hardening plasticity the crack tip stress at this angle may be 
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compared with the stress in an unconstrained Mode I field. In non-hardening plasticity it is 

convenient to focus attention at the tip, where mixed-mode fields can be correlated with 

Mode I fields which have the same level of constraint. In the pure Mode I field the 

direction of interest is directly ahead of the crack, whereas in the mixed-mode problem it is 

inclined at an angle which is a function ofmixity. 

14.1.2 Strain hardening solutions 

It is now appropriate to turn attention to the effect of strain hardening. In uniaxial tension 

the material has been allocated an isotropic elastic response for stresses less than the 

uniaxial yield stress, 0"0. Yield is determined by the Von Mises yield criterion and the 

associated flow rule using small strain theory. At stresses greater than the yield stress the 

material follows a law which approximates to a Ramberg-Osgood stress-strain relation. 

Numerical calculations were performed by Li (1997) for the elastic mixities given in Table 

14.1 with strain hardening exponent, n=12 and 6. Attention has been focused on the plane 

on which the maximum principal stress and minimum shear stress occur. In Mode I this is 

directly ahead of the crack but in the mixed-mode loading the angle is weakly dependent 

on the hardening rate over the range of interest (Shih 1974) and the numerical data have 

been taken from the radial node set closest to this angle. The stresses are non

dimensionalised with respect to the uniaxial yield stress, 0"0, while the radial distance from 

the crack tip, r, is non-dimensionalised by J/O"o. 

Figure 14.4 shows numerical results for a range of mixities ranging between 0 and 1. The 

important point is that the stress profiles for all the mixities are parallel. At this orientation, 

they can therefore be regarded as a family of fields which differ by a second order term 

which is independent of distance. 

Figure 14.5 shows numerical results for Mode I modified boundary layer formulations, in 

which constraint loss is associated with T. Again the central observation is that for a given 

hardening rate all these stress profiles are parallel. That is to say, the stress level associated 

with a mixed mode problem can be identified with the loss of constraint in a Mode I 

loading. The relationship between mixity and Q or T is shown for these strain hardening 

calculations in Figures 14.6 and 14.7. Q'Dowd and Shih (1991) have argued that Mode I 
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fields are deviatorically similar but differ largely hydrostatically through a parameter Q. In 

this context the maximum stress deviator, S99 directly ahead of the Mode I fields is given 

in Figure 14.8 for an unconstrained Mode I field and in Figure 14.9 for a mixed-mode 

field. Comparison of Figures 14.8 and 14.9 indicates that the mixed mode fields differ 

largely hydrostatically in the same manner as the Mode I J-Q/T fields. 

14.2 Fracture Criteria 

The constraint dependent fracture toughness which is observed in Mode I can be expressed 

as a fracture locus in which the toughness is given as a function of a constraint parameter 

Q/T. Extensive Mode I data have been presented by Sumpter and Hancock (1991), 

Sumpter and Forbes (1992), Kirk et al (1993) and complement the data presented in the 

later part of the work. 

In Mode I, cleavage is often interpreted on the basis of local criteria which involve the 

attainment of a critical stress over a micro-structurally significant distance directly ahead 

of the crack as proposed by Ritchie-Knott-Rice (1973). In mixed mode loading, the 

direction of crack propagation has also been identified with the plane of maximum hoop 

stress (Erdogan and Sih (1963), Williams and Ewing (1972) and Budden (1987)) which 

occurs at an inclined angle, such that the propagating crack grows locally in Mode I. 

The constraint of Mode I and mixed mode fields have been correlated in Figures 14.6 and 

14.7. Constraint based Mode I failure loci can now be mapped into mixed-mode small 

scale yielding data for stress controlled fracture. The procedure is illustrated with the 

experimental data obtained from a tests on deep and shallow edge cracked bend bars in 

mode I and mixed mode 1+11 condition, on a plain carbon steel. 

14.3 Experimental details 

Specimens of width, W=24 mm, thickness, B=11.5 mm and length 130 mm were machined 

from bars of a plain carbon steel (En32). The chemical composition is given in Table 14.2 

and the tensile properties are listed in Table 14.3. Specimens were notched with a slitting 

wheel and fatigue pre-cracked, in accordance with ASTM E399-88 (1988). Shallow 

cracked specimens were obtained by machining the deeply cracked specimens, while 

maintaining the width of the uncracked ligament. Fracture toughness tests were performed 
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using an environmental chamber cooled with liquid nitrogen. Tests were performed at -90 

°C, where failure occurred by cleavage in full plasticity with minor ductile tearing 

preceding failure in shallowest geometries. Temperature was measured with spot-welded 

thermocouples and was maintained within ±2 °c during testing. Before applying the 

displacement controlled load at cross-head velocity of 0.5 mmlmin, specimens were 

maintained at the test temperature for minimum of 12 minutes (1 minlmm width). 

Mode I tests were performed on deep (a/w=0.5) and shallow (a/w<0.3) edge cracked bend 

bars in symmetric three-point-bending (3PB). The mixed-mode tests were performed in 

asymmetric four-point-bending arrangement (A4PB), described by Maccagno and Knott 

(1989), which allows the use of the same type of specimens and provides a wide range of 

mode mixities, by positioning the specimen in the stress field composed of shear and 

bending stresses, as illustrated in Figure 14.10. 

The toughness values were characterised by I-integral and comprise of the elastic and 

plastic components, as discussed in Chapter 2. The elastic component of the I-integral in 

mixed mode loading is: 

lei = Ki ;KiI (l-v2 ) (14.4) 

where the stress intensity factors were calculated using expressions of Maccagno and Knott 

(1989): 

(14.5) 

Here M is the bending moment, Q is the shear force and YI and Yn are the Mode I and 

Mode II calibration functions. The Young's modulus was measured to be 217 GPa and v 

was taken to be 0.3. The plastic part of the I-integral was determined from the plastic work 

done under load - crack-mouth-opening-displacement record, using llJ-C factors given by 

Kirk and Dodds (1993) for shallow mode I cracks. Specific llJ-C factors were calculated 

using finite element model for each mixed-mode test configuration and are listed in Table 

14.4. The fracture toughness was then expressed in stress intensity factor notation, as 

discussed in Chapter 2. 
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14.4 Experimental results 

All failures occurred by cleavage in large scale plasticity, although minor ductile tears 

were observed for very shallow cracks (a/w<O.l) and large mode mixities (Me<0.66). 

These were in all cases less than 0.3mm. Under these conditions constraint effects could be 

invoked for shallow cracked specimens and associated with higher fracture toughnesses 

compared to the deep cracked geometries. The test set-up, failure load and toughness (KJc) 

are given in Table 14.5 for Mode I configurations, while Table 14.6 summarises mixed

mode test results. Photographs of specimens fractured in mixed-mode loading are shown in 

Figure 14.11, while the fracture toughness values for both sets oftests are shown in Figure 

14.12 as a function of constraint and mixity. 

The data are analysed using failure assessment diagrams ofR6/4 (2001), which are used to 

infer margins against failure by interpolating between elastic fracture and plastic collapse 

modes of failure of a cracked structure. For mixed-mode loading, the R6 recommends the 

use the effective stress intensity factor, defined by superposition of mode I and Mode II 

contributions. The loads are normalised by the limit load of each configuration, obtained 

from a full-field solution using ABAQUS, while Keff on the ordinate is normalised with the 

lower bound deep cracked mode I value (R6/4 (2001)). In this manner both sets of results 

are assessed independently. The results of unconstraint mode I and mixed-mode tests are 

close, as shown in Figure 14.13, demonstrating that the two fields differ only by a 

hydrostatic component, and the T/Q constraint effects can be mapped into mixity. 

Mixed-mode fracture toughness data are mapped into Mode I toughness-constraint locus, 

by using relation between constraint and mixity given in Figure 14.6 for n=12. The results 

are shown in Figure 14.14, where an excellent agreement between the Mode I data and 

mapped mixed-mode values is observed. The experimental fracture toughness data can also 

be used to generate the Q/T vs mixity locus, by correlating the constraint with mixity at a 

fixed fracture toughness value. This is shown in Figure 14.15 together with the correlation 

obtained by matching stress fields at a local fracture stress (Anderson and Dodds (1991)). 

Following Gao and Dodds (2001) the probabilistic Weibull stress model can also used to 

match Mode I and mixed-mode data, hence infer constraint-mixity locus. The non

dimensional Weibull stress parameter is integrated in the plastic zone using finite strain 
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boundary layer fonnulation (Gao and Dodds (2001)) and the results are superimposed in 

Figure 14.15. 

14.5 Conclusions 

In mode I, in-plane constraint loss may give rise to a family of elastic-plastic crack tip 

fields which can be described by J and a second parameter, which detennines the level of 

crack tip constraint (Q). This family of fields differs in a largely hydrostatic manner. 

Mixed mode field can be interpreted as belonging to the same family such that constraint 

loss by mixed mode loading results in a family of fields which differ largely 

hydrostatically on the plane of maximum hoop stress. For stress controlled brittle fracture 

this allows the constraint enhanced toughness observed in unconstrained Mode I fields to 

be correlated with the constraint enhanced toughness in mixed-mode loading. 

It was shown" by Li (1997) that the defonnation fields of an interfacial crack at a rigid 

substrate can also be correlated with the defonnation fields of a crack located in a 

homogeneous material. The same is true for an interfacial crack between strength 

mismatched materials, as observed by the defonnation fields in non-hardening material and 

by the principal and deviatoric stress components for a strain hardening material. More 

generally, the constraint of mode I fields parameterised by Q can be correlated with the 

constraint of interfacial mixed mode fields parameterised by elastic mixity, as shown in 

Figure 14.16, allowing the fracture resistance of homogeneous mode I, mixed-mode I+I! 

and interfacial configurations to be unified in a single constraint based fracture toughness 

locus. 
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Kn 0.00 

Table 14.1: 
Elastic mixity for range of plane strain mixed mode fields. 

Si Mn P S Cr Mo V 
0.26 0.70 0.014 0.027 0.10 0.02 <0.003 

Table 14.2: 
Chemical composition of En32 steel (in wt%) 

Upper yield strength [MPa] 
Lower yield strength [MPa] 

Tensile strength [MPa] 

330 
316 
507 

-90°C 

480 
429 
610 

% elongation 34+ 26++ 
Strain hardening exponent* 7 9 
* Derived from constancy of volume during plastic flow 
+ Measured on gauge length of 28 mm 
++ Measured on gauge length of 55 mm 

Table 14.3: 
Tensile properties ofEn32 steel. 

Elastic mixity, Me 0.91 0.87 0.78 0.66 
Local mixity, MP 0.93 0.85 0.80 0.78 

TJplCMOD 0.6 0.57 0.49 0.43 

Table 14.4: 

0.50 
0.68 
0.40 

TJplCMOD calibration factors for deep cracked (a/w=0.5) bend bars 
over a range of mode-mixi ties in asymmetric four-point-bending. 



Test a/w Fe Jel Jpl KJc T/cro 

[leN] [N/mm] [N/mm] [MPa"m] 

M25 0.060 12520 11.6 965.7 482.8 -0.92 

M17 0.105 10800 12.6 336.2 288.4 -0.63 
M21 0.102 8600 7.8 46.8 114.1 -0.50 
M18 0.173 9240 11.7 53.4 124.6 -0.34 
M19 0.251 9940 13.7 64.4 136.5 -0.17 
M10 0.512 16220+ 17.7 0.0 64.9 +0.18 
M20 0.510 9900 15.9 34.2 109.3 +0.15 

+ Test performed in symmetric four-point bending at -100°C 

Table 14.5: 
Results of fracture toughness tests on Mode I cracks in three-point bending at 
-90°C. 

Test Me Fe K1,e Ku,f Jpl KJc <p 

[leN] [MPa"m] [MPa"m] [N/mm] [MPa"m] [0] 

MI0 1.0 16220+ 64.9 / 0.0 64.9 0 

M20 1.0 9900++ 61.6 / 34.2 109.3 2 

M16 0.91 16100' 62.4 7.9 84.1 154.9 12 

M23 0.87 40600 75.2 14.6 130.1 192.1 17 

M15 0.78 45500 41.2 16.4 69.9 136.5 28 

M13 0.66 57400 24.7 20.7 97.2 155.6 29 
M14 0.66 62000 26.7 22.4 218.1 230.7 39 
M22 0.50 69400 10.4 25.7 206.9 223.8 46 

+ Test performed in symmetric four-point bending at -100°C 
++ Test performed in three-point bending 
* Test performed in three-point bending with a crack offset of20mm 

Table 14.6: 
Results of fracture toughness tests on mixed-mode cracks having aiw=O.5 in 
asymmetric four-point bending at -90°C. 
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Mean stress non-dimensionalised by the yield stress as a function of angle for a 
range of mixities in a non-hardening material, after Li (1997). 
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Figure 14.2: 
Mises stress non-dimensionalised by the yield stress as a function of angle for 
a range of mixities in a non-hardening material, after Li (1997). 
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Figure 14.3: 
Slip line fields for a family of mixed mode problems at T=O, after Li (1997). 
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Figure 14.5: 
The hoop stress directly ahead of a Mode I crack as a function of the non-
dimensionalised distance from the crack tip for a range of ..L values, after Li 
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(1997). 
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Figure 14.6: 
T -stress as a function of mixity for a range of hardening rates, after Li (1997). 
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Figure 14.7: 
Q as a function of mixity for a range of hardening rates, after Li (1997) 
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Figure 14.9: 
The stress deviator, See, non-dimensionalised by the yield stress on the 
plane of maximum hoop stress in mixed-mode cracks, after Li (1997). 
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Figure 14.11: 
Photographs of specimens tested to cleavage under mixed-mode loading, showing 
crack propagation direction as a function of mixity. 
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Figure 14.12: 
Results of fracture toughness tests on unconstrained Mode I cracks shown 
in (a) and mixed-mode IIII cracks shown in (b). 
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Figure 14.14: 
Unification of mode-mixity and in-plane constraint loss, shown by Mode I data 
and mapped mixed mode I+II data into a common constraint-mixity locus. 
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Correlation between the constraint parameter and remote mixity for interfacial 
cracks, after Li (1997). 
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Chapter 15 

FRACTURE MECHANICS OF LASER WELDED JOINTS 

15.1 Introduction 

The components of welded structures often have elastically matched properties but may 

differ in strength. A crack in a strength mismatched joint may experience a spatial gradient 

in plastic deformation resistance which affects the crack tip stress and deformation fields. 

The relative strength of the constituents forming the joint is quantified by a strength 

mismatch, defmed by the ratio of the yield stress of the weld to the base metal: 

M = (jow 

(joBM 
(15.1) 

Here (joW is the yield stress of the weld metal and (joBM of the base material. Welded joints 

are usually designed so that the weld metal is stronger than the base material, giving an 

overmatched joint. This is intended to restrict plastic deformation in the weldment. In 

undermatched welds the base material is stronger than the weld metal. As it is difficult to 

extract tensile specimens from weld microstructures to determine the local yield stresses, a 

relation between the yield stress ((jo) and Vickers hardness measurements (HV) is used. BS 

7448:2 (1997) recommends the use of the expressions: 

For parent material: (jo = 3.28HV - 221; 160 < HV < 495 

For weld material: (jo = 3.15HV -168; 

to define strength mismatch for carbon steels. 

150<HV<300 

(15.2a) 

(15.2b) 

15.2 Numerical examinations of crack tip fields in mismatched joints 

The stress fields of cracks located in inhomogeneous material systems depend on the 

relative strengths of the constituents. loch et al (1993) and Eripret et al (1997) have 

demonstrated that slip line fields in bending and tension depend on the yield stress of the 

base material adjacent to the weld material containing the crack. Burstow et al (1998) 

examined crack tip fields for a crack located in the weld centerline subject to 

undermatching and overmatching conditions. For undermatched welds the base material 

constrained the plasticity to the weld material, while the opposite effect occurred for the 

overmatched welds, as illustrated in Figure 15.1 taken from Burstow et al (1998). In both 

cases the asymptotic stress field of a crack in the weld metal is of a homogeneous nature, 
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until it reaches the weld-base material boundary. Under continuous loading the plastic zone 

then extends in the weaker material. As most welds are designed to be overmatched 

compared to the parent plate, asymmetric plastic zones develop and ductile crack extension 

occurs into the base material. 

Parametric studies of the effects of weld width and mismatch on the opening stresses ahead 

of the crack by Burstow et al (1998) show that stress levels ahead of a crack located in the 

center of undermatched welds were higher than the homogeneous configuration subject to 

the same remote loading, as shown in Figure 15.2. For overmatched configurations the 

stresses were lower, producing an effect similar to applying a negative T -stress in a 

homogeneous material. Narrow welds are particularly sensitive to mismatch as the 

proximity of the material with different strength influences development of the crack tip 

field earlier during the loading history than in wider welds. These effect are illustrated in 

Figure 15.2, which is taken from Burstow et al (1998). A comparison of the contours of 

plastic strains for two weld widths (Figure 15.1), allowed Burstow et al (1998) to argue 

that the stress fields in welds of unequal widths are self similar when loaded to the same 

value of J/hcrow, where h is the weld semi-width and croW is the yield stress of the weld 

metal. This is illustrated in Figure 15.3, where plots of normalized opening stresses for 

several weld widths loaded to the same J/hcrow value clearly collapse to a single load and 

mismatch dependant curve. This allows the effect of material mismatch on the stress 

distribution to be assessed independently of the weld geometry and enables the change in 

crack tip constraint to be identified with material mismatch at a given load level. The stress 

distribution for a crack located in the center of the weld is governed by weld material 

properties close to the tip and steadily approaches a distribution governed by the base 

material properties remote from the crack tip, as shown in Figure 15.4 from Burstow et al 

(1998). The transition is strongly dependant on the mismatch and remote loading. A 

transition can be defined where the stress distribution becomes predominantly governed by 

the properties of the base material and the associated higher fracture toughness, even when 

the crack is located in the center of the weld. 

Zhang et al (1996, 1997) have examined crack tip stress fields for a crack located at a 

strength mismatched bi-material interface. By measuring the stress distribution in the 

mismatched geometry with respect to a J-dominant reference solution they observed that 
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the stresses can be separated into a J-dominant reference solution and a difference field 

governed by mismatch effects: 

(15.3) 

the so-called M family of fields. Here croref is the yield stress used in the reference solution. 

The difference field is self similar in nature and scaled by the mismatch constraint 

parameter M, which measures the strength of the mismatch effects on the stress field. 

Zhang et al showed that M depends on the angular position around the crack tip, but is not 

dependant on the radial distance. Using the small-scale yield solution as the reference field, 

Zhang et al (1996, 1997) observed near-linear relation between the material mismatch, M, 

and the mismatch constraint parameter, M. Overmatching reduced crack tip constraint and 

could be quantified by a negative M term, whilst undermatching increased constraint. As 

constraint due to material mismatching (M) is independent of the geometric constraint (Q), 

Zhang et al argued that the crack tip stress field can be expressed in an additive manner: 

cr ij ~ crijef (1) + Qcroref8ij + Mcr oreffi/8) (15.4) 

giving rise to the J-Q-M theory for mismatched joints, also discussed by Thaulow et al 

(1999). 

15.3 Laser beam welding 

Recent advances in laser technologies have enabled laser welding to become a competitive 

joining procedure to arc welding. Laser welding is a high energy density process, which 

allows a rapid production of low distortion welds. The process does not require special 

vacuum chambers, is not limited to electrically conductive materials, or influenced by 

magnetism. 

High penetration beams of short wavelengths generated usmg the C02 or Nd:YAG 

mediums are used for joining metals. The beam is transferred to the workpiece where a 

concentrated beam of light is converted into thermal energy. A focal spot hundredths of 

mm in diameter may be focused on the weld surface or above or below it. On the surface 

melting occurs and progresses through the weld by heat transfer. Two important "figures of 

merit" which characterise laser welding are the energy transfer efficiency and the melting 

efficiency. The energy transfer efficiency is the ratio of the heat absorbed by the workpiece 

to that in the incident laser energy. The melting efficiency is the ratio of the heat necessary 

to melt the fusion zone to the heat absorbed by the workpiece. The energy transfer 
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efficiency indicates how much of the laser energy is absorbed by the component, while the 

melting efficiency indicates how effectively that absorbed energy is used to produce 

melting. 

The lasers can be used in a continuous or pulsed mode in an autogeneous mode or with a 

filler material. With well calibrated instruments, benefits such as narrow welds, minimal 

distortion, small heat affected zones and excellent weld quality can be achieved, favouring 

this technique in particular for joining fine grained alloyed steels. Because the welds are 

narrow and the welding process is relatively rapid, the high cooling rates promote 

development of hard and brittle microstructures, such as martensite (Cam et al (1999». 

These features may compromise the structural integrity of the weldments. Xie (2002) has 

suggested that by splitting a single laser beam in two equal beams following each other in 

tandem, the high cooling rates can be mitigated. This results in tougher welds with wider 

heat affected zones, and can also be achieved by the addition of a filler material, as 

observed by Sumpter (1999). 

15.4 Fracture mechanics of laser welds 

Fracture toughness testing procedures for laser welded joints have not been standardised. 

This is due largely to lack of information of the interaction between the base material and 

the fusion zone, which have significantly different tensile properties. During integrity 

assessments, a crack is assumed to be located in a fictious material of uniform tensile and 

toughness properties, typically of the most brittle weld constituent (weld metal), to give a 

conservative defect assessment. To obtain more realistic estimates of fracture toughness 

the effects of specimen geometry (weld width, crack size, notch position, etc.) and the 

degree of strength mismatch on toughness have to be considered. Almost all laser welds 

are overmatched with high hardness and possibly low ductility of the weld metal (Cam et 

al (1999». The weld geometry makes it almost impossible to determine the intrinsic 

fracture toughness properties of the weld region using Charpy V -notched specimens 

(Kristensen (1996» or CTOD toughness testing procedures (Yeni et al (1996», as the 

crack path deviates towards the softer base metal as a result of material mismatch. These 

techniques only provide information on fracture performance of the whole joint under 

impact and static bending conditions, but can not provide intrinsic toughness properties of 
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individual microstructural constituents due to the inevitable interaction between weld zone 

and base material. 

Recent work in fracture mechanics of laser welds has endeavoured to: 

(1) Clarify the effect of strength mismatch on testing procedures (Eripret et al (1997), 

Hornet et al (1995)). 

(2) Examine the limit load behavior of weldments and modify existing failure assessment 

procedures (Schwalbe et al (1997), loch et al (1993)). 

(3) An important area of interest are brittle fractures with emphasis on geometric (Q) and 

material (M) factors (Zhang et al (1997)). 

Eripret et al (1997) have examined the effect of strength mismatch on using testing 

procedures developed for homogeneous specimens and adjusted for the limit load of the 

mismatched joint. For deep cracks in overmatched welds which are wide compared to weld 

length (as illustrated in Figure 15.5), the plastic zones are contained within the weld metal. 

Eripret et al (1997) argue that fracture is governed by the properties of the weld metal and 

can be assessed with the standard procedures for homogeneous material with weld metal 

properties. For shallow cracks and cracks in narrow welds, a second plastic zone develops 

at the interface marginally ahead of the crack and extends in the softer base material, as 

illustrated in Figure 15.5. Under increasing loading the two plastic zones grow and join 

together thus alleviating the crack tip stresses, as shown by Burstow et al (1998). The 

distinction between the plasticity patterns of a deep and shallow cracked configurations 

and the significance of mismatch effects can be measured through a geometrical parameter 

h/(W-a), where h is the weld semi-with and W-a is the unbroken ligament. Eripret et al 

(1997) suggest that for SENB configurations the homogeneous deep crack configuration 

develops when h/(W-a) is more than 0.5 and the mismatch is less than 1.5. Conversely, for 

h/(W-a) less than 0.25 and mismatched above 1.5, as is the case in laser welds, significant 

plasticity largely develops in the softer base material and limits weld metal deformation. 

Hence within geometric limitations on the ligament size and weld width the mismatch 

effects can be neglected for cracks in the weld metal, allowing test procedures for 

homogeneous material to be used with idealised weld or base material properties. 

Ductile behaviour of weldments with limit load analysis and the application of the failure 

assessment procedures has been discussed by loch et al (1993), Hornet et al (1995) and 
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Schwalbe et at (1997). The engineering approach to cracks in heterogeneous structures 

usually recommends that the tensile properties of the weaker base material and fracture 

properties of HAZ or weld metal should be used in the integrity assessments (Schwalbe et 

at (1997)). This approach is recognised to be conservative, however has limited 

experimental verification for highly overmatched laser welds. To provide more realistic 

basis for integrity assessments, the mechanisms of fracture and yield across the weld joint 

have to be understood and complemented with an experimental data base. 

15.5 Limit load solutions for overmatched welds 

An understanding of plastic collapse mechanisms is essential for defect assessment 

procedures based on failure assessment diagrams. Simple upper bound solutions to limit 

load can be obtained from slip line analysis of a cracked geometry obeying a rigid-plastic 

behaviour. From equilibrium considerations, the rate of work done by external forces at 

limit load is equal to the rate of dissipation of plastic energy in the deforming region. This 

allows expressions for limit loads for SENB and CCT geometries to be derived (Joch et at 

(1993), Hornet et at (1995)). Solutions to limit loads of a joint with crack located in the 

weld metal consist of suitable interpolation between the contribution to the limit load from 

a part of slip lines that extend into the base material and the part that develops in the weld 

(Joch et at (1993), Hornet et at (1995)). For SENB configurations where the weld metal is 

large enough to contain the plasticity, as shown in Figure 15.6a, Hornet et at (1995) 

estimate the limit load to be: 

(W _a)2 
Fy = 1.593· B . 0' oW = M . FYBM 

4W 
(15.5) 

For narrow welds where plasticity develops outwith the weld metal, Figure 15.6b, the limit 

load can be estimated using a weighted contribution from the weld and base metal (Hornet 

et at (1995): 

F = 1. 155BO' (W-a)2 (p-a)M+a 
YW oBM 4W sin2 p 

a = arccos(cos p + 2h sin pJ 
(w-a) 

(15.6) 

(15.7) 

which is a function of crack size, mismatch ratio and weld width. The angle p is attained 

by minimising the limit load Fyw. 
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15.6 Procedures for structural assessment of mismatched joints 

The range of methods available for structural assessment of homogeneous materials are 

summarised in Figure 15.7 following Schwalbe et al (1997). These methods are being 

modified to incorporate mismatch effects. A three-level procedure is generally 

recommended: 

• Level 1: Use of handbooks for stress intensity factor and limit load solutions. In 

mismatched structures the lowest yield stress and the highest strain hardening rates are 

recommended to provide conservatism. 

• Level 2: Use of specific methods developed for mismatch. Examples include the 

ARAMIS code from EdF, modified EPRI handbook from EWI and the modified R6 

approach from Nuclear Electric. 

• Level 3: Perform detailed finite element analysis, using measured material properties 

on the mismatched structure. 

Restricting the discussion to the modified R6 procedure, the mismatch limit load is the 

dominant parameter in J-estimates. The development of R6 for strength mismatch effects 

considers the mismatch effect for a bi-material system and introduces a limit load 

parameter defined as: 

L =~ 
r F YM 

(15.8) 

FYM is the mismatch limit load determined for a crack location, weld geometry and 

strength mismatch, which is tabulated in R6, Section IV.2 (2001) for CCP and SENB 

configurations. 

Option 1 of R6 is unchanged for mismatch except for the cut-off Lr
max which becomes a 

function of the mechanical properties of both constituents. Option 2 offers a more accurate 

assessment for a specific material parameters. The failure assessment curve is constructed 

for the equivalent stress-strain curve: 

(15.9) 

where O"oe is the 0.2% proof stress for the equivalent stress-strain curve, E is the strain at 

LrO"oe and the equivalent stress-strain curve for the mismatched joint is defined with a 

weighted average of the stress-strain curves of base and weld material: 
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(1S.1O) 

The weighting factor is deduced from the mismatch limit load: 

g=(~: -1}<M-l) (1S.11) 

Under option 3 a detailed analysis of the cracked structure is required, either by treating 

structure as homogeneous and using the equivalent stress-strain curve ofEq. (IS.10) or by 

allowing for different strengths in different regions. In both cases the l-integral should be 

evaluated using elastic and elastic-plastic analyses and the failure assessment curve 

constructed as: 

(1S.12) 

where 1 and leI are l-integrals corresponding to the mismatch load Lr defined by Eq.(1S.8). 

The cut-off Lr
max for option 3 is defined as the ratio of equivalent flow stress, cre, to 

equivalent yield stress, croe, both depending on the material hardening characteristics and 

strength mismatch. 

R6/4 recommends that the fracture toughness values should be those of the material at the 

crack tip, while the limit loads are the mismatch limit loads defined by Eq. (1S.8). For 

option 2 and option 3 assessments a conservative assessment can be obtained by use of the 

flow properties of the weakest material at crack tip. 

15.7 Estimation of J-integral from experimental quantities 

To estimate the l-integral for cracks in mismatched structures, modifications to the 

standard procedure developed on deep cracks in homogeneous structures have been 

considered by Wang and Gordon (1992), Kirk and Dodds (1992), loch et al (1993) and 

Hornet et al (199S)). loch et al (1993) suggested that the l-integral should be evaluated 

from the plastic work done under the load-displacement curve in combination with an llpl 

factor derived considering the relationship between deformation mechanisms and the limit 

load. Wang and Gordon (1992), and Kirk and Dodds (1992,1993) have considered the use 

of plastic work under load-CMOD records for mismatched structures. Based on finite 

element calculations they recommend a modification to Eq. (2.54) to include mismatch 

effects as: 
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ll plCMOD = (3.S-1.4167.a/W)(crOBM + l-croBM/crow) 
crow 2 

(1S.13) 

Hornet et al (199S) have checked both procedures experimentally and conclude that both 

fail to correctly include mismatch effects when gross-section yielding occurs. In particular 

Eq. (IS.13) fails to account for the weld width (2h) although mismatch effects are a 

function of this geometric quantity. Hornet et al (199S) propose the use of load-CMOD 

curve to describe gross section yielding, and the calibration factor TjplCMOD has to be 

modified to account for strength mismatch on fracture behaviour of the specimen. For a 

configuration where weld metal is wide enough to fully contain the plasticity, the llplCMOD 

factor is the same as for the homogeneous material (Wang and Gordon (1992)): 

ll plCMOD = 3.S -1.4167· al w (1S.14) 

For narrow welds where plasticity extends into the base material, Hornet et al (199S) give 

the llplCMOD factor as: 

2h sinp 1- M 
ll plCMOD =(3.S-1.4167·a/w)+ . 

W -a sma a+M(p-a) 
(1S.1S) 

Hornet et al (199S) have observed excellent correlation between J-integral estimations 

using this procedure and from detailed finite element model of the experimental geometry. 

These expressions are limited to specific configurations where cracks are in the center of 

the weld. To apply these expressions with confidence the extent of plasticity must also be 

accurately determined. This may not always be straightforward. For cracks located near the 

fusion line or in the graded heat affected zone and for shallow cracks, analytic expressions 

are less readily available. Hornet et al (199S) demonstrated excellent agreement between 

the llplCMOD factors computed using finite element techniques to those obtained from slip 

line analysis. In the light of this discussion the finite element approach is used in the 

current work to define TjplCMOD factors for specific crack configurations located in weld 

microstructures. 

15.8 Fracture toughness of laser welded joints 

The measurement of the intrinsic fracture toughness of a local microstructure on laser 

welded joint is difficult due to the small dimensions of the constituents forming the joint. 

Fracture toughness tests can be performed for a crack located in a particular 

microstructure, and the measured value is often termed the apparent fracture toughness 
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(Sumpter (1996», because of the strong mismatch effects which affect the crack tip 

loading. The tests essentially quantify the fracture resistance of the whole joint. Sumpter 

(1996) argues that rather to strive to determine an intrinsic toughness of a particular 

microstructure, the apparent fracture toughness is more meaningful to engineering practice, 

as in real structures crack propagation samples stress field of the entire joint. 

Despite the appealing nature of the laser welding, little data are available in literature on 

the fracture toughness of laser beam welded joints. The data are largely concerned with 

cracks located in the center of welds tested at the upper shelf temperatures (Cam et al 

(1999), Sumpter (1996), Sumpter (1999». Fracture mechanics CTOD tests reported by 

Cam et al (1999) show similar CTOD values for cracks located in the center of the weld 

metal at room temperature and at -40°C. Due to the high strength mismatch and ductile 

nature of fracture in this temperature range, significant crack tip blunting and branching 

occurred, and the crack eventually extended into the more ductile base material, as shown 

in Figure 15.8 from Cam et al (1999). Sumpter (1996) has performed dynamic fracture 

toughness tests on laser welded plates at O°C and -40°, and observed a consistently higher 

toughness for cracks located in the center of the weld, compared to the cracks in the HAZ. 

In these tests ductile initiation occurred at temperature close to upper shelf. Cracks located 

in the center of the weld or at the fusion line under dynamic conditions branched towards 

the base material and propagated as cleavage cracks in the base material following the 

HAZ, as shown in Figure 15.9 from Sumpter (1996). Crack branching and the path of a 

propagating crack may be associated with the mismatch constraint effects, discussed by 

Thaulow (1999) and Burstow (1998) which elevate the constraint along the crack path. 

Compared to arc welding, the toughness of the laser welded joint was comparable or 

higher at OoC for cracks located in the weld centerline or at the fusion line (Sumpter 

(1996». 

A more recent study by Sumpter (1999) argued that the crack deviation also depends on 

the toughness of the weld, rather than solely on the hardness differential with the plate. If 

the weld is genuinely brittle, no deviations occur regardless of the hardness differential 

(mismatch). Sumpter (1999) suggests that crack deviation into the base material occurs 

when weld has high toughness that allows plasticity to develop into the base material 

before failure. Such welds can be produced by adding a filler material or by controlling the 

heat input to keep the hardness of the weld metal below 300 HV (Sumpter (1999». 
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In practice structural integrity of welded components is often based on testing notched 

Charpy specimens. Typical of such tests performed on laser welds are fracture path 

deviations (FPD) (Hadley 2000, 2001) such that crack originating from a notch cut in the 

weld extends into the base material adjacent to the weld. This is largely due to narrow weld 

geometry of the laser welds combined with high hardness differential between the weld 

metal and the base material, leading to concerns that FPD could conceal possible low 

toughness of the weld metal. Recommendations have been given (Hadley 2001) that the 

full Charpy transition curve should be generated to determine with confidence the 

temperature range where crack propagates by FPD or through the weld metal. Charpy 

testing should then be performed for the lowest temperature where FPD does not occur (or 

the standard temperature, which ever is lower). For laser welds in low carbon steels 

(C<0.12%) having hardness mismatch >2, the FPD does not occur before lower shelf 

temperatures are reached, potentially questioning the applicability of such results to the 

operating environment closer on the upper shelf. Hadley (2001) also recognises that 

generating full transition curve can be potentially unreliable, as fracture by FPD may occur 

above a temperature for which the Charpy transition curve no longer predicts failure by 

FPD, due to statistical variation between batches. 

Systematic data on the fracture behaviour of laser welded joints is needed, especially at 

lower temperatures, where contained plasticity develops for cracks in weld 

microstructures. The objective of the current work is to further advance studies on fracture 

path deviations in laser welds and to aid the development of testing standards for laser 

welded joints. Similarly the statistical aspects of crack propagation direction of strongly 

overmatched joints have not yet been addressed, and these are examined in subsequent 

chapters. 
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The effect of mismatch, m, and weld width, 2h, on the distribution of stresses 
ahead of a crack, from Burstow et al (1998). 
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Figure 15.3: 
The crack tip stresses directly ahead of the crack as a function of mismatch, showing 
self-similarity of crack tip fields when normalised by Jlhcrow, after Burstow et al 
(1998). 
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Effect of base material strength on crack tip stress distribution with increasing load, 
after Burstow et al (1998). 
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Figure 15.5: 
Schematic representation of plasticity development in mismatched SENB 
specimens, after Eripret et af (1997). 
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The definition of the plasticity development patterns for mismatched SENB 
specimens: a) the weld joint is large enough to contain the plasticity and b) 
plasticity extends to the base material, after Hornet et af (1995). 
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Figure 15.8: 
Ductile tearing of a crack located in the weld centerline at DOC, taken from Cam 
et af (1999). 



Figure 15.9: 
Cleavage crack path for a crack located at the weld centerline under dynamic 
loading, after Swnpter (1996). 
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Chapter 16 

WEAKEST LINK ANALYSIS OF A BI-MA TERIAL JOINT 

16.1 Introduction 

The design of welded joints often requires the weld to have a higher yield strength than the 

parent plate. The need to apply defect assessment procedures to such joints requires 

fracture mechanics methods to be applied to cracks between elastically matched but 

strength mismatched materials. To ensure structural integrity the most detrimental 

conditions must be considered. These may involve cleavage. Fundamentals of fracture in 

welded joints can be simplified to a study of a bi-material joint containing a crack along 

the interface. The joint is composed of two elastically matched but strength mismatched 

homogeneous materials and analysed using a weakest link model, which is extended to a 

graded material in Chapter 18. 

16.2 Procedure 

Within the context of statistical fracture mechanics (Freudenthal I (1968)), brittle failure 

can be modelled using weakest link statistics, based on the Wei bull stress, as discussed in 

Chapter 10. The Weibull stress is typically computed for 'A values ('A=crf/cro) of the order of 

2.5-3, representative of lower shelf toughness data (Ritchie et al (1973), Bowen et al 

(1987)). The weakest link argument necessitates the value for the local fracture stress of 

each constituent. An argument based on the Ritchie-Knott-Rice (1973) model gives the 

relation between the local fracture stresses crfl and crf2 as a function of the HRR fields for 

two different materials: 

(16.1) 

In the present study the toughness and the strain hardening exponents of both halves of the 

joint are assumed in Eq. (16.1) to be the same (n=10 was used). However Eq. (16.1) has 

advantage of being more general: the effect of toughness gradient often negates the effect 

of the strength gradient. Secondly the expression in the round brackets approaches unity 

for weakly hardening materials of similar fracture properties with n values of 10-15, 

representative of joints in ferritic steels of different grades. Thus Eq. (16.1) can be used as 

a good approximation to local fracture stresses without detailed knowledge of the 
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micromechanical parameters or fracture properties. Equation (16.1) suggests that the 

critical local fracture stresses for two materials is approximately equal to the ratio of yield 

stresses at low strain hardening rates. The argwnent is supported by data of Bowen et al 

(1987) who showed experimentally on an A533B steel that the ratio of local fracture 

stresses is closely related to the ratio of yield stresses for two different microstructures, as 

illustrated in Figure 16.1. In Eq. (16.1) the strain hardening rate for both materials is 

assumed to be identical, although the argwnent can be applied to dissimilar strain 

hardening rates. This allows the same value for A to be used for both halves of a 

mismatched joint. The volume Vo used to determine the Weibull stress is regarded as a 

material constant and is taken to be identical for both halves of the joint. 

To progress the discussion it is useful to introduce a non-dimensional Weibull stress, cr w , 

which describes the structure of the strength mismatched crack tip field: 

~m O'~Vo f(M 'I) O'w = 4 2 2 = ,n, v,/\',m 
O'~- J E B 

(16.2) 

and is a function of the mismatch, v, A, m and the strain hardening exponent, but is 

independent of the crack tip deformation (J/O'o). The failure probability: 

(16.3) 

can then be expressed in terms of a non-dimensional Wei bull stress and the loading 

parameter, J, for a mismatched joint: 

~m O'm-4E2BJ2 O'w(M) 0 

P(M) = 1 - exp- m 
VoO'u 

and for a homogeneous (M= 1) joint: 

-m m-4E2BJ2 
0' w(M=l) 0' 0 

P(M=l) = 1 - exp- m 
VoO'u 

(16.4) 

(16.5) 

Here the properties of the weaker material are assigned to the interface containing a crack, 

and the homogeneous joint is taken to be of the same material. For a homogeneous 

material the mean value of toughness, j, is: 

1 

<Xl 8P (V m J2 j = IJ (M=l) dJ = 00' u r(1 + 1.) 
8J -m m-4E 2B 2 

o 0' W(M=I)O' 0 

(16.6) 
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r(1 + t) is the Gamma function. The failure probability of a mismatched material can than 

be expressed with the mean toughness, J , of a homogeneous (M= 1) material: 

-m ( )2 crw(M) J 1 
P(M) = l-exp- -m =r(1 +2) 

crw(M=l) J 
(16.7) 

In Chapter 4 arguments were developed to allow the scaling constant Ko in the expression 

for failure probability to be expressed in terms of the mean value and Gamma function. 

Similar arguments are developed here to relate the scaling constant cru with the average 

local strength: 

00 

cr= fcr·P(cr).dcr= cr u ·r(1+~) 
o 

(16.8) 

where probability density function describing the strength distribution in a volume Vo is: 

(16.9) 

By identifying the average local strength in Eq. (16.8) to be the average local fracture 

stress, crf , the cru can be written as: 

(16.10) 

16.3 Crack propagation direction 

The argument may be extended to consider the statistics of crack propagation direction. 

Weakest link statistics do not require a single failure initiation site, or in the present 

context, a single crack propagation direction. However interest is now restricted to low 

failure probabilities and the low loads of most interest in structural integrity assessments. 

Under these circumstances it may be shown that multiple failures may be neglected in 

comparison to a single failure initiation. In addition it is assumed that interface failure does 

not occur. The most likely (modal) crack propagation direction follows from failure 

probabilities of each crack tip segment evaluated using Eq. (16.4), as discussed in Chapter 

10. The area under the pdf curve is unity when the pdf is taken as: 

P(M,9) 
pdf(9) = ---'----'--

P(M)total ·808 
(16.l1) 
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which also makes the pdf independent of the Vo and cru parameters. This follows from a 

Taylor expansion of the failure probability, where at low loads the leading terms are 

dominant and Vo and cru in Eq. (16.11) cancel out. To attain low failure probabilities (low 

loads), a value for J of 11100 of the average critical value for a homogeneous material was 

used, although the results are not very sensitive as long as the failure probability is low. 

16.4 Numerical method 

The near crack-tip stress field was modeled using boundary layer formulations, as 

described by Rice and Tracey (1973). Mode I plane strain conditions at the crack tip were 

analysed using a finite strain formulation and a blunt crack with crack tip radius of 

rlR=2.8xI0-6
, where R is the outer radius of the mesh. The uniaxial material behavior was 

linear elastic below the yield stress and merged into a Ramberg-Osgood relation, as 

discussed in Chapter 12. To model strength mismatched bi-material joints, the lower half 

of the mesh (-7t<8<0) was assigned a yield stress Mcro (M~l), while the upper half (n>8>0) 

was given a yield strength 0"0. Both halves were considered to be elastically identical, with 

identical hardening exponents and Wei bull moduli. 

16.5 Results and discussion 

Figure 16.2(a) shows the principal stress contours of constant cr1/cro(=A) ratio of 2.5 for 

homogeneous and bi-material joints. Contours are non-dimensionalised by J and the yield 

stress of the softer side of the joint (0"0). The stresses in bi-material joints exhibit a 

discontinuity in radial stress at the interface, while equilibrium requires continuity of hoop 

and shear stresses. The size of the process zone and the radius of the plastic zone, shown in 

Figure 16.2(b), reduce on the harder side of the joint with increasing strength mismatch, M. 

The Weibull stress and the cumulative probability have been determined numerically for 

both halves of the joint. In Figure 16.3, the failure probability is shown for homogeneous 

and bi-material joints as a function of the loading parameter, J, and strength mismatch. The 

loading parameter, J, is normalised with the mean toughness, J, of the weaker 

homogeneous material. For both, m=1O and m=20, an increase in mismatch increases the 

failure probability at a given applied loading. The effect is most pronounced for higher 

moduli, where failure is dominated by small volume of material close to the crack tip. In 
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Figure 16.4 the toughness of the joint is considered at a fixed failure probability. It can be 

seen that at high moduli, the influence of the process zone size diminishes and a reduction 

in toughness is observed with an increase in mismatch. 

The probability that the crack propagation direction lies between e and e+de is indicated 

by a probability density function, shown in Figure 16.5 for a range of mismatches. The 

results for the homogeneous system (M=I) at low Weibull moduli (m=10) interestingly 

exhibits a distinct bi-modal distribution, symmetric across the crack plane, with peaks at 

±40o due to the large volume at these angles. This suggests that macroscopic crack 

propagation at 8=0 occurs by cleavage on alternate inclined planes (Becker et al (2002)). 

At higher moduli (m=20) the microscopic crack propagation direction is directly ahead of 

the crack. In bi-material joints the greatest value of the pdf is consistently exhibited by the 

softer side of the joint and approaches the interface with an increase of the mismatch. 

Similar trends are observed in the average crack propagation angle, shown in Figure 16.6, 

where at low moduli the greater sampling volume on the softer side of the joint influences 

greater angles compared to those for higher moduli. Both, the probability density function 

and the average angle indicate failure of the softer side in a bi-material joint with a 

possibility of interface failure at high mismatches. 
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Chapter 17 

AN EXPERIMENTAL EXAMINATION OF THE INTEGRITY 

OF LASER WELDED JOINTS 

17.1 Experimental details 

148 

The integrity of weldments in a ferritic steel plate fabricated using a laser beam welding 

procedure has been investigated for cracks located in a range of weld microstructures. The 

weld was fabricated in Lloyds Grade L36N low carbon steel of shipbuilding specifications 

from Danish Steel. The chemical composition is given in Table 17.1. This steel is 

particularly suited for laser welding due to limits on the amount of carbon, phosphorus and 

sulphur. Tensile tests were performed at room temperature on standard specimens cut from 

the base material. The base material had a yield stress of 390 MPa, a tensile strength of 516 

MPa and a strain hardening exponent of 10. Fracture mechanics specimens were cut from a 

large 11.5 mm thick plate containing a butt weld produced by autogeneous CO2 laser at 

TWI, and machined to dimensions shown in Figure 17.1. The welding parameters are 

summarised in Table 17.2. Cracks were introduced in the weld metal, the heat affected 

zone (henceforth HAZ) and in the base material near HAZ using a machined notch and 

fatigue pre-cracking under mixed-mode loading. In all cases the final fatigue crack 

extended to half the specimen width (11 mm). 

Attempts to locate a crack in a particular microstructure are difficult due to the Y shaped 

profile of the weld, which is illustrated in Figures 17.2 and 17.3. The width of the weld 

also varies along the length of the plate, between 1.6 and 2.0 mm. The notch was generally 

cut perpendicularly to the plate surface and in some cases at small angles, to sample more 

uniform microstructure along the crack width. Post-test metallographic examination 

revealed that the final fatigue pre-crack location with respect to the microstructure between 

the two notch orientations was small. It was also noted that in perpendicular cut notches 

the final fatigue pre-crack tends to align itself in the microstructure so that sections of the 

crack front deviate from the notch plane. These effect have been neglected in calculations 

of J. From a 3-dimensional finite element model of a homogeneous material with a similar 

thickness, Wang (2002) suggested that the stresses near the surface are low and cleavage 

initiation is unlikely. Therefore the crack position with respect to the microstructure in the 

center region of the specimen effectively governs the fracture behaviour. 
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Metallographic examinations revealed a microstructural variation across the laser weld, 

similar to that observed by Swnpter (1999) and Cam et al (1999). The ferritic/pearlitic 

microstructure of the base material transforms into a martensiticlbainitic microstructure of 

the weld metal, while the heat affected zone largely comprised bainite and pearlite. The 

Vickers hardness was measured across the width of the weld and is shown in Figure 17A. 

In Figure 17A(a) the Vickers hardness (HV) is measured on the specimen taken from near 

the end of the plate and clearly shows higher HV values compared to a series of 

measurements on a specimen taken from the centre of the plate, shown in Figure 17 A(b). 

The single pass welding process with high travel speed resulted in high cooling rate that 

produced a hard weld metal. The hardness rapidly reduces as a function of position across 

the HAZ to the hardness value of the parent plate. The ratio between the hardness of the 

weld metal and base material is on average 2.25 times. BS 7448:2:1997 gives a relation 

between hardness and yield stress for arc welds. In the absence of specific correlations 

between hardness and yield stress for laser welds and due to high hardness of the weld 

metal which exceed the bounds of the empirical correlations given in BS 7448:2:1997, the 

strength mismatch is defined from the ratio of HV measured across the microstructures and 

the value of the base material, measured remote from the weld, as shown in Figure 17.5. 

The yield strength gradient across the weld then follows from the mismatch and the yield 

strength of the base material. 

17.2 Results from cleavage tests in contained yielding 

17.2.1 Fracture toughness 

Fracture mechanics tests were performed on laser welded specimens at -130°C, to give 

cleavage failure in contained yielding, under four point bending. The specimens were 

cooled with liquid nitrogen using an environmental chamber, which kept the temperature 

constant during testing to within ±3 °c. The temperature was measured near the fatigue 

crack tip using spot welded thermocouples. All failures were under contained yielding and 

load-displacement and load-crack-mount-opening-displacement records were linear to final 

failure. Plots of the plastic zone at failure obtained from the nwnerical model discussed 

later are shown in Figure 17.6 for a representative sample of test configurations. The 

apparent fracture toughness for the welded joint was calculated from the Irwin expression 

(YcrJm;.) in which the geometry function, Y, was taken from Tada (1973). The fracture 

toughness results are shown in Figure 17.7 as a function of crack position measured from 
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the centerline of the weld and summarised in Table 17.3. The lowest toughness was 

recorded for a joint containing a crack in the centre of the weld and at the edge of the heat 

affected zone. In the first instance the crack tip field sampled a small region which was 

fully contained in the weld (see specimen LW-15 in Figure 17.9), where the high hardness 

was associated with a low fracture toughness. Cracks located in the HAZ benefit from the 

mismatch gradient which causes large plastic zones to develop into the softer side of the 

weld. It has been shown numerically (Burstow et a11998) that the crack located at the foot 

of the yield strength gradient experiences higher constraint levels introduced by material 

inhomogenity. This is reflected in the present results where the apparent fracture toughness 

for the crack at the edge of HAZ is half the value for a crack located in the HAZ. The 

results are also in agreement with the numerical study of Rashid and Tvegaard (2003) who 

examined cracks in a graded zone between two homogeneous solids. They discuss 

toughness in terms of specific energy per unit crack extension using a cohesive zone model 

and show the configuration corresponding to a crack at a fusion line is nearly twice as 

tough as a configuration with a crack near the interface in the softer or the harder 

homogeneous material surrounding the graded zone. 

17.2.2 Crack path 

Photographs of the crack paths are shown in Figures 17.8 and 17.9. Figure 17.9 shows the 

crack path with respect to the weld microstructure on the surface of the specimen, while 

Figure 17.8 shows the corresponding crack paths in the centre of the specimen. A distinct 

difference in the orientation of crack paths can be observed between the surface and centre 

positions. In the centre of the specimen cracks located in the coarse grained HAZ 

(Specimens LW-1, LW-3 and LW-lO) deviated from the HAZ in the direction of the high 

strength material, towards the fusion line and finally propagated along the fusion line. The 

orientation of the initial crack path measured from the tip of the fatigue pre-crack were 

between 9.7° (Specimens L W -1) and 17° (Specimen L W -10), with higher angles recorded 

for cracks located closer to the fusion line, see Table 17.3. A configuration with a crack on 

the fusion line (Specimen L W -5) showed that the crack propagated straight ahead along 

the fusion line. Similarly for a configuration in which the crack was located in the weld, 

0.2 mm from the fusion line (Specimen LW-4), the crack initially propagated towards and 

then along the fusion line. An exception to this trend was observed for specimen LW-2, 

where the crack was positioned at the edge of the HAZ, and the crack propagated towards 

the parent plate at an initial angle of 5°. 
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A marked surface effect was observed m all speCImens, which effects the crack 

propagation direction within 1.5-2 mm from the specimen surface. As shown in 

photographs in Figure 17.9, surface cracks consistently propagate down the yield strength 

gradient, away from the weld. This may be due to lower stress triaxialities close to the 

surface where plane stress conditions prevail and for which numerical calculations show 

that plasticity is predominantly restricted into the softer material, as shown in Figure 17.10. 

After the initial deviations at an angles between 15° to 51 ° on the surface, under pure 

bending cracks propagated in a largely straight path, along the transition between the fine 

grained HAZ to the parent plate. Under three point bending (Specimen L W -5), a crack 

located on the fusion line propagated into the HAZ and along the fine grained HAZ. This 

was marked with significant pop-in effects, which were not observed under pure bending. 

A similar configuration (Specimen LW-4) containing a crack in the weld, 0.2 mm from 

fusion line, showed that the crack propagated along the fusion line on the weld side of the 

joint. When the crack was positioned between the refined and coarse grained HAZ 

(Specimen LW-2), the initial crack propagation in pure bending was towards the coarse 

HAZ at an angle of 8°. The crack then gradually turned towards the refined HAZ and 

propagated along the transition between refined HAZ and parent plate. Similarly a crack 

positioned into the base material, near HAZ (Specimen LW-8), clearly deviated towards 

the weld, until it approached the refined HAZ, when it propagated along the refined HAZ. 

Lastly, a crack positioned in a centre of the weld (Specimen L W -15) propagated straight 

ahead, unaffected by the strength gradients at this temperatures. 

The surface path of a propagating crack is influenced by the fracture behaviour in the 

centre of the specimen. After initiation, crack paths on the surface and in the centre unified 

and are governed by the plane strain conditions in the centre of the specimen. 

17.3 Results of cleavage tests in ductile-brittle transition 

Deep and shallow cracked bend specimens were tested at -90°C and at -60 °c, allowing 

plasticity and constraint to develop prior to cleavage failure. Shallow cracked specimens 

were machined from the deep cracked specimens to an a/w ratio of 0.1. Fracture toughness 

values were calculated from supposition of elastic and plastic parts of the J-integral, as 

discussed in Chapter 2. The plastic part was obtained from the area under the load-CMOD 

(crack mouth opening displacement) curve, using the specific llplCMOD factors computed 
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from a full field finite element model of the test configuration. Details of the finite element 

modelling are given in Chapter 18. The model was a plane strain representation of the test 

geometry, with highly focused mesh at the crack tip. The knife edges, on which CMOD 

values were measured during the test, were also included. The lower yield strength of the 

base material was measured with a tensile test to be 470 MPa at -90°C, and 420 MPa at 

-60°C and strain hardening exponent of 10 was used. A strength mismatch of 2.25 was 

assumed between the weld metal and the parent plate and a bilinear transition was idealised 

for the HAZ (See Figure 18.2). Crack was positioned in the model in such a manner, that it 

closely represented the individual test geometry with respect to the crack position 

measured in the centre of the specimen (plane strain conditions). The T)pICMOD values are 

listed in Table 17.4 and 17.5 for deep and shallow cracks for test conditions. 

17.3.1 Deep cracks 

Deep cracks (alw=0.5) were tested at -60°C under four point bending. The fracture 

toughness values are summarised in Table 17.4 and in Figure 17.11. At this temperature 

final failure was in full plasticity and preceded by several pop-in events, as shown in the 

load-displacement records redrawn in Figure 17.12. Each pop-in was evaluated according 

to BS 7448:2 and in all cases the first pop-in event was classified as a critical event. The 

fracture toughness was calculated using the load at the critical pop-in and the 

corresponding plastic work under the load versus CMOD curve and is shown in Figure 

17.11. A similar spatial variation can be observed for present results and those obtained in 

contained yielding. The lowest toughness was observed for a crack in the weld centerline 

and increases for a crack in the heat affected zone. For cracks located at the edge of the 

heat affected zone the fracture toughness is reduced and comparable to that of the weld 

metal, as observed in tests at -130°C. 

Photographs of specimens are shown in Figure 17.13, taken on two cross-sections in the 

center of the specimen 2mm apart. Cracks located in the weld centerline (Specimen LW-

22) initiated straight ahead, while cracks near the fusion line in the weld metal (Specimens 

LW-23, LW-30) or HAZ side (Specimen LW-ll) initiated into the weld metal. Unlike to 

the behaviour at -130°C, the crack does not follow the fusion line but propagates directly 

into the weld metal. Cracks located at the edge of heat affected zone (specimens L W-13 

and LW-24) initiated towards the base material. In this set the highest toughness was 
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observed for a crack located in the heat affected zone that propagated into the weld metal, 

complementing results from -130°C tests. A configuration with a crack in the base 

material gave the toughness of the base material to be 310 MPav'm and the crack 

propagated towards and along the edge of heat affected zone. 

Specimen LW-31 which had a crack fully contained in the weld, O.lmm from fusion line 

and is identical to LW-30 was used to examine the extent of pop-in effects observed in all 

tests at -60°C. The specimen was prepared and tested in the same manner as before. The 

load-displacement curve is the same as that of specimen L W -30, redrawn in Figure 17.12. 

Test was stooped when pop-in failure occurred. The extent of pop-in was marked by 

fatigue crack growth, after which the specimen was cooled in liquid nitrogen and broken 

open. The fracture surface of the specimen is shown in Figure 17.14. The cleavage fracture 

originated only in the centre of the specimen where plane strain conditions prevail and the 

maximum extent of the pop-in was 1.4 mm. 

17.3.2 Shallow cracks 

Shallow cracks with an alw ratio of 0.1 were tested at -90°C under three point bending. 

Photographs of crack position along the weld width prior to cleavage test are shown in 

Figure 17.15, while the paths of cleavage cracks in the centre of the specimens are shown 

in Figure 17.16. Cracks on the weld metal propagated straight ahead (Specimens L W -17, 

L W -20 and L W -25), while cracks in the heat affected zone (Specimen L W -18) propagated 

along the edge of the heat affected zone in the base material. In specimens L W -19 and 

LW-33 crack is positioned in the base material near HAZ and propagated towards the HAZ 

and along the HAZ - base material region for several millimetres before turning into the 

base material. 

Extensive plasticity and crack blunting developed in all configurations prior to failure. All 

failures were by cleavage with no prior ductile tearing or pop-in events, with the exception 

of specimen LW-25, where a critical pop-in event terminated the test. In the configuration 

in which the crack was located in the weld (Specimens L W -17 and L W -20) negligible 

crack tip blunting was observed and plasticity was predominantly confined to the base 

material. Fracture toughness values are shown in Figure 17.17 and summarised in Table 

17.5 with failure load and specific 1lpICMOD factors. Constraint effects were measured by the 
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T -stress and normalised with the yield stress of the crack tip material and are shown in 

Figure 17.18. Cracks located in the base material near the heat affected zone showed the 

highest toughness with matching lowest negative T -stresses. 

Contrary to results of deep cracks, preliminary results on shallow cracks show nearly 

constant value of apparent fracture toughness for all crack locations. This is in part due to 

extensive plastic yielding that develops in the base material for nearly all configurations, 

including those containing cracks in the weld metal, associating such configurations with 

higher toughness. High values of toughness for cracks located in the weld metal are in part 

also influenced by the experimental error. Toughness was determined from the measured 

area under the load-CMOD record, with the CMOD values were measured using knife 

edges. The knife edges were bonded on the base material portion of the specimen near the 

weld. Due to extensive plastic deformation of the softer base material surrounding the 

weld, the knife edges have erroneously recorded larger crack mouth opening, thus giving 

larger than expected toughness values. 

17.4 Ductile tearing of laser welded joint 

Configurations containing a crack at the fusion line and in the base material near HAZ 

were examined for extensive ductile tearing at room temperature. Photographs of the crack 

location in the centre of the specimen are shown in Figure 17.18. In both cases plastic 

strains develop asymmetrically into the base material and the crack extends in the direction 

of the lower strength gradient, into the base material. 

17.5 Charpy V-notched tests 

17.5.1 Impact tests 

Standard lOxlO mm V-notched Charpy specimens were cut from the weld plate and 45° 

notch of 2 mm in depth was cut along the fusion line. Impact tests were performed at 0 °c, 

-40°C, -70 °c and -85°C and photographs of fractured specimens are shown in Figure 

17.20. In all cases crack propagated away from the weld, into the base material. 

Comparable Charpy impact values were recorded for tests at 0 °c (284 J) and -40°C (288 

J) and crack propagated in ductile manner. At -70°C and -90 °c the impact energies were 

240 J and 148 J, respectively and crack initiated in ductile manner and propagated by 

cleavage. 
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17.5.2 Slow bend Charpy tests 

Elongated 10xlO mm specimens machined to Charpy specifications were notched on the 

fusion line and tested at -85°C and -70 °c under quasi-static three point bending, using the 

testing arrangement for fracture mechanics tests. Crack path in both tests initiated close to 

the notch tip and propagated into the base material, along the edge of the HAZ, as shown 

in Figure 17.21. The -70°C test was stopped before cleavage failure. The results are 

consistent with the impact Charpy tests, and show the opposite crack propagation direction 

to that obtained from fatigue pre-crack test geometries. A possible explanation for this 

fracture behaviour is given in the next chapter, section 18.4. 

17.6 Discussion 

The results of deep and shallow cracked laser welds tested through the ductile-brittle 

transition show similar trends, both in terms of fracture toughness and crack propagation 

direction. The highest toughness of the weld joint was observed for cracks located in the 

heat affected zone. This may be influenced by the local mixity induced by the strength 

gradient. Cracks located near the weld centerline and near the edge of the heat affected 

zone exhibit the lowest failure loads and fracture toughness values. Further from the weld 

the toughness then increased to the value of base material. The trends are shown as curve 

fits to the -130°C data in Figure 17.22. Crack initiation angles and crack paths generally 

follow the toughness gradient and are much less influenced by the strength mismatch, 

Figure 17.22. This is consistent with the suggestion of Sumpter (1999) that autogeneous 

laser welds tend to produce high hardness of the weld metal in excess of the 300 HV which 

are associated with low fracture toughnesses. Sumpter (1999) suggests that in such welds 

crack path is largely governed by the toughness of individual microstructures rather than 

by the material strength. 

The results of Charpy tests are consistent with those of Sumpter (1999), Kristensen (1996) 

and Hadley (2000, 2001) in that under impact loading crack propagates into the base 

material at ductile-brittle transition temperatures. Conversely the quasi-static fracture 

mechanics tests in ductile-brittle transition where crack initiated by cleavage at minimum 

plastic distortions show opposite trends with crack propagating into the less tough phase. 

Charpy tests are commonly performed to characterise the weld and combined with 
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assumption that fracture properties of the material into which crack propagates govern 

failure. Such practice can give misleading conclusions about the integrity of laser welds. 

Hadley (2000, 2001) addressed the fracture path deviations (FPD) by testing Charpy 

specimens machined from several laser welds manufactured to commercial specifications 

with carbon content limited to 0.12% (Lloyd's register (1997)) and laboratory welds with 

purposely embrittled weld metal. Steel of specifications used in this work has also been 

included in their study. A general observations was made that FPD is related to but does 

not conceal genuinely brittle weld metal. However a dual fracture mode with failure by 

FPD or through the weld metal at considerably lower fracture energies has also been 

observed at the transitional temperatures, this being more pronounced for embrittled welds 

(>0.16% C). Hadley (2001) recommends that the full Charpy transition curve is generated 

to detennine the temperature range of the bi-modal fracture behaviour, although Hadley 

also recognises that such method lacks simplicity and may not be reliable or cost effective. 

To avoid ambiguity due to the bi-modal Charpy behaviour and recognising that the weld 

metal is the weakest constituent of the joint, a recommendations is made that standard 

Charpy testing of laser welds should be complemented with fracture mechanics testing of 

the weld metal. Laser weld may be considered fit for service if Charpy and fracture 

mechanics testing at the lowest operational or standard temperature (whichever is lower) 

shows that: 

In Charpy tests failure occurs by FPD and impact toughness is in excess of 271 for low

strength steels or 471 for high-strength steels (Hadley 2001) and 

Fracture toughness testing of the weld metal shows no FPD and the toughness, 

measured by KJc, of the weld metal is in excess of the minimum value, typically 125 

MPa---im (Sumpter 1999) for tests at 0 °c and stress intensity rate of 104 MPa---irnlsec. 

Should FPD occur at this temperature and KJc >125 MPa---im is also indicative of 

sufficient toughness of the weld metal to allow the weld to be considered fit for service. 



C 
0.10 

Cr 
0.058 

Mn 
1.36 

Mo 
0.016 

Si 
0.48 

Nb 
0.024 

S 
0.002 

Cu 
0.13 

Table 17.1: 

P 
0.007 

Al 
0.032 

Ni 
0.35 

Chemical composition of Lloyd's Grade L36N steel [in wt%] 

Laser power 

F ocallength mirror 

Focal position 

Travel speed 

13 k W at workpiece 
(continuous wave) 

500mm 

at surface (0 mm) 

0.9 mlmin 

Gas shielding and plasma control via angled jet (4mm diameter at 45°) 
following the beam with He at 40l/min. 

Plates were machined and de greased prior to welding. 

Table 17.2: 
Welding specifications 



Distance from Test Failure load Kc 
Crack initiation 

Specimen Crack location weld centerline temperature angle Comments 
[mm] rC] [kN] [MPa-Vm] [degree] 

LW-15 Weld centerline 0 -131 12.75 56.4 Straight 

LW-4 Weld, near FL 0.9 -132 19.55 88.1 Straight 

LW-5 On fusion line -136 10.50 + 78.9 Straight 

LW-I Heat affected zone 1.425 -126 25.55 ++ 95.1 11.5°,9.3° 

LW-IO Heat affected zone 1.475 -129 18.60 83.8 44° , 17° Notch cut at a 4° angle 

LW-3 Heat affected zone 1.525 -135 17.10 77.1 23.5°, 12.7° 

LW-2 Base material near HAZ 1.82 -133 14.65 66 5° * 
LW-8 Base material near HAZ 2.1 -135 13.30 59.9 13° 

LW-O Base material / -128 18.90 103 Straight Specimen cut from 
base material 

* Crack propagates to base material 
+ Three-point bending test 
++ 25 mm wide geometry 

Table 17.3: 
Summary of tests on laser welds in contained yielding (-130°C). Test were performed on deep cracks (a/w=O.S) in four-point bending. 
Crack initiation angle is measured at two positions, 2 mm apart in the centre of the specimen. For crack path see Figure 17.8. 



Distance from Test Failure load KJ 
Crack initiation 

Specimen Crack location weld centerline temperature TJplCMOO angle Comments 
[mm] roC] [kN] [MPa--Jm] [degree] 

LW-22 Weld centerline 0 -60 16.6 1.36 92.7 Straight 151 pop-in failure 
ACMOO=1.07 Nm 

LW-23 Weld 0.75 -60 16.3 1.57 112.5 26° , 19° to weld 151 pop-in failure 
ACMOO=2.33 Nm 

LW-30 Weld, near fusion line 0.85 -59 20.3 1.59 189.8 11 ° , 22° to weld 151 pop-in failure 
ACMOO=8.9 Nm 

LW-31 Weld, near fusion line 0.9 -60 19.8 1.59 175.2 8.5° , 6° to weld 151 pop-in failure 
ACMOO=7.3 Nm 

LW-l1 Heat affected zone 1.4 -59 18.7 1.62 174.7 32° , 16° to weld 151 pop-in failure 
ACMOO=7.4 Nm 

LW-24 Edge of HAl 1.6 -60 18.9 1.60 121.9 19°, 22° to BM 151 pop-in failure 
ACMOO=2.25 Nm 

LW-13 Base material, near HAl 1.75 -59.5 17.95 1.61 156.2 26°, 19.5° to BM 151 pop-in failure 
ACMOO=5.66 Nm 

LW-32 Base material 2.4 -59 22.3 1.63 310.8 11.5°, 10° to HAl 151 pop-in failure 
ACMOO=27.0 Nm 

Table 17.4: 
Summary of tests on laser welds in ductile-brittle transition at -60°C. Test were performed on deep cracks (a/w=0.5) in four-point 
bending. Crack initiation angle is measured at two positions, 2 mm apart in the centre of the specimen. For crack path see Figure 
17.13. 



Distance from Test Failure load KJ 
Crack initiation 

Specimen Crack location weld centerline temperature llplcMoD angle Comments 
[mm] [0C] [kN] [MPa...Jm] [degree] 

LW-17 Weld centerline 0 -93 11.06 3.71 353.2 Straight 

LW-21 * Weld centerline 0 -91 10.18 3.46 194.9 Straight *a/w=O.13 

LW-20 Weld 0.25 -90 11.64 3.72 427.3 Straight 

LW-25 Near fusion line 0.95 -92 9.52 3.90 164.2 Straight Pop-in failure 

LW-18 Heat affected zone 1.35 -92 10.78 4.74 368.4 9°, 10°, to BM 

LW-19 Base material near HAZ 2.20 -92 11.72 4.79 474.3 23°, 17°, to HAZ 

LW-33 Base material near HAZ 2.7 -91 11.60 4.9 524.6 11.5°, 11°, to HAZ 

Table 17.5: 
Summary of tests on shallow cracked (a/w=0.1) laser welds at -90 Dc. Test were performed in three-point bending. Crack 
initiation angle is measured at two positions, 2 mm apart in the centre of the specimen. For crack path see Figure 17.16. 



Figure 17.1: 
Geometry of laser welded specimens. 
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Figure 17.2: 
Illustration of typically weld cross-section and a crack location in the heat affected 
zone, near fusion line. 

Figure 17.3: 
Cross-section of laser weld showing and example of a crack located in the heat 
affected zone (HAZ), near fusion line and a photograph of the cross-section. The 
indentations from Vickers hardness measurements are visible. Note that the section 
is taken from the end of the plate where the weld is narrower. 
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Figure 17.4: 
Measurement of Vickers hardness across the width of the weld, starting from 
the fusion line. Measurements were performed on two specimens taken from 
the edge of the plate (Figure 17.4(a)) and on two specimens taken from the 
centre of the plate (Figure 17.4(b)). 
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Figure 17.4(c): 
TWI measurement of Vickers hardness across the width of the weld. Photograph 
of measurement positions is shown in Figure 17.3. Note that these are taken at 
the end of the plate, where the weld is narrower. 
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Figure 17.5: 
Strength mismatch from collection of hardness measurements across the 
laser welded joint, simplified for use in the finite element model. 
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Figure 17.6 (cont): 

4 

Schematic representation of crack locations in test geometries and associated plots of 
the plastic strains. 
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Figure 17.7: 
Fracture toughness in contained yielding at -130°C for a range of crack 
configurations, with crack location measured in the centre of specimens. 
The local yield stresses are shown in Figure 18.7(b). 



Figure 17.8: 
Photographs of crack paths at -130°C tests in the center of the specimen, 
measured on cross-sections 2 mm apart. 



Figure 17.8 (cont): 
Photographs of crack paths at -130°C tests in the center of the specimen, 
measured on cross-sections 2 mm apart. 



Figure 17.8 (cont): 
Photographs of crack paths at -130°C tests in the center of the specimen, 
measured on cross-sections 2 mm apart. 



Figure 17.8 (cont): 
Photographs of crack paths at -130°C tests in the center of the specimen, 
measured on cross-sections 2 mm apart. 



Figure 17.9: 
Photographs of crack path on the surface of laser welded specimens, tested at 
-130°C. 



Figure 17.9 (cont): 
Photographs of crack path on the surface of laser welded specimens, tested at 
-130°C. 
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geometries at -130°C conditions. 
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Figure 17.11: 
Fracture toughness for a deep crack (a/w=0.5) configuration in ductile
brittle transition at -60 C. Crack location is measured in the centre of the 
speCImen. 
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Figure 17.12: 
Load -load-line-displacement records from tests on deep cracks at -60 °e, showing 
pop-in failures. 



Figure 17.13 : 
Photographs of crack paths in the center of laser welded specimens, for aiw=0.5 
configurations tested at -60°C. Photographs are taken at cross-sections 2mm apart. 



Figure 17.13 (cont): 
Photographs of crack paths in the center of laser welded specimens, for aiw=0.5 
configurations tested at -60 °e. Photographs are taken at cross-sections 2rnm apart. 



Figure 17.13 (cont): 
Photographs of crack paths in the center oflaser welded specimens, for aiw=0.5 

configurations tested at -60°C. Photographs are taken at crossections 2mm apart. 



Figure 17.13 (cont): 
Photographs of crack paths in the center of laser welded specimens, for a/w=0.5 
configurations tested at -60°C. Photographs are taken at crossections 2mm apart. 



Figure 17.14: 
Photograph of a fracture surface of specimen LW-31 showing pop-in failure. 
The specimen had a crack front fully contained in the weld metal. 



Figure 17.15: 
Photographs of crack location along the width of the weld for aiw=O.l crack prior to 
cleavage tests. 



Figure 17.15 (cont): 
Photographs of crack location along the width of the weld for aiw=O.l crack prior to 
cleavage tests. 



Figure 17.16: 
Photographs of crack paths in the center of laser welded specimens, for a/w=0.1 
configurations tested at -90°C. Photographs are taken at cross-sections 2 mm apart. 



Figure 17.16 (cont): 
Photographs of crack paths in the center of laser welded specimens, for aiw=O.1 
configurations tested at -90°C. Photographs are taken at cross-sections 2 mm apart. 
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Figure 17.17: 
Fracture toughness for shallow crack (alw=O.I) configurations in ductile
brittle transition at -90°C. Crack location is measured in the centre of the 
speCImen. 
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Figure 17.18: 
T-stress for shallow crack (alw=O.1) configurations in ductile-brittle 
transition at -90°C. Crack location is measured in the centre of the 
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crack tip. 



Figure 17.19: 
Photographs showing ductile tearing of laser welded joint at room temperature. 
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Figure 17.20: 
Photographs of Charpy specimens tested m ductile-brittle transition. 
Notch was cut along the fusion line. 
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Figure 17.21: 
Photographs of Charpy geometries tested under quasi-static three-point bending. 
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Figure 17.22: 
Curve-fit to the deep crack Kc data at -130°C and crack propagation 
direction with respect to fracture toughness gradients. 
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Chapter 18 

FRACTURE ASSESSMENT OF LASER WELDED JOINTS 

The fracture performance of laser wedded joints is assessed in this chapter usmg 

deterministic and probabilistic methods, ranging from simple R6 type approach to the 

detailed local approach methods. Attention is given to the prediction of crack path in 

graded joints. 

18.1 Numerical model 

The deep cracked (alw=0.5) experimental geometry discussed in Chapter 17 was modelled 

with a detailed plane strain finite element model comprising 3000 isoparametric second 

order solid elements focused at the crack tip, which had radius of a 5)lm, as shown in 

Figure IS.1. The model was loaded in three and four point bending using ABAQUS as a 

solver. The geometry consisted of a weld, which was idealised as 2 mm wide, a heat 

affected zone 0.65 mm wide, while the remainder of the specimen was modelled with base 

material properties. These dimensions were derived from optical observations and Vickers 

hardness measurements (see Figure 17.4) and represent the average values for the laser 

welds. The material was idealised as linear elastic below the yield stress and merged into 

Ramberg-Osgood relation above the yield stress, as discussed previously. The yield 

stresses for the weld metal and HAZ were determined by combining the strength mismatch 

with the yield stress of the base material. The strain hardening coefficient was measured on 

base material to be 10 and was assumed identical for all the weld microstructures. 

Three representative crack configurations were analysed. Configuration of specimen L W-5 

had crack located on the fusion line, while configurations LW-l and LW-3 had a crack in 

the HAZ and LW-2 and LW-S had a crack in the base material near the HAZ. The crack 

locations in relation to the yield stress profile at -130°C are shown in Figure 18.2. 

Material gradation was introduced in the model through a user defined variable, which was 

associated with the yield stress. The variable used was the nodal temperature which has the 

flexibility to model material gradients by assigning corresponding yield stresses to nodes. 

Thus the graded material zone was defined by interpolating nodal properties between those 

of the weld and base material. For accuracy several stress-strain curves were introduced for 
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every 50 MPa increase of yield stress, to allow an accurate interpolation. A benchmark for 

the procedure is shown in Figure 18.3, where a contour of a process zone is shown for a bi

material joint. The solid line show the contour obtained from the model, where two yield 

stresses are associated directly with the elements in the lower and upper half of the model. 

The symbols represent contour where the yield stresses are prescribed as a function of 

nodal temperatures. In both cases the same stress-strain relation is used. Clearly the 

contours are in excellent agreement and the J-integral values also match to within 0.1%, 

giving confidence in the procedure. 

18.2 Assessment using failure assessment diagrams 

Experimental results have been analysed using failure assessment diagrams for 

mismatched structures, as specified in Chapter Ill.8 of R6/4 (2001), and are shown in 

Figures 18.4 and 18.5. Specific failure assessment curves (FAC) were constructed using 

finite element analyses for the weld configurations, and are shown in Figures 18.4. Specific 

F ACs were also determined for a homogeneous crack tip material and are superimposed in 

Figure 18.4. The loads in Figure 18.4 are normalised with the corresponding limit loads, 

determined from the finite element model and are shown in Figure 18.6 for weld 

configurations and Figure 18.7 for homogeneous crack tip material. The limit loads of laser 

welded joints are close to the values for the base material, as extensive plasticity develops 

into the base material. Using the limit load of the base material in assessments as suggested 

in R6/4 is conservative, however the reserve margins on load are small. The specific F ACs 

of the weld and the homogeneous crack tip material are close, as shown in Figure 18.4. 

This suggests that assessment of the weld joint could be simplified by using specific F AC 

for the homogeneous crack tip material, while the mismatch effects are accounted for by 

using the limit load of the weld configuration to define Lr for the assessment point. The 

cut-off in the diagram was determined by the ratio of equivalent flow to yield stress, and 

the flow properties of the base material. If the flow properties of the crack tip material are 

used, the cut-offs differ by 4%. 

The test geometries are assessed in Figure 18.5 using general and specific F ACs. The 

abscissa is normalised with the limit load of the weld configuration, while on the ordinate 

Je1astic is normalised with Jmat which is identified with the measured Jc values for the weld 

configuration. Although R6/4 suggests that the Jmat should be identified with the intrinsic 

fracture toughness of the material containing the crack tip, such values are difficult to 
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obtain for laser welded joints. By taking Jmat equal to Jc of the weld configurations the 

assessments are realistic. It should be noted however that the failure assessment diagrams 

are intended as a failure avoidance procedure, in which case use of apparent Jmat is likely to 

overestimate margins against elastic failure. For transferability schemes of the Jc between 

laboratory specimens and real structures the statistical size and shape arguments discussed 

in Chapter 4 should also be considered. 

18.3 Crack initiation directions using maximum hoop stress criteria 

The initiation angles of a cleavage crack have been analysed using maximum hoop stress 

criteria (Erdogan and Sih (1963), Williams and Ewing (1972)), as discussed in Chapter 10. 

The angles are representative of the effects of the strength mismatch at an assumed fixed 

toughness of the microstructures. Plots of the hoop stress are shown in Figure 18.8 for the 

three crack configurations. The hoop stresses are evaluated at a radial distance of 2J/(Jo,tip 

where (Jo,tip is the yield stress of the crack tip material. Numerical results using the 

maximum hoop stress criteria suggest that that cracks tend to propagate in the direction of 

the higher yield stress (to weld metal). The values of crack initiation angles are given in 

Figure 18.8, although they are dependant on angular mesh refinement. 

18.4 Crack initiation direction based on the local stress triaxiality 

The triaxial constraint induced by geometry and material inhomogenity may influence 

initiation and path of a propagating crack in a mismatched structure. The local stress 

triaxiality featuring in the experimental data is examined, using plane strain fullfield finite 

element model of the test geometries. The material properties were defined by a Ramberg

Osgood relation using the measured yield stress and strain hardening exponent and were 

modelled under three or four point bending corresponding to the experimental 

arrangement. Specimen L W -23 containing a fatigue pre-crack in the weld near fusion line 

tested at -60°C and specimen SBC-I containing a Charpy V -notch on the fusion line tested 

at -85°C were modelled. The results are shown through Figures 18.1 0 to 18.13 by plots of 

plastic zone sizes, principal plastic strains and the stress triaxialities. The latter has been 

examined along three locations parallel to the fusion line: directly ahead of the crack, along 

the base material near the edge of the HAZ and along the weld metal, as illustrated in 

Figure 18.9. 
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18.4.1 Charpy V-notch geometry 

Ahead of the blunt notch large asymmetric plastic zones develop with plasticity 

predominantly extending into the base material, as shown in Figure 18.10. At the tip of the 

blunt notch the stress triaxiality is low, as shown in Figure 18.11, large strains promote 

plastic flow on the surface of the notch and the cleavage originator has to be sampled 

further from the notch root. A competition occurs between the distance from the stress 

concentrator (notch) and the sufficiently high stress state to promote cleavage. For the laser 

welds this results in large fracture process zone compared to weld dimensions that samples 

most of the microstructure. With increasing distance from the notch root triaxiality rises 

more rapidly in the edge of the heat affected zone due to the contribution from the strain 

hardening of the base material, compared to the values on the fusion line or in the weld 

metal, where material overmatch reduces stress state. This is also illustrated by plots of 2% 

principal plastic strain contours in Figure 18.12 that show plastic strains predominantly 

developing in the base material. Failure site is sampled at the edge of HAZ close to base 

material and the crack originating from a notch thus propagates in the base material. 

18.4.2 Geometry with a fatigue pre-crack 

Conversely failure of a constrained fatigue pre-crack occurs well before extensive plastic 

flow elevates stresses at the edge of the HAZ, as shown in Figure 18.12 with the plot of a 

principal plastic strain contour. The fracture process zone thus samples a relatively small 

zone close to the crack tip, making it less sensitive to the adjacent strength gradients. Plots 

of stress triaxialities ahead of the constrained fatigue pre-crack located on the fusion line 

are shown in Figure 18.13. To distances within 500 Ilm from the crack tip, typical of the 

cleavage fracture process zone for fatigue pre-cracks (Wall (1996), Bowen (1987), Ritchie 

(1979)), triaxiality is highest directly ahead of the crack and much lower at the edge of the 

HAZ or in the weld. The constraint induced by geometry and material combined by the 

lower ductility of the hard weld metal influence the fatigue pre-crack to extend into the 

weld metal by cleavage, as observed in the experiments. 

18.5 Statistics of crack propagation in a graded material 

The probability of failure can be described by a two parameter cumulative distribution 

function, such as that proposed by Weibull and discussed in Chapter 10: 
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P = l-eXp-( ::T (18.1 ) 

A weakest link representation of the graded material requires that a spatially distributed 

loading and strength of the material must be considered, as discussed in Chapter 4. For a 

homogeneous material under contained yielding the Weibull stress can be written in terms 

of applied J and yield stress (see Chapter 12): 

(18.2) 

where 0:: is the non-dimensional Weibull stress in a J-dominant configuration and is a 

function of strain hardening, Weibull modulus and process zone size, A. In a homogeneous 

material the strength has the same statistical distribution in all crack tip sectors. The 

Weibull stress describes loading, while the scaling constant au is a material property, 

independent of loading. The au term can be related to the mean strength of the material 

through the mean Weibull stress: 

(18.3) 

which is proportional to the mean fracture toughness at failure (aw oc Ie): 

(18.4) 

For a graded material au is sampled over a process zone and thus becomes dependant on 

the material and loading. Separation into the loading and material terms is no longer 

possible as the failure probability for a graded material becomes: 

(18.5) 

This integral is evaluated in the process zone, V, and Weibull modulus is considered to be 

spatially dependant. A value of 22 was obtained by Beremin (1983) for ferritic steel at 

liquid nitrogen temperatures. Recently, using the master curve toughness data and a three 

parameter Weibull function, Laukkanen et al (2003) suggest that the Weibull modulus 

increases with temperature in the ductile-brittle transition. Weibull moduli of 22 and 30 

were thus considered for the ferritic base material in the analysis of test data obtained at 

-130°C. A Weibull modulus of 10 was assigned to the weld metal, which has mechanical 
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properties between those of brittle materials, such as ceramics (m-3-S) and ductile ferritic 

steels (m-20-30). The Weibull moduli, crw and r(1 + !) for cracks in the HAZ were 

linearly interpolated between the values of the base and weld metals. As the spatially 

distributed mean fracture toughness of each weld constituent is not available, the 

experimental data measured on the entire weld joint was used instead (see Figure 17.22). 

Strain hardening exponent and volume Vo are taken to be spatially independent, although 

the extension is straightforward. 

lS.S.l Plastic zones and process zones 

Contours of plastic zones were determined by comparing the Mises stress with the local 

yield stress. In Figure 18.14 the plastic zones are shown for a configuration LW-S where 

crack is located at a fusion line, tested at -130 0c. At low loads, FIF1im<0.S, plastic zones 

are small and material gradation has little effect on the development of plasticity. With 

increased loading, plasticity become distinctly asymmetric and extends down the gradient 

towards the lower yield stress, of the base material, as discussed by Burstow et al (1998). 

Similar results were observed for a configuration L W -1 with crack located in the heat 

affected zone, as illustrated in Figure 18.1S. 

The process zone in which failure is sampled must be contained within the plastic zone and 

a zone in which principal stresses exceed a local fracture stress. Large plastic strains close 

to the crack tip must also be excluded, as they promote particle debonding over 

microcracking (Wall et al (1994), Wang et al (2002b)). However the precise value of the 

local fracture stress for the base material is not known. The local fracture stress of the 

martensiticlbainitic microstructure of the weld metal and HAZ are likewise not available 

and are difficult to estimate, as the values depend on the volume fractions and the size of 

microstructural constituents. The Weibull stress was calculated in the process zone limited 

by the size of the plastic zone at failure. For Weibull moduli greater than 10 the results are 

less sensitive to the process zone size as the dominant contribution to the Weibull stress 

arises close to crack tip (within 1-2 mm) (Lei et al (1998)). Wang (2002b) suggests that in 

a mild steel a plastic strain greater than 2% gives rise to particle debonding and arrests 

existing microcracks. The inner cut-out of the process zone was defined by contours of 2% 

plastic strain. The process zones are shown in Figure 18.16. 
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18.5.2 Results 

Failure probabilities were evaluated in the fracture process zone for each 4.50 angular 

wedge surrounding the crack tip. Probability density functions were then determined as 

discussed in Chapter 10 and used to determine average crack initiation angles. The angles 

are examined as a function of applied load in Figure 18.17 and summarised in Table 18.1 

with test results. Probability density functions of crack initiation angles are shown in 

Figures 18.18 to 18.20, showing distribution of most likely failure sites at low (Lr=0.3) and 

high (Lr= 1) loads. The experimentally measured crack initiation angles are superimposed. 

At low loads the process zones are small, the near tip field converges to a homogeneous 

problem and strength mismatch effects have only a small influence on the crack initiation 

direction. Thus in both configurations, the crack on a fusion line and in HAZ, crack 

initiates straight ahead. At higher loads (Lr>O.4), asymmetric process zones sample 

material inhomogenities that influence the average crack initiation angles. For a 

configuration with the crack on the fusion line, crack initiates towards the weld at small 

angles, as shown in Figures 18.17(a) and 18.18. For a crack in the HAZ the strength 

gradient decisively swings the crack towards the softer side when the base material has 

assigned Weibull modulus of 22, as shown in Figure 18.17(b). The direction of crack 

initiation contrasts with the experimentally observed behaviour although the magnitudes of 

the angles are comparable. Assigning the Weibull modulus of 30 for the base material, the 

Wei bull stress samples small zone near the crack tip and the crack in HAZ propagates 

straight ahead. The results suggests the crack initiation angles are sensitive to the scatter in 

the data, as measured by m. 

18.6 Discussion 

Failure probabilities and crack initiation angles are important in demonstrating the 

structural integrity of graded joints. Experimental results show important and previously 

unreported trends, in that crack path systematically follows the fracture toughness patterns, 

and the highest fracture toughness values are observed for cracks in the heat affected zone. 

Using local stress triaxiality an insight into the mechanics of crack initiation and 

subsequent crack path deviations can be given. Maximum principal stress, (iI, can be 

written in terms of mean stress and stress deviator: 

(18.6) 
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and the magnitude of the latter quantity can be written in terms of plastic strains: 

(18.7) 

where def is in increment of principal plastic strain, deP is the increment of equivalent 

plastic strain and cr is the equivalent (von Mises) stress (Hancock and Cowling (1980)). In 

unconstrained geometries the magnitude of the principal stress needed to initiate cleavage 

fracture can thus only be achieved by contribution from strain hardening. Conversely in 

high constrained sharp pre-cracked geometries stresses at the crack tip exceed local 

fracture stress before significant plastic strains develop in the softer base material. 

The Weibull stress model was extended to consider the spatially distributed strength and 

fracture toughness. The fracture toughness values measured on the entire weld joint are 

available, although the intrinsic fracture toughness of each weld constituent should ideally 

be used. The plastic strains and the spatially dependant reliability of the material were also 

considered in the model. Despite these extensions the model has a limited success in 

matching experimental observations in a strongly graded material, with yield strength 

gradient in excess of 600 MPalmm (i.e. HAZ). In such cases heavily asymmetric process 

zones develop and extend towards the lower strength material. Statistically the crack 

propagation in such materials are largely governed by the volume effects. For 

configurations where crack is located in a moderate strength gradient of 80 MPalmm (i.e. 

base material near HAZ), experimental results at both, -130°C and -60°C are close to the 

results of the Weibull stress model. The failures in laser weld joints may also be influenced 

by the residual stresses or dominated by the intrinsic toughness of weld metal, as suggested 

by Sumpter (1999). 



Distance from Computed angle 
Specimen Crack location weld centerline Measured angle [degree] 

[mm] [degree] 
No plastic strain 2% plastic strain 

LW-5 Fusion line 1.0 0 2.5 4.2 

LW-l HAZ 1.42 9.3 -11.9 -9.5 

LW-3 HAZ 1.52 12.7 -7.5 -6.2 

LW-I0 HAZ 1.47 17 -8.9 -8.3 

LW-2 Base material 
nearHAZ 

1.9 -5 -4.7 -4.2 

LW-8 Base material 
nearHAZ 

2.1 13 -4.1 -4.8 

a) m=22 for base material and m=1 0 for weld 

Distance from Computed angle 
Specimen Crack location weld centerline Measured angle [degree] 

[mm] [degree] 
No plastic strain 2% plastic strain 

LW-5 Fusion line 1.0 0 1.9 3.8 

LW-l HAZ 1.42 9.3 0.4 3.0 

LW-3 HAZ 1.52 12.7 0 1.4 

LW-I0 HAZ 1.47 17 0.2 2.4 

LW-2 Base material 1.9 -5 -2.1 -1.7 
nearHAZ 

LW-8 Base material 
nearHAZ 

1.9 13 -2 -1.9 

b) m=30 for base material and m= 10 for weld 

Table 18.1: 
Measured and computed average crack initiation angles using Wei bull stress model 

for -130°C test conditions. 



Figure 18.1: 
Detail of the finite element mesh near the crack tip. 
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Illustration of crack locations in the yield stress gradient at -130°C. 
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Probability density functions for a crack in the heat affected zone at low and high 
loads. Weibull modulus is 22. Measured angles from experiments are superimposed. 
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Cleavage and its implications for structural integrity assessments have been addressed for 

cracks in homogeneous and mismatched structures, in the context of statistical and 

constraint effects. The first part of the work examined the re-characterisation procedure 

applied to fatigue, ductile tearing and cleavage. In the second part of the work the 

micromechanics of cleavage fracture was addressed and discussed in the context of 

temperature and toughness transferability schemes. The integrity of laser welded joints has 

also been examined experimentally and numerically within the context of constraint based 

fracture mechanics. 

A systematic investigation of an infinite periodic sinusoidal crack has emphasised the 

dependency of the crack driving force and constraint parameter on crack front perturbation. 

A consistent shift in crack driving force was observed from the advanced segments to the 

retarded crack segments and was related with the crack perturbation under both, elastic and 

elastic-plastic conditions. A qualitative crack front stability argument based on a crack 

front perturbation was presented. Loss of crack tip constraint under high and low constraint 

conditions was correlated with the local redistribution of forces and moments, giving rise 

to predominantly compressive T -stresses due to crack front curvature. 

Numerical and experimental studies investigated the interaction of two co-planar surface 

breaking defects and the failures from defects with re-entrant sectors. Complex defects 

with re-entrant sectors exhibit high local stress intensity factors. An experimental 

programme examined cleavage failures from such defects and re-characterised bounding 

defects. This demonstrated that the re-characterisation procedure is not conservative when 

failure occurs at small fractions of the limit load. The observation is confirmed with 

deterministic and a probabilistic analyses, in which the re-characterised defect is found to 

be less detrimental than the complex defect. Failures close to the limit load benefit from 

constraint loss which counteract the amplified crack driving forces in re-entrant sectors and 

cause re-characterised defects to be more detrimental than the original complex defects. In 

such cases re-characterisation is conservative, as shown by the deterministic and a 

probabilistic analyses. Benefit may be taken from statistical size effects, which are strongly 
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dependent on the crack geometry. It is recommended that statistical size and shape 

corrections should be used only when they result in a reduction in the critical value of size 

and shape corrected stress intensity. 

Re-characterisation procedures, such as those given in BS 7910 and R6/4, are conservative 

for fatigue and ductile tearing, since in both failure modes the crack advances from the re

entrant sector towards the re-characterised shape. The re-characterisation procedure for 

defects with re-entrant sectors which fail in cleavage is non-conservative for failures at 

small fractions of the limit loads. At such low loads there is no benefit from constraint 

loss, but statistical size and shape corrections may recover the conservatism of the 

assessment. 

In the second part of the work, constraint - temperature transferability schemes have been 

discussed. Crack tip stress fields are self-similar with respect to yield stress under 

contained yielding and as a result the constrained crack tip field can be matched to the 

unconstrained field by a J or by a temperature dependent yield stress when the fracture 

mechanism is temperature independent. This allows constraint loss to be quantified in 

terms of a toughness margin or as a temperature shift at a fixed toughness. 

The Ritchie-Knott-Rice model has been examined in the context of temperature dependant 

microstructural parameters. As the local fracture stress has been experimentally observed 

to be temperature independent, the necessary conclusion is that the critical microstructural 

distance increases with temperature in the ductile-brittle transition. 

Mode I and mixed-mode VII crack tip fields have been shown to belong to the same family 

of fields and can be unified in a single toughness-mixity-constraint locus. In mode I, in

plane constraint loss gives rise to a family of elastic-plastic crack tip fields which can be 

described by J and a second parameter which determines the level of crack tip constraint 

(Q/T). This family of fields differs in a largely hydrostatic manner. Mixed mode field can 

be interpreted as belonging to the same family such that constraint loss by mixed-mode 

loading results in a family of fields which differ largely hydrostatically on the plane of 

maximum hoop stress. For stress controlled brittle fracture this allows the constraint 

enhanced toughness observed in unconstrained Mode I fields to be correlated with the 
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constraint enhanced toughness in mixed-mode loading. The argument has been confinned 

by an extensive testing programme under mode I and mixed-mode I+I! conditions. 

It has been shown by Li (1997) that the defonnation fields of an interfacial crack at a rigid 

substrate can be correlated with the defonnation fields of a crack located in a homogeneous 

material. The same is true for an interfacial crack between strength mismatched materials, 

as observed by the defonnation fields in non-hardening material and by the principal and 

deviatoric stress components for a strain hardening material. More generally, the constraint 

of mode I fields parameterised by Q can be correlated with the constraint of interfacial 

mixed mode fields parameterised by elastic mixity. This allows the fracture resistance of 

homogeneous mode I, mixed-mode I+I! and interfacial configurations to be unified in a 

single constraint based fracture toughness locus. 

The integrity of single-pass laser welded joints has been examined experimentally in 

ductile-brittle transition temperatures and at room temperature. The results show the 

highest fracture toughness for cracks located in the heat affected zone of the weld joint. For 

the weld centerline and the region near the edge of the heat affected zone the lowest failure 

loads and fracture toughness were measured. The crack initiation angles and crack paths 

followed the spatially distributed gradients of the fracture toughness and were much less 

influenced by the gradations in yield strength. 

Results of Charpy tests are consistent with those of Sumpter (1999) and Kristensen (1996) 

in that under impact loading the crack propagates into the base material. Conversely the 

quasi-static low temperature fracture mechanics tests where crack initiated from a sharp 

pre-crack by cleavage at minimum plastic distortions show opposite trends with crack 

propagating into the less tough phase. Charpy tests are commonly perfonned to 

characterise the weld and combined with assumption that fracture properties of the material 

into which crack propagates govern failure. Such practice can give misleading conclusions 

about the integrity of single-pass laser welds. 

The strength and toughness gradation have been considered in the extension of the Wei bull 

stress model applied to graded materials. The model however suggests that crack in a 

material with a large strength gradient initiates in the direction of lower yield strength, into 
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the base materiaL Results obtained from a deterministic maximum hoop stress criteria 

agree with experimental observations in that crack initiates towards the harder phase. 

Most of the work has been extensively communicated to the industrial partners and 

scientific community at international conferences. The list of conference publications is 

attached in the Appendix A. Two papers have been accepted for publication in the 

Engineering Fracture Mechanics journal and another is in final draft. The journal papers 

are attached in the Appendix B. 
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Defect assessment codes idealise complex defects as simple shapes which are amenable to analysis in a process known 
as re-characterisation. The present work examines the re-characterisation of complex defects which extend by fatigue, 
ductile tearing or cleavage. A family of representative defects were analysed numerically, while a related experimental 
programme investigated defect interaction and failure. Part I of the paper focuses on fatigue and ductile tearing. Part II 
examines cleavage. The numerical and experimental results are discussed within the context of the re-characterisation 
procedures described in BS 7910 (Guidance on methods for assessing the acceptability of flaws in metallic structures. 
London, UK: British Standard Institution; 1999 [Chapter 7]) and R6/4 (Assessment of the integrity of structures 
containing defects. Gloucester: British Energy Generation Ltd.; 2001 [Revision 4, Chapters I and 11.3]). 

The level of conservatism of the re-characterisation procedures for fatigue and ductile tearing are discussed. A 
possible non-conservatism of the re-characterisation for cleavage is discussed in Part II, within the framework of 
constraint based statistical fracture mechanics. 
© 2003 Published by Elsevier Science Ltd. 

Keywords: C~mplex defects; Re-characterisation; Line-spring analysis; Fatigue; Ductile tearing 

1. Introduction 

Defect assessment procedures ensure the integrity of structures which may contain cracks or flaws. 
Assessments are based on toughness data obtained from standard tests on specimens with straight crack 
fronts. The integrity of the structure is then demonstrated by comparing a characterising parameter, such as 
the stress intensity factor, K, or the i-integral, J, around the perimeter of a real or idealised defect with 
critical values obtained from standard test geometries. However real structures may contain neighbouring 
defects, or defects with complex shapes. Codes, such as BS 7910 [1], R6/4 [2] and AS ME Section XI [3], 
invoke procedures which allow multiple interacting or complex defects to be idealised as simpler shapes, 
which are more amenable to analysis. To ensure the procedure is conservative, the re-characterised defects 
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must be demonstrated to be more detrimental than the original defect. Although the re-characterisation 
procedures are primarily intended for complex defects which extend by fatigue, they may also be applied to 
monotonic loading failures under both cleavage and ductile tearing conditions. 

Re-characterisation can be applied to single defects, or to multiple interacting defects, on a single or 
adjacent planes. Multiple non-co-planar defects are assessed either as co-planar defects or as separate 
defects, depending on proximity rules set out in the codes. The procedure is approached in two stages il
lustrated in Fig. 1 for defects on a single plane. The defect is enclosed in a rectangular box and a re
characterised defect is generated by inscribing a semi-elliptical profile for a surface breaking defect, or an 
elliptical profile for sub-surface defect, within the box. One axis of the semi-ellipse is parallel to the free 
surface length, while the other axis extends in the through-thickness direction. 

Experimental studies [4-7] have demonstrated limited crack interaction effects under bending as the 
adjacent crack tips approach, and numerical analyses [7-10] show enhanced values of stress intensity 
factors for very closely spaced crack tips. Recent revisions of BS 7910 and R6/4 incorporate limited in
teraction effects in fatigue but preclude the contribution of coalescence to the fatigue life, by re-characte-
rising interacting defects when the adjacent crack tips touch. -

The first part of the work considers the conservatism of the re-characterisation procedure and inter
action rules, given in BS 7910 and R6/4 for interacting and complex defects, extending by fatigue and 
ductile tearing. The fatigue study considers the safety margins introduced by the new crack proximity rules 
in the BS7910 standard in relation to the coalescence and re-characterisation of adjacent defects extending 
by fatigue. The fatigue study is also used to generate a family of complex cracks with re-entrant sectors. 
Such defects exhibit enhanced fatigue crack growth rates in the re-entrant sectors [4,6,11], associated with 
amplified values of the local stress intensity factor. In this context a particular concern arises from failure 
under monotonic loading. This is examined for ductile tearing in the later sections of Part I, while Part II 
focuses on cleavage and addresses the appropriateness of the interaction rules and the re-characterisation 
procedure. 

b 

I~J.I 
I ~ Oldl 

s 

2c 

Fig. I. Crack geometry and the re-characterisation of complex defects. 
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2. Geometry and numerical procedure 

2.1. Geometry 

The experimental and related numerical work is focused on the interaction of two surface breaking 
defects which develop from two co-planar notches by fatigue under three point bending. The experimental 
work was performed on a plain carbon-manganese 50D steel (BS 4360). Specimens were manufactured to 
the geometry shown in Fig. 2, using two co-planar starter notches cut with a circular slitting wheel to a 
nominal depth of 2 mm, surface length of 25 mm and an initial separation of 25 mm. 

2.2. Crack configurations 

The crack configurations shown in Fig. 3 were retrieved from the experimental programme. Under 
fatigue the two notches developed into two semi-elliptical defects which extended largely independently of 
each other until adjacent crack tips met on the free surface, usually with the formation of a shear step. 
Subsequently a single complex defect with a re-entrant sector formed. The re-entrant sector initially had a 
high local curvature and rapidly evolved towards a convex bounding shape. Six configurations representing 
the stages of coalescence towards a bounding defect, shown schematically with solid lines in Fig. 3 were 
analysed in detail. The configurations are defined by the crack depth in the re-entrant sector. This ranged 
from 0.12t for a configuration with pronounced (shallow) re-entrant sector, to a deep bounding crack of 
depth 0.52/, where t is the plate thickness. The analysis focused on the development of the crack front 
segment in the re-entrant sector (referred to as position A) and at the deepest crack sections (referred to as 
position B). Each crack was analysed individually and the results compared with results of neighbouring 
cracks to indicate the development of the complex crack. The effect of a step resulting from non-co-planar 
coalescence is also analysed. 

~l 

Fig. 2. Experimental geometry; all units are in mm. 

Width. b 

Fig. 3. A family of interacting and complex cracks, originating from two co-planar notches by fatigue, b = 6/. Crack configurations are 
denoted with the depth at position A. 
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2.3. Line spring technique 

Rice and Levy [12] introduced the elastic line spring technique as a computationally efficient way of 
analysing surface cracked plates and shells. The method essentially idealises a part-through surface crack of 
surface length 2c as a through crack with a series of one-dimensional springs placed across the crack faces. 
The compliance of each spring is matched to the compliance of a plane strain edge crack bar of matching 
local crack depth. The additional rotations and displacements arising from the increased compliance due to 
the cracked bar are combined in a constitutive relation to give the local force and bending moments per unit 
length along the crack front. The stress intensity factors are then determined from the local forces and 
moments using the geometry calibration functions for a plane strain edge crack bar. The line spring method 
was extended by Parks and White [13] to include elastic-plastic behaviour. Limit load behaviour is in
troduced using an upper bound solution for the limit load of an edge cracked strip in combined tension and 
bending, while the J-integral is determined from the plastic work done [13]. The accuracy of elastic and 
elastic-plastic line spring solutions is discussed by Parks and White [13] and Parks [14], and shown to give 
acceptable level of accuracy when compared with the detailed three-dimensional solutions of Newman and 
Raju [IS). Using line springs the T-stress [16] can be calculated by combining forces and moments [17] with 
the calibration functions of T-stress of an edge crack bar given by Sham [18]. 

2.4. Finite element model 

A symmetric quarter of the experimental geometry was modelled with the finite element mesh sche
matically shown in Fig. 4. The mesh comprised 660 isoparametric second order small strain shell elements 
and was solved using the ABAQUS [19] finite element code. A crack was represented by uniformly dis
tributed symmetric line spring elements on the lower edge of the model. Displacement controlled three 
point bending was examined under both elastic and elastic-plastic conditions. The linear elastic analysis 
used a Young's modulus of 210 GPa and Poisson's ratio of 0.3 to represent the experimental material, 
although non-dimensional results are presented where appropriate. An elastic perfectly-plastic response 
was used for a nearly incompressible material (Poisson's ratio of 0.49) to determine the limit load, while the 

bl2 

Second order 
shell elements 

----------------
Symmetric 

Line spring Elements 

Fig. 4. Finite element mesh of a symmetric quarter of the experimental geometry. 
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strain hardening response representative of mild steel was modelled with a Ramberg-Osgood power 
hardening law with a power hardening exponent of 9, which describes the uni-axial tensile test data on the 
experimental material. The uni-axial stress-strain relation was generalised to multi-axial loading with 
a Mises yield criterion and an associated flow rule. The yield discontinuity (Liider's extensions) was 
not included in the model and the yield stress was set at a 350 MPa, to match experimental tensile data at 
20°C. 

3. Numerical study 

3.1. Linear elastic analysis 

The stress intensity factors (henceforth SIF) and the T-stress are presented in Figs. 5-7 for the crack 
configurations shown in Fig. 3. The SIFs are normalised by the nominal outer fibre stress and the maximum 
crack depth of each configuration. Fig. 5 shows the SIF at the deepest point of the both defects (position B) 
until a bounding semi-ellipse is formed, while position A tracks the SIF at the line-of-coalescence in the re
entrant sector. Fig. 6 shows the stress intensity factor between the line-of-coalescence and the deepest 
segment. Strongly amplified values of stress intensity factors are exhibited in the re-entrant sector, however 
these reduce as the re-entrant shape develops into a bounding profile. The re-entrant sectors exhibit am
plified SIFs, but remote from the re-entrant sector there is no significant effect on the stress intensity factor. 

In-plane crack tip constraint is parameterised by the T-stress [16,20] which is the first non-singular term 
in the Williams expansion [21] of the asymptotic elastic stress field. The T-stress is presented in Fig. 7 
between positions A and B, normalised by the outer fibre stress. The crack shape causes significant in-plane 
constraint loss in the shallow re-entrant sector, as indicated by a compressive (negative) T-stress. The 
deeper crack segments exhibit a positive T-stress and are fully constrained. 

The variation of SIF and T along the profile of a complex crack is determined by the distribution of the 
local forces and bending moments per unit length, as shown in Figs. 8 and 9. The local force perrunit 
surface length of the crack, N(x), is shown in Fig. 8. The bending moment, M(x), defined as the bending stress 
per unit surface length of the crack, is shown in Fig. 9. Both are presented between positions A and s: and 
normalised with the remotely applied values, given in Figs. 8 and 9. In three point bending the complex 
crack produces a tensile local forces and amplified bending moments in the shallow re-entrant sectors, while 
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Fig. 5. Stress intensity factor in the re-entrant sector and at the deepest segment from fatigue and line spring (LS) study. The test 
specimens are denoted with letter S and number. 
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Fig. 6. Stress intensity factor between positions A and B, showing amplified values in the re-entrant sector. 
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Fig. 7. Non-singular T-stress between positions A and B, showing compressive T-stress in pronounced re-entrant sectors. 

the deeper crack segments feature reduced bending moments and compressive forces. The corresponding 
values for an edge crack are superimposed on Figs. 8 and 9, for three point bending. The nonnalised force is 
zero for a straight edge crack subject to bending, while the nonnalised bending moment is unity. 

3.2. Elastic analysis of a crack front with a shear step 

An elastic line spring analysis was used to examine the effects of a step in a crack front, by using line 
spring elements available in ABAQUS [19], which show the stress intensity factors of opening and shear 
modes. The analysis focused on the family of cracks shown in Fig. 3, where the two cracks are parallel but 
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Fig. 8. Non-dimensionalised local forces per unit crack length, between positions A and 8, showing amplified values in the re-entrant 
sector. 
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Fig. 9. Non-dimensionalised bending moments per unit crack length, between positions A and 8, showing the amplified values in the 
re-entrant sector. 

misaligned by a step, as shown schematically in Fig. 10. The planar sections of the crack were dominated by 
Mode I and the associated stress intensity factor, K1, while the step exhibited a strong local Mode III 
component. This is shown in Figs. 11 and 12 as function of the crack depth at position A for a planar 
profile and a profile with a step. The amplification of Mode I stress intensity factor in the re-entrant sector 
of a planar coalesced geometry (Fig. 11) is reduced by the step, which introduces a Mode III component, as 
shown in Fig. 12. Further increases in the step height reduce the Mode I stress intensity factor in the 
re-entrant sector, but the strongest effect on the Mode I component occurs from the initial introduction of 
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Fig. 10. Geometry with a crack front step, showing Mode I and Mode III stress intensity factors, 
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Fig. II. Mode I stress intensity factor in the re-entrant sector for co-planar and non-co-planar cracks, 

the step, The reduction in K[ and increase in Kill were not observed to have a significant effect on the fatigue 
crack growth rates in the re-entrant sector, where rapid fatigue crack growth rates were observed without 
any local retardation due to the step, 

The T-stress in the re-entrant sector for the co-planar and non-co-planar cracks is presented in Fig. 13, 
nonnalised with the outer fibre stress. The amplified values of compressive T -stress, which are characteristic 
of co-planar cracks, are reduced by the non-co-planar coalescence. However both, the Mode I stress in
tensity factor and the T-stress reduce in the same way, so that the biaxiality parameter p, defined by Leevers 
and Radon [22]: 

p=T..foQ, (1) 
K 

is similar for both the co-planar and non-co-planar configurations, as shown in Fig. 14. 

3.3. Elastic-plastic analysis 

Elastic-plastic line spring analysis [12-14] was perfonned to detennine the development of complex 
defects under elastic-plastic conditions. Elastic perfectly-plastic line spring analysis was used to detennine 
limit loads. The local limit load is the load to develop full plasticity in the local ligament for a 
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Fig. 13. T·stress in the re·entrant sector for co·planar and non-co·planar cracks. 

9 

non-hardening perfectly-plastic material, while the global limit load is that to cause plastic collapse of the 
whole structure. The local and global limit loads are shown in Fig. 15, normalised with the (global) limit 
load of the uncracked geometry (Po). The analysis shows that the smallest local limit load occurs in the 
configuration with the most pronounced re-entrant sector. In this configuration plasticity develops across 
the ligament at a significantly lower load than the global plastic collapse load. As the pronounced re-entrant 
sector develops towards the bounding shape, the local limit load in the re-entrant sector approaches that of 
the deepest sections. Unlike the local limit load, the shape of the re-entrant sector does not significantly 
affect the global limit load, which largely depends on the total load bearing area. The calculated load
displacement response obtained by line-spring analysis of a strain hardening material is shown in Fig. 16. 
The load is normalised by the limit load of the uncracked body, Po, and the local limit load in the re-entrant 
sector and the global limit loads are indicated. 
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Fig. 15. Local and global limit loads for complex cracks developed by fatigue. 

The crack driving force quantified by the J -contour integral [23] was determined for defects with re
entrant sectors under large scale yielding. The J-contour integral is presented in Figs. 17 and 18 for the re
entrant and the deepest position of the complex defect. J is normalised by the tensile yield stress (0'0) and 
the smallest ligament (t - aD) of each configuration. The development of J in the re-entrant sector is 
presented for a series of cracks at the same remotely applied load in Fig. 17 and for the same remote 
displacement in Fig. 18. The applied load is normalised with the (global) limit load of an uncracked ge
ometry, and the applied displacement is normalised with the thickness (t). The values of J in the re-entrant 
sector are compared to the J values in the deepest segments, by presenting the data sets for positions A and 
B with the same abscissa value. This allows a comparison of J at two positions on the same complex crack 
front. The elastic-plastic analysis shows amplified values of J in the pronounced re-entrant sectors 
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Fig. 16. Calculated load-displacement response for aA = 0.12t configuration. The local limit load in the re-entrant sector and the global 
limit loads are superimposed. 
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Fig. 17. J-integral evaluated at a constant load and compared at positions A and B on a complex crack. 

accompanied with lower local limit loads compared to the deeper crack segments for all applied loads and 
displacements. 

In Fig. 19 the development of the T -stress is presented in the re-entrant sector under large scale yielding. 
The T-stress was chosen as the constraint parameter, following arguments developed by Beteg6n and 
Hancock [20] and Hancock et al. [24]. It is argued that T provides a good practical measure of crack tip 
constraint even within large scale yield conditions. In Fig. 19, T is presented at four applied loads, nor
malised with the limit load of the uncracked geometry. The non-linear results complement the linear 
analysis and indicate a compressive T-stress in the re-entrant sector, whose magnitude depends on the 
extent of coalescence. The results demonstrate a loss of in-plane constraint in pronounced re-entrant 
sectors. For modest re-entrant sectors and bounding (or re-characterised) defects, the T-stress becomes 
positive along the majority of the crack front. 
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4.1. Experimental procedure and observations 

Fatigue tests were conducted on a servo hydraulic testing machine under three point bending at a fre
quency of 4 Hz and at a stress ratio of 0.1, keeping the applied stress intensity factor less than 30 MPa rm 
during the test. The development of the crack shape was monitored using a "beach mark" technique, which 
produced distinct striations on the fracture surface. This was achieved by altering the load ratio at a 
constant frequency, such that the minimum load amplitude during beach marking is the mean amplitude 
during the main fatigue growth, while keeping the maximum load fixed. A fracto graph of the broken 
specimen showing beach marks on the fatigue surface is illustrated in Fig. 20. The two cracks initially 
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Fig. 20. Sequence of cracks developed in fatigue. Minor interaction effects occur before coalescence. During coalescence the rapid 
fatigue crack growth extends the crack towards a bounding defect. 
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Fig. 21. Crack depth in the re-entrant sector (position A) and at deeper segrnents (position B) for semi-elliptical cracks extending by 
fatigue. 

developed largely independently of each other until they coalesced and formed a complex crack with a re
entrant sector. During coalescence the complex crack exhibited strongly enhanced fatigue crack growth 
rates in the re-entrant sector, as shown in Figs. 20 and 21. This allows the complex defect to evolve rapidly 
into a bounding semi-elliptical defect at a small fraction of the total test duration. 

In all fatigue tests the free surface crack path deviated locally from the notch plane [4,6,7,11]. The cracks 
either overlapped and isolated a small cone-shaped piece of material, Fig. 22(b), or coalesced by shearing 
the small ligament and forming a step in the crack front, as shown in Fig. 20 and illustrated schematically in 
Fig. 22(a). The mode of coalescence is determined by the size of the ligament between the two crack tips as 
discussed by Bezensek and Hancock [25]. Shearing between the adjacent crack tips occurs when the liga
ment is small, otherwise the cracks overlap and coalesce sub-surface in the notched plane. Crack overlap 
leads to modest re-entrant sectors, while the most highly curved shallow re-entrant sectors develop when 
the overlap is small. Experimental effects arising from the loading system are insufficient to explain this 
effect. Attempts to enforce co-planar coalescence by a surface groove were also unsuccessful [25]. 

4.2. Analysis of fatigue data 

The local fatigue crack growth rates measured in the experiments were used to derive local stress in
tensity factors for the deepest position of the crack (position B), the re-entrant sector (position A), and the 
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Shear step 

Crack overlap 

Fig. 22. Coalescence by a shear step (a) and sub-surface by a crack overlap (b). 

position on the free surface (positions C and E), as shown schematically in Fig. 1. The local stress intensity 
factors were inferred from the beach marks spacing using a Paris law: 

tJ.a = C( llKf 
!IN 

(2) 

The constants C and n were determined from fatigue tests on standard 25 mm thick edge crack geometries 
in three point bending to be 8 x 10-12 (MPay'ni)-n mlcycle and 2.92, which is consistent with reported data 
[26] on this grade of steel. 

The experimentally determined stress intensity factors are shown as data points in Fig. 5, normalised 
with the outer fibre stress and the maximum crack depth. Initially the highest values of stress intensity occur 
at the deepest locations of the separate semi-elliptical defects (position B) but these reduce as the aspect 
ratio (a/c) decreases with crack growth. The lowest SIF at site B occurs just before coalescence, followed by 
a gradual increase as the coalesced defect develops towards the single bounding defect. At the point of 
coalescence the stress intensity in the re-entrant sector was extremely high. However as the crack depth in 
the re-entrant sector developed towards the bounding defect, the stress intensity factors at A and B con
verged. The crack depth (O.53t in Fig. 5) where this occurs completes the coalescence process and the stress 
intensity factor distribution around the crack front approaches that of a single semi-elliptical defect, as 
shown in Section 3. Superimposed on Fig. 5 are the numerical stress intensity factors from the line spring 
analysis of the family of coalescing cracks. The results show excellent correlation between the numerical 
and the experimental data. 

Interaction effects between the adjacent separate defects can be quantified by comparing the fatigue 
growth rates on the free surface, as shown in Fig. 23 and by the ratio of applied stress intensity factors at 
surface positions C and E, shown in Fig. 24. Interaction effects only become significant when the crack tip 
spacing becomes less than half the depth of the deepest defect (s < d/2). The magnitude of the interaction is 
dependent on the thickness of the out-of-plane ligament separating the adjacent crack tips which 
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Fig. 24. Interaction factor defined as the ratio of stress intensity factors for free surface tips C and E from fatigue tests. 

determines the mode of coalescence. In cases of crack overlap, interaction effects elevate the local SIF by 20 
per cent compared to a single isolated defect, while coalescence by a shear step causes a 40 per cent increase 
in SIF as s -+ O. 

5. Ductile tearing 

5.1. Experimental procedure 

A series of experiments were performed at 20°C to investigate crack interaction and the development of 
the crack shape by ductile tearing on the upper shelf. Ductile tearing was investigated for a configuration 
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Fig. 25. Fractographs of fracture surface of ductile tom configurations. Arrows indicate boundary of ductile tearing. 

with two separate defects, shown in Fig. 25(a), followed by two tests on a complex defect with are-entrant 
sector, shown in Fig. 25(b) and (c). The test configurations were produced by fatigue, as described in 
Section 4. The ductile tearing experiments were conducted using a servo hydraulic test machine in three 
point bending at a cross-head velocity of 1 mmlmin. Large amounts of displacement controlled ductile 
tearing were performed in two stages. Crack advance was monitored with a heat tinting technique after the 
first stage, followed by brittle fracture in liquid nitrogen after further crack advance in the second stage. In 
the heat tinting process the specimen was heated to 300°C for 6 h to oxidise the fracture surface. The 
fatigue surface develops a light blue colour, whereas the ductile tear is marked by a dark blue shade. In the 
case of specimen S 14 cleavage occurred at room temperature after extensive plastic deformation and ductile 
tearing, as given in Table 1. 

5.2. Results 

The significant dimensions of the crack shapes are presented in Table 1, with a schematic repre
sentation of the crack shape developed by ductile tearing. The crack depths in the re-entrant sector, at 
the deepest segments and the extension on the free surface are given in Table I, with the load to 
cause gross plasticity in each stage of the experiment. The fracture surfaces are shown in Figs. 25 and 
26. 

Ductile tearing started in the re-entrant sector, allowing the crack to develop towards a single bounding 
defect. The rest of the crack front exhibited only small amounts of crack extension, while crack advance on 
the free surface was negligible. After a semi-elliptical crack front had been established, the crack advanced 
around the entire crack front, including the free surface. In the configuration with two separate interacting 
defects a shearing mechanism connected the two adjacent non-eo-planar crack tips into a planar crack front 
with a modest re-entrant sector before the second stage of ductile tearing. 



Table 1 
The coalescence of two surface breaking defect by ductile tearing. The crack depths at positions A and B are shown at the end of each stage, with the load to initiate 
gross plasticity in each stage and the extension on the free surface, Ilc 

Fatigue phase Ductile phase 
----~-------------------------------------------------------------
Stage 1 Stage 2 

aA [mm) aB [mm) PI [kN) aA [mm) aB [rom) Ilc [rom) P2 [kN) aA [mm) aB [mm) Ilc [rom) 

Separate defects before coalescence (S8) 
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Defect with a modest re-entrant sector (SI4) (large tear followed by cleavage at 20 °C) 
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a) Separate defects before coalescence (58) 

b) Defect with a moderate re-entrant sector (57) 

Fig. 26. A view of the configurations at the free surface, showing deviation from notch plane during fatigue phase of the test. 

6. Discussion 

6.1. Fatigue 

During fatigue, co-planar surface breaking defects developed largely independently until the adjacent 
crack tips met and coalesced. Small interaction effects, which are sensitive to shear and overlap effects, 
occurred before adjacent crack tips came in contact. The observations are consistent with the finite element 
work of Moussa et al. [27] and Perl et al. [9] on the interaction of non-co-planar surface breaking cracks and 
the analysis of Bayley and Bell [11] and Murakami and Nemat-Nasser [28] on the interaction of co-planar 
surface breaking cracks. Small under-predictions of the fatigue life arise if interaction effects are omitted. 
However this is counteracted by re-characterising the defect as soon the crack tips touch. Although the two 
effects may not be equal, the resulting effect is usually conservative. 

Coalescence is a rapid local process affecting the local region where a re-entrant sector is formed. The 
fraction of the fatigue life spent in coalescence was approximately 15 per cent in the present work, matching 
previous reports [4,6,7], although Frise and Bell [29] found that coalescence could constitute up to 87 per 
cent of total test time, depending on the geometry, defect spacing, and the type of loading. In engineering 
applications both, crack interaction and coalescence may constitute a useful part of the operational life. Re
characterisation procedures which discard both, interaction and coalescence, shorten the operational life. 
Allowing a limited amount of defect interaction but precluding coalescence, as recommended in R6/4 and 
BS 7910 defect assessment codes, and proposed for the revised ASME XI code [30] rationalises the as
sessment while maintaining the necessary conservatism. The present experimental work confirms sugges
tions of Twaddle and Hancock [4], Iida and Hirata [5], and Iida and Kawahara [31], and agrees with 
observations of Leek and Howard [6] and Soboyejo et al. [7], that the defect interaction and coalescence 
phases in fatigue growth may be neglected and simplified procedures for fatigue life are conservative and 
support the revised defect re-characterisation rules of BS 7910 and R6/4. 

6.2. Ductile tearing 

The configurations developed by the coalescence of two initially separate co-planar defects in fatigue 
formed the basis for the numerical and experimental analysis of ductile tearing. The results show the crack 
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advance initiates in the re-entrant sector, confirming the numerically determined enhanced crack driving 
forces and low local limit loads in the re-entrant sector. The constraint loss effects observed in the numerical 
analysis did not feature significantly in the experiments due to moderate re-entrant sectors exhibited by the 
test configurations. The unconstrained crack tip fields in bending develop only for crack depths less than 
0.36t [32], whereas test geometries had crack depths in re-entrant sectors exceeding 0.25t, where t is the 
geometry thickness. 

The experimental studies showed that re-entrant sectors start to evolve in a similar way in both fatigue 
and ductile tearing. Tearing starts in the re-entrant sector, allowing the crack to develop towards the 
bounding defect shape, followed by the remainder of crack front. This suggests that current re-charac
terisation procedures, BS 7910 and R6/4 applied to such defects extending by ductile tearing are conser
vative, since the crack develops in a similar manner to fatigue. 

For surface breaking defects there are distinct differences in the evolution of crack segments close to the 
free surface in fatigue and ductile tearing. In fatigue, crack advance occurs around the entire crack front, 
with high crack growth.rates near the free surface, whereas in ductile tearing the crack is initially suppressed 
at the free surface, due to the loss of constraint associated with out-of-plane effects. 

7. Conclusions 

The crack driving force, quantified by K and J, was investigated for a family of complex cracks developed 
by fatigue. The results indicate presence of amplified stress intensity factors in the re-entrant sectors, con
firmed by the experimentally observed rapid fatigue crack growth rates. Experimental fatigue and ductile 
tearing studies initially show similar development of complex cracks towards the re-characterised shape, 
confirming the inherent conservatism in the re-characterisation procedure of BS 7910 and R6/4. However it 
will be shown in Part II, that the re-characterisation process is potentially non-conservative wherrcleavage 
failure occurs at small fraction of the limit load. 
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The re-characterisation of complex defects with re-entrant sectors has been addressed for cracks extending by fa
tigue, ductile tearing and cleavage. In Part I crack extension by fatigue and ductile tearing was discussed. In Part II 
cleavage data are presented for a family of complex defects with re-entrant sectors. Experimental tests on complex and 
re-characterised profiles are analysed using deterministic and probabilistic approaches. The work addresses the con
servatism of re-characterisation procedures when applied to cleavage failure on the lower shelf and in the ductile-brittle 
transition. 
© 2003 Published by Elsevier Science Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 

The integrity of critical engineering structures is assured by considering realistic defects under severe 
operating conditions. This may involve cleavage failure when unstable crack propagation may occur under 
near elastic conditions. In general, defect assessment procedures try to avoid detailed numerical analyses 
and advocate simplified but conservative procedures, in which complex defects are idealised as a simple 
shapes in a process known as defect re-characterisation. Re-characterisation is usually applied to defects 
which extend by fatigue or ductile tearing, as discussed in Part I of the current work. This work demon
strated that complex defects exhibit amplified values of the stress intensity factor and the l-integral in re
entrant sectors. This may compromise the conservatism of the re-characterisation procedure when failure 
occurs by cleavage. 

The present work examines cleavage failures from complex and re-characterised defects on the lower 
shelf and in the ductile-brittle transition. Detailed analyses of the test results are presented using deter
ministic and probabilistic approaches. The deterministic analysis compares the maximum stress intensity 
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factor or the J -integral, to a critical value obtained from tests on standard test geometries or from the Master 
curve [1]. The probabilistic analysis is based on the weakest link statistics applied to cleavage failure. Both 
the deterministic and probabilistic approaches have been extended to include constraint effects. 

2. Experimental details 

2.1. Experimental procedure 

Specimens with a developing family of separate, complex, and single bounding defects have been ex
amined experimentally. The specimens were developed by fatigue as described in Part I. Semi-elliptical 
cracks with shapes similar to those of re-characterised defects were also tested. A statistical experimental 
study of brittle failures has not been attempted: rather representative configurations have been tested and 
analysed, to address the effect of the enhanced stress intensity factor in re-entrant sectors on cleavage 
failure. 

Tests were performed at -196 °e to represent cleavage on the lower shelf and at -100 °e to represent 
cleavage in the ductile-brittle transition. The reference temperature at which failure occurs by cleavage 
instability before gross plastic deformation was estimated following the ASTM EI921 [I] procedure to be 
-130 °e. The test temperatures were obtained by cooling the specimens with liquid nitrogen: the tem
perature being measured at two surface positions with spot welded thermocouples. The fracture toughness 
on the lower shelf (-196°C) was measured on a set of five 25 mm thick three point bending specimens as 
53 ± 5 MPa rm and in the ductile-brittle regime (-100°C) estimated from the Master curve [l] as 165 ± 23 
MPa rm, which is close to the experimentally measured 180 MPa rm, reported by MacLennan [2]. 

The temperature dependent yield stress was estimated from a relation suggested by Bennet and Sinclair 
[3]: 

U y = 745.6 - 0.056 . e . In ( Ju ) (I) 

Here e is the temperature in Kelvin, , is a constant equal to 108 S-I, e is the strain rate, and u y is the yield 
stress in MPa. At room temperature this relation gives a yield stress of 350 MPa, at strain rate of 8.33 x 10-6 

S-I, which is close to the experimentally measured 345 MPa for grade 50D steel. The yield stress in the 
cleavage regime was estimated to be 510 MPa at -100 °e and 640 MPa at -196°C. The temperature 
dependence of Young's modulus is described with an expression suggested by Lidbury [4] for ferritic steels: 

E(cjJ) = 210 - 0.054cjJ [GPa] (2) 

where cjJ is the temperature in 0C. At room temperature Young's modulus is 209 and 220 MPa at -196°C. 

2.2. Experimental results 

The failure loads of the test geometries shown in Fig. I are given in Table I, in which the tests are 
denoted with the letter S followed by a number. The test configurations include defects with adjacent but 
separate defects (S3, SIO), complex defects with re-entrant sectors (S2, S5, S6, SlI, SI2), as well as 
bounding semi-elliptical defects (S4, S13, S15, SI6). The last series of defects arises from complete co
alescence of initially separate defects, and result in a series of semi-elliptical defects with similar shapes to 
those, which would result from re-characterisation. In all cases the load-displacement records were linear 
until the final catastrophic failure, except for specimen S5 tested at -100 °e which exhibited gross plasticity 
prior to failure. Table I also gives the local and global limit loads calculated by elastic-plastic line spring 
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Fig. 1. Showing fractographs of the tested crack configura tions, with the recorded failure loads to cleavage at (a) -196°C and (b) -100 °e . 
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Table 1 
Results of experimental cleavage tests showing characterising crack dimensions, failure and limit loads of real defect and the failure 
load for the re-characterised defect, obtained from statistical procedure (Eq. (18» 

Test Complex defect with a re-entrant sector Re-characterised defect 

Crack Failure Local limit Global Yield stress, Crack Free sur- Estimated 
depth at A, load, Pr load, limit load, r1y [MPa) depth at D, face length, failure load, 
QA [mm) [kN] ll;m,local [kN] llim,global ao [mm) 2c [mm) Pre-charact. 

[kN] [kN] 

Lower shelf regime (-196°C) 
Separate defects before coalescence 

SID 103 289 640 9.3 82.2 100 

Defect with a pronounced re-entrant sector 
SII 2.0 75 220 256 640 11.2 92 92 
SI2 1.0 85 216 251 640 11.4 96 89 

Semi-elliptical defect 
SI3" 83 190 217 640 13.2 105 
SI5 98 206 229 640 13.7 86.9 
SI6 90 203 225 640 13.5 87 

Ductile-brittle regime (-100°C) 
Individual defect before coalescence (defects overlapped) 

83 145 170 510 14.2 110 112 

Defect with a modest re-entrant sector 
S2 12.1 120 125 132 510 15.4 121.6 100 
S5b 11.8 192 150 162 510 13.9 112.9 109 

Defect with a pronounced re-entrant sector 
S6 2.2 210 143 197 510 11.5 94 127 

Semi-elliptical defect 
S4" 93 102 108 510 17.2 127.4 

Refer to Part I for definition of nomenclature. 
"Tested defect exceeded the size of a recommended re-characterised defect. 
b Gross plasticity preceded cleavage failure. 

analysis for the crack profiles using the temperature dependent yield stress given by Eq. (I), and the di
mensions of re-characterised defects. 

On the lower shelf the failure loads for complex defects with re-entrant sectors were up to 23 per cent 
lower than those for the bounding defects. However, the reverse trend was observed in the ductile-brittle 
transition, where the highest failure load was noted for the complex defect and the lowest for a bounding 
defect. On the lower shelf the failure loads were only a small fraction of the global limit load, while in the 
ductile-brittle transition the failure loads were comparable with the global limit load. 

3. Deterministic analysis 

3.1. Deterministic procedure 

In defect assessment procedures the applied stress intensity factor around the crack front is usually 
compared with the fracture toughness, K1C , measured on standard test geometries with straight crack 
fronts. In real engineering structures, defects seldom have simple straight crack fronts and frequently have a 
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varying depth. In such cases the crack driving force varies spatially with crack tip position. The resistance to 
crack advance may also vary spatially due to constraint, temperature or environmental effects, such as 
irradiation. Without loss of generality, the failure criterion can be defined as the ratio of an applied stress 
intensity factor, K(I), to a local resistance to crack extension, Kmat. both of which may be function of the 
crack tip position, t: 

K,= K(I) 

K mat 
(3) 

In the present work the local fracture toughness, Kmat. is considered to be a function of constraint, as 
measured by T [5]. The effect of constraint on cleavage is quantified by an expression suggested by Wallin 
[6]: 

K mat = 20 + (K1C - 20) exp {0.019( - it)} for T < 0 
Kmat = K 1C for T > 0 

Here K1C is the plane strain fracture toughness of standard deep crack test specimen. 

(4) 

Configurations with pronounced re-entrant sectors (S6, Sll and S12) and the corresponding re-char
acterised configurations were analysed in detail using the line spring technique of Rice and Levy [7] as 
extended by Parks and White [8] to include elastic-plastic behaviour. A symmetric half of the experimental 
geometry was modelled at the experimental failure load. The material response was idealised as linear 
elastic below the yield stress and merged into a Ramberg-Osgood relation with the appropriate temper
ature dependant yield stress (510 MPa at -100°C and 640 MPa at -196°C). The strain-hardening exponent 
was determined from un i-axial test data at room temperature to be 9 and given the low strain hardening can 
be assumed to be largely temperature independent. 

The analysis determined the distribution of the elastic-plastic stress intensity factor, Kj, and the T-stress 
around the crack front. Although line spring analysis is a computationally efficient and effective numerical 
technique, it has limited accuracy near the free surface. Consequently the KJ on the free surface was 
identified with the stress intensity factor and determined from fatigue crack growth data, using the beach 
mark spacing. Line spring analysis was used for most of the crack front. For segments close to the free 
surface the values of KJ were interpolated by using a polynomial to match the value on the free surface with 
the value obtained from fatigue data. The same polynomial was used to determine the value of T-stress for 
the near-surface crack tips and the KJ and T-stress of the re-characterised defect. 

3.2. Results of a deterministic analysis 

The analyses of a complex geometries (S6, S 11 and S 12) and the related re-characterised geometries are 
summarised in Fig. 2. Fig. 2(a) shows the digitised complex and the re-characterised crack shapes and Fig. 
2(b) shows the corresponding elastic-plastic stress intensity factors (KJ ) for both geometries. The elastic
plastic stress intensity factors are normalised with the outer fibre stress in bending and the greatest crack 
depth (at position D, using the nomenclature defined in Part I), and are plotted along the surface length of 
the defect. The T-stress is shown in Fig. 2(c), normalised with the outer fibre stress in bending. As noted in 
Part I, pronounced re-entrant sectors of complex defects exhibit amplified stress intensity factors and loss of 
in-plane crack tip constraint, as shown by a negative T-stress. 

The ratio of the local elastic-plastic stress intensity factor, KJ(I) , to the local constraint matched 
toughness, Kmat. is given in Fig. 2(d) and (e) for a complex and the re-characterised defect. Fig. 2(d) shows 
data for tests (SII) and (SI2) at -196°C and Fig. 2(e) for test (S6) at -100°C. The deterministic analysis 
shows that failure is strongly affected by in-plane constraint effects, which depend on the applied load. 
Failures (S 11) and (S 12) on the lower shelf (-196°C) occurred at small fractions of the limit load, and as . 
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Fig. 2. Detenninistic assessment of complex defects (S II at -196°C and S6 at -100 0c) and re-characterised defects: (a) crack profiles, 
(b) nonnalised elastic-plastic stress intensity factors and (c) nonnalised T-stress. The failure criterion K, is shown in (d) for the complex 
defect (SII) and in (e) for the complex defect (S6). Results of assessment of test (SI2) are identical to results from test (SII). 

such do not benefit from any increase in toughness due to constraint loss. Failure is determined by the stress 
intensity factor alone. This is shown by the distinct peak in the ratio KJ(t}/ Kmat in the re-entrant sector in 
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Fig. 2(d). However in the ductile-brittle transition, failure (S6) occurred close to the global limit load and 
benefited from a constraint enhanced toughness in the re-entrant sector, as shown in Fig. 2(e). The en
hanced toughness, K mat , associated with constraint loss counter-balances the amplified crack driving forces 
in the re-entrant sector. Although the complex defect is more detrimental than the re-characterised defect 
on the lower shelf when constraint effects are weak, the constraint enhanced toughness in the ductile-brittle 
transition recovers the conservatism of the re-characterisation procedure in this temperature range. 

4. Probabilistic analysis 

4.1. Statistical Fracture Mechanics 

The failure of brittle materials has been widely discussed as a statistical process [9] and analysed using 
weakest link statistics [10-12]. The weakest link argument partitions the crack front into small segments of 
sufficient volume to contain a second phase particle from which cleavage originates [13]. The failure of each 
segment is considered to be statistically independent and described with a cumulative distribution function, 
F, such as that proposed by Weibull: 

Fi 1 (K - Krrun)n = -exp-
Ko 

(5) 

Here Fi is a probability of failure of segment i at or below the stress intensity factor, K reduced by the cut
off Kmin , and Ko is a material property with dimensions of MPa Vm. If a crack front of length s, is divided 
into incremental segments of length so, the survival of the crack front requires survival of all segments, 
giving: 

(6) 

For a straight crack of length s, subject to uniform stress intensity factor, K, the probability of failure, F, 
can be written as: 

{ 
s (K - Kmin ) n} 

F = 1 - exp - ~ Ko (7) 

where Ko and So are scaling constants, and the cut-off in the distribution below which failure does not occur 
is commonly taken as 20 MPa Vm [1]. Wallin [11] has argued that the shape factor for J-dominant cracks 
should be 4. Without loss of generality the material property, Ko, can be written in terms of the mean 
toughness, K: 

K = KoF (1 + ~) + Kmin (8) 

where r(1 + lin) is the Gamma function. This allows Eq. (7) to be re-written as: 

{
I (K - Kmin ) n} F = I - exp - - _ . So K Kmm 

(9) 

where 

(10) 
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The mean fracture toughness, K, is now considered to be a function of constraint, Kmat. as expressed by Eq. 
(4). In general the constraint and the mean local toughness vary with spatial position, allowing Eq. (9) to be 
written more generally as: 

F = 1 - exp -{ -.!.1 ( K(/) -=- Kmin )ndt} 
sO s K mat Kmm 

(11 ) 

K(/) is the stress intensity factor at position t on the crack front, and K mat is the corresponding constraint 
matched toughness. The failure probability is determined by integrating the ratio (K(t) - Kmin )/ 
(Kmat - Kmin) along the entire crack front. For simplicity the argument is now restricted to a two parameter 
distribution by setting Kmin to zero. 

The stress intensity factor, K(/), can always be separated into load and geometry dependent parts using a 
reference stress intensity factor, Kref, and a non-dimensional function of geometry, a(/): 

(12) 

The reference stress intensity factor can be chosen in a number of ways. In the present context It IS 
advantageous to identify Kref with the maximum stress intensity factor along the crack front. The proba
bility of failure can then be expressed by substituting Eq. (12) into the cumulative failure probability of 
Eq. (7): 

1 { 
e (Kref)n} F = - exp - So Ko (13) 

where e is: 

e = l lX(/)dt (14) 

Slatcher and Oystein [14] shows that e is essentially an effective crack front length. This may readily be 
evaluated for geometries for which a closed-form expression for the non-dimensional stress intensity factor 
is available or by a numerical evaluation of computational results. 

The probability density function is defined by differentiating the cumulative probability function: 

of 
p=-

OKref 

This allows the mean value of Kref to be written as: 

Kref = 100 

Kref . P . dKref = Ko ( ~ ) lin r (1 + ~ ) 

( 15) 

(16) 

The ratio of the mean values of Kref for two configurations, A and B, then depends on the ratio of the 
effective crack front length parameters, eA and eB: 

~f = (eB
) lin 

-B ;;A 
Kref .. 

(17) 

Two geometries may have different geometric shapes and sizes, but for straight cracks in similar shaped test 
specimen, Eq. (17) is equivalent to the statistical size corrections of ASTM EI921 [1]. Eq. (17) can also be 
used to map fracture mechanics parameters from one geometry to another, by invoking size and shape 
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Table 2 
Benchmark of Eq. (18) with cleavage tests on semi-elliptical, complex and standard 25 mm thick geometries in three point bending at 
-196°C (estraight = 25 mm) 

Test No. Test geometry data Comparison 

Characteristic crack Effective crack front (ptest / pstraight) (pteS! / pstraight) 

dimension, aD [mm) length, e [mm) measured from Eq. (18) 

SII 11.2 21.51 3.0 3.4 
S12 11.0 24.50 3.4 3.3 
S13 14.0 17.60 3.3 3.2 
S15 13.7 7.51 3.9 4.0 
S16 13.5 7.36 3.6 4.1 

Characteristic crack dimension and effective crack front length are listed with measured load and approximated average failure load for 
the geometry using Eq. (18). 

corrections. Given the ratio of the reference stress intensity factors In two configurations, it is also 
straightforward to compare the failure loads: 

(18) 

where", is function of geometry and the dimension chosen to define K rer• 
This procedure is applied to a series of cleavage tests on complex defects, semi-elliptical surface breaking 

defects and standard straight crack 25 mm thick three point bend specimens. The effective crack front 
length, ~, was determined numerically by integrating the elastic-plastic stress intensity factor calculated by 
line spring analysis. The results given in Table 2 demonstrate good agreement between the ratio of ex
perimental failure loads and the average values derived from the size and shape corrections, using Eq. (18), 
suggesting that failure can be described by weakest link arguments. Semi-elliptical cracks were also ana
lysed using the Newman-Raju [15] solutions for ~ and the results agree closely with the line spring analysis. 

The predicted failure loads of re-characterised defects were obtained by use of Eq. (18) from the ex
perimentally measured failure load on a bounding defect (S4 at -100°C and S 15 at -196 0q and are given 
in Table I. 

4.2. Results of probabilistic analysis 

Probabilistic aspects of cleavage failure have been addressed using weakest link statistics for the complex 
and re-characterised geometries and are shown in Fig. 3. The relative failure probability of the complex and 
re-characterised defect depends on the applied load, which affects the constraint term in a non-linear 
manner. The relative failure probabilities quantify the level of conservatism in the re-characterisation 
procedure. For the procedure to be conservative the probability of failure of the complex defect must be less 
than the re-characterised defect. 

At small fractions of the limit load, constraint effects are negligible and failure is essentially governed by 
the stress intensity factor. This is shown in Fig. 3(b), in which geometrically similar complex defects (SII) 
and (SI2) with re-entrant sectors have a higher failure probability than the re-characterised defect at the 
failure load. In contrast, close to limit load (S6 at -100 0q, shown in Fig. 3(c), the complex defect has a 
lower failure probability due to the beneficial effects of constrain loss in the re-entrant sector. The prob
ability analysis thus confirms that the re-characterisation procedure is non-conservative on the lower shelf, 
but is conservative when the constraint effects are invoked in the ductile-brittle transition. 
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Fig. 3. Probability of failure of complex defects (S II) at -196°C and (S6) at -100°C and re-characterised defects, at measured failure 
load on complex defects. Results of assessment of test (S 12) are identical to results from test (S II). 

5. Failure assessment diagrams 

5.1. Introduction 

Cleavage failures on the lower shelf and in the ductile-brittle transition have been analysed using failure 
assessment diagrams (FADs) described in R6, revision 4 [16], as shown in Figs. 4-7. FADs assess the 
proximity to failure by comparing the stress intensity factor, K, with a material property, Kmat , to cause 
crack extension. The general (Option I) and material and geometry specific (Option 3) failure assessment 
curves (FAC) were constructed from the elastic and total J values, obtained from elastic-plastic line spring 
analysis. The experimentally measured failure load was normalised with the local limit load, given in Table 
l. For both, complex and re-characterised defects only the maximum elastic-plastic stress intensity factor 
along the crack front is considered. This is normalised with a lower bound fracture toughness data, cor
responding to 5% failure probability of the standard fracture mechanics test specimen. The maximum 
elastic-plastic stress intensity factor is located in the re-entrant sector for a complex defect and near surface 
for the re-characterised defect. Initially in Section 5.2 the fracture toughness data from 25 mm thick three 
point bend specimens has been used without constraint or statistical size and shape corrections. The re
characterisation procedure is then applied to the defect and the analysis is performed for the same failure 
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The elastic-plastic stress intensity factor is normalised with lower bound fracture toughness using the Master Curve at -100 °C, 
without constraint or statistical size corrections. The load is normalised with the local limit load. 

load. In Section 5.3 assessment is repeated invoking the constraint enhanced fracture toughness and finally 
in Section 5.4 by incorporating the statistical size and shape effects. 

5.2. General FAD 

Fig. 4 shows the analysis of a complex defect (S ll) tested at -196 °e, and Fig. 5 the analysis of a 
complex defect (S6) tested at -100 °e using the general FAD. The analysis of the complex defects indicates 
a failure point above the general and specific failure assessment curves at both test temperatures. In 
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Fig. 7. Assessment of complex defects (SII at -196°C and S6 at -100°C) and re-characterised defects using FAD including statistical 
size and shape corrections. The elastic-plastic stress intensity factor is normalised with lower bound size and shape corrected 
toughness, while measured failure load is normalised with the local limit load. 

contrast, the failure point of the re-characterised defect is inside the FAD at -196 DC, while at -100 DC it 
falls above both, the general and specific F ACs. If the re-characterisation procedure was applied to the 
complex defect (S 11) at -196 DC, the procedure would predict a failure load obtained by extending the 
loading path from the origin through the failure point of the re-characterised defect to the general failure 
assessment curve, as shown in Fig. 4. Clearly the re-characterisation procedure overestimates the failure on 
the lower shelf and is non-conservative. 
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5.3. Constraint modified FAD 

Constraint modified FADs defined in Chapter 111.7 of R6/4 [16] have been constructed for the cleavage 
failure of a complex defect (S6) at -100°C and its re-characterised form. The diagrams are presented in 
terms of the local limit loads, which are close to the global limit loads. The elastic-plastic stress intensity 
factor is normalised in Fig. 6(a) by a lower bound critical value, K1C , obtained from the Master curve for 25 
mm thick specimen at -100°C. Constraint effects were examined for the re-entrant sector using Eq. (4) and 
were introduced in the FAD by combining these expressions with the general failure assessment curve to 
produce a constraint modified failure assessment curves, as discussed by Ainsworth and O'Dowd [17]. In 
Fig. 6(b) the applied KJ is normalised with a constraint enhanced fracture toughness, Kmat. retaining the 
general failure assessment curve as the relevant assessment curve, as discussed by MacLennan and Hancock 
[18]. 

At -100°C the constraint enhanced toughness derived from constraint loss moves the failure outside the 
failure assessment curves, as shown in Fig. 6. This confirms that the detrimental effects associated with 
enhanced stress intensity factors in re-entrant sectors can be offset by invoking constraint enhanced 
toughness. 

5.4. FAD with statistical size effects 

Complex defects differ in the length and shape from the re-characterised defects and from the standard 
straight crack test specimens. Statistical size and shape corrections become relevant in assessments of such 
defects and are examined for a complex defect with a re-entrant sector and its re-characterised form. 
Weakest link arguments are employed for this purpose. For clarity the in-plane constraint effects are not 
combined with size and shape corrections. In practise these effects may be applied individually or combined, 
to give the most realistic integrity assessments. The maximum elastic-plastic stress intensity factor is located 
in the re-entrant sector for the complex defect (as shown in Fig. 2) and near surface for the re-characterised 
defect. The reference stress intensity factor is identified with the maximum value and the effective crack 
front lengths determined using Eq. (14) are summarised in Table 3, for complex and re-characterised defects 
and standard 25 mm thick edge cracked bend bars. 

At -196°C the effective critical elastic-plastic stress intensity factor for the complex defect is greater 
than that of the straight crack test specimen due to a decrease in the effective crack front length parameter, 
~. In contrast the effective critical elastic-plastic stress intensity factor for the re-characterised defect is less 
than that of the straight edge crack geometry due to an increase in effective crack front length. The re
characterised defect has physical crack front length four times greater than the straight crack and statis
tically has lower resistance to crack propagation. The physical crack front length of the complex defect is 

Table 3 
The physical and effective crack front lengths are given with the size and shape corrected mean values of fracture toughness, Kma" and 
the standard deviation, t1 

-100 DC -196 DC 

Complex crack Re-character- Straight crack Complex crack Re-character- Straight crack 
ised crack ised crack 

Physical crack \09.9 100.9 25.0 \05.2 98.3 25.0 
length [mm) 
Effective crack 26.8 63.8 25.0 9.3 71.1 25.0 
length, ~ [mm) 
Kma. [MPavm) 167.8 130.5 165.0 67.8 40.8 53.0 
t1 [MPa y'iTI) 22.6 18.2 23.0 6.4 3.9 5.0 
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also approximately 4 times longer than the straight cracked three point bend specimen, but the enhanced 
elastic-plastic stress intensity factor in the short re-entrant sector decreases the effective crack front length. 
The competition between the physical crack front length and local amplification of stress intensity becomes 
less apparent at -100 °C where more plasticity develops in the re-entrant sector. 

The assessment of complex and re-characterised defects is shown in Fig. 7 for tests at -196 and -100 °C, 
using the size and shape corrected lower bound fracture toughness. Both configurations fall on the general 
failure assessment curve at -196 °C and outside the curve at -100 °C. The failure of the re-characterised 
defect is correctly predicted at -196 °C after employing size and shape corrections. Failure of the complex 
defect (S 11) at -196 °C coincides with the F AC due to an increase in Kmat resulting from size and shape 
corrections. To ensure conservatism, it is recommended that the lower of either, the size and shape cor
rected or the deterministically measured toughness, should be used in the assessment. 

6. Failure initiation site 

In analysing failures from complex defects it is relevant to identify the failure initiation site. The de
terministic approach in this problem compares the crack driving force and the constraint enhanced 
toughness. A probabilistic approach identifies the site of the maximum probability density function as the 
most likely site from which failure initiates. 

Both, deterministic and probabilistic approaches show that configurations with pronounced re-entrant 
sectors fail from re-entrant sectors at a small fraction of the limit load. This is shown by the distinct peak in 
Kn shown in Fig. 2(d) for test (SII) and by the modal value of the probability density function in Fig. 8(b). 
Close to the limit load (S6 at -100 0c) constraint effects shift the origin offailure from the re-entrant sector 
towards deeper crack segments, as shown by the low values of K, in the re-entrant sector (Fig. 2(e» and by 
the change in pdf (Fig. 8(c». The failure site is located close to the re-entrant sector, where there is a modest 
amplification of the stress intensity factor, but no loss of constraint to enhance the local toughness. 

It is relevant to compare the probability offailure from the short re-entrant sector with the probability of 
failure from the remaining crack front (Fig. 3). The contribution to the failure probability from the short re
entrant sector is approximately equal to the contribution from the rest of the crack front at -196 0c. 
Although the re-entrant sector is the single most likely failure initiation site, failure has nearly the same 
probability of initiating from the rest of the crack front due to its greater length. At -100 °C constraint 
effects clearly favour initiation outside the re-entrant sector (Fig. 3(c». 

Whether the complex defect fails from the re-entrant sector or the deeper parts of the crack is determined 
by the constraint loss in the re-entrant sector. The argument may be developed to quantify the constraint 
loss necessary to make the re-characterised defect more detrimental than the complex defect. The deeper 
crack front locations are fully constrained and failure is governed by the general failure assessment curve. 
Failure from shallow re-entrant sectors is governed by modified failure assessment curves, which depend on 
the constraint sensitivity of the fracture toughness [17,18]. In order to compare failure at two sites using a 
single FAD, sites are compared at the same load. This can be achieved by using the elastic-plastic stress 
intensity factor of the re-characterised defect, KD , as the loading parameter in the ordinate of the FAD. In 
the re-entrant sector the enhanced stress intensity causes failure at KD/Kmat less than unity at low loads. 
However constraint enhanced toughness in the re-entrant sector elevates the F AC above the general curve 
as the limit load is approached. The modified and general FAC intersect, as shown in Fig. 9, defining the 
transition of failure from the re-entrant sector to the deeper sites of a complex defect or to the re-char
acterised defect (Fig. 9). The constraint effects in the re-entrant sector may be estimated using Eq. (4), 
through the amplification of the stress intensity factor in the re-entrant sector, which may be assessed from 
a detailed finite element analysis or from the approximate procedure described in Appendix A. The FAD 
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Fig. 9. The transition of failure from a complex defect to a re-characterised defect detennined using a modified FAD. The transition is 
governed by the constraint effects in the re-entrant sectors. 

shown in Fig. 9 thus expresses the lack of conservatism of the re-characterisation procedure at Lr < 0.67, 
while conservatism is recovered due to the loss of constraint at Lr > 0.67. 
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7. Discussion 

On the lower shelf complex defects exhibited lower failure loads than the predicted failure loads for the 
re-characterised defects. However at -100°C the failure loads of the complex defects were greater than 
the re-characterised defects due to constraint enhanced toughness. For failures at loads very much less than 
the global limit load (Sll and S12) on the lower shelf, the loss of crack tip constraint is negligible and 
insufficient to compensate for the amplified crack driving forces which develop in pronounced re-entrant 
sectors. In this case failure is governed by the applied crack driving force alone and failure initiates from the 
re-entrant sector. On the lower shelf, the re-characterisation procedure has been demonstrated to be non
conservative as exemplified by the FAD in Fig. 4. Conservatism is recovered when constraint effects can be 
invoked to compensate for the amplified crack driving forces at failures close to the limit load, shown by 
test (S6) at -100°C and by the FAD in Fig. 6. Conservatism of re-characterisation procedure can also be 
recovered by employing statistical size and shape correction to fracture toughness (Fig. 7(a)). Both cor
rections may be applied concurrently. 

Statistical size and shape corrections to the fracture toughness measured on standard test specimens 
should be employed in assessing cleavage failure. Size and shape effects can be quantified through an ef
fective crack front length parameter, e, which allows the fracture resistance to be size and shape corrected. 
Corrections may result either in increase or decrease in the toughness, Kmal> as measured on standard 
straight crack specimens. Physically this depends on whether the resistance to crack propagation is gov
erned by large sections of the crack front or small sections with high stress intensity factors. It is recom
mended that a decrease in K mat associated with an increase in the effective crack length parameter, e, should 
always be used. However an increase in K mat due to a decrease in the effective length parameter, e, should be 
taken with caution. The recommendation is that size and shape corrections should only be used if they 
results in decrease in Kmat. to ensure a conservative assessment procedures. 

Re-characterisation rules for adjacent but separate defects applied to cleavage failure must allow suf
ficient safety margins to account for the statistical nature of cleavage. In the present work a test was 
performed on a configuration containing two separate co-planar defects, with separation of adjacent crack 

1.6 1.6 
Re-characterised 

1.4 Kr 
~ Complex defect 1.4 Kr defect 

1.2 ·A~ Re-characterised 1.2 
.~ defect Complex defect 

FAC FAC 
0.8 0.8 
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(a) (b) 

Fig. 10. Assessment of a complex defect (S 10) tested at -196°C and the re-characterised defect using FAD. In (a) the elastic-plastic 
stress intensity factor is normalised with lower bound toughness from standard 25 mm thick specimen and in (b) with size and shape 
corrected toughness. The load is normalised with the local limit load. 
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tips equal to the crack depth, (specimen SIO in Fig. I) tested at -196 0c. A small difference between the 
measured failure load of 103 kN and the failure load for the hypothetical re-characterised defect of 100 kN 
was noted (Table I). In configuration (SIO) the crack tips had not met, and according to BS 7910 [19] and 
R6/4 [16] the defects should be treated separately and independently. Fig. 10 shows assessment of the 
configuration as individual defects and as a re-characterised defect in the FAD using both, measured and 
statistical size and shape corrected fracture toughness. In both cases the defect configuration falls close to 
failure assessment curve. In cases where the separation of the crack tips is greater than depth of the larger 
defect, s > d, small interaction effects are present and assessment of individual defects is more realistic. As 
the crack tips approach, s < d, interaction becomes significant and must be included in the assessment. The 
re-characterisation procedures are non-conservative for s < d and it is recommended that the procedures 
should only be applied for defects which are more widely separated (s > d). 

8. Conclusions 

Defect re-characterisation has been addressed in the context of statistical and constraint based fracture 
mechanics. A numerical and experimental study investigated the interaction of two co-planar surface 
breaking defects and the failures from defects with re-entrant sectors. 

Complex defects with a re-entrant sectors exhibit high local stress intensity factors. An experimental 
programme examined cleavage failures from such defects and demonstrated that the re-characterisation 
procedure is not conservative when failure occurs at small fractions of the limit load. The observation is 
reconfirmed with both, deterministic and a probabilistic analyses, in which the re-characteriseddefect is 
found to be less detrimental than the complex defect. Failures close to the limit load benefit from constraint 
loss which counteract the amplified crack driving forces in re-entrant sectors and cause re-characterised 
defects to be more detrimental than the original complex defects. In such cases re-characterisation is 
conservative, as shown by the deterministic and a probabilistic analyses. Benefit may be taken from sta
tistical size effects, which are strongly dependent on the crack geometry. It is recommended that statistical 
size and shape corrections should be used only when they result in a reduction in the critical value of size 
and shape corrected stress intensity. 

Re-characterisation procedures, such as those given in BS 7910 and R6/4, are conservative for fatigue 
and ductile tearing, since in both failure modes the crack advances from the re-entrant sector towards the 
re-characterised shape (see Part I). The re-characterisation procedure for defects with re-entrant sectors 
which fail in cleavage is non-conservative for failures at small fractions of the limit loads. At such low loads 
there is no benefit from constraint loss, but statistical size and shape corrections may recover the conser
vatism of the assessment. 

It is proposed that two levels of assessment should be used to ensure safety margin against cleavage for 
complex defects with re-entrant sectors: 

(1) Assess the constraint effects in the re-entrant sector of a complex defect for the design load. If the con
straint effects are sufficient to counteract the amplified values of crack driving force in the re-entrant 
sector, the re-characterisation procedure (BS 7910, R6/4) is conservative. 

(2) Re-characterise the complex defect following guidelines of defect assessment codes using statistical size 
and shape corrections for the re-characterised defect. 

Re-characterisation of separate interacting defects must take account of interaction effects which elevate 
the stress intensity factors of adjacent crack tips. The present data indicates that the re-characterisation 
procedure is conservatively applied to such defects only when the tip separation is greater than the depth of 
the deeper defect. 
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Appendix A. Approximate amplification factors 

Simple geometry based amplification factors for the crack driving force and constraint effects in the re
entrant sector of complex defects are defined. The crack with a re-entrant sector is re-characterised and the 
crack driving force is determined for the deepest position of the re-characterised defect. The amplification 
of crack driving force in the re-entrant sector is determined by multiplying this solution by an amplification 
factor, XK' The crack with a re-entrant sector is characterised with a length on the free surface, A, the depth 
of the re-entrant sector, B, and the width of the re-entrant sector, C, as shown in Fig. 11. The tip of the re
entrant sector is approximated by a 60° circular arc to define the local curvature in the re-entrant sector, 
p = llr. The amplification factor XK is: 

XK = [pACB
)' for r« A 

XK = [pACB ]-- for r ~ A and B> 1 unit 
(A.l) 

from fitting the exponent of Eq. (A. 1 ) with the detailed line spring data. The evaluation of the approximate 
procedure with the detailed line spring calculations gives conservative assessments when the exponent ( is 
1110. 

A similar procedure is defined for assessing amplification for constraint effects in the re-entrant sector. 
The amplification factor for the T-stress is defined using the above described approximation to the complex 
geometry and is used in conjunction with the T-stress solutions of standard edge crack bar in bending 
(SENB) [20]. The exponent, (, of 118 gives a good agreement with the detailed line spring computations: 

!.-I - X ·!.-I 
0"0 re-entrant - TO"O SENB 

XT = [pAC Br 

I 
I 
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\ 

Fig. 11. The definition of complex geometry as used in defining the approximate amplification factors. 

(A.2) 
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